<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SURNAME</th>
<th>GIVEN_NAME</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>NEWS_DATE</th>
<th>EVENT_DATE</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABBY</td>
<td>FLORENCE V.</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/13/1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>OF MILLADORE / HARRY ARMSTRONG OF SHERRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBY</td>
<td>A.</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>02/05/1903</td>
<td>01/29/1903</td>
<td>MRS. ABBY / 85 YRS. OLD/ BURIED MILLADORE/ 2 NOTICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABEL</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/09/1905</td>
<td>03/07/1905</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN ABEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABERHART</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/18/1903</td>
<td>06/13/1903</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. LOUIE ABERHART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAM</td>
<td>EMIL</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>04/05/1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>FRADCSKA KOFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAMS</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/23/1905</td>
<td>11/17/1905</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEORGE ABRAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAMS</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/28/1905</td>
<td>12/21/1905</td>
<td>5 WK.OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. GEORGE ABRAMS/WHPNG CGH./NEK.NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAMSKI</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>09/21/1905</td>
<td>09/17/1905</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. MARTIN ABRAMSKI / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACKERMAN</td>
<td>JULIUS</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>10/05/1905</td>
<td>10/02/1905</td>
<td>59 YRS. OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAMS</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/09/1905</td>
<td>11/06/1905</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. A. ADAMS / VESPER NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAMS</td>
<td>JULIA</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>09/29/1904</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>TO WARREN JOSEPH FROST / SEE HIS OBIT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAMS-SHEK</td>
<td>ANNA</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>05/31/1906</td>
<td>05/29/1906</td>
<td>TO GUSTAV SANGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAMSHEK</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>10/29/1903</td>
<td>10/19/1903</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. ADAMSHEK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADLER</td>
<td>ANNA</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>08/28/1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>JACOB RUDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AILSON</td>
<td>ALLEN</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/29/1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>CAROLINA JOHNSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKDAHL</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/14/1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. J. AKDAHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKEY</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/27/1906</td>
<td>12/22/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. GILBERT AKEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKEY</td>
<td>FRANK</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/28/1903</td>
<td>06/26/1906</td>
<td>TO ELIZA BRIGHAM/MAR.LIC. 14/06/1906 ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKEY</td>
<td>GILBERT</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>10/23/1902</td>
<td>10/1902</td>
<td>TO MISS EMMA BRUCE / ITEM RUDOLPH NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKEY</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/23/1905</td>
<td>03/18/1905</td>
<td>DAU.OF JOHN AKEY OF MERRILL / RUDOLPH NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKEY</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/08/1904</td>
<td>11/28/1904</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. JOE AKEY / RUDOLPH NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKEY</td>
<td>LUCY</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/09/1904</td>
<td>06/08/1904</td>
<td>TO JOHN WEYERS / RUDOLPH NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKEY</td>
<td>LAURA</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/10/1904</td>
<td>11/03/1904</td>
<td>18 YRS. OLD / CONSUMPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKEY</td>
<td>MAUDE ELIZABETH</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/21/1904</td>
<td>01/20/1904</td>
<td>TO JAMES BROCKMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBEE</td>
<td>BESSE</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/08/1906</td>
<td>11/05/1906</td>
<td>TO GEORGE LABRECHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBEE</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/17/1902</td>
<td>07/11/1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERTS</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>05/17/1906</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. THEO. ALBERTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERTS</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/16/1904</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALBERTS / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBRIGHT</td>
<td>BILLIE</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/22/1904</td>
<td>12/17/1904</td>
<td>BURIED POTTERS FIELD CEMETERY / BABCOCK NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALDERMAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>04/09/1903</td>
<td>04/07/1903</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. EPHRAIM ALDERMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER</td>
<td>MAUDE</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/03/1902</td>
<td>06/20/1902</td>
<td>SIS OF L.M.ALEXANDER TO EDWIN C. KNOERNSCHILD OF MILWAUKEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER</td>
<td>HILDA</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/17/1904</td>
<td>11/03/1904</td>
<td>TO LOUIS CHAUVIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER</td>
<td>MAUDE</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/09/1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>TO MR. KNOERNSCHILD / SEE BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT-KNOERNSCHILD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER</td>
<td>WILLIAM</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/17/1904</td>
<td>03/10/1904</td>
<td>92 YRS. OLD - OF KNOWLTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALFORD</td>
<td>EARL W.</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>10/26/1905</td>
<td>10/23/1905</td>
<td>TO ETHELYN YOUT IN CHICAGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTMANN</td>
<td>JOS.</td>
<td>MAR.</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>05/12/1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>TO BE MARRIED TO BARBARA BRANDL / BLENKER NEWS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALLEN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/02/1906  
07/27/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. ALLEN  
ALLEN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/15/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED ALLEN  
ALLEN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/29/1906  
BOY TO MR./MRS. JESSE ALLEN  
ALLEN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
06/25/1903  
06/22/1903  
BOY TO MR./MRS. E. E. ALLEN  
ALLEN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
01/21/1904  
01/14/1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE ALLEN / MEADOW VALLEY NEWS  
ALLEN  
DEATH  
WVL  
12/22/1904  
12/1904  
MR. ALLEN - BURIED POTTERSFIELD CEMETERY / BABCOCK NEWS  
ALLNS  
OLIVER  
MAR  
WVL  
08/09/1906  
08/08/1906  
TO ETHEL OSTRUM  
ALPINE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/23/1905  
03/30/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY ALPINE  
ALTHAUS  
AUGUST  
MAR  
WVL  
10/26/1905  
1860  
TO HELEN POLENSKY / SEE HIS OBIT.  
ALTHAUS  
AUGUST  
OBIT  
WVL  
10/26/1905  
10/23/1905  
88 YRS. OLD / SEE HIS MAR.  
ALTMAN  
ROSA  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
06/18/1903  
MARTIN BEY  
ALTMAN  
JOS.  
ANNIV.  
WVL  
08/24/1905  
08/23/1855  
50TH WED.ANNIV. OF MR./MRS. JOS. ALTMAN  
ALTMAAN  
T.  
DEATH  
WVL  
04/13/1905  
04/05/1905  
DAU. OF JOHN ALTMAAN / BLENKER NEWS  
ALTMAAN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/16/1905  
JACOB ALTMAAN GIVEN GRDNSHIP OF FREDERICK STERCHT  
AMEDEN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/27/1904  
10/24/1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. EDW. AMEDEN  
AMUNDSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/16/1906  
08/08/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. AMUNDSON  
AMUNDSON  
CAROLINE  
DEATH  
WVL  
11/19/1903  
BABY RECENTLY TO MR./MRS. GEO. ANDERSON  
ANDERSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/10/1906  
1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. L. ANDERSON  
ANDERSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/31/1906  
05/28/1903  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. L. ANDERSON  
ANDERSON  
ELSIE  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
10/16/1902  
DUNCAN CATTANACH / BOTH OF ROCK  
ANDERSON  
MAY  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
10/02/1902  
OF HANOVER, IL / CHARLES H. PRATT OF ATHENS  
ANDERSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
12/03/1903  
11/19/1903  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN ANDERSON  
ANDERSON  
MARTHA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/14/1903  
DAU. OF JOHN ANDERSON OF MILLADORE CHRISTENING  
ANDERSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
01/05/1905  
12/21/1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. V. G. ANDERSON / MATHER NEWS  
ANDERSON  
DEATH  
WVL  
01/19/1905  
01/09/1905  
28 DAY OLD SON OF MR./MRS. V. G. ANDERSON / MATHER NEWS  
ANDERSON  
A. J.  
MAR  
WVL  
11/30/1905  
11/28/1905  
TO ISABELLE LARAMIE / MAR.LIC. & HYMENAL  
ANDERSON  
ARCHIE  
MAR  
WVL  
10/26/1905  
10/25/1905  
TO MARY PARK  
ANDERSON  
G. W.  
MAR  
WVL  
10/19/1905  
10/14/1905  
TO ALICE HOWARD / NEW ROME NEWS  
ANDERSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/21/1904  
1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. A. ANDERSON / NEW ROME NEWS  
ANDERSON  
DEATH  
WVL  
07/21/1904  
07/17/1904  
BOY DROWNED NEAR SLAB SLOUGH / SPRING CREEK NEWS  
ANDERSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
01/21/1904  
01/19/1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. P. W. ANDERSON / MILLADORE NEWS  
ANDRESS  
A.  
MAR  
WVL  
06/28/1906  
06/27/1906  
FROM VESPER TO MARTHA OWEN AT WAUKON, IOWA  
ANDRESS  
EARL  
MAR  
WVL  
07/26/1906  
07/25/1906  
TO CAROLYN WASSER  
ANDRESS  
LELA  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
11/23/1905  
GEO. D. DERBY  
ANDREWJIEWSKI  
IDA  
DEATH  
WVL  
03/06/1905  
10/25/1901  
DAU. OF NICHOLAS ANDREWJIEWSKI OF WAUSAU/MURDERED  
ANDREWS  
PAUL  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/05/1903  
08/21/1821  
AT COBLESKILL, SCHOHARIA CO., N.Y. / SEE HIS OBIT.  
ANDREWS  
PAUL  
OBIT  
WVL  
02/05/1903  
01/31/1903  
DIED AT LINWOOD / SEE HIS BIRTH  
ANDREWS  
MARY  
MAR  
WVL  
10/20/1902  
10/28/1902  
TO ELEY EARNERSON / ARKDALE NEWS  
APLIN  
ARTHUR J.  
MAR  
WVL  
09/25/1902  
09/09/1902  
OF PLAINFIELD TO EDITH - DAU. OF MR./MRS. GEO. SCOTT
APPEL LOUISE MAR WVL 07/20/1905 07/19/1905 TO CHARLES KLEVINE
APPLEBAKER BIRTH WVL 04/30/1903 04/28/1903 BOY TO JOE APPLEBAKER / PITTSVILLE
APPLEBEE BIRTH WVL 09/11/1902 9/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. L.H. APPLEBEE OF PLAINFIELD / SARATOGA NEWS
APPLEBEE L. H. MAR WVL 09/11/1902 TO MISS ATLA YOUNG / SEE BIRTH OF DAU. - APPLEBEE
APPS BIRTH WVL 03/17/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE APPS / VANDRIESSEN NEWS
AREY GLADES MAR WVL 06/07/1906 06/04/1906 MRS. AREY TO JOHN G. SCHWARTZ
ARMBRUSTER FRED MAR WVL 09/25/1902 09/09/1902 TO ALMA BENTZ / CORRESPONDENCE NEKOOSA
ARMBURSTER FRED OBIT. WVL 02/26/1903 02/22/1903 ALSO SEE 5 OCT. NEKOOSA NEWS
ARMBURSTER FRED BIRTH WVL 02/26/1903 12/28/1874 BORN IN GERM. / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
ARMBURSTER FRED DEATH WVL 04/20/1905 4/1905 SON OF MR./MRS. GOTTLIEB ARMBURSTER/LIVED SHORT TIME/NEK.NEW
ARMMON IZARA MAR WVL 06/23/1904 06/20/1904 TO MINNIE FREDERICK / NEKOOSA NEWS
ARMSTRONG HARRY MAR.LIC. WVL 03/13/1902 OF SHERRY / FLORENCE V. ABBEY OF MILLIDORE
ARMSTRONG BIRTH WVL 1/01/1903 12/31/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ED ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG LORENA MAR WVL 10/12/1905 10/05/1905 TO HENRY HOENSTEIN / PITTSVILLE NEWS
ARNETT BIRTH WVL 07/31/1902 07/21/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. W. ARNDT / KELLNER NEWS
ARNETT SOPHIE MAR WVL 10/26/1905 10/24/1905 TO LOUIS NEITZEL
ARNETT AUGUST DEATH WVL 03/02/1905 02/22/1905 69 YRS. OLD / FIVE MILE CREEK NEWS
ARNETT HERMAN MAR.LIC. WVL 04/13/1905 AMANDA TEWS
ARNETT MARTHA MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/16/1905 TO LIT. VECHINSKY/TO MAR. - NEK.NEWS/ALSO 18 MAY - NEK.NEWS
ARNETT MINNIE MAR WVL 12/04/1902 11/30/1902 TO EDWARD FRY SON OF JOEL FRY / ARPIN NEWS
ARNOLD BIRTH WVL 01/12/1905 01/06/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN ARNOLD / ALTDORF NEWS
ARNOLD BIRTH WVL 04/13/1905 1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. ANTON ARNOLD / ALTDORF NEWS
ARQUETTE LUCILE MAR WVL 06/14/1906 06/12/1906 TO GALBRAITH MILLER JR. AT MILWAUKEE
ASHBECK LOUIS MAR.LIC. WVL 10/16/1902 LOUISA HERMAN / BOTH OF AUBURNDALE
ASHBECK KATE MAR WVL 07/23/1903 07/22/1903 TO EMMORY PROVOST / TWO ARTICLES
ASHENBERRY DEATH WVL 01/04/1906 BABY BORN & DIED LATTER PART OF LAST WEEK
ASHENBRENNER WENZEL MAR.LIC. WVL 01/19/1905 TO MARY BOHMANN OF LAONA/ALSO SEE BLENKER NEWS
ASTROSKY HERMAN MAR WVL 01/21/1904 01/13/1904 TO MARY CONCINSKY / ALTDORF NEWS
ATCHERSON W. T. BIRTH WVL 08/04/1904 10/28/1823 SEE DEATH / CREAM OF EXCHANGES
ATCHERSON W. T. DEATH WVL 08/04/1904 07/22/1904 DIED VILLAGE OF PLAINVILLE, ADAMS CO./ CREAM OF EXCHANGES/BIRTH
ATCHERSON W. T. BIRTH WVL 08/04/1904 10/38/1823 YES-BIRTHDAY GIVEN AS 38/SEE HIS DEATH / CREAM OF EXCHANGES
ATCHERSON W. T. DEATH WVL 08/04/1904 07/22/1904 DIED VILLAGE OF PLAINVILLE, ADAMS CO./SEE HIS BIRTH
AUCUTT GEO MAR WVL 07/31/1902 07/28/1902 TO MISS DELLA SIEBLING OF WAUSAU AT CHICAGO
AUCUTT GRACE BIRTH WVL 04/05/1906 04/01/1906 11TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
AUCUTT J. E. MAR WVL 11/01/1906 10/30/1906 5TH ANNIV.
AUCUTT EUGENE ANNIV. WVL 12/28/1905 12/25/1880 25TH WED ANNIV. OF MR. & MRS. EUGENE AUCUTT / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
AUCUTT GRACE BIRTH WVL 04/06/1905 04/02/1895 10TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
AUCUTT FRED MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/08/1904 TO ANNA BUBLITZ / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
AUCUTT WM. J. DEATH WVL 04/07/1904 04/01/1904 LISTS SURVIVING CHILDREN
AUGUSTINE CARL (CHARLES) MAR. LIC. WVL 06/15/1905 AMIE HILGARD OF PARK FALLS
AUGUSTINE DEATH WVL 01/14/1904 1/1904 MRS. CHARLES AUGUSTINE / BLENKER NEWS
AUGUSTINE JOS. DEATH WVL 02/18/1904 02/14/1904 15 YR. OLD SON OF CHARLES AUGUSTINE / BLENKER NEWS
AULT LIZZIE MAR WVL 12/04/1902 11/22/1902 TO THOMAS PORTER / MONORE CENTER NEWS
AUSTIN LYDIA BIRTH WVL 01/08/1903 04/09/1822 SEE HER DEATH
AUSTIN LYDIA DEATH WVL 12/31/1902 BURIED FRIENDSHIP, WI / SEE HER BIRTH
AUSTIN A. V. MAR QVL 02/16/1905 02/08/1905 TO HARRIET LONG / PITTSVILLE NEWS
AUSTIN FLORA DEATH WVL 01/23/1905 11/15/1905 MRS. AUSTIN - 44 YRS. OLD / BETHEL NEWS
AYERS ARTHUR MAR WVL 07/27/1905 TO LILLIAN ROWLAND / TO BE MARRIED
AYSHFORD GEORGE DEATH WVL 05/21/1903 05/17/1903 49 YR. OLD FORMER RESIDENT DIED WEAUPACA CO. INSANE ASYLUM
AYSHFORD MARY DEATH WVL 01/15/1903 01/15/1903 PIONEER SETTLER
AZAER ANNIE BIRTH WVL 10/03/1904 10/09/1895 9TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS
AZAR ALBERT BIRTH WVL 12/10/1904 12/21/1897 7 YR. BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS
BABBER BIRTH WVL 07/02/1903 GIRL TO MR. & MRS. BABBER / JUNCTION CITY
BABCOCK BIRTH WVL 08/30/1906 08/26/1906 BOY TO MR. & MRS. ELMER BABCOCK
BABCOCK ELECTA DEATH WVL 02/22/1906 02/17/1906 53 YR. OLD MOTHER OF MRS. GUY GETTS
BACCH BIRTH WVL 11/03/1904 10/31/1904 GIRL TO MR. & MRS. ELMER BABCOCK / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
BADER EARL BIRTH WVL 08/09/1906 04/18/1889 SEE HIS DEATH
BADER EARL DEATH WVL 08/09/1906 07/30/1906 SEE HIS BIRTH
BAGGS BIRTH WVL 11/16/1905 1905 BOY TO MRS. SAMUEL BAGGS OF SPRING BLUFF / ARMSAN NEWS
BAILEY ELLINORE FOREST BIRTH WVL 03/27/1902 1853 SEE HER MAR.- BAILEY/DEATH - JAQUES
BAILEY ELLINORE FOREST MARR. WVL 03/27/1902 1883 TO LEWIS JAQUES/HER BIRTH - BAILEY/DEATH - JAQUES
BAILEY BIRTH WBVL 09/27/1906 09/07/1906 GIRL TO MR. & MRS. A. F. BAILEY
BAILEY BIRTH WVL 08/28/1906 08/28/1871 35TH BIRTHDAY OF MRS. E. L. BAILEY
BAILEY ORA DEATH WVL 03/15/1906 03/08/1906 1 YR. 10 MOS. 1 DAY OLD SON OF MR. & MRS. A. F. BAILEY
BAILEY ELLINOR FOREST BIRTH WVL 03/27/1902 1853 SEE HER MAR.-BAILEY/ OBIT.-DEATH - JAQUES
BAILEY ELLINOR FOREST MAR WVL 03/27/1902 1883 TO LEWIS S. JAQUES/SEE HER BIRTH -BAILEY/ OBIT.- JAQUES
BAILEY E. L. MAR WVL 01/08/1903 TO LILLY HAWLEY
BAILEY EVA DEATH WVL 01/28/1904 01/19/1904 MISS BAILEY DIED AT WAUPACA/SIS OF MRS.JENNIE FOX/MEEHAN NWS
BAILEY MAR WVL 12/11/1902 FANNIE JACKSON - DAU. OF WM. L. JACKSON/GRNDMA JACKSON
BAILING MAR WVL 10/25/1906 10/18/1906 TO POPOFSKI
BAILOGLOWICZ MARY (MRS.) MAR WVL 11/08/1906 11/05/1906 TO ALEX WAZRONKA
BAKEMAN FRANK BIRTH WVL 02/16/1905 09/16/1824 BORN IN FINLAND/SEE HIS DEATH / BETHEL NEWS
BAKEMAN FRANK DEAHT WVL 02/16/1905 02/09/1905 SEE HIS BIRTH / BETHEL NEWS
BAKER C. A. MAR WVL 04/19/1906 04/16/1906 MR. & MRS. BAKER - 15TH WED. ANNIV.
Baker Susan MAR WVL 01/04/1906 1873 TO ALONZO D. SCRIBNER / SEE HIS OBIT.
Baker Francis MAR. LIC. WVL 04/10/1902 TO CLARA L. STRATTON / BOTH OF RICHFIELD
Baker Geo. W. ANNIV. WVL 08/07/1902 1866 36TH WED.ANNIV.OF MR./MRS.BAKER / PERSONAL MENTION
Baker Birth WVL 03/05/1903 03/02/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JACK BAKER
Baker BERTHA MAR. LIC. WVL 12/24/1903 J. D. RANKIN
Baker Birth WVL 10/12/1905 10/08/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JACK BAKER
Baker JOHN MAR.LIC. WVL 05/11/1905 MINNIE KAWINA OF RUDOLPH
Baker Vinnie BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 01/23/1905 67TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
Baker MAR WVL 12/15/1904 12/07/1904 MISS BAKER TO MR. DEPEESE OF PITTSVILLE / BETHEL NEWS
Baker CHARLEY MAR WVL 08/04/1904 07/31/1904 TO DELLA SIBLEY
BalDWIN BIRTH WVL 02/16/1905 02/15/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. ROLAND BALDWIN
BalDWIN W. C. DEATH WVL 08/03/1905 08/02/1905 DIED AURORAVILLE, IL / FORMER RESIDENT
BalDWIN BIRTH WVL 10/20/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. LEWIS BALDWIN
BalDWIN MABEL D. MAR WVL 08/18/1904 08/17/1904 TO WILL H. OTTMAN
Ball MINNIE MAR.LIC. WVL 02/16/1905 ALBERT SCHERF
BALTUS MATHILDA MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/08/1905 TO LOUIS HERMAN (HARMON)/MARIAN-LIC./AUBURNDALE NEWS-SAME DATE
Baltus MATHILDA MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/08/1905 TO LOUIS HERMAN / MAR.LIC.-HARMON/SAME DATE AUBURNDALE NEWS
Bangs B. P. DEATH WVL 03/19/1903 02/09/1903 FATHER OF MRS. CHAS. RAYMOND /DIED IN STATE OF WASHINGTON
Banks BETH DEATH WVL 03/12/1903 03/08/1903 INFANT SON OF MR./MRS.WM. BANKAS AT STRONGS PRAIRIE
Banker DEATH WVL 03/12/1903 03/08/1903 INFANT DAU. OF MR./MRS. WM. BANKER
Banker Death WVL 10/08/1903 6 HR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. NATHAN BANKER
BankouseN BIRTH WVL 02/23/1905 02/16/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. RICHARD BANKOUSEN
Banks BIRTH WVL 04/28/1904 04/03/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. BANKS / SPRING CREEK NEWS
Barber MABEL MAR WVL 03/16/1905 03/08/1905 TO MR. WADDELL OF BARABOO / BETHEL NEWS
Barclay ARTHUR MAR WVL 09/27/1906 MISS MULROY - SEE HER MOM'S OBIT.-MULROY
Barden Seth DEATH WVL 10/04/1906 09/29/1906 20 YRS. OLD
BARDWELL DEATH WVL 10/19/1905 10/19/1905 DUA. OF MR./MRS. HARRISON BARDWELL OF WAUSAU / NEKOOSA NEWS
BARKER JOSEPHINE MAR WVL 06/28/1906 06/20/1906 TO JAMES MUNROE FENWICK AT MADISON
BARKER JESSE MAR. LIC. WVL 07/23/1903 MAUDE THOMAS
BARKER MABEL MAR WVL 03/02/1905 03/08/1905 TO MR. WADDELL OF BARABOO / BETHEL NEWS
BARLOW FRANK MAR WVL 10/25/1906 10/1906 TO ANNA KRITIS AT OSHKOSH
BARLOW HARVEY B. MAR WVL 05/04/1905 05/03/1905 TO EDNA HAMILTON OF MILWAUKEE / JUNEAU COUNTY
BARMAN NELLIE MAR WVL 11/20/1902 11/13/1902 TO TRISTRAM WARREN / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
BARNES BIRTH WVL 02/26/1903 02/23/1903 GIRL TO W. H. BARNES
BARNES LYMAN E. DEATH WVL 01/21/1904 01/16/1904 LAWYER
BARR BIRTH WVL 05/09/1904 04/27/1904 TO BOY TO MR./MRS. BEN BARR / SHERRY NEWS
BARRETT JULIA MAR. LIC. WVL 01/08/1903 AUGUST KANSORA
BARRETT ANGELINE MAR WVL 04/29/1906 04/25/1906 TO PETER BECKER
BARTELL BIRTH WVL 06/07/1906 06/06/1906 TO BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN BARTELL
BARTNICKI BIRTH WVL 08/30/1906 08/23/1906 TO GIRL TO MR./MRS. VALENTINE BARTNICKI
BARTON JOHN BIRTH WVL 06/07/1906 03/03/1877 TO SEE HIS OBIT. / DEATH OF SON / HIS MAR.
BARTON JOHN OBIT. WVL 06/07/1906 05/27/1906 TO CONSUMPTION / SEE DEATH SON / HIS MAR./BIRTH
BARTON JOHN MAR WVL 06/07/1906 12/17/1902 TO MR. MYRTLE JONES / SEE HIS & SONS DEATHS / HIS BIRTH
BARTON LAWRENCE BIRTH WVL 06/07/1906 08/15/1905 TO SEE HIS DEATH / OBIT. OF FATHER JOHN BARTON / DAD'S MAR.
BARTON LAWRENCE DEATH WVL 06/07/1906 05/27/1906 PNEUMONIA / SEE HIS BIRTH/ OBIT. OF DAD JOHN BARTON
BARTON BIRTH WVL 08/24/1905 08/16/1905 TO BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN BARTON OF HANCOCK / NEKOOSA NEWS
BASSETT JOHN R. BIRTH WVL 07/10/1902 08/24/1889 TO SON OF MR./MRS. A. E. BASSETT / SEE HIS DEATH
BASSETT JOHN R. DEATH WVL 07/10/1902 07/03/1902 TO DUE TO HEART TROUBLE / SEE HIS BIRTH
BATES BIRTH WVL 02/15/1906 02/11/1906 TO GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALFRED BATES
BATES DEATH WVL 08/09/1906 08/05/1906 TO MR. BATES - 75 YEARS OLD
BATES ROY MAR WVL 11/22/1906 11/15/1906 TO JESSIE WINEGARDEN
BATES JENNIE MAR WVL 11/19/1903 11/17/1903 TO EMIL PILTZ
BATES JULIA MAR WVL 10/4/1904 10/04/1904 TO ALLIE CUMBERLAND / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
BATHKE FRANK MAR WVL 10/25/1906 10/17/1906 TO CELIA POLANSKY / MAR. LIC. - 11/10/1906 ISSUE
BATTY BIRTH WVL 10/14/1904 09/30/1904 TO GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. O. BATTY
BAUER W. T. MAR. LIC. WVL 07/31/1902 02/03/1903 TO OF STEVEN POINT / MARGARET NANN WHITE OF PITTSVILLE
BAUER JOHN MAR. LIC. WVL 06/04/1903 SOPHIA KRINGS OF MILLADORE
BAUKUS JOE MAR WVL 03/08/1906 03/01/1906 TO JENNIE HOBART
BAUM BIRTH WVL 04/14/1904 04/11/1904 TO BOY TO REV. & MRS. S. N. BAUM
BAUMGART MATHILDA MAR WVL 02/16/1905 02/20/1905 TO MRS. BAUMGART TO ALBERT WEIDEWALD / NEKOOSA NEWS ALSO 2 MAR. ISSUE
BAUMGART (BREDSCHEINDEER) MATHILDA MAR WVL 02/16/1905 02/20/1905 TO MRS. TO ALBERT WEIDEWALD / TO MAR. / ALSO NEKOOSA NEWS 2 MAR. ISSUE
BAUR BIRTH WVL 12/07/1905 11/25/1905 TO BOY TO MR./MRS. CARSON BURT / SEE ALSO NEKOOSA NEWS
BAYLING BIRTH WVL 02/08/1906 02/03/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. BAYLING / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
BEACH WILLIAM MAR 09/13/1906 09/06/1906 TO - BRIDE'S NAME NOT GIVEN
BEACH  IDA  MAR  WVL  11/13/1902  1902  TO CHARLEY DEMITZ / PERSONAL MENTION
BEALER  ALVIN  MAR  WVL  08/16/1906  08/15/1906  TO CHAS. WAGNER
BEAN  BIRTH  WVL  03/01/1906  02/24/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. ? BEAN
BEAN  DEATH  WVL  03/29/1906  03/23/1906  INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. HERB BEAN
BEAN  ERNEST  BIRTH  WVL  10/04/1906  10/01/1906  21ST BIRTHDAY
BEAN  RUTH ELLEN  DEATH  WVL  06/28/1906  06/25/1906  8 YR. OLD GIRL - WHOOPING COUGH
BEAN  PHYLETTA  MAR  WVL  12/18/1902  12/1902  TO EXANGAST FOUNTAIN
BEARDSLEY  BIRTH  WVL  08/23/1906  08/23/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. GRANT BEARDSLEY
BEARDSLEY  GRANT  MAR  WVL  11/13/1902  11/11/1902  TO MISS MARGARET HAMM
BEARDSLEY  BIRTH  WVL  06/15/1905  1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. GRANT BEARDSLEY
BEARDSLEY  DEATH  WVL  03/17/1904  03/14/1904  MRS. M.A. BEARDSLEY - MOM OF GRANT BEARDSLEY
BEASTER  EMMA  MAR  WVL  01/07/1904  01/02/1904  TO EMIL ERICKSON / DEXTERVILLE NEWS
BEATTIE  NANCY LEE  MAR  WVL  10/23/1902  10/29/1902  TO JOHN C. DELANY
BECK  FRITZ  DEATH  WVL  04/19/1906  04/16/1906  30 YRS. OLD
BECK  BIRTH  WVL  12/14/1905  12/07/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. BECK / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
BECKER  BIRTH  WVL  08/06/1906  08/31/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. THOMAS BECKER / MILLADORE NEWS
BECKER  PETER  MAR  WVL  04/29/1906  04/25/1906  TO ANGELINE BARRETT
BECKER  GLADYS IRENE  BIRTH  WVL  10/25/1906  08/30/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. TOM BECKER / SEE HER DEATH
BECKER  GLADYS IRENE  DEATH  WVL  10/25/1906  10/21/1906  DAU. OF MR./MRS. TOM BECKER / SEE HER BIRTH
BECKER  WM. L.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/02/1902  ESSIE CATTANACH / BOTH TWN. OF LINCOLN
BECKER  THOMAS  MAR  WVL  10/01/1903  09/23/1903  TO FLOSSIE CLINE / AT SHERRY
BECKER  BIRTH  WVL  12/15/1904  1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. BECKER / MILLADORE NEWS
BEEF  THOMAS  BIRTH  WVL  04/14/1904  04/11/1904  23RD BIRTHDAY PARTY / SHERRY NEWS
BEELE  FRED  MAR.LIC.  WVL  07/31/1902  07/24/1902  ANNA SCHEURIN / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD
BEESTON  SUSAN  MAR  WVL  12/07/1905  12/02/1905  TO WILLIAM NICOLAUS /ALSO NEK. NEWS SAME DATE
BEGGS  JANE  BIRTH  WVL  01/11/1906  1825  SEE HER OBIT. - WORDEN / MAR. - BEGGS
BEGGS  JANE  MAR  WVL  01/11/1906  TO BARNABAS WORDEN / SEE HER BIRTH - BEGGS / OBIT. - WORDEN
BEGGS  JANE  BIRTH  WVL  01/11/1906  1825  SEE HER MAR-BEGGS/HER OBIT.-WORDEN/HSBNDS DEATH
BEHRENDT  LUDW.  BIRTH  WVL  01/15/1903  1853  CELEBRATED 50TH BIRTHDAY IN KELLNER
BELKE  CHAS.  DEATH  WVL  03/23/1905  3/1905  MILL ACCIDENT AT APPLETON
BEIN  BIRTH  WVL  09/10/1903  09/08/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. OTTO BEIN
BEINE  MAMIE  MAR  WVL  10/25/1906  10/23/1906  TO A. W. BEVER AT MARSHFIELD / MAR.LIC. 11/10/1906 ISSUE
BELANGER  BIRTH  WVL  04/05/1906  04/01/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE BELANGER
BELGARD  BIRTH  WVL  12/24/1903  TO MR./MRS. AUGUST BELGARD
BELKNAP  DEATH  WVL  04/05/1906  04/01/1906  MRS. CHARLES BELKNAP 76 YRS. 13 DAYS OLD
BELKNAP  NAAMAN  BIRTH  WVL  09/08/1904  1828  SEE DEATH
BELKNAP  NAAMAN  DEATH  WVL  09/08/1904  09/01/1904  SEE BIRTH
BELL
BIRTH WVL 05/19/1904 05/15/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN BELL JR.

BELLERSTEIN
DOROTHY M. MAR.LIC. WVL 04/13/1905 ADOLPH BORNOWSKI

BELOTT
TINA MAR WVL 06/14/1906 06/12/1906 TO FRANK E. SCHUDER

BELSTER
MARY DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 01/21/1905 20 YRS. OLD / NEKOOSA NEWS

BENDER
ADAM MAR.LIC. WVL 07/27/1905 AUGUSTA SCARLOW

BENISH
EMMA MAR WVL 07/10/1902 07/23/1902 TO JOSEPH HAASL /ALSO SEE 24 JULY ISSUE

BENJAMIN
BIRTH WVL 05/10/1906 05/05/1906 TWINS - GIRL & BOY TO MR./MRS. E. J. BENJAMIN

BENJAMIN
BIRTH WVL 04/06/1905 03/30/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. BENJAMIN OF NEW ROME

BENNER
MARY MAR. LIC. WVL 10/11/1906 AUGUST THRUN

BENNERT
BIRTH WVL 07/30/1903 07/16/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. E. BENNET / CRANMOOR

BENNET
ESTHER MAR WVL 12/17/1903 1874 TO JOHN A. McCANN / SHE HIS OBIT/BIRTH/MAR.#1

BENNETT
ELLEN MAR WVL 01/12/1905 12/26/1904 TO WILLIAM McMORRAN

BENSEN
BIRTH WVL 11/09/1905 11/05/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. BENSEN OF MEEHAN

BENSON
ALBERT MAR WVL 12/25/1902 12/22/1902 TO JESSIE STEVENS OF MRSHFLD./MAR.LIC. SAME DAY-ISSUE

BENSON
DEATH WVL 11/16/1905 11/12/1905 INFANT CHILD OF MR./MRS. PETER BENSON / MEEHAN NEWS

BENSON
DANIEL MAR WVL 11/23/1905 11/21/1905 TO JESSIE STEVENS OF MRSHFLD./MAR.LIC. SAME DAY-ISSUE

BENTLEY
WM. BIRTH WVL 03/15/1906 03/11/1865 41ST BIRTHDAY

BENTLEY
BIRTH WVL 06/22/1905 06/20/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS.WM. BENTLEY OF ROME/LIVED ONLY SHORT TIME

BENTZ
ALMA MAR WVL 09/25/1902 09/09/1902 TO FRED ARMBRUSTER / CORRESPONDENCE NEKOOSA

BENTZ
ALMA MAR WVL 02/26/1903 09/09/1902 TO FRED ARMBRUSTER / SEE HIS OBIT.

BERANCK
FRANK MAR WVL 01/25/1905 12/1904 TO LIZZIE LETTERHOUSE / BLENKER NEWS

BERANEK
DEATH WVL 05/26/1904 05/25/1904 9 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. A. J. BERANEK / MILLADORE NEWS

BERANEK
EMMA MAR WVL 09/29/1904 09/20/1904 TO CHAS. HUNTER / MILLADORE NEWS

BERARD
JENNIE LAURA MAR WVL 07/12/1906 07/11/1906 TO DR. GEORGE POMAINVILLE

BERARD
DEATH WVL 11/02/1905 10/29/1905 MRS. PETER BERARD DIED IN ANACOSTA, WASH./ALSO SEE NEKOOSA NEWS

BERARD
P. E. MAR WVL 11/16/1905 05/03/1881 TO SARAH E. BRUNKA / SEE HER OBIT. - BERARD

BERARD
SARAH E. OBIT. WVL 11/16/1905 10/28/1905 MRS. BERARD - SEE HER MAR. - BRUNKA

BERARD
BIRTH WVL 01/29/1903 01/24/1903 GIRL TO MR. F. O. BERARD

BERARD
DEATH WVL 01/07/1904 12/30/1903 MRS. FELIX BERARD OF SARATOGA /ALSO SEE NEKOOSA NEWS

BERGAN
DEATH WVL 10/05/1905 10/30/1905 10 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. GEO. BERDAN / AUBURNDALE NEWS

BERDA
BIRTH WVL 11/10/1904 11/07/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. W. G. BERDAN / MILLADORE NEWS

BERENS
JOHN V. MAR WVL 08/30/1906 08/29/1906 TO SUE FISHER AT SHEBOYGAN FALLS /MAR.LIC. 23/08/1906 ISSUE

BERG
HANS NELSON DEATH WVL 01/25/1906 06/06/1896 SEE HIS MAR./ALSO OBIT OF DORA BERG SUNDET

BERG
HANS NELSON MAR WVL 01/25/1906 1872 TO ANNA DORTHEA OLESON / SEE HIS DEATH/OBIT OF DORA SUNDET

BERG
HILDA MAR WVL 11/15/1906 10/06/1906 TO THEODORE JACOBSON AT SAUK RAPIDS, MINN.
BERG ALLETA O. MAR WVL 09/28/1905 09/27/1905 TO MARTIN JACOBSON OF STRONGS PRAIRIE
BERG WILLIAM MAR WVL 01/26/1905 01/20/1905 TO ELLA KOBZ OF TOWN OF SIGEL
BERG WILLIAM P. MAR.LIC. WVL 06/01/1905 AGNES BLOOMER OF MARSHFIELD
BERGER BIRTH WVL 01/11/1906 1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. OLE BERGER
BERGERSON OLIVE MAR WVL 11/19/1903 06/28/1891 TO OLE CARLSON / SEE HIS OBIT.
BERHAGEN LOUISE BIRTH WVL 10/26/1905 09/05/1905 SEE HER MAR.-BERHAGEN / OBIT.- BINNEBOESE
BERHAGEN LOUISE MAR WVL 10/26/1905 TO AUGUST BINNEBOESE/SEE HER BIRTH-BERHAGEN/OBIT.-BINNEBOESE
BERHAND MINNIE MAR WVL 04/14/1904 4/1904 TO PLAIN MILLER / KELLNER NEWS
BERKE LAURA DEATH WVL 01/11/1906 01/07/1906 SISTER OF EMILY WITTER / DIED GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
BERNARD BIRTH WVL 06/28/1905 06/17/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE BERNARD
BERNIER SADIE MARY BIRTH WVL 06/07/1906 04/22/1886 SEE HER DEATH
BERNIER SADIE MARY DEATH WVL 06/07/1906 FROM CONSUMPTION / SEE HER BIRTH
BERNIER IRENE RUNYAN DEATH WVL 06/23/1904 1904 MRS. BERNIER OF LACROSSE /FORMER RES.- BURIED HERE
BERRY LEWIS MAR WVL 10/01/1903 09/29/1903 TO LESLIE POTTER AT HANCOCK
BERTH WILLIAM MAR WVL 07/24/1902 7/1902 TO ? IN KAUKAUNA /TO LIVE IN PORT EDWARDS /PORT EDWARDS NEWS
BERTRAND DEATH WVL 06/08/1905 05/31/1905 MRS. I. C. BERTRAND / MATHER NEWS
BERTRAND JOHN MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/07/1905 TO CELIA HAMM / MATHER NEWS
BERUPKIE AGNES MAR WVL 06/01/1905 05/29/1905 TO JOE PANCORT / CARSON NEWS
BESAW DEATH WVL 12/31/1903 12/27/1903 MRS. BESAW OF SARATOGA - 70 YRS. OLD
BESKE EMIL MAR WVL 03/22/1906 03/15/1906 TO MRS. JANE GLODGO
BESHKE LENA MAR WVL 05/25/1905 05/17/1905 TO EDDIE SILES / NEW ROME NEWS
BETHKE BIRTH WVL 02/01/1906 01/27/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. FERDINAND BETHKE
BETHKE JOHN MAR.LIC. WVL 12/15/1905 MINNIE HENKE OF HANSEN
BETHKE JOHN BERTHA MAR WVL 10/01/1903 09/29/1903 TO ALBERT ZAGER
BETLACH BIRTH WVL 26/10/1905 10/22/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. EMIL BETLACH OF STEVENS POINT
BETTIE DEATH WVL 12/14/1905 12/07/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. BETTIE / BABBCOCK NEWS
BEUTOSKI DEATH WVL 03/24/1904 03/19/1904 MR. BEUTOSKI / KELLNER NEWS
BEVER A. B. MAR WVL 11/15/1906 11/14/1906 TO CELIA McCARTHY
BEVER A. W. MAR WVL 10/25/1906 10/23/1906 TO MAMIE BEINE AT MARSHFIELD /MAR.LIC. 11/10/1906 ISSUE
BEVER MARY ELIZABETH MAR WVL 07/12/1906 07/10/1906 TO FRANCIS JOHN ZOELLE
BEY MARTIN MAR.LIC. WVL 06/18/1903 ROSA ALTMANN / SHERRY
BEYEL CATHERINE PROBATE 03/16/1905
BIALOGLOWICZ VINCENT DEATH WVL 03/08/1906 03/05/1906
BIARL BIRTH WVL 04/13/1905 04/06/1905 TO BOY TO MR./MRS. F. BIARL / SHERRY NEWS
BIGELOW JESSE BIRTH WVL 12/18/1902 12/1889 13TH BIRTHDAY
BILLINGS WILL DEATH WVL 03/20/1902 AT KILBOURN / BROTHER OF CO. D. WILLIAMS / NEKOOSA NEWS
BILLINGS BIRTH WVL 02/04/1904 02/01/1904 TO BOY TO MR./MRS. O. D. BILLINGS OF KELLNER
BILLINGS CHARLES DEATH WVL 07/28/1904 07/23/1904 SEE RICHFIELD NEWS
BILLINGS E. L. DEATH WVL 06/30/1904 06/23/1904 MR. BILLINGS / PNEUMONIA / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS /WIFE 6 CHLDRN
BILLMEYER  BIRTH  WVL  07/12/1906  07/09/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. ANTON BILLMEYER
BILLMEYER  DEATH  WVL  04/06/1905  1905  DAU. OF MR./MRS. A. F. BILLMEYER / LIVED ONLY FEW DAYS
BILLMEYER  BIRTH  WVL  06/16/1903  07/03/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. F. BILLMEYER
BILLMEYER  ANNA  MAR  WVL  02/19/1903  02/17/1903  TO LOUIS WIFFLE
BILLMEYER  ROSA  MAR  WVL  02/19/1903  02/17/1903  TO JOSEPH FISHER
BILLMYER  LEO  DEATH  WVL  01/11/1906  01/07/1906  4 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. FRANK BILLMYER / DIPHTHERIA
BIMM  ANNA  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/01/1905  07/09/1906  JOHN PATRO OF TOWN OF ROCK
BINCEN  DEATH  WVL  12/24/1903  12/21/1903  YOUNGEST SON OF MR./MRS. BINCEN / MILLADORE
BINGER  BIRTH  WVL  05/04/1905  05/03/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. HARRY BINGER
BINGHAM  CHARLES  MAR  WVL  07/24/1902  06/26/1902  TO ? WARNER - SEE OBIT. OF MR. WARNER
BINNEBOESE  DEATH  WVL  06/26/1902  06/1902  10 MOS.OLD BABY OF MR./MRS.GUS BINNEBOESE / DIPHTHERIA
BINNEBOESE  EMMA MARY  MAR  WVL  10/16/1902  10/15/1902  TO ROWLAND SILAS PAYNE / FAMILY LISTED/SEE 16/10/1902 ISSUE
BINNEBOESE  AUGUST  MAR  WVL  10/26/1905  10/26/1905  TO LOUISE BERHAGEN/HER BIRTH-BERHAGEN/HER OBIT.-BINNEBOESE
BINNEBOESE  LOUISE  OBIT.  WVL  10/26/1905  10/22/1905  SEE HER BIRTH/MAR.-BERHAGEN/ALSO SEE NEKOOSA NEWS
BINNEBOESE  MAR  WVL  01/04/1906  12/28/1905  TO ? JOHNSON AT NEKOOSA
BIRON  JULIAN  DEATH  WVL  08/31/1905  08/21/1905  FORMER GRAND RAPIDS RES./DIED IN ASOTIN, WASH.
BISHOP  DEATH  WVL  06/01/1905  06/01/1905  MRS.T.B.BISHOP FOMER MRS. REED MOORE NOW OF STANTON, IOWA
BISHOP  CASSIE  DEATH  WVL  06/27/1905  07/23/1905  26 YR. OLD DAU.OF JOHN BISHOP
BISHOP  T. B.  MAR  WVL  06/01/1905  06/01/1905  MR. TO MRS.REED MOORE- HER OBIT.-BISHOP/BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
BISKET  BIRTH  WVL  07/26/1906  07/21/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST BISKET
BITTNER  BIRTH  WVL  12/24/1903  12/24/1903  BOY TO REV./MRS. J. L. BITTNER
BLACZEK  STELLA  MAR.LIC. WVL  05/11/1905  05/11/1905  PAUL KACZKE
BLAESER  EMMA  MAR  WVL  10/12/1905  10/14/1905  TO FRANK E. COMPTON / TO BE MARRIED
BLAHA  JOS.  MAR  WVL  01/28/1904  01/26/1904  TO BARBARA KRUMLI/MILLADORE NEWS /ALSO 14 JAN ISSUE
BLAIN  ALMIRA  DEATH  WVL  08/18/1904  08/12/1904  20 YR.OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS.MOSES BLAIN/RUDOLPH NWS. & 25 AUG.
BLAIR  NORA  DEATH  WVL  03/12/1903  03/12/1903  MRS.JAMES BROWN-DAU.OF MR./MRS.STEPHEN BLAIR /SEE HER OBIT.
BLAIR  NORA  BIRTH  WVL  03/12/1903  03/12/1903  DAU. OF MR./MRS. STEPHEN BLAIR /HER OBIT.- BROWN/VANDREISSEN
BLAISDELL  HATTIE (MRS.)  MAR  WVL  08/02/1906  08/01/1906  TO ELIAS C. VAN NATTA
BLAISER  GITTY CHARITY  MAR  WVL  10/13/1904  10/08/1840  TO WILLIAM PEARL- /SEE HIS OBIT.
BLAKE  FOREST L.  MAR  WVL  07/31/1902  08/01/1902  OF TOMAH TO ANNA McGLYNN OF BABCOCK/ALSO SEE 7/08/1902 ISSUE
BLAKE  BIRTH  WVL  04/07/1904  04/07/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. FOREST BLAKE / BABCOCK NEWS
BLAKE  SARAH ELIZABETH  BIRTH  WVL  01/29/1903  03/25/1839  AT ELIZABETHTOWN, N.Y./HER OBIT.- VAUGHN
BLAKE  SARAH ELIZABETH  MAR  WVL  01/29/1903  1860  TO JOHN WESLEY VAUGHN/SEE HER OBIT.-VAUGHN / FAMILY GIVEN
BLANCHARD  WILLIAM O.  MAR  WVL  04/06/1905  04/05/1905  DR.BLANCHARD TO HARRIET LOSER OF CHICAGO/MAR.LIC.& WED.GIVEN
BLANCHARD  CALVIN  DEATH  WVL  09/20/1906  09/1906  DIED IN CAMBRIA
BLANEY  SARAH  MAR  WVL  05/11/1905  05/11/1905  TO SAMUEL BOLES / SEE HIS OBIT.
BLENKER  HENRY J.  MAR.LIC. WVL  08/07/1902  08/07/1902  THERESIA BRANDL / BOTH OF BLENKER
BLENKER  BIRTH WVL  05/28/1903  05/28/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY BLENKER
BLENKER AGNES DEATH WVL 04/14/1904 04/10/1904 11 1/2 MOS. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. H. J. BLENKER/BLENKER NEWS

BLESSING EMIL K. MAR. LIC. WVL 08/23/1906 HILDA YOUNG

BLISH WALTER MAR WVL 05/03/1906 04/28/1906 TO OLGA REINHARDT

BLODGETT JERRY MAR WVL 08/30/1906 08/25/1906 TO GENEVIEVE BURNS

BLOMSECKER HARRY MAR WVL 10/26/1905 10/23/1905 TO BELLE HUGHS / SHERRY NEWS

BLOOD BIRTH WVL 11/29/1906 11/23/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY BLOOD

BLOOD HENRY MAR WVL 12/07/1905 12/04/1905 TO CLARA WAGNER / MEEHAN NEWS

BLOOD HENRY MAR WVL 7/07/1904 03/01/1892 TO CELIA LETTIE SMART / SEE HER OBIT. - BLOOD / MEEHAN NEWS

BLOOMER AGNES MAR. LIC. WVL 06/01/1905 WILLIAM P. BERG

BLOOMFIELD BIRTH WVL 05/17/1906 01906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ARTHUR BLOOMFIELD

BLOOMFIELD ARTHUR BIRTH WVL 04/07/1904 04/03/1904 TO PEARL SINCLAIR/STRONGS PRAIRIE/NEK.NEWS/14 APRIL CRM.EXCH

BLOWERS BIRTH WVL 03/22/1906 03/19/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. MARK BLOWERS

BLUEM BIRTH WVL 04/05/1906 03/25/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN BLUEM

BLUETT LORA L. MAR WVL 07/27/1905 07/19/1905 TO JAMES C. BUCKLAND

BLUMENTSTEIN CLARENCE MAR. LIC. WVL 10/30/1902 ANNA LAHMANN / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD

BLYSTONE Birth WVL 01/25/1906 01/20/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. BLYSTONE

BLYSTONE EMMA DEATH WVL 03/08/1906 03/02/1906 28 YR. OLD WIFE OF WM. BLYSTONE

BLYSTONE BIRTH WVL 09/29/1904 1904 3 MO. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. RILEY BLYSTONE CHRISTENED/NEK.NEWS

BLYSTONE WM. MAR WVL 03/08/1906 TO EMMA JOYAL / SEE HER DEATH - BLYSTONE

BOARD BIRTH WVL 03/19/1903 03/13/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. JACOB BOARD / ARPIN

BOBB JOHN MAR WVL 10/25/1906 10/15/1906 TO EVA DEMARIAIS AT MINNEAPOLIS

BODAH JOSEPH DEATH WVL 10/13/1904 10/07/1904 NASONVILLE NEWS

BODE JENNIE MAR. LIC. WVL 09/28/1905 JOHN GUNST

BOETTLE MABEL BIRTH WVL 10/13/1904 10/13/1891 14TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

BODMER CHARLES BIRTH WVL 06/22/1905 06/22/1905 TO MARGARET RAYMOND / ALSO 29 JUNE ISSUE

BÖEHM BIRTH WVL 05/14/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. EDW. BOEHM

BÖEHRMER MINNIE BIRTH WVL 08/17/1905 08/11/1905 16TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

BOEHNING CHARLES MAR WVL 09/14/1905 09/26/1905 TO ANNA KUEHNHOLD OF AUBURNDALE/ALSO 28 SEP. AUBURNDALE NEWS

BOESCHENSTEIN IDA (MRS.) MAR WVL 08/23/1906 08/18/1906 TO HENRY ECKERMANN

BOETTCHER OLOF BIRTH WVL 10/25/1906 10/06/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT BOETTCHER

BOGER MARY MAR WVL 06/28/1906 06/20/1906 TO ELIZABETH PALM / MAR. LIC. 14/06/1906 ISSUE

BOHRMANN MARY MAR WVL 01/19/1905 TO WENZEL ASHENBRENNER / ALSO SEE BLENKER NEWS

BOLES BIRTH WVL 03/15/1906 03/09/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HUGH BOLES

BOLES CHARLES E. MAR WVL 07/05/1906 06/30/1906 TO MARY REILEY AT MARSHFIELD

BOLES MARGUERITE BIRTH WVL 02/23/1905 02/20/1901 4TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS

BOLES SAMUEL MAR WVL 05/11/1905 1856 TO SARAH BLANEY / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.

BOLES SAMUEL BIRTH WVL 05/11/1905 09/07/1829 SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.

BOLES SAMUEL OB. WVL 05/11/1905 05/04/1905 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR. / LONG OBIT.
BOLES
BIRTH WVL 09/24/1903 09/22/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HUGH BOLES

BOLSTER SARAH MAR.LIC. WVL 06/15/1905 GEORGE MEYER OF SHERRY (WITH PARENTS CONSENT)

BONHAM MAMIE MAR WVL 03/06/1902 09/30/1901 TO JOHN VANDERHI / BRIEF LOCAL NOTES

BOORMAN BIRTH WVL 12/18/1902 12/17/1902 GIRL TO DR. & MRS. C. A. BOORMAN

BOOTH PERCY BIRTH WVL 05/10/1906 03/03/1887 19TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

BOOTH GEORGE D. MAR WVL 06/22/1905 06/27/1905 TO MARY REILY /TO BE MARRIED AT MARSHFIELD

BORETTE MATILDA DEATH WVL 04/2705 04/24/1905 MRS. LOUIS BORETTE

BORNGRAN RUTH BIRTH WVL 07/19/1906 07/13/1889 17TH BIRTHDAY

BORN ALBERT WILLIAM MAR. LIC. WVL 11/09/1905 ELLEN ANNETA SHERIN

BOROWSKI ADOLPH MAR. LIC. WVL 04/13/1905 DOROTHY M. BELLERSTEIN

BOSSERT BIRTH WVL 09/08/1904 09/04/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED BOSSERT

BRADLEY WILLARD BIRTH WVL 07/13/1905 07/12/1905 TO SUSIE GRANGER

BRAEDER LENNA MAR WVL 06/27/1906 TO WILLIAM BRATTON AT TOMAHAWK /SEE LENA BUDRO 28/06/1906

BOUGORD BIRTH WVL 01/19/1905 01/04/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. MIKE BOUGORD /PORT EDWARDS NEWS/ALSO 12 JAN.

BOUREGUARD SOPHIE MAR WVL 07/24/1902 7/1902 TO JACOB PETUSKY / ITEM CORRESPONDENCE NEKOOSA NEWS

BOURTEGUARD SOPHIE MAR WVL 07/24/1902 7/1902 OF PORT EDWARDS TO JACOB PETUSKY OF NEK./CORRESPOND.NEK.

BRADLEY ROSE BIRTH WVL 12/10/1903 03/24/1873 BORN AT MUSKEGON,MICH./SEE HER MAR.-BOVA/OBIT.-DOE

BOVA ROSE MAR WVL 12/10/1903 1888 TO WILLIAM DOE /SEE HER BIRTH-BOVA/OBIT - DOE

BRADLEY ALBERT BIRTH WVL 07/10/1904 07/28/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED BOSSERT

BOUDEAU LENA MAR WVL 07/05/1906 06/27/1906 TO WILLIAM BRATTON AT TOMAHAWK /SEE LENA BUDRO 28/06/1906

BOYCE FRANK DEATH WVL 02/28/1906 01/28/1906 67 YRS. OLD

BOYINGTON MARGUERITE MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/13/1904 TO JOHN PODWIN

BOYNETT NINA DEATH WVL 04/23/1903 04/22/1903 DAU.OF MR./MRS.CARL BRIGGS-SEE HER BIRTH/MAR-BRIGGS

BOYNETT ORVILLE MAR WVL 04/23/1903 TO NINA BRIGGS /SEE HER BIRTH-BRIGGS/OBIT.-BOYNTON

BOYNETT NINA OBIT. WVL 04/23/1903 04/22/1903 SEE HER BIRTH/MAR-BRIGGS

BRADLEY WILLARD BIRTH WVL 07/13/1905 07/12/1905 TO SUSIE GRANGER

BRADNER BIRTH WVL 08/10/1905 08/03/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. BRADNER / PORT EDWARDS NEWS

BRADNER BIRTH WVL 02/26/1903 02/22/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. J. D. BRADNER

BRADLEY ANNA MAR WVL 08/25/1904 07/25/1904 MR. BRADNEY OF MISSOURI TO MAMIE CLAPP

BRADLEY ANNA MAR WVL 07/17/1902 07/10/1902 TO OLIVER LEROUX
BRADY MARGUERITE MAR WVL 09/18/1902 1855 TO STEVEN BRAZEAU / SEE HIS OBIT. / HER DEATH - BRAZEAU
BRADY ANNA MAR WVL 07/17/1902 07/10/1902 TO OLIVER LEROUX
BRADY MARGUERITE MAR WVL 09/18/1902 1855 TO STEVEN BRAZEAU / SEE HER DEATH - BRAZEAU / HIS OBIT.
BRAHAM MASON C. MAR WVL 05/17/1906 05/16/1906 TO EDITH NASH
BRAHAM M. C. MAR WVL 12/20/1905 12/14/1905 TO EDITH NASH / ENGAGEMENT
BRAHMEADT BIRTH WVL 07/30/1903 07/24/1903 SON OF HENRY BRAMSTEADT / SEE HIS DEATH
BRAMSTEADT DEATH WVL 07/07/1904 07/04/1904 NEW BORN SON OF MR./MRS. HENRY BRAHMSTEADT / KELLNER NEWS
BRAMSTEADT JOHN MAR WVL 11/01/1905 10/28/1956 GOLDEN ANNIV
BRAMSTEADT ROSETTA BIRTH WVL 07/27/1905 07/24/1905 DAU.OF MR./MRS. HENRY BRAHMSTEADT CHRISTENED AT KELLNER
BRAMSTEADT JOHN MAR WVL 01/29/1903 01/28/1903 TO MARRY JOS. ALITMANN / BLENKER NEWS
BRAND (BRANDL) KATHERINE (KATHARIN) MAR WVL 09/14/1905 09/19/1905 TO CHARLES FEIT (FEIL) OF TW.OF WOOD / ALSO SEE 21 SEP. ISSUE
BRANDL MARY MAR.LIC. WVL 06/18/1903 MAX GRASSL
BRANDL BARBARA MAR WVL 05/12/1904 05/09/1904 TO MARRY JOS. ALITMANN / BLENKER NEWS
BRANDL THERESSA MAR.LIC. WVL 08/07/1902 08/06/1902 TO CHARLES FEIT / SEE FEIT/ BRAND - 14 SEP. ISSUE
BRANDT JOHN MAR L. WVL 11/16/1904 11/15/1904 TO MARRY JOS. ALITMANN / BLENKER NEWS
BRANDSTATER JOE DEATH WVL 06/02/1904 06/01/1904 DROWNED ABOUT A MONTH AGO - BODY FOUND
BRANDSTEDT VIVIAN E. DEATH WVL 03/24/1904 03/23/1904 23 YR. OLD SON OF MRS. JOHANNA BRANDSTEDT
BRANDT JOHN BIRTH WVL 09/07/1905 09/04/1905 TO MARRY MRS. RICHARD BRANDT
BRANDT JOHN DEATH WVL 09/07/1905 09/04/1905 TO MARRY MRS. RICHARD BRANDT
BRANDT JOHN BIRTH WVL 06/11/1903 06/03/1903 TO MARRY MRS. H. BRANDT, KELLNER
BRANDT JOHN MAR.LIC. WVL 01/29/1903 01/28/1903 TO CHARLES FEIT / SEE FEIT/ BRAND - 14 SEP. ISSUE
BRATTON WILLIAM MAR WVL 06/28/1906 06/27/1906 TO LENA BUDRO / SEE LENA BODREAU 5/07/1906 ISSUE / TOMAHAWK
BRAZEAU STEPHEN DOLPHED MAR WVL 11/15/1906 11/07/1906 DR. BRAZEAU TO ANNA WILLIAMS AT ASOTIN, WASH.
BRAZEAU GEORGE B. MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/16/1904 TO MARRY JAE OF NEENAH / ALSO SEE NEKOOSA NEWS
BRAZEAU BIRTH WVL 10/09/1902 10/09/1902 TO STEVEN BRAZEAU / SEE HIS OBIT. / HER MAR. - BRAND
BRAZEAU MARGUERITE BRADY DEATH WVL 09/18/1902 09/18/1902 TO STEVEN BRAZEAU / SEE HIS OBIT. / HER MAR. - BRAND
BRAZEAU STEVEN BIRTH WVL 11/16/1904 11/15/1904 TO STEVEN BRAZEAU / SEE HIS OBIT. / HER MAR. - BRAND
BRAZEAU STEVEN MAR WVL 09/18/1902 09/17/1932 TO STEVEN BRAZEAU / SEE HIS OBIT. / HER MAR. - BRAND
BRAZEAU STEVEN MAR WVL 09/18/1902 09/17/1932 TO STEVEN BRAZEAU / SEE HIS OBIT. / HER MAR. - BRAND
BRAZEAU STEVEN MAR WVL 09/18/1902 09/17/1932 TO STEVEN BRAZEAU / SEE HIS OBIT. / HER MAR. - BRAND
BRAZEAU CARRIE A. DEATH WVL 07/30/1903 07/24/1903 WIFE OF GEO. B. BRAZEAU
BRAZEAU CARRIE A. DEATH WVL 07/30/1903 07/24/1903 WIFE OF GEO. B. BRAZEAU
BRAZEAU GEORGE B. MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/16/1904 TO MARRY JAE OF NEENAH / ALSO SEE NEKOOSA NEWS
BROSCH  EMMA  MAR  WVL  03/19/1903  TO PAUL SHEPPREAU / FROM OBIT.
BROSCH  EMMA  MAR  WVL  03/19/1903  TO J. SMOZEL / BOTH OF MILLADORE / BLENKER NEWS
BROSECK  EMMA  MAR  WVL  10/09/1902  1902  TO J. SMOZEL / BOTH OF MILLADORE / BLENKER NEWS
BROSECK  EMMA  MAR  WVL  10/09/1902  1902  TO J. SMOZEL / BOTH OF MILLADORE / BLENKER NEWS
BROSTOWITZ  VINCENT  MAR, LIC.  WVL  09/20/1906  TILLIE SWARICK
BROWN  WILL  MAR  WVL  11/08/1906  11/01/1906  TO MYRTLE GRIFFEN
BROWN  CORNELIA  BIRTH  WVL  12/11/1902  12/14/1829  SEE HER MAR. - BROWN / OBIT. - JACKSON
BROWN  CORNELIA  MAR  WVL  12/11/1902  1851  TO H.W. JACKSON / SEE HER BIRTH - BROWN / OBIT. - JACKSON
BROWN  BIRTH  WVL  02/16/1905  02/15/1905  GIRL TO MR. / MRS. HENRY BROWN
BROWN  FLORENCE N.  MAR, LIC.  WVL  06/22/1905  JESSE T. HEATH
BROWN  DEATH  WVL  01/29/1903  CHILD OF MR. / MRS. JAMES BROWN
BROWN  BIRTH  WVL  02/26/1903  02/20/1903  GIRL TO MR. / MRS. GEORGE W. BROWN
BROWN  MIKE  DEATH  WVL  05/28/1903  05/22/1903  LEAVES WIFE AND 6 CHLDRN
BROWN  NORA  DEATH  WVL  03/12/1903  WIFE OF JAMES BROWN / DAU. OF MR. / MRS. STEPHEN BLAIR OF PLAINFLD
BROWN  JAMES  MAR  WVL  03/12/1903  TO NORA BLAIR / HER OBIT. - BROWN / VANDREISSEN NEWS
BROWN  CORNELIA  BIRTH  WVL  12/11/1902  12/14/1829  SEE HER MAR. - BROWN / HER OBIT. - JACKSON
BROWN  CORNELIA  MAR  WVL  12/11/1902  1851  TO H. W. JACKSON / SEE HER BIRTH - BROWN / HER OBIT. - JACKSON
BROWN  NORA  DEATH  WVL  03/12/1903  WIFE OF JAMES BROWN / DAU. OF MR. / MRS. STEPHEN BLAIR / VANDREISSEN
BRUBAKER  BIRTH  WVL  07/06/1905  1905  BOY TO MR. / MRS. GEORGE BRUBAKER OF FOND DULAC
BRUBAKER  GEORGE  MAR  WVL  06/07/1905  1905  TO NELLIE PAYNE - SEE BIRTH OF SON
BRUBAKER  BIRTH  WVL  07/06/1905  1905  BOY TO MR. / MRS. GEORGE BRUBAKER OF NOND DULAC
BRUBAKER  GEORGE  MAR  WVL  07/06/1905  1905  TO NELLIE PAYNE / SEE BIRTH OF SON
BRUCE  EMMA  MAR  WVL  10/23/1902  10/1902  TO GILBERT AKEY / ITEM - RUDOLPH NEWS
BRUCE  EMMA  MAR  WVL  10/23/1902  10/1902  TO GILBERT AKEY / ITEM - RUDOLPH NEWS
BRUGGMAN  BIRTH  WVL  02/12/1903  02/08/1903  BOY TO MR. / MRS. WILLIAM BRUGGMAN / ALTDOFR
BRULEY  ROY  MAR  WVL  06/21/1906  06/20/1906  TO NANCY MILKE / MAR. LIC. - 7/6/1906 ISSUE
BRUNDAGE  HARRIET  DEATH  WVL  03/30/1905  3/1905  PERSONAL MENTION
BRUNKA  SARAH E.  BIRTH  WVL  11/16/1905  07/11/1905  BORN IN NEW ROME / SEE HER MAR. - BRUNKA / OBIT. - BERARD
BRUNKA  SARAH E.  MAR  WVL  11/16/1905  05/03/1881  TO P. E. BERARD / SEE HER BIRTH - BRUNKA / OBIT. - BERARD
BRYE  MATILDA  DEATH  WVL  08/03/1905  07/30/1905  MISS BRYE / MILLADORE NEWS
BUBLITZ  MARY  MAR  WVL  06/07/1906  06/06/1906  TO FRANK WILHORN
BUBLITZ  DEATH  WVL  02/16/1905  02/15/1905  8 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR. / MRS. BUBLITZ OF TWIN. PORT EDWARDS / NEK. NEW
BUBLITZ  BIRTH  WVL  07/28/1904  07/23/1904  GIRL TO MR. / MRS. WM. BUBLITZ OF PORT EDWARDS
BUBLITZ  ANNA  MAR  WVL  11/17/1904  11/08/1904  TO FRED AUCUTT / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
BUBOLZ  ALBERT  MAR, LIC.  WVL  10/02/1902  ANNIE WEPFER / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD
BUBOLZ  ALBERT  MAR, LIC.  WVL  10/02/1902  ANNIE WEPFER / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD
BUCHANAN  BIRTH  WVL  02/07/1906  9/1906  BOY TO MR. / MRS. JOHN BUCHANAN
BUCHANAN  HARRY  OBIT.  WVL  02/09/1905  2/1905  BRO. OF MRS. BONNETT / BRO. IN-LAW WM. MCKINLEY / NEK. ARMENIA NEWS
BUCHANAN HARRY MAR WVL 02/09/1905 TO MARY MCKINLEY - 40 YRS. AGO / SEE HIS OBIT./NEK.NEWS
BUCHANAN MAR WVL 09/10/1903 MISS BUCHANAN TO FRED KRINKEY / SEE BIRTH OF A SON
BUCHHOLZ OLGA MAR WVL 09/17/1903 9/09/1903 TO HERMAN SCHOCHERT
BUCKLAND JAMES C. MAR WVL 07/27/1905 07/19/1905 TO LORA L. BUETTER / TROY CTR.
BUCKLEY JAMES DEATH WVL 01/21/1904 01/15/1904 SON - W. S. BUCKLEY / DAI - KATE BUCKLEY
BUCKLEY W. S. OBIT WVL 12/01/1904 11/25/1904 SENATOR - FORMER RESIDENT / DIED IN COLORADO /SEE HIS MAR.
BUCKLEY W. S. MAR WVL 12/01/1904 1892 TO GEORGIANNA ARPIN / SEE HIS OBIT.
BUDREAU WM. DEATH WVL 10/02/1902 10/25/1902 DUE TO DYNAMITE ACCIDENT / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
BUDREAU WM. DEATH WVL 10/02/1902 10/25/1902 ACCIDENT - DYNAMITE / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
BUDRO LENA MAR WVL 06/28/1906 06/27/1906 TO WILLIAM BRATTON AT TOMAHAWK /SEE LENA BUDREAU 5/07/1906
BUCHER BURL DEATH WVL 12/17/1903 12/12/1903 DIED IN NEKOOSA / SEE HIS BIRTH
BUEHLER BIRTH WVL 06/07/1906 11/08/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN BUEHLER
BUERSE A. E. MAR WVL 04/27/1905 04/24/1905 TO GEORGE L. PETTICH/STERLING
BUFFMAN DEATH WVL 08/13/1903 08/03/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. TONY BUKOWSKI
BULGER BIRTH WVL 07/07/1904 07/04/1904 TO MINNIE ROBINSON AT HANCOCK.
BULGRIN BEATRICE BIRTH WVL 10/05/1905 10/02/1905 8TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS
BULGRIN JOHN DEATH WVL 12/17/1903 06/24/1824 BORN IN GERMANY / SEE HIS DEATH
BULGRINS BEATRICE BIRTH WVL 10/05/1905 10/02/1905 8TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS
BUNDLE CARRIE DEATH WVL 10/12/1905 10/07/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALBERT BUNDE
BURCHELL JULIA MAY BIRTH WVL 13/04/1905 22/10/1878 BORN IN GRAND RAPIDS / SEE HER MAR.-BURCHELL/OBIT.-SMITH
BURCHELL MAE DEATH WVL 07/13/1905 TO JESSE SMITH / SEE DEATH OF CHILD - SMITH
BURCHER ANDREW DEATH WVL 07/12/1906 1006 FUNERAL
BURCHER BIRTH WVL 06/07/1906 06/05/1906 TO JOE BURCHER / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
BURNETT WM. W. BIRTH WVL 12/07/1905 01/28/1824 BORN IN GRAND RAPIDS / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
BURGH BIRTH WVL 06/28/1906 06/27/1906 TO J. SMITH / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
BURKHARDT WILLIAM W. OBIT WVL 11/30/1905 11/22/1905 PIONEER IN ADAMS CO./ CHILDREN LISTED
BURKE BIRTH WVL 11/30/1905 11/22/1905 TO J. SMITH / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
BURKE DEATH WVL 11/30/1905 11/22/1905 TO J. SMITH / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
BURKOSKI BIRTH WVL 12/06/1906 06/05/1906 TO J. SMITH / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
BURMEISTER ANDREW DEATH WVL 07/19/1906 07/02/1906 19 YRS. OLD / DUE TO COMPLICATION OF DISEASES
BURNS GENEVIEVE MAR WVL 08/30/1906 08/25/1906 TO JERRY BLODGETT
BURNS HELEN DEATH WVL 08/21/1902 08/15/1902 3 YR.OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS.WALBER BURNS / SCARLET FEVER
BURNS ETTA BIRTH WVL 04/13/1905 04/06/1895 10TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / PITTSVILLE NEWS
BURNS DEATH WVL 02/19/1903 02/13/1903 BABY BOY OF MRS.J.E.BURNS / JUNCTION CITY
BURNS BIRTH WVL 10/22/1903 10/11/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WALTER BURNS
BURNS GRACIE DEATH WVL 01/28/1904 01/18/1904 DAU. OF MRS. S. CHAFFEE / STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS
BURNS MAGGIE MAR WVL 12/08/1904 12/04/1904 TO ARCHIE L. HAYES / MONROE CENTER NEWS
BURNS HELEN DEATH WVL 08/21/1902 08/15/1902 3 YR. OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS. WALTER BURNS / SCARLET FEVER
BURRELL DAVID DEATH WVL 07/16/1903 07/02/1903
BURRITT BEATRICE MAR WVL 06/30/1904 06/29/1904 TO PAUL PHILLEO / ALSO SEE 7 JULY ISSUE
BURROUGHS R. M. ANNIV. WVL 08/14/1902 1877 MR./MRS. BURROUGHS 25TH ANNIV. / CORRESP. NEKOOSA NEWS
BURROUGHS MAUD MAR WVL 06/15/1905 06/20/1905 TO ARTHUR PELLS OF ADAMS CO./M.LIC.NEK.NEWS/ALSO 22 JUNE ISS
BURRILL BIRTH WVL 10/02/1902 09/27/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHESTER BURROWS / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
BURROWS BIRTH WVL 10/02/1902 09/27/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHESTER BURROWS / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
BURT BIRTH WVL 04/02/1903 03/26/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. CARSON BURT / NEKOOSA
BUSCHENSTEIN RUTH BIRTH WVL 10/27/1904 10/23/1904 10TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
BUSCHENSTEIN MAGGIE MAR WVL 10/10/1903 10/29/1903 TO HENRY STURM / LONG ARTICLE
BUSCHLEN BIRTH WVL 11/18/1906 11/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. BUZA
BUZZI DEATH WVL 04/20/1905 04/15/1905 ONE OF TWIN BABIES DIED / KELLNER NEWS
BUSS BIRTH WVL 03/25/1903 03/19/1903 TWIN GIRLS TO MR./MRS. RICHARD BUSS
BUSS MARY MAR WVL 04/16/1903 04/13/1903 TO ALBERT PRIVINEAU
BUSS PAULINE MAR WVL 08/27/1903 08/20/1903 TO CHARLES GOESSEL
BUSS BIRTH WVL 08/25/1904 08/18/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. RICHARD BUSS
BUSS AUGUST MAR WVL 06/30/1904 06/30/1904 TO BERTHA GASH
BUZA BIRTH WVL 11/08/1906 11/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. BUZA
BYERS BIRTH WVL 04/21/1904 04/15/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JIM BYERS / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
CADDY F. A. DEATH WVL 04/07/1904 1904 BURIED AT KILBURN
CADDY FRANK A. BIRTH WVL 03/31/1904 12/31/1896 SEE HIS DEATH
CAHILL MINNIE MAR WVL 03/09/1904 TWIN GIRLS TO MR./MRS. J. W. CAHILL - CHRISTENED / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
CAHILL WM BIRTH WVL 07/21/1904 1904 SON OF R. W. CAHILL - CHRISTENED / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
CALKINS E. H. MAR WVL 04/24/1902 04/25/1902 MRS.CALKINS OF TOMAH TO S.E. PEARL TO BE MAR.
CALKINS BIRTH WVL 03/09/1905 03/07/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. BERT CALKINS / ARPIN NEWS
CALKINS MAR WVL 04/24/1902 04/25/1902 MRS. E.J.CALKINS TO S.E. PEARL TO BE MARRIED
CALL PEARL A. MAR WVL 09/29/1904 09/29/1904 TO GEORGE C. CURTIS
CALLAHAN BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. J. W. CALLAHAN / NEKOOSA NEWS
CALVERT CLAUDE MAR WVL 02/15/1906 02/10/1906 TO ANNA PUTTEEN
Cameron James W. Death WVL 09/04/1902 08/28/1902 Father of Frank Cameron/Heart Failure/Also 25 Sep. Issue
Cameron J. W. Mar WVL 11/30/1905 To Mae Tibbits - Former Vesper Res./See Her Obit.-Cameron
Cameron J. W. Death WVL 11/30/1905 08/29/1902 Died in Milwaukee/See Obit. of Wife-Mae Cameron
Cameron James W. Death WVL 09/04/1902 08/28/1902 Father of Frank Cameron/Heart Failure/See 25 Sep. Issue
Cameron Will Birth WVL 03/22/1906 03/21/1906 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Wm. Campbell
Cameron WVL 10/25/1906 10/20/1903 3rd Anniversary
Cameron Death WVL 08/28/1902 Child of Will Campbell of Pittsville/ Babcock News
Cameron Robert Death WVL 05/01/1902 04/27/1902 Leaves wife & 5 children/ Dexterville News
Cameron Death WVL 10/05/1905 10/03/1905 Dr. of London, England.-Wife Former Charlotte Lynn of Nekoosa
Cameron Mar WVL 10/05/1905 03/03/1905 Dr. to Charlotte Lynn of Nekoosa/See His Death
Cameron Harry Mar WVL 03/16/1905 03/08/1905 To Emma Douglas of Nekoosa/Armenia News
Cameron Harry R. Mar Lic. WVL 03/09/1905 03/06/1905 To Emma Douglas of Nekoosa /Also See Nek. News
Cameron Julia Mar WVL 04/06/1905 04/02/1905 To Albert A. Mathewson-Mar.Lic./Wedding- Pittsville News
Cameron Leona Death WVL 01/05/1905 12/31/1904 Infant dau. of Mr./Mrs. William Campbell/ Pittsville News
Cameron Wm. Mar WVL 10/22/1903 10/20/1903 To Agnes Deroshia
Cameron Birth WVL 08/11/1904 08/09/1904 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Will Campbell
Cameron Iona Katherine Birth WVL 09/29/1904 1904 DaU. of Mr./Mrs. Wm. Campbell - Christened
Cameron B. Mar WVL 09/22/1904 08/29/1904 Dr. Campbell to Charlotte Lynn
Cameron Death WVL 08/28/1902 Child of Will Campbell of Pittsville/ Babcock News
Cameron Robert Death WVL 05/01/1902 04/27/1902 Leaves wife & 5 children/ Dexterville News
Cameron Death WVL 10/05/1905 10/03/1905 Dr. Campbell/ See His Mar.
Cane Death WVL 1/1/1901 12/30/1902 Wife of Wesley Cain at Plainfield
Canning Birth WVL 04/19/1906 04/17/1906 Girl to Mr./Mrs. John Canning
Canning Catherine Death WVL 08/06/1903 08/04/1903 Shot/ Also See 27 Aug Issue
Carberg Birth WVL 11/08/1906 11/04/1906 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Wm. Carberg
Carberg (Karberg) Birth WVL 02/09/1905 02/03/1905 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Wm. Carberg of Port Edwards/P.E. News 2/4th
Card Lilla A. Mar Lic. WVL 03/09/1905 Harry L. Padgam
Card Birth WVL 05/19/1904 1904 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Harry Card/ Babcock News
Cardon Genevieve Birth WVL 03/22/1906 03/18/1896 16th Birthday
Carey D. E. Birth WVL 10/09/1902 1843 50th Birthday
Carey G. H. Mar WVL 09/25/1902 09/22/1902 Dr. Carey to Laura King at Merrill, WI
Carey Birth WVL 04/06/1905 1905 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Frank Carey
Carey Mar WVL 09/15/1904 1904 To --Kuter No First Names Given/ Nekoosa News
Carey D. E. Birth WVL 10/09/1902 1843 50th Birthday
Carey G. H. (Dr.) Mar WVL 09/25/1902 09/22/1902 To Miss Laura King at Merrill, WI
Carlson John Mar Lic. WVL 04/05/1906 Alma Gabrielson
CARLSON BIRTH WVL 04/23/1903 04/17/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. C. CARLSON / PORT EDWARDS
CARLSON HANS MAR WVL 07/30/1903 07/23/1903 TO EMA DERICHES
CARLSON OLE BIRTH WVL 11/19/1903 08/09/1860 BORN AABOGEN,NORWAY/SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
CARLSON OLE MAR WVL 11/19/1903 06/28/1891 TO OLIVE BERGERSON /SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
CARLSON OLE OBIT WVL 11/19/1903 11/14/1903 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR
CARLSON BIRTH WVL 06/16/1904 6/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. HANS CARLSON
CARMEN BIRTH WVL 07/19/1906 07/12/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. GUX. CARMEN
CARMODY ELLEN DEATH WVL 03/16/1905 03/07/1905 MRS. CARMODY BORN 1824 IN IRELAND/ SEE GER NAR.- RYAN
CARMODY ELLEN DEATH WVL 03/09/1905 03/07/1905 81 YRS. OLD / NEKOOSA NEWS
CARMODY MICHAEL MAR WVL 03/16/1905 TO OLIVE BERGERSON /SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
CARMODY MICHAEL DEATH WVL 03/16/1905 1895 SEE OBIT. OF WIFE - ELLEN CARMODY / ALSO THEIR MAR
CARPENTER IDA M. MAR WVL 07/27/1905 07/25/1905 TO ROY STRINGER
CARR HARRY C. MAR WVL 04/03/1902 05/06/1902 TO ANNE CONNOR OF AUBURNDALE/PERS.MENTION /ALSO 11 AUG. ISSUE
CARR Harry C. MAR WVL 3/04/1902 6/05/1902 OF CHICAGO TO ANNE CONNOR OF AUBURNDALE/ALSO 15 MAY ISSUE
CARRIANS ROBERT MAR WVL 08/04/1904 08/01/1904 TO FANNY EVELAND A SIS OF MRS. CLAUDE GILMAN / NEKOOSA NEWS
CARRINGTON BIRTH WVL 03/15/1906 03/13/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JAMES CARRINGTON
CARRINGTON BIRTH WVL 12/08/1904 12/03/1904 TO ROY SMITH AT BARRON
CARRINGTON GRACE LENORE MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/16/1904 TO WALTER S. GARDNER
CARROLL EDITH MAR WVL 06/14/1906 06/12/1906 TO WILL SMITH AT BARRON
CARROLL LULU MAR WVL 06/08/1905 05/31/1905 TO THOMAS SULLERY
CARROLL BRIDGET BIRTH WVL 04/14/1904 06/06/1823 BORN IN IRELAND /SEE HER MAR.-CARROLL /OBIT.- SHORTT
CARROLL BRIDGET MAR WVL 04/14/1904 1850 TO JOHN SHORTT /SEE HER BIRTH - CARROLL / OBIT.- SHORTT
CARNON SAMUEL DEATH WVL 07/17/1902 07/02/1902
CARTER ANDREW BIRTH WVL 07/19/1906 1906 INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. ANDY CARTER BAPTIZED SUNDAY
CARTER CARRIE MAR WVL 10/16/1902 JOHN ZIGMAN / NEKOOSA NEWS
CARTER BIRTH WVL 12/21/1905 12/17/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. ANDY CARTER
CARTER CARRIE MAR WVL 10/16/1902 JOHN ZIGMAN / NEKOOSA NEWS
CASE BIRTH WVL 08/23/1906 08/19/1822 MRS. DAN CASE
CASE BIRTH WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1841 MRS. F.B. CASE - 61ST BIRTHDAY
CASE BIRTH WVL 12/21/1905 12/16/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JAMES CASE
CASE BIRTH WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1841 61ST BIRTHDAY OF MRS. F. B. CASE
CASPER ERASTUS OBIT. WVL 03/26/1903 03/24/1903 LONG OBIT.
CASPER IDA OBIT. WVL 03/26/1903 03/20/1903 43 YR.OLD WIFE OF ERASTUS CASPER / LONG OBIT.
CASPER MARY MAR WVL 12/20/1903 12/20/1903 TO FRANK JOSLIN
CASSODY IDA MAR WVL 06/15/1905 6/06/1905 TO ANDREW E. FALCH
CASTELLO  ELLEN MANNIX  DEATH  WVL  03/19/1903  03/16/1903  63 YR.OLD WIFE OF DANIEL CASTELLO / BORN IN IRELAND
CATTANACH  DUNCAN  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/16/1902  ELISIE ANDERSON / BOTH OF TWN. OF ROCK
CATTANACH  ESSIE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/02/1902  WM. L. BECKER / BOTH OF TWN. OF LINCOLN
CATTANACH  DUNCAN  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/16/1902  ELISIE ANDERSON / BOTH OF TWN OF ROCK
CATTANACH  ESSIE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/02/1902  WM. L. BECKER / BOTH OF TWN OF LINCOLN
CAUAR  BALTHASAR  WVL  05/07/1903  MAGGIE KOLBECK / AUGURDALE
CEPRES  MARY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/02/1902  TO FRANK KUBISIAK / BOTH OF SIGEL
CEPRES  JOS.  MAR  WVL  04/21/1904  04/18/1904  TO ANNE SINGER / AUBURNDALE NEWS
CEPRES  MARY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/02/1902  FRANK KUBISIAK / BOTH OF SIGEL
CEPRIS  BIRTH  WVL  01/26/1905  01/22/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOE CEPRIS
CEPRIS  BIRTH  WVL  12/01/1904  11/29/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN CEPRIS
CERWENKA  DAISY  OBIT.  WVL  04/03/1902  1902  C.OF THANKS ALSO/SEE BIRTH/MAR.- OSTRANDER
CERWENKA  LEO  MAR  WVL  04/03/1902  03/27/1901  TO DAISY OSTRANDER / SEE HER OBIT.- CERWENKA
CERWENKA  LEO  MAR  WVL  04/03/1902  03/27/1902  TO DAISY OSTRANDER / SEE HER OBIT.- CERWENKA
CHAFFEE  DEATH  WVL  02/26/1903  02/24/1903  YOUNGEST SON OF MR./MRS. CHAFFEE OF STRONGS PRAIRIE
CHAFFEE  BIRTH  WVL  12/10/1903  12/10/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAFFEE / STRONGS PRAIRIE
CHAMBERLAN  BIRTH  WVL  04/29/1906  04/24/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. ERNEST CHAMBERLAN / DIED SAME DAY
CHAMBERS  WM. R.  MAR  WVL  07/14/1904  07/09/1904  TO VIVIAN LYONNAIS
CHAMBER  GENEVIEVE  MAR  WVL  07/30/1903  07/23/1903  TO ALBERT F. MARCEAU
CHAPPA  BIRTH  WVL  04/13/1905  04/12/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOS. CHAPPA
CHAPPA  JOHN  DEATH  WVL  03/23/1905  03/19/1905  ACCIDENT / SURVIVED BY WIFE & 10 CHILDREN
CHAPPA  MINNIE  DEATH  WVL  04/13/1905  04/08/1905  14 YR.OLD DAU. OF JOHN CHAPPA / PNEMONIA / NEKOOSA NEWS
CHAPPA  WILLFORD  BIRTH  WVL  12/07/1905  12/07/1905  BAPTISM OF THE SON OF MR./MRS. JOHN CHAPPA / NEKOOSA NEWS
CHARBONEAU  GEO  MAR.LIC.  WVL  02/09/1905  02/09/1905  OLGA SMITH
CHARLES  JOHNIE  MAR  WVL  10/05/1905  09/28/1905  09/28/1905  TO JANE SLOAN
CHARNHOLM  AUGUST O.  DEATH  WVL  06/28/1906  06/16/1906  06/16/1906
CHASE  SETH  DEATH  WVL  1/01/1903  12/26/1902  12/26/1902  AT NEW ROME / TYPHOID FEVER
CHAUIN  BIRTH  WVL  06/08/1905  1905  1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. LOUIS CHAUIN
CHAUIN  LOUIS  MAR  WVL  11/17/1904  11/03/1904  11/03/1904  TO HILDA ALEXANDER
CHAVEILER  EMMA R.  MAR  WVL  03/17/1904  01/25/1884  TO MICHAEL R. GRUMMEL / SEE HIS OBIT. - JUNTION CITY NEWS
CHIPANSKI  JAMES  MAR  WVL  05/15/1902  05/12/1902  05/12/1902  TO FRANCES PELOT / MARR. AT SIGEL
CHIPANSKI  JAMES  MAR  WVL  05/15/1902  05/12/1902  05/12/1902  TO FRANCES PELOT - MARRIED AT SIGEL
CHOPIN  TONY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  09/21/1905  09/21/1905  MAMIE MCCLOY OF PORT EDWARDS
CHOPPA  MARY  MAR  WVL  08/30/1906  08/27/1906  08/27/1906  TO ALBERT MARCOUX BANNS - 16/08/1906 ISSUE
CHOPPA  JOHN  INQUEST  WVL  05/25/1905  05/25/1905  SEE COUNTY BOARD PROCEEDINGS
CHOPPY  MARY  MAR  WVL  11/23/1905  11/18/1905  11/18/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN CHOPPY / NEKOOSA NEWS
CHOSE  ELLA  ADOPTION  WVL  07/26/1906  07/26/1906  ADOPTED BY MR./MRS. CHAS. CHOSE / ALSO SEE ELLA SAWIN
CLANCY ANNA MARIE BIRTH WVL 01/25/1906 01/19/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HUBH CLANCEY /BAPTIZED 8/02/1906 ISSUE
CLANCY HUGH MAR WVL 02/16/1905 02/01/1905 TO MAGGIE WALSH OF CHICAGO / NEKOOSA NEWS
CLAPP MAMIE MAR WVL 09/01/1904 08/25/1904 TO MR. BRADNEY OF MISSOURI
CLAPP JOHN MAR WVL 11/24/1904 11/22/1904 TO LENA PATASKA / NEKOOSA NEWS
CLAPPAR WILLIAM MAR WVL 03/15/1906 03/11/1906 TO PET IONE NELSON
CLAPPER JESSIE MAR WVL 03/15/1906 03/06/1906 TO JOHN DURST
CLAPPER MAMIE MAR WVL 12/06/1906 11/29/1906 TO WILLIAM VOIGHT
CLARK AGNES MAR WVL 05/18/1905 05/18/1905 TO WALTER MAHONEY
CLARK GRACE BIRTH WVL 02/16/1905 02/07/1905 16TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / RUDOLPH NEWS
CLARK BIRTH WVL 07/30/1903 07/29/1903 GIRL TO DR./MRS. E. J. CLARK / SEE HER DEATH
CLARK DEATH WVL 10/01/1903 09/27/1903 TO ALBERT M. WILDE OF ST. PAUL
CLARK MYRTLE E. MAR WVL 12/29/1904 12/25/1904 INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. E. J. CLARK / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
CLARK GEORGE DEATH WVL 02/18/1904 02/15/1904 LINDSEY NEWS
CLARKSON PEARL MAR WVL 12/01/1904 11/22/1904 TO STEVE STEVENS OF RICE LAKE
CLAUSEN MATHILDA MAR WVL 02/04/1904 01/24/1904 TO HARVEY HENDRIKSON / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS
CLEAVLAND MAE MAR WVL 03/24/1904 05/04/1904 TO S. (OR L.) E. MARKHAM/CRDS OUT/BETHEL NEWS/5 MAY ISS.
CLEMENTS FLOYD WAYNE MAR WVL 1/01/1903 12/30/1902 TO MARIE GENEVIEVE PRATT
CLEVELAND HERBERT C. MAR WVL 10/05/1905 10/02/1905 TO EDITH HARNEY
CLEVELAND MINNIE MAR.LIC. WVL 12/24/1903 W. F. SUDOW
CLEVELAND BIRTH WVL 09/22/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. E. CLEVELAND
CLEVELAND MAE MAR.LIC. WVL 5/05/1904 TO S. (OR L.) E. MARKHAM SEE BETHEL NEWS 24 MARCH ISSUE
CLEVELAND SHERMAN M. DEATH WVL 05/19/1904 05/19/1904 72 YRS. OLD / PIONEER / CHILDREN LISTED
CLEVES OTTO MAR WVL 1/01/1903 12/31/1902 TO YOUNG LADY OF AUBURNDALE
CLIFFORD MICHAEL DEATH WVL 02/08/1906 02/03/1906 DIED IN STEVENS POINT
CLINE FLOSSIE MAR WVL 10/01/1903 09/23/1903 TO THOMAS BECKER
CLOSE JOHN DEATH WVL 05/10/1906 05/06/1906
CLOSUIT JANET BIRTH WVL 02/18/1904 02/14/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. B. J. CLOSUIT
CLOSUIT JANET MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/08/1904 TO HENRY VINCENT
CLOYE BIRTH WVL 01/04/1906 01/01/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. CLOYE / RUDOLPH NEWS
CLUSSMAN EDW. MAR WVL 07/12/1906 07/04/1906 TO NELLIE DURFEE AT NECEDAH
CLUSSMAN MARY MAR WVL 02/22/1906 02/04/1898 TO HENRY FOWLER / SEE HIS OBIT.
CLUSSMAN BERTHA MAY BIRTH WVL 06/08/1905 06/20/1890 MISS CLUSSMAN - SEE HER DEATH / MEEHAN NEWS
CLUSSMAN BERTHA MAY DEATH WVL 06/08/1905 06/03/1905 MISS CLUSSMAN / SEE HER BIRTH / MEEHAN NEWS
CODDING BENIDICK A. BIRTH WVL 12/27/1906 02/19/1906 SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.- DEATH
CODDING BENIDICK A. OBIT. WVL 12/27/1906 12/21/1906 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR.
CODDING BENIDICK A. MAR WVL 12/27/1906 03/06/1875 TO AMANDA HALL / SEE HIS BIRTH / OBIT.-DEATH
CONNOR BIRTH WVL 12/21/1905 12/12/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. WILLIAM D. CONNOR
CONNOR ANNE MAR WVL 04/03/1902 05/06/1902 OF AUBURNDALE TO HARRY C. CARR OF CHICAGO/SHE TCHR.GRN.D.RAP.
CONNOR PATRICK BIRTH WVL 04/03/1902 03/17/1832 SEE HIS MAR./ LONG OBIT - LOTS INFO
CONNOR PATRICK MAR WVL 04/03/1902 05/03/1854 TO BRIDGET HINCHY IN ENG./SEE HIS BIRTH/LONG OBIT.LOTS INFO
CONNOR PATRICK OBIT. WVL 04/03/1902 03/29/1902 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR./NAMES GIVEN IN OBIT.
CONNOR BIRTH WVL 02/09/1905 02/08/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. D. D. CONWAY
CONNOR WILLIAM J. MAR WVL 01/26/1905 02/04/1905 TO HANNAH McGRATH / TO BE MARRIED
CONNOR PATRICK BIRTH WVL 04/03/1902 03/17/1832 SEE HIS BIRTH./MAR.
CONNOR PATRICK MAR WVL 04/03/1902 05/03/1854 TO BRIDGET HINCEY IN ENGLAND/SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR./OBIT.
CONNOR PATRICK OBIT. WVL 04/03/1902 03/29/1902 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR./NAMES GIVEN IN OBIT.
CONNOR MAR WVL 03/01/1906 DELBERT LAWRENCE
COOK CLARA DEATH WVL 03/01/1906 12/30/1903 20 YR. OLD DAU OF MR./MRS. WM.COOK/NEK.NEWS/GRAVE MRK.2 JUNE
COOK CLARA DEATH WVL 01/07/1904 01/06/1904 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR./OBIT.
COOK CLARA DEATH WVL 01/07/1904 01/06/1904 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR./OBIT.
COOLING JOHN DEATH WVL 10/12/1905 10/10/1905 R.R. SWITCHING ACCIDENT
COOLING JOHN DEATH WVL 10/19/1905 10/1905 BABCOCK NEWS
COON IRA O. DEATH WVL 02/22/1906 02/21/1906 55 YRS. OLD
COON FRANCES MAR.LIC. WVL 06/01/1905 SEE HIS OBIT./MAR.
COON PRENTIS MAR.LIC. WVL 12/21/1905 NELLIE LEACH
COOPER BIRTH WVL 03/24/1904 03/19/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. MORRIS COOPER
CORBETT HERBERT MAR WVL 07/26/1906 06/06/1906 TO DORA WOOD
COREY DEATH WVL 05/25/1905 5/1905 MRS. COREY A RESIDENT OF MONROE CENTER/SPRING CREEK NEWS
CORLIN ORVILLE MAR WVL 05/12/1904 05/10/1904 TO EMMA TRUETEL / VESPER NEWS
CORNER ANNA MAR WVL 05/04/1905 05/02/1905 TO FRANK WEEKS OF RUDOLPH
CORNWELL MILES MAR WVL 11/16/1905 11/16/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. E. B. CORNWELL / BABCOCK NEWS
CORNWELL DEATH WVL 12/22/1905 11/22/1904 TO OLIVE STEVENS OF PLAINFIELD
CORMANN DEATH WVL 04/12/1906 4/1906 MRS. PAT CORMANN
CORMANN BIRTH WVL 06/15/1905 1905 GIRL TO ATTORNEY/MRS. W. D. CORMANN OF PALMFIELD
CORMANAU ARTEMISE OBIT WVL 10/18/1906 10/18/1906 SEE BIRTH/MAR.
CORMANAU CELINA MAR WVL 04/24/1902 12/25/1880 DAU.OF MR./MRS. G. A.CORMANAU TO E.B.FRITZSINGER/SEE HIS OBIT
CORMANAU GEO. H. DEATH WVL 08/31/1905 08/28/1905 DIED AT OSHKOSH
CORMANAU BIRTH WVL 07/28/1904 07/24/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. P. H. CORMANAU
CORMANAU CELINA MAR WVL 04/24/1902 12/25/1880 TO E.B.FRITZSINGER/SEE HER BIRTH-CORMANAU /HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
CORMANAU CELINA BIRTH WVL 04/24/1902 DAU.OF MR./MRS. G. A. CORMANAU /SEE OBIT OF FRITZSINGER
COTEY NELLIE DEATH WVL 10/12/1905 10/1905 DAU. OF COOLE COTEY / PITTSVILLE NEWS
COTTON ALLIE BIRTH WVL 04/21/1904 04/21/1904 TO MAUD FRANCES BRATTON IN RUDOLPH
COTTEN ALLIE MAR WVL 04/21/1904 04/21/1904 TO HALSEY PIKE / SEE HER BIRTH - COTTON
COULTHART WALTER L. MAR WVL 09/14/1905 09/12/1905 TO MAUD FRANCES BRATTON IN RUDOLPH
COUNSEL DEATH WVL 03/03/1904 02/29/1904 MRS. COUNSEL-BURIED AT NIELLSVILLE/BLOOD PSNG./NASONVILLE NW
COURNOYER LUCY MAR WVL 07/12/1906 07/10/1906 TO A. OWEN AT MARSHFIELD
COURTER  
W.  
DEATH  
WVL  
09/01/1904  
1904  
ARKDALE NEWS

COURTNEY  
LETTY BELLE  
MAR  
WVL  
12/27/1906  
12/22/1906  
TO ARTHUR G. HOLMES

COVEY  
NELS  
DEATH  
WVL  
2/02/1905  
01/31/1905  
PITTSVILLE NEWS

COWELL  
CLARA  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
11/23/1905  
MORGAN MORRIS

COWELL  
JOSEPH  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/10/1905  
10/07/1814  
SON OF JOSEPH COWELL OF ARPIN / SEE HIS DEATH

COWELL  
JOSEPH  
DEATH  
WVL  
08/10/1905  
07/25/1905  
SON OF JOSEPH COWELL OF ARPIN / SEE HIS BIRTH

CRACKET  
DEATH  
WVL  
03/29/1906  
03/16/1906  
MRS. AUGUST CRACKET

CRADLE  
DEATH  
WVL  
03/13/1902  
3/1902  
MRS. K. C

CRADLE  
CLINE  
MAR  
WVL  
12/23/1905  
12/22/1905  
TO MRS. NELLIE BORMAN / MEEHAN NEWS

CRAKER  
JOHN C.  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
09/14/1905  
ANGRA SCHULTZ OF TW. OF CAMERON

CRANEY  
CRANEY  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/05/1903  
1903  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILL CRANEY

CRANEY  
JANE  
MAR  
WVL  
02/25/1904  
1898  
TO FRANK GLODDO / SEE HIS OBIT. - NEKOOSA NEWS

CRANEY  
MANDA  
MAR  
WVL  
11/17/1904  
11/14/1904  
TO ANDREW HANSON

CRAWFORD  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/02/1905  
10/31/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT OF CHIPPEWA FALLS

CRAWFORD  
BIRTH  
WVL  
09/08/1904  
1904  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALBERT CRAWFORD

CRAWFORD  
ELIZABETH  
DEATH  
WVL  
12/18/1902  
12/03/1902  
75 YR. OLD WIFE OF JOHN CRAWFORD - SEE HIS DEATH

CRAWFORD  
JOHN  
DEATH  
WVL  
12/18/1902  
1868  
HUSBAND OF ELIZABETH CRAWFORD / SEE HER DEATH - CRAWFORD

CROGAN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
06/28/1906  
1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. OLOF CROGAN

CROLL  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/26/1903  
BOY TO MR./MRS. G. CROLL, PORT EDWARDS

CROTHERS  
JANEY  
MAR  
WVL  
03/31/1904  
03/07/1904  
TO WILL PATEFIELD / BIG FLATS NEWS

CROTTEAU  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/22/1906  
02/15/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. OSCAR CROTTEAU

CROTTEAU  
F. X.  
OBIT  
WVL  
02/01/1906  
01/28/1906  
SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR.

CROTTEAU  
F. X.  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/01/1906  
1811  
SEE HIS OBIT. - DEATH / MAR.

CROTTEAU  
F. X.  
MAR  
WVL  
02/01/1906  
1/1830  
TO HARRIET JUNEAU / SEE HIS OBIT. - DEATH / BIRTH

CROTTEAU  
HARRIET  
DEATH  
WVL  
02/01/1906  
1883  
SEE OBIT. OF F.X.CROTTEAU /SEE HER MAR. - JUNEAU

CROTTEAU  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/09/1905  
11/04/1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. C. L. CROTTEAU OF SIGEL

CROTTEAU  
ELMER C.  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
01/26/1905  
ANNIE McCOOG / BOTH OF RUDOLPH

CROTTEAU  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/18/1904  
08/15/1904  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. E. T. CROTTEAU OF BACCOCK

CROTTEAU  
E. T. (PET)  
MAR  
WVL  
02/04/1904  
01/27/1904  
TO IRENE STYLES/BACCOCK NEWS/ALSO 28 JAN. NEKOOSA NEWS

CROTTEAU  
DORA  
MAR  
WVL  
10/30/1902  
10/1902  
TO MR. FISHER OF BIRON / RUDOLPH NEWS

CROTTEAU  
STELLA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/01/1906  
TO F.X. & HARRIET CROTTEAU /SEE DAD'S OBIT.

CROTTEAU  
STELLA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/01/1906  
DAU.OF F.X. & HARRIET CROTTEAU/USE HER MAR/DAD'S OBIT.
CROTTEAU STELLA MAR WVL 02/01/1906 TO MR. McLADE /SEE HER BIRTH-CROTTEAU/ALSO F.X.CROTTEAU OBIT
CROTTEAU JASPER BIRTH WVL 02/01/1906 SON OF F.X. & HARRIET CROTTEAU / SEE DAD'S OBIT.
CROTTEAU DELIA BIRTH WVL 02/01/1906 DAU.OF F.X. & HARRIET CROTTEAU /SEE HER MAR.& OBIT. OF DAD
CROTTEAU DELIA MAR WVL 02/01/1906 TO MR. THEFAULT / SEE HER BIRTH - CROTTEAU
CROTTEAU ISRAEL BIRTH WVL 02/01/1906 SON OF F.X. & HARRIET CROTTEAU / SEE DAD'S OBIT.
CROTTEAU PET MAR WVL 01/28/1904 01/27/1904 TO IRENE STYLES/NEK.NEWS/SEE E.T.CROTTEAU 4 FEB.-BABCOCK NEW
CROWNS NEILIE BIRTH WVL 12/06/1906 12/01/1889 17TH BIRTHDAY
CROWNS PHYLIS BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/17/1903 3 YRS. OLD
CROWNS RUTH BIRTH WVL 03/08/1906 02/03/1897 9TH BIRTHDAY
CROWNS BIRTH WVL 02/12/1903 02/09/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. N. CROWNS
CROWNS J. H. DEATH WVL 02/04/1904 01/31/1904 83 YR.OLD FATHER OF N. CROWNS/FUNERAL IN MILWAUKEE/NEK.NEWS
CROWNS N. BIRTH WVL 09/04/1902 16 YR.OLD DELLA DEROSHIA TO BE KEPT TIL 18/CORR.NEKOOSA NEWS
CUMBERLAND ALLIE MAR WVL 10/06/1904 10/04/1904 TO JULIA BATES / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
CUMBERLAND BIRTH WVL 12/25/1902 12/15/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. WILL CUMMINGS
CUMMINGS DEATH WVL 10/27/1904 10/1904 LITTLE DAU. OF MR./MRS. STEVE CUMMINGS/ACCID. SHOOTING
CUMMINGS LORRETTA DEATH WVL 10/27/1904 10/23/1904 4 YR.OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS. STEVE CUMMINGS/ACCID. SHOOTING
CUNNINGHAM FRANK MAR WVL 02/26/1903 02/17/1903 TO LOUISE SHARP
CURN RICHARD DEATH WVL 12/01/1904 11/26/1904 BURNED IN HIS CABIN
CURTIS CHAS. DEATH WVL 01/15/1903 WOOD CO. BOARD MINUTES
CURTIS GEORGE C. MAR WVL 09/29/1904 09/29/1904 TO PEARL A. CALL
CUSHING MARGUERITE BIRTH WVL 08/02/1906 07/30/1890 16TH BIRTHDAY
CZAPINSKI BIRTH WVL 11/05/1903 10/29/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JAMES CZAPINSKI
CZAPPA LEO DEATH WVL 09/28/1902 08/22/1902 17 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS.JOS.CZAPPA/APPENDICITIS/NEKOOSA NEWS
CZAPPA LEO DEATH WVL 08/28/1902 08/22/1902 17 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. JOS. CZAPPA/APPEND./NEKOOSA NEWS
CZPINSKI BIRTH WVL 08/17/1905 08/13/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN CZPINSKI / NEKOOSA NEWS
DACEY MARY MAR WVL 09/27/1906 1869 SEE HER OBIT. - MULROY
DAHLEKE DEATH WVL 09/29/1904 1904 MRS. GUST. DAHLEKE / KELLNER NEWS
DAKINS ALBERT H. MAR.LIC. WVL 07/23/1903 07/22/1903 MRS. NELLIE PRESTON OF GRAND RAPIDS
DAKINS BIRTH WVL 05/11/1905 1905 TO BOY TO MR./MRS. CLARENCE DAKINS
DALBEY FRANCES MAR WVL 07/21/1904 06/28/1904 TO SIDNEY A. DENIS IN CHICAGO
DALGARD JAMES DEATH WVL 09/24/1903 09/23/1903 6 YEAR OLD - SHOT
Daly MARTHA MAR WVL 11/29/1906 11/28/1906 TO CHARLES PASSANO
Daly MARY ELIZABETH MAR WVL 06/07/1906 06/06/1906 TO DR. CHARLES POMAINVILLE
Daly FRANK P. BIRTH WVL 09/24/1903 11/20/1860 SEE HIS MAR/OBIT.
Daly FRANK P. OBIT. WVL 09/24/1903 09/17/1903 DIED IN MILWAUKEE / SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR.
Daly FRANK P. MAR WVL 09/24/1903 1889 TO LOUISE JEFFREY / SEE HIS BIRTH/LONG OBIT.
Daly NORBERT BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 01/22/1900 5TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
Daly DEATH WVL 12/15/1904 12/14/1904 MRS. EDW. DALY / 23 YRS. OLD / SUICIDE
Daly BIRTH WVL 09/08/1904 09/05/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. E. DALY
Daly DONALD BIRTH WVL 06/23/1904 06/20/1888 6 YR. BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR SON OF MR./MRS. J.E. DALY / LOCALS
Dalguz BIRTH WVL 03/17/1904 03/13/1904 TWIN BOYS TO MR./MRS. JAMES DALZIN
Damerick LENA MAR WVL 01/04/1906 01/01/1906 TO BRUNO PERNER / PITTSVILLE NEWS
DAMITZ CHARLES ANNIV. WVL 12/07/1905 11/23/1875 30TH ANNIV. OF MR./MRS. DAMITZ
Damon BIRTH WVL 10/11/1906 10/08/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK DAMON
Damon DEATH WVL 10/05/1905 10/03/1905 1 MONTH OLD SON OF MR./MRS. FRANK DAMON
Damon BIRTH WVL 02/25/1904 1904 TWIN GIRLS TO MR./MRS. DAMON / SHERRY NEWS
Daniels Magnie MAR WVL 09/28/1905 TO MAHON J. CISCO / SEE HER OBIT. - CISCO
Daniels DEATH WVL 08/04/1904 07/22/1904 MRS. DANIELS OF BEATRICE FORMERLY OF EASTON - ADAMS CO.
Daniel E. E. MAR WVL 09/20/1905 09/17/1906 TO IZARA ARMON / MAR.LIC. 20/09/1906 ISSUE
Dankert Dora MAR WVL 07/26/1906 07/26/1906 TO ALBERT WITTE
Dankert Lulu DEATH WVL 02/26/1903 02/20/1903 17 YR.OLD WIFE OF FRED DANKERT /MAIDEN NAME WAS LAUGHLIN
Dankert Fred MAR WVL 02/26/1903 TO LULU LAUGHLIN / SEE HER DEATH - DANKERT
Dankert Hannah MAR WVL 06/09/1904 06/12/1904 TO WILL WRIGHT / BIRON NEWS / ALSO SEE 16 JUNE ISSUE
Dankert Fred MAR WVL 02/26/1903 TO LULU LAUGHLIN / SEE HER OBIT. - DANKERT
Daniepier BIRTH WVL 05/26/1904 05/21/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. DANPIER / NEKOOSA NEWS
Danzenlen/Jacques Carrie BIRTH WVL 04/10/1902 TO LIVE IN STEVENS CO.,MN WITH AUGUST DANZLENSEN FAMILY
Daraneck Francis MAR WVL 06/18/1903 06/17/1903 TO JOHN JACKAN OF NEKOOSA
Dareneck Nick MAR WVL 11/27/1902 11/21/1902 TO ANNIE VENIEL / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
Dareneck Nick MAR WVL 11/27/1902 11/21/1902 TO ANNIE VENIEL / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
Darms Benjamin MAR.LIC. WVL 10/16/1902 FRANCES SYMS / BOTH OF AUBURNDALE
Darms Benjamin MAR.LIC. WVL 10/16/1902 FRANCES SYMS / BOTH OF AUBURNDALE
Dauster Jacob MAR WVL 11/01/1906 10/30/1906 TO MARY STEINER
Davidson BIRTH WVL 11/15/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN DAVIDSON
Davidson Jennie MAR WVL 04/24/1902 4/1902 TO ALBERT JERO
Davidson DEATH WVL 02/19/1903 02/09/1903 SON OF MR./MRS. ROBERT DAVIDSON - LIVED 9 HOURS
Davidson Birth WVL 04/27/1905 1905 BABY TO MR./MRS. ROBERT DAVIDSON / VANDRISSSEN NEWS
Davidson Jennie MAR WVL 04/24/1902 4/1902 TO ALBERT JERO
Davie Will MAR WVL 03/29/1906 03/28/1906 TO SUSIE MANN
DAVIS ALBERT MAR.LIC. WVL 12/24/1903 SOPHIE YANKE
DAVIS BUDD MAR WVL 08/06/1903 08/01/1903 TO MARGARET HEUER
DAVIS BIRTH WVL 5/05/1904 04/29/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. WILL DAVIS
DAWES MAR WVL 10/23/1902 1902 DAU.OF MR./MRS. GEO.F.DAWES TO HARRY FINNEY/SPRING CRK NEWS
DAWES MILLIE (MILDRED) MAR WVL 02/16/1905 LYMAN R. HAMMOND
DAWES MILLIE (MILDRED) MAR.LIC. WVL 06/29/1905 TO JOSEPH NATWICK/SEE BIRTH CHLD.PITTSVILLE NEWS/ALSO 13 JULY
DAWES MAR WVL 10/23/1902 1902 A DAU.OF MR./MRS.GEO.F.DAWES TO HARRY FINNEY/SPRING CRK NEWS
DAWES MILDRED MAR WVL 06/13/1905 TO JOSEPH NATWICK-BIRTH CHLD.PITTSVILLE NEWS/MILLIE- 29 JUN
DAWSON DEATH WVL 04/19/1906 4/1906 MRS. DAWSON - FUNERAL LAST SUNDAY
DE BYL LENA MAR WVL 04/06/1905 04/11/1905 TO JOSEPH VAN DE LOOP/MAR.LIC./ALSO SEE 13 APRIL ISSUE
DE GUERE LEONARD ALEXANDER DEATH WVL 08/15/1906 08/15/1906 4 MOS. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. L.A. DE GUERE
DE GUERE BIRTH WVL 11/16/1905 11/12/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. LEONARD DE GUERE
DE MARS OLIVER MAR WVL 04/29/1906 04/23/1906 TO MRS. ADELLA VERBUNKER
DEMMERICH SELMA MAR.LIC. WVL 12/07/1905 BRUNO PERNER
DEAN FRANCES BIRTH WVL 11/15/1906 1830 SEE HER OBIT.-DEATH - SLATTERY / MAR.- DEAN
DEAN THOMAS BIRTH WVL 12/11/1902 06/14/1820 SEE HIS DEATH
DEAN THOMAS DEATH WVL 12/11/1902 11/30/1902 SEE HIS BIRTH
DECORRAH MAMIE DEATH WVL 10/06/1904 1904 ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS
DEDEN D. A. MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/16/1904 TO HATTIE SMITH / BETHEL NEWS
DEEDEN BIRTH WVL 07/20/1905 07/12/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. DEEDEN / BETHEL NEWS
DEFORGE GOLDIE DEATH WVL 12/14/1905 9 YR. OLD DAU.OF MRS. M. DEFORGE/BRIEF LOC.NEWS/MEAS.& WHOOP
DEGROFF ROBERT R. DEATH WVL 08/02/1906 07/30/1906 HEART DISEASE
DEKARSCH HERMAN MAR WVL 06/18/1903 06/11/1903 TO ROSE GEHLER, PORT EDWARDS /MAR.LIC.4 MAY ISSUE
DEKKER MARTJA MAR WVL 04/16/1903 TO JOHN PUYT, SHERRY
DELANEY JAMES PROBATE WVL 11/31/1906
DELANY JOHN C. MAR WVL 10/23/1902 10/29/1902 TO MISS NANCY LEE BEATTIE
DELANY JOHN C. MAR WVL 10/23/1902 10/29/1902 TO MISS NANCY LEE BEATTIE
DELAP DEATH WVL 06/25/1903 INFANT OF RACHEL DELAP / COUNTY BOARD REPORT
DEMARAIS EVA MAR WVL 10/25/1906 10/15/1906 TO JOHN BOBB AT MINNEAPOLIS
DEMARAIS NINA MAR WVL 07/28/1904 TO FRED MOORE / SEE BIRTH OF A SON
DEMARAIS DOLPH OBIT. WVL 09/27/1906 09/24/1906 65 YRS. OLD / SEE HIS MAR. / ALSO OBIT. 22/11/1906
DEMARAIS BIRTH WVL 11/22/1906 DAI.OF DOLPH & HATTIE DEMARAIS/HER MAR- & DAD'S OBIT-DEMARAIS
DEMARAIS MAR WVL 11/22/1906 TO FRED MOORE /SEE HER BIRTH - DEMARAIS
DEMARAIS EARL BIRTH WVL 11/22/1906 SON OF DOLPH & HATTIE DEMARAIS /SEE DAD'S OBIT.
DEMARAIS LEMUEL BIRTH WVL 11/22/1906 SON OF DOLPH & HATTIE DEMARAIS / SEE DAD'S OBIT.
DEMARAIS LUCILE BIRTH WVL 11/22/1906 DAI.OF DOLPH & HATTIE DEMARAIS / SEE DAD'S OBIT.
DEMARAIS PRESLEY BIRTH WVL 11/22/1906 SON OF DOLPH & HATTIE DEMARAIS / SEE DAD'S OBIT.
DEMARS BIRTH WVL 12/13/1906 12/11/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. DEMARS
DEMARS DEATH WVL 05/08/1902 05/01/1902 MRS. DELAMOSE DEMARS / CHILDREN NAMED
DEMARS
BIRTH
WVL
04/28/1904
04/21/1904
TWINS - A BOY & A GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. DEMARS

DEMARS
BIRTH
WVL
06/02/1904
05/31/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JEFFREY DEMARS / BIRON NEWS

DEMARS
DEATH
WVL
06/16/1904
6/1904
INFANT DAU. OF MR./MRS. JEFF DEMARS / BIRON NEWS

DEMARS
DEATH
WVL
05/08/1902
05/01/1902
MRS. DELAMOSE DEMARS / CHILDREN NAMED

DEMITZ
CHARLEY
MAR.
WVL
11/13/1902
1902
TO MISS IDA BEACH / PERSONAL MENTION

DEMITZ
LIZZIE
MAR.LIC.
WVL
12/11/1902
MAX JANZ

DEMITZ
LIZZIE
MAR.LIC.
WVL
12/11/1902
MAX JANZ

DEMITZ
CHARLEY
MAR.
WVL
11/13/1902
1902
TO MISS IDA BEACH / PERSONAL MENTION

DEMROE
BIRTH
WVL
04/28/1904
04/27/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. WALLACE DEMROE

DEMUTH
JOHN
MAR.
WVL
11/19/1903
TO MRS. JANE HEUN

DENIS
BIRTH
WVL
10/18/1906
10/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. EARL DENIS

DENIS
WALTER O.
MAR.
WVL
04/27/1905
04/26/1905
TO OPHEIDA DESSAINT

DENIS
SIDNEY A.
MAR.
WVL
07/21/1904
06/28/1904
TO FRANCES DALBEY IN CHICAGO

DENNIEE
LOUISE
MAR.
WVL
06/08/1905
05/31/1905
TO DAN McKERCHER

DENNIS
DORA
MAR.
WVL
01/22/1903
01/21/1903
TO OSCAR LAW OF BABCOCK AT NEKOOSA / ALSO SEE 8 JAN.ISSUE

DENNIS
DORA BEATRICE
BIRTH
WVL
01/14/1904
01/06/1882
BORN IN KANSAS /SEE HER MAR.-DENNIS / OBIT.-LAW

DENNIS
DORA BEATRICE
MAR.
WVL
01/14/1904
01/06/1882
TO OSCAR F. LAW /SEE HER BIRTH-DENNIS /HER OBIT.-LAW NEK.NEW

DENNISTON
MERRITT
MAR.
WVL
09/07/1905
09/06/1905
TO NETTIE STEWART / RUDOLPH NEWS

DENURE
OSCAR
DEATH
WVL
08/23/1906
08/20/1906
DROWNED AT FREEPORT, IL

DEPEESE
MAR.
WVL
12/15/1904
12/07/1904
TO A DAUGHTER OF STERLING BAKER

DEPOYT
CORNELIUS
DEATH
WVL
12/06/1906
12/01/1906
70 YRS. OLD - PNEUMONIA

DERANEK
FRANCES
MAR.LIC.
WVL
06/18/1903
JOHN DZIEKAN

DERBY
GEO. D.
MAR.LIC.
WVL
11/23/1905
LELA ANDRESS OF MARSHFIELD

DERICH'S
EMMA
MAR.
WVL
07/03/1903
07/23/1903
TO HANS CARLSON

DERICK
EMMA
MAR.
WVL
06/15/1905
06/07/1905
TO DICK RICHARDSON / CARSON NEWS

DEROSHIA
DELLA
BIRTH
WVL
09/04/1902
1886
16 YR. OLD GIRL TO BE KEPT TIL 18 BY MR./MRS. N. CROWNS /COR.NEK.

DEROSHIA
AGNES
MAR.
WVL
10/22/1903
10/20/1903
TO WM. CAMPBELL

DEROSHIA
DELLA
BIRTH
WVL
02/16/1905
02/15/1905
BECAME 18 YRS. OLD CARE OF FOSTER PARENTS/ORPHAN/NEK.NEW

DEROSHIA
DELLA
MAR.
WVL
09/21/1905
1905
TO ED. WESTOVER / NEKOOSA NEWS

DEROSHIA
DELLA
BIRTH
WVL
09/04/1902
1886
16 YR. OLD GIRL TO BE KEPT TIL 18 BY MR./MRS. N. CROWNS

DEROSIA
JOSEPH
BIRTH
WVL
09/18/1902
TO JOS. SHAurette /SEE HER FATHER'S OBIT./HER BIRTH

DEROSIA
LOUIS
BIRTH
WVL
09/18/1902
TO SON OF NELSON & PAULINE GOTCHY/DEROSIA /SEE FATHER'S OBIT.

DEROSIA
NAPOLEAN
BIRTH
WVL
09/18/1902
TO SON OF NELSON & PAULINE GOTCHY/DEROSIA /SEE FATHER'S OBIT.

DEROSIA
NELSON
BIRTH
WVL
09/18/1902
05/24/1837
LONG OBIT. / SEE HIS MAR./DEATH

DEROSIA
NELSON
OBIT.
WVL
09/18/1902
9/1902
LONG OBIT. LOTS INFO/SEE BIRTH CHLDRN/MAR./BIRTH HIM

DEROSIA
PAULINE
MAR.
WVL
09/18/1902
1877
TO MISS PAULINE GOTCHY /SEE HIS OBIT/BIRTH/CHLDRNS BIRTHS

DEROSIA
PAULINE
DEATH
WVL
09/18/1902
MRS. NELSON DEROSIA / SEE HIS OBIT.
DEROSIA BIRTH WVL 09/18/1902 DAU. OF NELSON & PAULINE (GOTCHY) DEROSIA / SEE NELSON'S OBIT.
DEROSIA MAR WVL 09/18/1902 TO JOS. SHAURETTE / HER BIRTH DEROSIA / SEE NELSON DEROSIA OBIT.
DEROSIA JOSEPH BIRTH WVL 09/18/1902 SON OF NELSON & PAULINE (GOTCHY) DEROSIA / SEE NELSON'S OBIT.
DEROSIA LOUIS BIRTH WVL 09/18/1902 SON OF NELSON & PAULINE (GOTCHY) DEROSIA / SEE NELSON'S OBIT.
DEROSIA NAPOLEAN BIRTH WVL 09/18/1902 SON OF NELSON & PAULINE (GOTCHY) DEROSIA / SEE NELSON'S OBIT.
DEROSIA NELSON BIRTH WVL 09/18/1902 05/24/1837 SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
DEROSIA NELSON OBIT. WVL 09/18/1902 9/1902 LONG OBIT./CHLDRN NAMED / SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR.
DEROSIA NELSON MAR WVL 09/18/1902 TO PAULINE GOTCHY / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT. - CHILDREN NAMED
DEROSIA PAULINE DEATH WVL 09/18/1977 WIFE OF NELSON DEROSIA / SEE HER MAR.- GOTCHY/NELSON'S OBIT.
DERRICHES BIRTH WVL 08/16/1906 08/12/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. J. DERRICHES
DESBRO BIRTH WVL 12/10/1903 11/26/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. HALLIE DESBRO / SPRING CREEK
DESSAINT OPHEDIA MAR WVL 04/27/1905 04/26/1905 TO WALTER O. DENIS
DEVOE IRA DEATH WVL 09/17/1903 09/13/1903 SHOT
DEY LIZZIE BIRTH WVL 07/17/1902 1888 14TH BIRTHDAY
DEY LIZZIE BIRTH WVL 07/17/1902 1888 14TH BIRTHDAY
DIABROW HALL MAR WVL 04/09/1903 4/04/1903 TO LULA HOBART
DIAMOND MARY MAR WVL 11/15/1906 11/07/1906 TO JOHN SULLIVAN
DICHTEL MAMIE MAR WVL 04/28/1904 04/25/1904 TO JOHN CIZEK / MILLADORE NEWS
DICKERMAN DEATH WVL 10/18/1906 10/13/1906 MRS. DICKERMAN / BABCOCK NEWS
DICKERSON BIRTH WVL 10/02/1902 1902 7 LB. BOY TO MR./MRS. O. DICKERSON / BIG FLATS NEWS
DICKERSON BIRTH WVL 10/02/1902 1902 7 LB. BOY TO MR./MRS. O. DICKERSON / BIG FLATS NEWS
DICKMAN CARL ANNIV. WVL 09/26/1905 09/24/1835 50TH WED. ANNIV. OF MR./MRS. DICKMAN
DICKSON BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/17/1906 TO MR./MRS. WALTER DICKSON
DICKSON LETTIE MAR WVL 06/30/1904 06/28/1904 TO LEE PAYNE
DIESBURG BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/17/1906 ONE TWIN BOY DIED SOON AFTER BIRTH / SEE THEIR BIRTH
DIESBURG DEATH WVL 02/22/1906 02/17/1906 ONE TWIN BOY DIED SOON AFTER BIRTH / SEE THEIR BIRTH
DIESBURG ANNA MAR WVL 05/28/1903 05/26/1903 TO JAMES MLSNA / MAR.LIC. 7 MAY ISSUE
DIESBURG BENNIE MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/09/1905 TO MEDA HINKLEY / NEKOOSA NEWS
DIFFERT HERMAN W. MAR.LIC. WVL 06/01/1905 MARTHA JOHNS OF GRAND RAPIDS
DILLINGHAM DEATH WVL 03/03/1904 02/29/1904 15 YR. OLD DAU. OF MISS DILLINGHAM/LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
DILLON BELLE DEATH WVL 02/26/1903 02/19/1903 19 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. GEORGE DILLON / DIED IN IL
DINGLEDINE BIRTH WVL 03/09/1905 3/03/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. OSCAR DINGLEDINE / ARPIN NEWS
DIRMIER JAMES MAR. LIC. WVL 02/15/1906 JULIA ZELLMER
DISBROW BERT MAR WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1902 TO MINA WOODARD
DISBROW BERT MAR WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1902 TO MINA WOODARD
DISPAR FRED MAR WVL 07/30/1903 07/25/1903 TO LENA GRIFFITH
DISPER BIRTH WVL 06/28/1905 06/29/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED DISPER OF BABCOCK
DISPER JAKE DEATH WVL 7/07/1904 06/29/1904 CONSUMPTION / BETHEL NEWS
DRAKE ROSE MAR.LIC. WVL 07/09/1903 GEORGE WITHERS, NEKOOSA
DRAKE DEATH WVL 07/10/1902 1902 MRS. GEORGE DRAKE / ALSO SEE CREAM OF EXCHANGES 17 JULY ISS.
DREGER FRED DEATH WVL 11/30/1904 11/27/1905 70 YR.OLD SON-IN-LAW OF FRED GAELHER/ALSO P.EDWARD NEWS
DRESSIN GUS MAR WVL 06/09/1904 TO MARY EHLERT / SEE HER OBIT. - DRESSIN / HANSEN NEWS
DRESSIN MARY OBIT. WVL 06/09/1904 05/31/1904 32 YRS. OLD / CANCER / SEE HER MAR. - EHLERT / HANSEN NEWS
DREW LOTTIE MAR WVL 11/09/1905 10/12/1891 TO FRANK MILLENBAH / SEE HIS OBIT.
DROLLINGER BIRTH WVL 01/08/1903 BABY
DRUCKS CLARA MAR.LIC. WVL 08/07/1902 OF HEWITT / JOSEPH STABLEWITZ OF AUBURNDALE
DRUCKS CLARA MAR.LIC. WVL 08/07/1902 OF HEWITT / JOSEPH STABLEWITZ OF AUBURNDALE
DUBERSTEIN AUGUSTA MAR WVL 11/26/1903 11/19/1903 TO CHARLES KRIUGER
DUGAS LUCINDA DEATH WVL 01/28/1904 01/25/1904 MRS. JOS. DUGAS
DUKAK BIRTH WVL 11/30/1905 11/22/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. DUKAK / NEKOOSA NEWS
DUMAR IDA MAR.LIC. WVL 02/11/1904 N. M. TAYLOR / NEKOOSA NEWS
DUMAS BIRTH WVL 02/12/1903 TWIN BABIES TO MR./MRS. WM. DUMAS OF RUDOLPH
DUMKOSCKE BIRTH WVL 05/25/1905 05/13/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. DUMKOSCKE / NEKOOSA NEWS
DUMMER MARY MAR WVL 11/09/1905 11/03/1905 TO WILLIAM YUSTEN / NEKOOSA NEWS
DUMMER DEATH WVL 11/24/1904 11/1904 5 MOS. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. WM. DUMMER / NEKOOSA NEWS
DUNAVEN BIRTH WVL 05/26/1904 05/23/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. R. A. DUNAVEN
DUNBAR ETTA DEATH WVL 08/16/1906 8/1906 CAUSE - CANCERS
DUNCAN FRED MAR WVL 04/17/1902 04/12/1902 TO MISS ANNA PAYNE / MAR.LIC. 10/04/1902 ISSUE
DUNCAN CHARLEY L. BIRTH WVL 05/09/1905 03/14/1844 SEE HIS OBIT.
DUNCAN CHARLEY L. OBIT. WVL 03/09/1905 03/04/1905 SEE HIS OBIT.
DUNCAN CLARA DEATH WVL 01/28/1904 01/25/1904 DAUGHTER OF MR./MRS. CHAS. DUNCAN
DUNCAN FRED MAR WVL 04/17/1902 04/12/1902 TO ANNA PAYNE / MAR.LIC. IN 10 APRIL ISSUE
DUNEAN J. W. MAR WVL 06/09/1904 TO BE MARRIED TO MINNIE CAHILL OF WAUKESHA
DUNNING MYRTLE MAR WVL 12/08/1904 1904 TO EDWARD R. FAULKNER / PITTSVILLE NEWS
DUPEE GEORGE DEATH WVL 04/29/1906 04/22/1906
DUPEE FRANK MAR WVL 04/17/1902 TWIN OF WOOD TO AMELIA HAMNSCHEID OF FITTSVILLE/ALSO 24/04/1902
DUPEE FRANK MAR WVL 04/17/1902 TWIN OF WOOD TO AMELIA HAMNSCHEID OF FITTSVILLE/MAR.L.24 APR
DUPUIS BIRTH WVL 12/14/1905 12/12/1905 TO MR./MRS. JOE DUPUIS
DURELL BARBARA MAR WVL 06/21/1906 06/20/1906 TO EDWARD J. WHITNEY
DURFEE NELLIE MAR WVL 07/12/1906 07/04/1906 TO EDW. CLUSSMAN AT NECEDAH
DURFEE BIRTH WVL 04/30/1903 04/25/1903 BOY TO REV./MRS. J. S. DURFEE / MEEHAN
DURFEE RODNEY DEATH WVL 02/18/1904 02/13/1904 3 YR.OLD SON OF REV. & MRS. J.S. DURFEE / MEEHAN NEWS
DURKEE BIRTH WVL 08/13/1906 08/07/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. ELMER DURKEE
DURST JOHN MAR WVL 03/15/1906 03/06/1906 TO JESSIE CLAPPER
DURWARD B. I. BIRTH WVL 03/27/1902 03/26/1817 SEE HIS DEATH
DURWARD  B. I.  DEATH  WVL  03/27/1902  03/22/1902  SEE BIRTH/DAD OF REV.JOHN DURWARD OF ST.JOSEPH'S CHRCH BARAB
DUSTIN  BIRTH  WVL  06/23/1903  07/20/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. W. A. DUSTIN
DYER  MEDA  MAR  WVL  02/25/1904  TO A. E. HACKNEY / MEADOW VALLEY NEWS
DZIEKAN  JOHN  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/18/1903  FRANCES DERANEK / RUDOLPH
DZIEKEN  BIRTH  WVL  01/08/1903  01/03/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. JOS. DZIEKEN
EARLAND  JOHN  DEATH  WVL  04/05/1906  03/28/1906  75 YRS. OLD
EARLEY  HENRY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  02/15/1906  FRANCES KILLE
EARLEY  W. T.  DEATH  WVL  10/20/1904  10/12/1904  NEKOOSA NEWS
EARNERSON  ELEY  MAR  WVL  10/02/1902  09/28/1902  TO MISS MARY ANSLAND / ARKDALE NEWS
EATON  DEATH  WVL  02/16/1905  2/1905  5 YR.BOY/3 YR.GIRL/INFANT OF MR./MRS.HARRY EATON/FIRE POYSPI
EATON  BIRTH  WVL  11/29/1906  11/24/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILL EATON
EATON  FRED  DEATH  WVL  02/16/1905  1904  BURIED STEVENS POINT / PERSONAL MENTION
EBERHARDT  FRED  BIRTH  WVL  02/16/1905  02/14/1887  18TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
EBERHARDT  GEORGE  BIRTH  WVL  05/25/1905  05/21/1893  12TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / KELLNER NEWS
EBERHARDT  BIRTH  WVL  12/20/1906  12/18/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. EMILE EBERHARDT
EBERHARDT  WM.  MAR  WVL  04/19/1906  04/18/1906  TO SOPHIA Pribbanow
EBERHARDT  CLARA  BIRTH  WVL  05/19/1904  05/14/1887  17TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / KELLNER NEWS
EBERIUS  AUGUSTA  MAR  WVL  12/10/1903  12/03/1903  TO REINHOLD TIMM
EBERIUS  GUST  MAR  WVL  06/15/1905  06/14/1905  TO LIZZIE MANSKI (MANSKE)/MAR.LIC. & HYMENEAL
EBERT  HERMAN  MAR  WVL  04/24/1902  TO BERTHA KNUTH
EBIUSY  AUGUSTA  MAR  WVL  12/10/1903  12/03/1903  TO REINOLD TIMM OF KELLNER
ECHWALL  DEATH  WVL  08/20/1903  08/13/1903  DAU. OF MR./MRS. ECHWALL OF AUBURNDALE
ECKERMAN  HENRY  MAR  WVL  08/23/1906  08/18/1906  TO MRS. IDA BOESCHENSTEIN
EDSON  ELVERA  DEATH  WVL  12/14/1905  12/1905  MRS. EDSON DIED AT EAU CLAIRE/SIS OF MRS.E.F.TREAT/MEADOW V.
EDWARDS  MAMIE  DEATH  WVL  04/27/1905  04/27/1905  TO WILLIAM LYONS
EGGEN  MAGGIE  MAR  WVL  11/17/1904  11/15/1904  TO ALBERT KNOLL
EGGLESTON  HANNAH  MAR  WVL  03/08/1906  04/14/1847  TO ALLEN C. WELLS / SEE HIS OBIT.
EHLERT  MARY  MAR  WVL  06/09/1904  TO GUS DRESSIN / SEE HER OBIT - DRESSIN / HANSEN NEWS
EHRLER  PHILLIP  MAR  WVL  08/04/1904  07/28/1904  TO MINNIE PODAWILTZ / MARRIED AT STILLWATER, MN
EICHSTEAD  BIRTH  WVL  09/10/1903  09/08/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. ERNEST EICHSTEAD
EKELUND  WILBER  DEATH  WVL  09/01/1904  08/20/1904  10 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. CHARLES EKELUND
ELLIOFT  DEATH  WVL  3/03/1904  02/27/1904  MRS. ELLIOT - MOTHER OF MRS. ED. WALES / BABCOCK NEWS
ELLIOTT  HARRY S.  MAR  WVL  02/05/1903  01/28/1903  TO MYRTLE H. SHIPMAN OF PITTSVILLE/AT CHICAGO/O. BUDA,IL
ELLIOTT  VIOLA  BIRTH  WVL  01/07/1904  DAUGHTER OF MR./MRS. E. E. ELLIOTT / SEE HER OBIT.
ELLIS  DANIEL  MAR  WVL  07/09/1903  TO KATHERINE TUCKER
ELLIS  BIRTH  WVL  05/04/1905  04/26/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. E. W. ELLIS
ELLIS  PRISCILLA  MAR  WVL  01/26/1905  02/01/1905  TO A. J. STANGE / TO BE MARRIED
ELLIS  L. H.  MAR  WVL  12/06/1906  11/29/1906  TO SOPHIA FRANSON
ELLISON  
BIRTH  WVL  10/01/1903  09/28/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. ELLISON, DEXTERVILLE

ELLISON  
ZELLA  
BIRTH  WVL  04/20/1905  04/14/1896  9TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / DEXTER VILLE NEWS

ELLSWORTH  
H. E.  
MAR  WVL  01/12/1905  01/10/1905  DOCTOR OF APPLETON TO ANNIE KLEIN

ELMER  
CASPER  
PROBATE  WVL  03/16/1905

ELMER  
BIRTH  WVL  06/23/1904  06/20/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. NICHOLAS ELMER / ARPIN NEWS

ELWOOD  
O. B.  
MAR.LIC.  WVL  12/18/1902  ETHEL JOHNSON

ELY  
BIRTH  WVL  08/23/1906  08/1906  GIRL TO RAY & SADIE ELY

EMERSON  
DEATH  WVL  12/11/1902  11/27/1902  MR. EMERSON

EMHKE  
JOHN H.  
DEATH  WVL  12/13/1906  12/06/1906  TYPHOID FEVER

EMMERICK  
BIRTH  WVL  03/08/1906  02/27/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. J. J. EMMERICK

EMMONS  
LAURA  
MAR  WVL  09/29/1904  09/28/1904  TO ORESTES GARRISON

EMPEY  
A. J.  
ANNIVERSARY  WVL  04/29/1906  04/21/1894  22ND WED. ANNIV. OF MR./MRS. A. J. EMPEY

ENDERS  
FRANK  
DEATH  WVL  04/24/1902  04/23/1902  48 YR. OLD BACHELOR / HEART TROUBLE / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

ENDRES  
FRANK  
PROBATE  WVL  03/16/1905

ENGERSON  
BIRTH  WVL  07/20/1905  7/1905  BABY TO MR./MRS. BEN ENGERSON / ARKDALE NEWS

ENGLE  
BIRTH  WVL  10/26/1905  10/19/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. JAMES ENGLAND

ENGLE  
MINNIE  
MAR  WVL  09/14/1905  09/20/1905  TO ROBERT STEINKE / ALSO 21 SEP. ISSUE

ENGLE  
MARY  
DEATH  WVL  04/05/1906  04/02/1906  65 YRS. OLD

ENGLETT  
ANNA  
DEATH  WVL  07/27/1905  07/19/1905  7 YR. OLD DAU. OF MRS. FRANK BROWN

EPP  
FRANK  
MAR  WVL  09/01/1904  08/30/1904  TO BERTHA LEMPKE

ERDMAN  
BIRTH  WVL  11/12/1903  11/08/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. OTTO ERDMAN

ERDMAN  
OTTO  
MAR  WVL  10/19/1905  10/12/1905  TO MARY HAAN / PITTSVILLE NEWS

ERDMAN  
BIRTH  WVL  08/16/1906  08/16/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. OTTO ERDMAN / SEE HER DEATH

ERDMAN  
DEATH  WVL  08/23/1906  08/17/1906  INFANT DAU. OF MR./MRS. OTTO ERDMAN - LIVED ONE DAY

ERDMANN  
EMMA  
MAR  WVL  06/23/1906  06/18/1906  MRS. ERDMANN TO L. F. GILMAN / NEKOOSA NEWS

ERDMANN  
WILLIAM  
DEATH  WVL  11/12/1903  11/10/1903  TO GUSTAVE HERMANN

ERDMANN  
WILLIAM  
DEATH  WVL  04/16/1903  04/09/1903  BROTHER OF OTTO ERDMANN

ERICKSON  
ALBERT  
MAR.LIC.  WVL  01/29/1903  BERTHA PONTNACK OF PITTSVILLE

ERICKSON  
BIRTH  WVL  01/19/1905  01/17/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. GUST ERICKSON

ERICKSON  
ERICK  
DEATH  WVL  08/10/1905  08/06/1905  SON IS OSCAR / ARKDALE NEWS

ERICKSON  
EMIL  
MAR  WVL  01/07/1904  01/02/1904  TO EMMA BEASTER / DEXTERVILLE NEWS

ERICKSON  
ERICK  
BIRTH  WVL  10/09/1902  1825  SEE HIS OBIT./DEATH

ERICKSON  
ERICK  
OBIT.  WVL  10/09/1902  1902  CHILDREN NAMED/OTHER INFO. / SEE HIS BIRTH

ERION  
JOHN  
PROBATE  WVL  03/16/1905

EVANS  
AMBRO JUDSON  
DEATH  WVL  11/24/1904  11/20/1904  2 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. D. R. EVANS

EVANS  
CARRIE  
MAR  WVL  09/15/1904  09/14/1904  TO LEROY TAFT

EVELAND  
AGNES  
BIRTH  WVL  08/19/1904  08/16/1892  12 YEAR BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS

EVELAND  
ETTA (HENRIETTA)  
MAR  WVL  04/07/1904  04/05/1904  TO CLAUDE L. GILMAN

EVELAND  
FANNY  
MAR  WVL  08/04/1904  08/01/1904  TO ROBERT CARRIANS / NEKOOSA NEWS
EVENSON  DEATH  WVL  04/02/1903  03/27/1903  69 YR. OLD WIFE OF JOHN EVENSON
EWER  CHARLES  MAR. LIC.  WVL  10/02/1902  OF RICHFIELD / MINERVA WOOD OF LINCOLN
FAHL  BIRTH  WVL  05/14/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. EDW. FAHL
FAHL  BIRTH  WVL  12/31/1903  12/25/1203  GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED FAHL
FAHL  BERTHA  MAR  WVL  05/07/1903  05/01/1903  TO FRANK ZURFLUH, AGE 65
FAHL  MARTHA  MAR  WVL  05/28/1903  05/22/1903  TO AUGUST HANKE OF SIGEL / MAR. LIC. 14 MAY ISSUE
FAHL  F.  MAR  WVL  05/25/1905  05/17/1905  TO MRS. MARY SALTER / KELLNER NEWS
FAHL  BIRTH  WVL  07/19/1906  07/16/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED FAHL
FAHRNER  BIRTH  WVL  04/06/1905  04/05/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. MIKE FAHRNER
FAHRNER  W. J.  MAR  WVL  12/06/1906  11/28/1906  DR. FAHRNER TO GRACE HUNTINGTON
FAIT  BIRTH  WVL  05/07/1903  05/03/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. JAS. FAIT, MILLADORE
FALCH  ANDREW E.  MAR  WVL  06/15/1905  06/06/1905  TO IDA CASSODY OF CHIPPEWA FALLS
FALL (FAHL)  FRED  MAR  WVL  05/11/1905  05/17/1905  TO MRS. MARY SLATER OF PORTAGE CO./ALSO SEE 18 MAY ISSUE
FALOONA  WILLIAM  MAR  WVL  09/06/1906  09/06/1906  TO TILLIE PLENKE
FALTER  FRANK  MAR.LIC.  WVL  03/06/1902  1902  OF EAGLE,WI / BLANCH EVELYN YUNG OF MORENCI, MICH.
FARR  P. E.  MAR  WVL  07/02/1903  06/25/1903  TO A. W. SWISHER / SEE HER OBIT. - SWISHER
FARRELL  MICHAEL J.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/16/1904  06/10/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. MIKE FARRELL
FARRELL  KATE  MAR  WVL  06/30/1904  06/28/1904  TO JOHN T. HERRON
FARRELL  MICHAEL J.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  01/08/1903  01/07/1903  TO JOSEPHINE HERMAN OF RUDOLPH
FAUCETTE  PHYLLIS  MAR  WVL  10/02/1902  02/21/1906  TO LORENZO WARREN
FAULKNER  EDWARD R.  MAR  WVL  12/08/1904  1904  TO MYRTLE DUNNING / PITTSVILLE NEWS
FAUER  MARY  MAR  WVL  03/30/1905  03/27/1905  TO JOHN HIERONYMUS OF CITY POINT
FAUVER  FRANK  DEATH  WVL  02/11/1904  BURIED IN LA CROSSE / PRAY NEWS
FAVELL  FLOYD  MAR  WVL  12/20/1906  12/17/1906  TO EMMA LOW
FAVELL  HOWARD  BIRTH  WVL  04/05/1906  03/29/1889  17TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
FAWCELL  MAE  BIRTH  WVL  03/13/1902  10/05/1854  BORN IN CANADA / SEE HIS OBIT. - OTHER INFO
FAWCELL  DAVID  BIRTH  WVL  03/13/1902  03/07/1902  FROM PNEUMONIA / OTHER INFO GIVEN / SEE HIS BIRTH
FEHRENBACK LEO MAR.LIC. WVL 03/13/1902 MARY SPECHT / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD
FEICHTNER BIRTH WVL 08/23/1906 8/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. FEICHTNER
FEIL CHARLES MAR WVL 09/21/1905 09/19/1905 TO KATHARIN BRANDL /SEE FEIT/BRAND IN SEP. 14 ISSUE
FEIT JOHN MAR WVL 06/12/1902 06/04/1902 TO MISS ANTONIO FOREMAN /ALSO 29/05/1902 ISSUE
FEIT ANTONIA DEATH WVL 07/21/1904 07/15/1904 MRS. JOHN FEIT / MILLADORE NEWS
FEIT EDWARD MAR WVL 04/21/1904 04/20/1904 TO MRS. MARY (CINATH) FEIT / MILLADORE NEWS
FEIT EMMA MAR WVL 7/07/1904 07/02/1904 TO JOS. VODUSKA / MILLADORE NEWS
FEIT JOHN MAR WVL 07/21/1904 TO ANTONIA FORMAN / MILLADORE NEWS - SEE HER OBIT. - FEIT
FEIT MARY MAR WVL 04/21/1904 MISS MARY CINATH TO EDWARD FEIT
FEIT BIRTH WVL 08/24/1905 08/19/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. FEIT / MILLADORE NEWS
FEIT BIRTH WVL 04/27/
FEIT JOSEPH MAR WVL 10/19/1905 1884 TO MARY KOCIAN / SEE HIS OBIT.
FEIT JOSEPH OBIT. WVL 10/19/1905 10/15/1905 FOUND DEAD ON R. R. TRACKS / SEE HIS MAR.
FELIO EMILY V. MAR.LIC. WVL 02/01/1906 MYRON W. COMPTON
FELT BIRTH WVL 05/01/1902 04/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. ADAM FELT / MILLADORE NEWS
FEMLING WM. MAR WVL 05/08/1902 1902 TO MISS MARY GEBHARDT
FEMLING BIRTH WVL 04/07/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. W. G. FEMLING / NEKOOSA NEWS
FEMLING BIRTH WVL 03/05/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. W. G. FEMLING
FEMLING BIRTH WVL 07/30/1903 07/20/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALLEN FEMLING OF SARATOGA
FEMLING BIRTH WVL 07/20/1905 07/18/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. FEMLING / NEKOOSA NEWS
FEMLING BIRTH WVL 11/08/1906 1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALLEN FEMLING
FENWICK JAMES MUNROE MAR WVL 06/28/1906 06/20/1906 TO JOSEPHINE BARKER AT MADISON
FERGUSON BLANCHE MAR WVL 06/15/1905 4/1905 TO J. B. LESH
FERRY BIRTH WVL 05/14/1903 05/07/1903 BOY TO A. A. FERKEY'S / JUNCTION CITY
FILIATREAU HENRY MAR WVL 11/10/1904 11/15/1904 TO LYDIA RAYOME / TO BE MARRIED - RUDOLPH NEWS
FILLETREAU DEATH WVL 09/04/1902 08/30/1902 MRS. CHARLES FILLEATREAU/ALSO RUDOLPH NEWS 4/09/1902/REL.LST
FINCH ALMIRA M. MAR WVL 12/07/1905 08/30/1905 TO WM. W. BURHITE AT HENSONVILLE, N.Y./SEE HIS OBIT.
FINCH LORIA DEATH WVL 03/20/1905 03/16/1905 MRS. FINCH / STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS / ALSO NEW ROME NEWS
FINKELSTEIN IDA DEATH WVL 03/30/1905 03/27/1905 MURDERED IN TW. SARATOGA
FINKELSTEIN DEATH WVL 05/25/1905 05/27/1905 INQUEST CO. BOARD PROCEEDINGS/TRIAL - 15 JUNE ISSUE
FINKLESTEIN SIMON MAR.LIC. WVL 11/29/1906 SARAH ROBINWICH
FINLEY JOHN BIRTH WVL 11/09/1905 2/02/1825 BORN IN IRELAND / SEE HIS DEATH
FINLEY JOHN DEATH WVL 11/09/1905 11/04/1905 SEE HIS BIRTH
FINNEY HARRY MAR WVL 10/23/1902 1902 TO DAU.OF MR./MRS. GEO. F. DAWES/SPRING CREEK NEWS
FINUP BIRTH WVL 01/30/1903 12/24/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. H. FINUP
FISCHER DEATH WVL 06/26/1902 05/31/1902 CAUSE - CONSUMPTION
FISCHER
BIRTH
WVL 06/01/1905 05/27/1905
BOY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST FISCHER / NEKOOSA NEWS
FISHER
BIRTH
WVL 09/04/1902 08/31/1902
BOY TO MR./MRS. E. FISHER / SIGEL NEWS
FISHER
MAR
WVL 10/30/1902 10/1902
MR. FISHER TO MISS DORA CROTEAU / RUDOLPH NEWS
FISHER
BIRTH
WVL 10/27/1904 10/26/1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. JOS. FISHER
FISHER DANIEL O.
BIRTH
WVL 10/29/1903 09/12/1842
BORN AT HORNELLSVILLE, N.Y. / SEE HIS OBIT.
FISHER DANIEL O.
OBIT.
WVL 10/28/1903 10/23/1903
LONG OBIT. / SEE HIS BIRTH
FISHER JOSEPH
MAR
WVL 02/19/1903 02/17/1903
TO ROSA BILLMEYER
FISHER
BIRTH
WVL 11/09/1905 11/03/1905
BOY TO MR./MRS. A. W. FISHER
FISHER
BIRTH
WVL 10/12/1905 1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. FISHER / SIGEL NEWS
FISHER
BIRTH
WVL 10/26/1905 10/19/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOS. FISHER
FISHER SUE
MAR
WVL 09/30/1906 09/23/1906
TO JOHN V. BERENS AT SHEBOYGAN FALLS/MAR.LIC. 23 AUG. ISSUE
FISHER PAUL
DEATH
WVL 12/20/1906 12/18/1906
TUBERCULOSIS OF THE LUNGS
FITCH DOROTHY
MAR
WVL 12/03/1903 12/01/1903
TO HARRY WHITTLESEY / ALSO SEE 10 DEC. ISSUE
FITCH HENRY E.
MAR
WVL 06/04/1903 06/03/1903
TO NELLIE YOUNG / LONG ARTICLE
FITCH
BIRTH
WVL 10/05/1905 09/27/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY E. FITCH - ATTORNEY
Fitz
BIRTH
WVL 10/23/1905 06/22/1905
3 MOS. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. EMIL FITZ
FITZ
BIRTH
WVL 08/30/1906 08/23/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. EMILE FITZ
FITZGARALD JOHN
MAR
WVL 06/30/1904 07/12/1904
TO ANNA VILAS/ANNCD.BANS-NEK.NEWS/ALSO 14/JUL. ISSUE
FITZGERALD JOHN
DEATH
WVL 06/09/1904 06/04/1904
RUDOLPH NEWS
FITZGERALD HUGH VILAS
BIRTH
WVL 11/30/1905 11/22/1905
TO JOHN V. BERENS AT SHEBOYGAN FALLS/MAR.LIC. 23 AUG. ISSUE
FLAG
BIRTH
WVL 07/19/1906 07/15/1906
TO JOHN V. BERENS / ATTORNEY
FLANDERS HELEN
MAR
WVL 10/23/1902 10/27/1902
TO FRANCIS EUGENE MOREY /ITEM / PERSONAL MENTION
FLEAS PETER
MAR.LIC. WVL 04/17/1902
MARY VAN RUTH / BOTH OF PORT EDWARDS
FLEMBLING CARL
MAR.LIC. WVL 02/16/1905 02/18/1905
TO MAMIE LAPINE
FLISHMAN
BIRTH
WVL 03/10/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN FLISHMAN / SHERRY NEWS
FOGARTY
BIRTH
WVL 06/12/1902 6/1902
TO MRS. JOHN FOGARTY / ATTORNEY
FOGARTY MARY
MAR
WVL 06/16/1903 07/15/1903
TO MAT MATTHEWS
FOGARTY
GEORGE
DEATH
WVL 04/20/1905
TO ORA BELLE PASSANO
FOGARTY WM.
MAR
WVL 08/24/1905 08/23/1905
TO MRS. JOHN GALLIGAN / NEKOOSA NEWS
FOGARTY WILLIE
DEATH
WVL 02/16/1905 02/13/1905
TO EMMETT M. SLATTERY
FOGARTY JAMES
MAR
WVL 06/07/1906 06/05/1906
TO ANNA GROSS
FOGARTY KATHRYN
MAR
WVL 06/07/1906 06/05/1906
TO MARTHA TAYLOR
FOLEY TIM
MAR
WVL 11/19/1903 11/16/1903
TO MARY MATTHEWS
FONDACK GUSTA
MAR
WVL 06/01/1905 05/11/1905
TO FRED SCHILLER /ALSO PITTSVILLE NEWS 15 JUNE ISSUE
FONDICK LENA
MAR
WVL 07/05/1906 06/30/1906
TO WILLIAM Yantz
FOUTAIN A. D. MAR WVL 09/13/1906 9/1906 TO DENSE SHABOUTTE IN MERRILL

FOOTIT BIRTH WVL 06/19/1902 06/14/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. JAMES FOOTIT / NEKOOSA NEWS
FOOTIT DEATH WVL 07/24/1902 7/1902 4 WK. OLD INFANT OF MR./MRS. JAMES FOOTIT / CORRES.- NEKOOSA

FOOTIT BIRTH WVL 07/23/1903 07/17/1903 TO GEO FOOTIT FAMILY

FOOTIT BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 BOY - 12 LBS. - TO MR./MRS. GEO. FOOTIT

FOPP FERDINAND MAR. LIC. WVL 04/16/1903 ANNA HANSEN / MARSHFIELD

FORD MILDRED MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/23/1904 TO C. J. MATTHEWS

FOREMAN ANTONIO MAR WVL 06/12/1902 06/04/1902 TO MR. JOHN FEIT / ALSO 29/05/1902 ISSUE

FORESTAL JAMES DEATH WVL 03/20/1902 3/1902 OF MARSHFIELD / TRAIN ACCIDENT / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

FORMAN ANTONIA MAR WVL 07/21/1904 TO JOHN FEIT / SEE HER OBIT. - FEIT / MILLADORE NEWS

FORNEY BIRTH WVL 11/08/1906 10/28/1906 BABY TO MR./MRS. J. FORNEY

FORSUND PERRY DEATH WVL 10/27/1904 10/23/1904 49 YRS. OLD / SUICIDE

FOSGATE BIRTH WVL 08/25/1904 08/16/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. EXOS FOUNTAIN / LINWOOD NEWS

FOSGATE MATTIE MAR WVL 09/08/1904 08/31/1904 TO RICHARD THURSTON

FOUTAIN MATTIE MAR WVL 09/08/1904 08/31/1904 TO RICHARD THURSTON

FOURNIER EVA MAR WVL 02/25/1904 02/16/1904 TO GEORGE ROUSE / LOCALS

FOURNIER LILLIAN OBIT. WVL 12/01/1904 11/26/1904 SEE HER BIRTH / MAR - GROSS

FOURNIER LOUISE MAR WVL 12/01/1904 12/01/1878 TO LILLIAN GROSS / SEE HER BIRTH - GROSS / OBIT. - FOURNIER

FOWLER BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 01/10/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE FOWLER

FOWLER LILIAN OBIT. WVL 12/01/1904 11/26/1904 SEE HER BIRTH / MAR - GROSS

FOUNTAIN VERONA DEATH WVL 03/15/1906 03/13/1906 83 YRS. OLD

FOURNIER EVA MAR WVL 02/25/1904 02/16/1904 TO GEORGE ROUSE / LOCALS

FOURNIER LILIAN OBIT. WVL 12/01/1904 11/26/1904 SEE HER BIRTH / MAR - GROSS

FOWLER HENRY BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/15/1906 TO MR./MRS. FRED FRANK

FOWLER HENRY OBIT. WVL 02/22/1906 02/15/1906 TO MR./MRS. FRED FRANK

FOX BIRTH WVL 09/15/1904 09/11/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. B. S. FOX / MEEHAN NEWS

FOX BIRTH WVL 05/03/1906 04/25/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. B. S. FOX

FOX BIRTH WVL 01/18/1906 01/20/1822 MRS. C. S. FOX - BORN IN BURLINGTON, VT. - 84TH BIRTHDAY PRTY

FOX BIRTH WVL 07/09/1903 07/01/1903 TO MR./MRS. B. S. FOX AT MEEHAN / 10TH CHILD

FOX BIRTH WVL 05/18/1905 05/14/1905 TO MR./MRS. L. F. FOX / MEEHAN NEWS

FOX BIRTH WVL 09/21/1905 09/17/1905 TO GEO. C. ROE AT MEEHAN / MEEHAN NEWS

FOX BIRTH WVL 05/03/1906 04/25/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. B. S. FOX

FOX BIRTH WVL 01/18/1906 01/20/1822 MRS. C. S. FOX - BORN IN BURLINGTON, VT. - 84TH BIRTHDAY PRTY

FOX BIRTH WVL 03/01/1906 02/22/1906 TO VICTOR WARD

FRANK BIRTH WVL 01/12/1905 01/10/1905 TO MR./MRS. FRED FRANK

FRANSON SOPHIA MAR WVL 12/06/1906 11/29/1906 TO L. H. ELLIS

FRENCHETTE BIRTH WVL 12/21/1905 12/17/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE FRENCHETTE

FRENCHETTE FRANCES BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 1/1904 1 YR. OLD BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR SON OF MR./MRS. GEO. FRENCHETTE
FRYETT  BIRTH  WVL  09/29/1904  09/26/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. TED FRYETT
FRYETT  DEATH  WVL  05/17/1906  5/1906  MRS. FRYETT BURIED AT MONROE CENTER BURYING GROUND
FRYETTE  LIZZIE J.  MAR  WVL  03/12/1903  03/06/1903  TO MR. SIMONS OF GREENWOOD, WI
FRYETTE  IRENE  MAR  WVL  02/16/1905  02/05/1905  TO ARTHUR L. ROBINSON OF HELENA, MONT./CRM OF EXCHANGES-NEC.
FULLER  JN.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  12/28/1905  GEO. H. MILLER OF FOND DU LAC
FULLER  GEANO EDNA  BIRTH  WVL  06/28/1906  06/18/1873  SEE HER DEATH
FULLER  GEANO EDNA  DEATH  WVL  06/28/1906  06/19/1906  SEE HER BIRTH
GABRIELSON  ALMA  MAR.LIC.  WVL  04/05/1906  JOHN CARLSON
GABUR  BIRTH  WVL  07/30/1903  07/25/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. ANTON GABUR
GAELHAR  LENA  MAR  WVL  04/19/1906  04/17/1906  TO OTTO SUSNUFSKY
GAELHER  DORA  MAR  WVL  11/23/1905  11/23/1905  TO CARL SCHUMAN OF KELLNER
GAHNON  MAUD EDNA  MAR  WVL  05/26/1904  05/18/1904  TO J. V. YOUNG
GAHAN  DEATH  WVL  01/25/1906  01/24/1906  6 YR.OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. LEO GAHAN/AT STAR LAKE/CARBLCIC ACID
GAHL  BIRTH  WVL  08/06/1906  07/31/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. FRED GAHL
GAHL  CHARLES FREDERICK  BIRTH  WVL  01/05/1905  SON OF MR./MRS. GAHL - CHRISTENED / NEKOOSA NEWS
GAHL  CHARLES FREDERICK  DEATH  WVL  1/22/1905  01/26/1905  4 WEEK OLD SON OF MR./MRS. FRED GAHL / NEKOOSA NEWS
GAHL  BIRTH  WVL  02/15/1906  02/14/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED GAHL
GALLATIN  MALCOLM  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/18/1903  LENA WITT
GALLERMAN  BERTHA  MAR  WVL  11/15/1906  11/15/1905  TO CHAS. SCHACT
GALTERMAN  H.  BIRTH  WVL  11/17/1904  11/12/1853  51ST BIRTHDAY PARTY / FIVE MILE CREEK NEWS
GARABARKLEWICZ  BIRTH  WVL  03/31/1904  03/21/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOSEPH GARABARKLEWICZ / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
GARDNER  BIRTH  WVL  10/02/1902  1902  11 LB. BOY TO MR./MRS. E. A. GARDNER / ARPIN NEWS
GARDNER  EVA  MAR  WVL  05/01/1902  04/26/1902  TO REUBEN LYON / ITEM WITH INFO
GARDNER  JAMES  DEATH  WVL  02/25/1904  02/08/1904  SEE HIS BIRTH / MONROE CENTER NEWS
GARDNER  JAMES  BIRTH  WVL  02/25/1904  03/11/1904  BORN IN N.Y. / SEE HIS DEATH / MONROE CENTER NEWS
GARDNER  O.  DEATH  WVL  11/24/1904  11/1904  BIG FLATS NEWS
GARDNER  WALTER S.  MAR  WVL  11/17/1904  11/16/1904  TO GRACE LENORE CARRINGTON
GARDNER  REGINA  OBIT.  WVL  10/29/1903  10/24/1903  LONG OBIT. - SEE HER MAR.- SORG
GARDNER  W. E.  MAR  WVL  10/29/1903  10/29/1854  TO REGINA SORG / SEE HER OBIT.- GARDNER
GARDNER  GEO. A.  MAR  WVL  06/01/1905  05/24/1905  TO IVA M. ROBINSON OF ARPIN /ALSO ARPIN NEWS SAME PAPER
GARDNER  WILLIAM EDWARD  BIRTH  WVL  05/18/1905  04/24/1832  SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
GARDNER  WILLIAM EDWARD  OBIT.  WVL  05/18/1905  05/16/1905  SEE HIS BIRTH/ MAR.
GARDNER  WILLIAM EDWARD  MAR  WVL  05/18/1905  10/24/1854  TO MARY SORG AT LANSING, IOWA / SEE HIS BIRTH/ OBIT.
GARDNER  ANNA  DEATH  WVL  12/17/1903  1872  MRS. McCANN / SEE OBIT. OF HUSBAND JOHN A. McCANN
GARDNER  ANNA  MAR  WVL  12/17/1903  12/17/1903  TO JOHN A. McCANN /SEE HIS OBIT./BIRTH/MAR.# 2
GARHOFSKI  DEATH  WVL  03/15/1906  03/10/1906  TO JOHN A. McCANN /SEE HIS OBIT./BIRTH/MAR.# 2
GARMAN  HATTIE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  12/28/1905  GEO. N. WOLF
GARMAN  HATTIE MAE  MAR  WVL  01/11/1906  12/27/1905  TO GEORGE W. WOLF / MAR.LIC.- 4 JAN. ISSUE
GARRIHEE  
JACK  
MAR  
WVL  
11/12/1903  
11/10/1903  
TO LOUISE PETERICK

GARRIHEE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/05/1905  
09/29/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN GARRIHEE

GARRISON  
ORESTES  
MAR  
WVL  
09/29/1904  
09/28/1904  
TO LAURA EMMONS

GARRISON  
VIOLA  
MAR  
WVL  
10/20/1904  
10/11/1904  
TO LAWRENCE E. NASH

GARRISON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/20/1903  
08/18/1903  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. EMILE B. GARRISON - PORT EDWARDS

GARRISON  
FRANK  
BIRTH  
WVL  
12/14/1905  
11/18/1905  
SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.

GARRISON  
FRANK  
OBIT.  
WVL  
12/14/1905  
12/12/1905  
LONG OBIT./PICTURE - DIED IN CHICAGO/SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR

GARRISON  
FRANK  
MAR  
WVL  
12/14/1905  
TO CELIA ROSSIER - MAR. 31 YRS. / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.

GARRISON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/01/1906  
02/26/1906  
BOY TO MR./MRS. EMILE B. GARRISON

GARSKE  
LELIA  
MAR  
WVL  
09/27/1906  
09/20/1906  
TO BERT TAYLOR

GARSKI  
BIRTH  
WVL  
09/27/1904  
09/20/1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. JOSEF. GARSKI / NEKOOSA NEWS

GARSKI  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/13/1905  
04/10/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. LOUIS GARSKI / NEKOOSA NEWS

GASH  
BERTHA  
MAR  
WVL  
06/30/1904  
06/30/1904  
TO AUGUST BUSS

GASH  
CARL  
DEATH  
WVL  
12/01/1904  
11/24/1904  
75 YR. OLD FATHER OF 26 CHILDREN

GASH  
VALERIA  
MAR  
WVL  
11/01/1906  
10/31/1906  
TO PERRY GRIFFITH

GAUCHEE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/05/1905  
10/04/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. HERMAN GAUCHEE

GAULKE  
MINNIE  
MAR  
WVL  
05/10/1906  
05/10/1906  
TO CHAS. PANTER

GAVRE  
VICTORIA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/19/1906  
04/16/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN GAVRE

GAZALEY  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/09/1905  
11/04/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. LESTER GAZALEY

GEBERT  
PHYLLIS  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/03/1904  
03/26/1888  
16TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / MILLADORE NEWS

GEBHARDT  
MARY  
MAR  
WVL  
05/08/1902  
1902  
TO WM. FEMILING

GEBHART  
WM.  
DEATH  
WVL  
08/24/1905  
08/20/1905  
SEE NEW ROME AND SARATOGA NEWS

GEE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
07/19/1906  
07/19/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. HARVEY GEE

GEHANT  
MODEST  
DEATH  
WVL  
03/03/1904  
FATHER OF X. T. GEHANT - HE DIED IN IL

GEISLER  
BIRTH  
WVL  
01/12/1905  
01/08/1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY GEISLER

GELLER  
BIRTH  
WVL  
06/01/1902  
06/01/1902  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILLIAM GELLER, PORT EDWARDS / 15 CHILDREN

GEORGE  
GRACE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/02/1902  
1893  
9TH BIRTHDAY / BIG FLATS NEWS

GEORGE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
12/01/1904  
1904  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. W. H. GEORGE

GEORGE  
GERTIE  
MAR  
WVL  
07/07/1904  
07/04/1904  
TO BEN BURHITE / SPRING CREEK NO.2 & NEKOOSA NEWS

GEORGE  
HENRY  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/10/1904  
09/29/1846  
NEKOOSA NEWS / SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR

GEORGE  
HENRY  
OBIT.  
WVL  
03/03/1904  
02/24/1904  
DIED IN BARNUM/SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR. 10 MAR. ISSUE

GEORGE  
HENRY  
OBIT.  
WVL  
03/03/1904  
1888  
TO GRACE THOMAS IN ENGLAND / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.-DEATH

GEORGE  
PERCY  
MAR  
WVL  
07/07/1904  
07/04/1904  
BRIDE NO NAME/SPRING CRK NEWS/AND 7 JUL.NEK.NEWS ALICE MUNGER
GEORGE BIRTH WVL 04/20/1905 04/15/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. PERCY GEORGE / NEKOOSA NEWS
GEORGE HARRY MAR WVL 07/13/1905 07/12/1905 TO CARRIE BRODT / NEW ROME NEWS
GEORGE ERL HENRY DEATH WVL 01/11/1906 01/02/1906 5 MO SON OF MR./MRS.HARRY GEORGE/NEW ROME N./SPRING CRK N.4/1
GESSEL FRED MAR WVL 10/13/1904 10/1904 BRIDE NOT GIVEN / KELLNER NEWS
GESSERT DEATH WVL 10/08/1903 OLD MR. GESSERT BURIED 3 OCT.
GESSERT BERTHA MAR.LIC. WVL 04/16/1903 JOHN MARTIN
GESSERT ROSA MAR.LIC. WVL 09/14/1905 JOHN ILK
GESSLER HENRY DEATH WVL 12/17/1903 PIONEER SETTLER OF WOOD CO./DIED AT GREEN BAY HOME OF DAU.
GETTS BIRTH WVL 01/29/1903 01/28/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. GUY GETTS
GETTS GRACE DEATH WVL 07/16/1903 07/03/1903 32 YR.OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. W.H. GETTS/ALSO SEE 23 JULY ISS.
GETTS BIRTH WVL 2/02/1905 01/31/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GUY GETTS
GETTZLOFF WILLIAM MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/25/1904 TO THRESSA TIMM
GETTZLOFF BIRTH WVL 11/09/1905 11/04/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY GETTZLOFF
GETZLAFF BIRTH WVL 04/27/1905 04/21/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. GETZLAFF
GETZLAFF MARTHA BIRTH WVL 11/30/1905 11/24/1887 18TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
GIBBS ALTON MAR WVL 01/28/1904 TO ANNA LINTNER / BIG FLATS NEWS
GIBHARDT FRED MAR.LIC. WVL 12/28/1905 CLARA SORGEL
GIBHARDT FRED MAR WVL 01/04/1906 01/01/1906 TO CLARA SORGLES/NEW ROME NEWS/SEE SORGLES 11 JAN. ISSUE
GIBSON J. D. BIRTH WVL 06/29/1905 06/23/1848 57TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
GIBSON MARY DEATH WVL 10/11/1906 10/08/1906 5 YR.OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS. CHAS. GIBSON / DIPHTHERIA
GIESE BIRTH WVL 04/02/1903 03/29/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. GIESE
GIESE BIRTH WVL 12/27/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. GIESE
GIESE FREDERICK BIRTH WVL 04/29/1906 12/27/1829 SEE 50TH WED. ANNIV./ALSO SEE BIRTH OF WIFE UNDER GIESE
GIESE FREDERICK ANNIVERSARY WVL 04/29/1906 04/20/1856 50TH WED. ANNIV. / SEE HIS BIRTH/HER BIRTH UNDER GIESE
GIESE BIRTH WVL 04/29/1906 01/28/1831 MRS. FREDERICK GIESE /NO MAIDEN NAME GIVEN/SEE 50TH WED ANNI
GIESSLER VICTORIA MAR WVL 08/16/1906 05/1901 TO LOUIS SHUH /SEE HER OBIT.- SHUH/LONG OBIT. 23 AUG.ISSUE
GILBERTSON DEATH WVL 03/12/1903 03/06/1903 WIFE OF GILBERT GILBERTSON SR.
GILBERTSON MARY MAR WVL 08/03/1905 1855 TO DOUGAL McDougall / SEE HIS OBIT.
GILL DEATH WVL 06/07/1906 06/04/1906 36 YR.OLD WIFE OF F. S. GILL - MAR. 1891 / TOXEMA
GILL F. S. MAR WVL 06/07/1906 1891 WIFE'S NAME NOT GIVEN / SEE HER DEATH - GILL
GILLETTE NINA MAR WVL 03/08/1906 03/01/1906 TO RUPERT H. JANES
GILLETTE NINA G. MAR WVL 02/22/1906 03/01/1906 TO RUPERT H. JANES / ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT
GILMAN CLAUDE L. MAR WVL 04/07/1904 04/05/1904 TO ETTA EVE LAND OF MENOMINIE, MICH.
GILMAN L. F. MAR WVL 06/23/1904 06/18/1904 TO MRS. BERTHA ERDMAN / NEKOOSA NEWS
GILMAN BIRTH WVL 03/02/1905 02/24/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CLAUDE GILMAN / NEKOOSA NEWS
GILMAN DEATH WVL 08/30/1906 08/26/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. CLAUDE GILMAN
GILMASTER BIRTH WVL 08/03/1906 08/07/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. ERNEST GILMASTER
GILSON BIRTH WVL 10/13/1904 10/07/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. ELMER GILSON
GIRTH  
DEATH  
WVL 09/07/1905 09/09/1905  MRS. FRED GIRTH / MONROE CENTER NEWS

GISLER  
DEATH  

GISLER  
DEATH  
WVL 11/30/1905 11/1905  BABY OF FRANK GISLER / ALTDORF NEWS

GITCHELL  
A. W.  
ANNIV.  
WVL 12/10/1903  
MR./MRS. GITCHELL - 15TH WED. ANNIV.

GITCHELL  
W. E.  
DEATH  
WVL 12/27/1906 12/21/1906  
DIED AT NEILLSVILLE ; BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

GLASS  
ELMER  
DEATH  
WVL 03/16/1905 03/12/1905  
DAU. OF MR./MRS. FRANK GISLER

GLEBKE  
WILLIAM  
BIRTH  
WVL 05/01/1902 04/23/1902  GIRL TO MR./MRS. AUGUST GLEBKE / KELLNER NEWS

GLEBKE  
WILLIAM  
DEATH  
WVL 03/26/1903 03/18/1903  74 YRS. OLD

GLEFFE  
MAR  
WVL 07/19/1906 07/11/1906  MR. GLEFFE TO MARTHA PORT

GLES  
BIRTH  
WVL 04/28/1904 1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOE GLEES / BABCOCK NEWS

GLODGO  
FRANK  
MAR  
WVL 02/25/1904 1898  TO JANE CRANEY / SEE HIS OBIT. - NEKOOSA NEWS

GLODGO  
FRANK  
OBIT.  
WVL 02/22/1904 02/22/1904  SON OF MR./MRS. A. GLODGO / SEE HIS BIRTH / NEKOOSA NEWS

GLODGO  
JANE  
MAR  
WVL 03/22/1906 03/15/1906  MRS. GLODGO TO EMIL BESKE

GLOREIGN  
OLE  
DEATH  
WVL 12/06/1906 12/02/1906

GNOS  
JOSPH  
MAR  
WVL 02/16/1905 02/15/1905  TO FLORA BRODERICK / NEKOOSA NEWS

GOODNESS  
MARY  
DEATH  
WVL 07/02/1903 07/01/1903  HUSBAND & 9 CHLDRN. SURVIVE/ARMSNIA/ALSO SEE 26 JUNE ISSUE

GOESSEL  
CHARLES  
MAR  
WVL 08/27/1903 08/20/1903  TO PAULINE BUSS

GOETKE  
MARY  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL 06/04/1903  
WILLIS SNYDER

GOETS  
ANNA  
MAR  
WVL 01/04/1906 01/02/1906  TO WILLIAM PEASLEE / PITTSVILLE NEWS

GOGGINS  
MARGARET  
BIRTH  
WVL 03/05/1903 03/05/1903  
DAU.OF MR./MRS. HUGH GOGGINS/SEE HER OBIT. - KERSTEN

GOGGINS  
MARGARET  
MAR  
WVL 03/05/1903 03/05/1903  TO FRED KERSTEN /HER BIRTH - GOGGINS / HER OBIT. - KERSTEN

GOKEY  
ELLEN  
MAR  
WVL 08/08/1904 09/09/1904  TO CLEMENTS MARSAU / RUDOLPH NEWS

GOLDBERG  
MINNIE  
MAR  
WVL 10/02/1902 09/25/1902  TO JOHN TIMMSTM /ALSO 5 MILE CREEK NEWS - 9/10/1902 ISSUE

GOLDBERG  
SOPHIA  
MAR  
WVL 12/31/1903 12/22/1903  TO WILL GROSS

GOLDBERG  
FRED  
MAR  
WVL 11/15/1906 11/14/1906  TO MINNIE RICKMAN

GOLDBERG  
HENRY  
MAR  
WVL 06/07/1906 06/06/1906  TO EMMA SUHR

GOLDNER  
OTTO  
MAR  
WVL 04/29/1906 04/23/1906  TO ANNA SKIBBA

GOLDSTONE  
MORRIS L.  
ENGAGEMENT  
WVL 02/09/1905 02/09/1905  TO ESTELLE HEINEMAN

GOLLA  
JOSEPH  
DEATH  
WVL 11/17/1904 11/10/1904  FORMER RESIDENT/DIED THIEF RIVER FALLS, MINN.

GORACKI  
BIRTH  
WVL 10/19/1905 10/17/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOE GORACKI / NEKOOSA NEWS

GORHAM  
WILLIAM  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL 08/28/1902  
ADA L. PINNING / BOTH OF PITTSVILLE

GORNY  
BIRTH  
WVL 06/02/1904 05/28/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. GEO. GORNY / NEKOOSA NEWS

GORN  
FRANK  
DEATH  
WVL 05/10/1906 05/09/1906  70 YRS. OLD / PNEUMONIA

GORM  
AUGUST  
MAR  
WVL 04/19/1906 04/16/1906  TO MRS. BERTHA KREHNKE

GOS  
ALEC  
DEATH  
WVL 11/01/1906 10/1906

GOTCHY  
PAULINE  
MAR  
WVL 09/18/1902  
TO NELSON DEROSIA / SEE HER BIRTH GOTCHY /OBIT. OF HUSBAND

GOTHIA  
HATTIE  
MAR  
WVL 02/08/1906 1876  TO NELSON ELMER PASSINEAU / SEE HIS OBIT.
GOTZ ANNA MAR.LIC. WVL 12/28/1905 WM. PEASLEE OF PITTSVILLE

GOUZAGOSKI FRANCES MAR WVL 11/29/1906 11/28/1906 TO F. F. LOBBY

GRAB DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 01/23/1905 3 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. FRANK GRAB OF RUDOLPH

GRABER MARIE BIRTH WVL 09/04/1902 MRS.GRABER - DAU.OF MR./MRS. ELD.C.W.OLDS / BETHEL NEWS

GRAF WALTER MAR.LIC. WVL 05/11/1905 05/13/1905 TO CHRISTINA RASMUSSEN / SEE GRATH - 18 MAY ISSUE

GRAFT WM. DEATH WVL 12/24/1903 12/22/1903

GRAGG FLORENCE MAR WVL 04/13/1905 04/12/1905 TO GUY H. MILLER

GRAHAM DEATH WVL 05/19/1904 1904 SON AND DAUGHTER OF MR. GRAHAM / BETHEL NEWS

GRANDSHAW DEATH WVL 12/18/1902 12/11/1902 MR. GRANDSHAW - 74 YRS. OLD

GRANGER ANNIE MAR WVL 06/05/1902 06/01/1902 TO ARCHIE ROZELLE

GRANGER WILLIAM MAR WVL 10/22/1903 10/15/1903 TO ROSE RICKOFF

GRANT ROBERT DEATH WVL 05/29/1902 1902 BOARD PROCEDDINGS

GRANTS BIRTH WVL 12/18/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK GRANT

GRANT JOSIE MAR WVL 06/11/1903 06/10/1903 TO PETER CODERE OF RUDOLPH

GRANT MYRON MAR WVL 03/29/1906 03/27/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED GRANT

GRASSIE GEORGE F. MAR WVL 10/09/1902 10/15/1902 TO MISS SUSIE JACKSON / INVITES SENT

GRAY MAMIE MAR WVL 09/29/1904 09/21/1904 TO ALBERT O. OTTO

GRAY AVA MAR WVL 08/29/1904 08/21/1904 TO ADDA NETZLEY OF TW.LINWOOD,PORT.CO./ALSO 26 JAN. ISSUE

GRAY JAMES E. DEATH WVL 03/30/1905 03/22/1905 BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

GRAY JESSIE MAR WVL 04/13/1905 1905 TO DR. FRANK R. HOUSTON
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADA B. (MRS.) GRAY</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>05/10/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>5/05/1906 TO CHESTER W. RHODES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEONA</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>03/27/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/21/1902 DAI.OF MR. MRS. DWIGHT GREEN / COMPLICATION OF MEASLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIP</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>02/04/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>02/01/1904 TO KITTI HILES / DEXTERVILLE NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DORA</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>08/06/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>08/03/1903 TO ARTHUR SWEENEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHEL M. GREEN</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>06/29/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/03/1905 TO CHARLES WILLIAM HAHN / ALSO SEE 6 JULY ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>04/05/1906</td>
<td>4/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR. MRS. THOS. GREEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRS. ED GREENMAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>11/04/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR. MRS. ED GREENMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>09/11/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>9/1902 TO MISS MARGURITE NASH AT TACOMA, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. M. GREGORY</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>07/31/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>1827 DR. GREGORY - SEE HIS DEATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. M. GREGORY</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>07/31/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>7/1902 DR. GREGORY DIED AT CHRYSALT FALLS, MI / SEE HIS BIRTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIP</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/11/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/03/1903 TO MR. MRS. JOHN GREGORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMMA GRESSINGER</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>04/17/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>4/1902 TO JOHN HAASL JR. - MAR. LIC. SAME ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENA</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>08/18/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>08/17/1904 TO LEE LOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. W. GREENFELL</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>03/13/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>3/1902 TO MYRTLE C. KELLOGG / ITEM WITH INFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/15/1903</td>
<td>01/08/1903</td>
<td>BOY TO MR. MRS. GRIBER AT BACCOCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYRTLE GRIFFEN</td>
<td>Mar, Lic.</td>
<td>11/08/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/01/1906 TO WILL BROWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES GRIFFITH</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>10/30/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>1892 TO MARIE ROSE / BOTH OF BACCOCK / ALSO BACCOCK NEWS / 11/01/1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMOS GRIFFITH</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>11/10/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/02/1904 TO EDNA SANVILLE AT PITTSSVILLE / BABCOCK NEWS / PITTSS NEWS 17/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/16/1905</td>
<td>03/04/1905</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR. MRS. ADAM GRIFFITH / BACCOCK NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>04/29/1906</td>
<td>04/22/1906</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR. MRS. SAM GRIFFITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERRY GRIFFITH</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>11/01/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>10/31/1906 TO VALERIA GASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/05/1903</td>
<td>10/30/1903</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR. MRS. GEO. GRIGNON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUISE (MRS.) GRIMSHAW</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>09/17/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>09/15/1903 TO STEPHEN SNYDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUGUST GRIOTZ</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>01/29/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>TO MISS WILKIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAYMOND GRODE</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>11/02/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>10/25/1905 10TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRIETTE GROEHLER</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>01/26/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/26/1905 TO ARTHUR PEPIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/20/1905</td>
<td>07/13/1905</td>
<td>INFANT SON OF MR. MRS. ANTON GRONDIKOWSKI / BRIEF LOCALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSE GROSSEIER</td>
<td>Mar, Lic.</td>
<td>12/11/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/11/1902 J. MELVILLE RUSSEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. L. GROSS</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/12/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>1832 CELEBRATED 70TH BIRTHDAY / SON FRED OF SPARTA WAS THERE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/22/1904</td>
<td>12/20/1904</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR. MRS. CHARLIE GROSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LILLIAN GROSS</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>12/01/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/01/1904 TO LOUIS FOURNIER / SEE HER BIRTH - GROSS / OBIT.-FOURNIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/01/1904</td>
<td>11/10/1856</td>
<td>SEE HER MAR.- GROSS / OBIT.- FOURNIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>08/20/1903</td>
<td>08/15/1903</td>
<td>BOY TO MR. MRS. LOUIS GROSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILL GROSS</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>12/31/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/22/1903 TO SOPHIA GOLDBERG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/09/1905</td>
<td>11/09/1905</td>
<td>BOY TO MR. MRS. LOUIS GROSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/30/1905</td>
<td>11/28/1905</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR. MRS. WM. GROSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/12/1905</td>
<td>01/12/1905</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR. MRS. GEO. GROSS OF TW. GRAND RAPIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMILE GROSS</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>08/10/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>08/08/1905 TO OLGA MANSEK / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GROSS BIRTH WVL 04/29/1906 4/1906 BOY TO EMILE & OLGA (MANSKE) GROSS AT BUFFALO, N.Y.
GROSS BIRTH WVL 10/04/1906 10/03/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEO. GROSS
GROSS ANNA MAR WVL 06/07/1906 06/05/1906 TO JAMES FOGARTY
GROSS EMILE MAR WVL 04/29/1906 TO OLGA MANSKE / SEE BIRTH OF A SON
GROUBY BIRTH WVL 09/20/1906 9/09/1906 BABY TO MR./MRS. GUS. GROUBY
GROVER DEATH WVL 05/04/1905 1905 7 W. OLD TWIN SONS OF MR./MRS. GROVER / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
GRUBBA JOHN SR. DEATH WVL 04/06/1905 3/1905 CARSON NEWS
GRUBER DEATH WVL 05/19/1904 05/16/1904 MR. GRUBER / RUDOLPH NEWS
GRUBER VICTOR MAR WVL 09/07/1905 08/30/1905 REV. GRUBER TO MAGDELINE SHIELDS
GRUMMEL MICHAEL R. BIRTH WVL 03/17/1904 10/25/1886 SEE HIS MAR./OBIT. - ALSO 17 MAR / MILLADORE NEWS
GRUMMEL MICHAEL R. OBIT WVL 03/17/1904 03/10/1904 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR. / ALSO 17 MAR. ISSUE
GRUMMEL MICHAEL R. MAR WVL 03/17/1904 01/25/1884 TO EMMA R. CHAVELER /SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT./JUNCTION CITY NEWS
GRUMMEL MAURINE BIRTH WVL 05/07/1903 1885 18TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
GUELDENZOPF DEATH WVL 04/21/1904 04/14/1904 MRS. CARL GUELDENZOPF / NEKOOSA NEWS
GUELDENZOPF BIRTH WVL 01/18/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ROBERT GUELDENZOPF
GUELDENZOPH BIRTH WVL 10/19/1905 10/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. H. R. GUELDENZOPH / NEKOOSA NEWS
GULBRONSON DEATH WVL 09/10/1903 WIFE OF GUS GULBRONSON
GUNST JOHN MAR.LIC. WVL 09/28/1905 JENNIE BODE OF SHERRY
GURBER AUGUST MAR WVL 10/15/1903 10/13/1903 TO LIZZIE HERMANSON / RUDOLPH NEWS
GURBER BIRTH WVL 02/16/1905 1905 BABY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST GURBER / RUDOLPH NEWS
GURSKY JOHN DEATH WVL 07/13/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALBERT GURSKY / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
GURTLE BERNADETTA BIRTH WVL 11/09/1905 11/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. GURTLE / NEKOOSA NEWS
GUSSEL BIRTH WVL 10/26/1905 10/23/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. GUSSEL OF KELLNER
GUSSEL ROSA MAR WVL 12/20/1906 12/19/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. GUSSEL
GUSSENFSON JOHNSON BIRTH WVL 07/23/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. CARSON GUSTAFSON
GUSTIN Geo. MAR. WVL 05/09/1906 05/10/1906 TO MRS. ERNESTINE QUICK
HAASE ANNA MAR WVL 10/19/1905 10/17/1905 TO WILLIAM MESTELZ / NEKOOSA NEWS
HAASE HERMAN DEATH WVL 04/19/1906 04/18/1906 17 YRS. OLD - KILLED IN PAPER MILL
HAASL JOHN JR. MAR WVL 04/17/1902 4/1902 TO EMMA GREISSINGER / MAR.LIC. SAME ISSUE
HAASL JOHN MAR WVL 04/10/1902 TO ? VALICKS / SEE BURIAL NOTICE OF MRS. VALICKS
HAASL Lizzie MAR WVL 09/04/1902 09/02/1902 DAU.OF MR./MRS. JOHAN HAASL TO FRANK ZOKECH / MILLADORE NEWS
HAASL JOSEPH J. MAR WVL 07/10/1902 07/23/1902 TO MISS EMMA BENISH /TO TAKE PLACE/ALSO MILLADORE NEWS 24/07
HAASL ALICE DEATH WVL 02/11/1904 14 YR.OLD DAU. OF GEO. HAASL / MILLADORE NEWS
HAASL JOHN JR. DEATH WVL 04/13/1905 04/07/1905 91 YEARS OLD / MILLADORE NEWS
HAMBURGER  BIRTH  WVL  02/05/1903  01/26/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. ED HAMBURGER / SHERRY NEWS
HAMEL  MYRTLE  MAR  WVL  03/15/1906  03/07/1906  TO ROY HEATH
HAMILTON  ESSIE  MAR  WVL  12/31/1903  12/24/1903  TO D. J. RUSSELL
HAMILTON  EDNA  MAR  WVL  05/04/1905  05/03/1905  TO HARVEY B. BARLOW / JUNEAU COUNTY
HAMM  MARGARET  MAR  WVL  11/13/1902  11/11/1902  TO GRANT BEARDSLEY
HAMM  FRANK  DEATH  WVL  11/17/1904  11/16/1904  70 YRS. OLD
HAMM  CELIA  MAR  WVL  05/11/1905  05/07/1905  TO JOHN BERTAND / MATER NEWS
HAMM  HENRY  BIRTH  WVL  02/23/1905  02/19/1832  73RD BIRTHDAY PARTY
HAMM  ALBERT  DEATH  WVL  02/22/1906  02/17/1906  81 YRS. OLD
HAMMEL  FRANCIS ALBERT  MAR  WVL  11/10/1904  1904  TO LOUISA BELL STROPE / PITTSVILLE NEWS
HAMMEL  DEATH  WVL  11/05/1903  10/30/1903  75 YR. OLD WIFE OF JAMES HAMMEL / 2 ARTICLES
HAMMER  HILDA  DEATH  WVL  03/22/1906  03/12/1906  DAU. OF MR./MRS. HARRY HAMMER
HAMMOND  LYMAN R.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  02/16/1905  02/05/1905  GEORGIANNA DAWES
HAMMOND  L. R.  ANNIVERSARY  WVL  02/22/1906  02/15/1905  1ST WED. ANNIV. OF MR./MRS. L. R. HAMMOND
HAMSCHIELD  AMELIA  MAR  WVL  04/17/1902  OF PITTSVILLE TO FRANK DUPPEE OF TWN. OF WOOD
HANAMAN  BIRTH  WVL  06/11/1903  06/03/1903  10 LB. BOY TO MR./MRS. WILLIE HANAMAN, KELLNER
HANGER  ANNA  MAR.LIC.  WVL  01/29/1903  JOHN BRANDT OF ROSELLVILLE
HANIFAN  BIRTH  WVL  08/20/1903  07/26/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. THOMAS HANIFAN OF SIGEL
HANIFAN  JOHANNA  MAR  WVL  11/09/1905  10/21/1905  TO PETER DOYLE - SEE HIS OBIT.
HANIFIN  BIRTH  WVL  11/08/1906  10/30/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. THOS. HANIFIN
HANIFIN  NELLIE  MAR  WVL  06/21/1906  06/19/1906  TO THOS. J. DONOHUE AT MILWAUKEE
HANKE  BIRTH  WVL  09/24/1903  09/14/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. HANKE, SIGEL
HANKE  AUGUST  MAR  WVL  05/28/1903  05/22/1903  TO MARTHA FAHL, SENeca / MAR.LIC. 14 MAY ISSUE
HANKE  BIRTH  WVL  09/02/1906  08/29/1906  TO MR./MRS. WILL HANKE
HANN  BIRTH  WVL  06/21/1906  1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. JOE HANN
HANNA  JAMES  BIRTH  WVL  09/25/1902  12/17/1853  SEE HIS MAR./ OBIT.
HANNA  JAMES  OBIT.  WVL  09/25/1902  09/17/1902  SEE HIS BIRTH / MAR.
HANNA  JAMES  MAR  WVL  09/25/1902  1882  TO MISS HELEN ST. AMORU - SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
HANNA  DEATH  WVL  05/21/1903  MRS.FRED HANNA DAU.OF MR./MRS A.D.PARKER,PITTSVILLE/SEE ITEM
HANNA  BIRTH  WVL  09/17/1903  09/14/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. LESTER HANNA
HANNA  FRED  MAR  WVL  05/21/1903  09/14/1903  TO MISS PARKER / SEE HER OBIT. - HANNA
HANNAFAN  BIRTH  WVL  06/11/1903  06/03/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. HANNAFAN, KELLNER
HANNAFAN  BERTHA  MAR  WVL  04/02/1903  03/25/1903  TO FRANK PRIVENAU, KELLNER
HANNAFAN  BIRTH  WVL  12/21/1905  12/19/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. HERMAN HANNAFAN
HANNAFAN  BIRTH  WVL  09/21/1905  09/18/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. ROBERT HANNAFAN OF KELLNER
HANNAFAN  REUBEN  DEATH  WVL  04/05/1906  03/31/1906  6 MO 10 DAY OLD SON OF MR./MRS. ROBERT HANNAFAN /3 PLACES
HANNEMANN  BIRTH  WVL  05/15/1902  05/07/1902  GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALBERT HANNEMANN / KELLNER NEWS
HANNAEMANN  AUGUST F.  BIRTH  WVL  07/31/1902  06/06/1858  MESAN.GERM./SON OF MR./MRS.CH. HANNEMANN/SEE HIS DEATH
HANNEMAUN   AUGUST F.      DEATH     WVL 07/31/1902 07/26/1902 SEE HIS BIRTH /KELLNER NEWS /ALSO 5 MILE CREEK NEWS 7/08 ISSN
HANNIFAN    NELLIE      MAR     WVL 12/18/1902 1879 TO NELS JOHNSON / SEE HIS OBIT.
HANNIMAN    BIRTH      WVL 09/10/1903 09/05/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. ROB HANNIMAN, KELLNER
HANOVER     BIRTH      WVL 12/08/1904 12/04/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CLARENCE HANOVER
HANSCHILD   MAGGIE     MAR     WVL 04/23/1903 04/20/1903 TO JOHN ZIEGLER
HANSEN      MATTIE     MAR     WVL 06/19/1902 TO JOHN P. MADSON /SEE HIS OBIT. / HER DEATH - MADSON
HANSEN      CORNELL    MAR     WVL 09/15/1904 09/15/1904 TO ALMA SWANZ
HANSEN      ANNA       MAR     WVL 04/16/1903 TO FERDINAND FPPE, MARSHFIELD
HANSEN      JULIA      MAR     WVL 06/29/1905 06/22/1905 TO J. P. MADISON - MARRIED AT WAUPACA / NEKOOSA NEWS
HANSON      ANDREW     MAR     WVL 11/17/1904 11/14/1904 TO MANDA CRANEY
HANSON      ALBERT     MAR     WVL 11/05/1903 11/1/1903 TO CHRISTINA JOHNSON, STRONGS PRAIRIE
HANSON      EDNA       BIRTH   WVL 02/19/1903 1890 13TH BIRTHDAY FOR DAU. OF MR./MRS. J. HANSON / HAY CREEK
HANSON      BIRTH      WVL 07/13/1905 1905 BABY TO MR./MRS. C. HANSON / ARKDALE NEWS
HANSON      DEATH      WVL 09/14/1905 09/02/1905 LITTLE SON OF THORVEL HANSON / ARKDALE NEWS
HANSON      HELMA      DEATH   WVL 02/16/1905 02/09/1905 15 YR.OLD DAU.OF MRS. LENA HANSON / FIVE MILE CREEK NEWS
HANSON      PAMELIA    MAR     WVL 04/27/1905 04/21/1905 TO LARS PETERSON / ROCK-A-CRI NEWS
HARD        BIRTH      WVL 10/25/1906 10/13/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. A. HARD
HARDER      ALBERT     MAR     WVL 11/03/1904 1900 TO MINNIE JOHN / SEE HER OBIT. - HARDER
HARDER      MINNIE     OBIT.    WVL 11/03/1904 10/30/1904 OF EVERETT, WASH./NEK. NEWS/HER MAR.- JOHN/ALSO 10 NOV.ISS.
HARDER      RUDOLPH    BIRTH   WVL 04/16/1903 09/22/1846 BORN IN SWITZ. / SEE HIS OBIT.
HARDER      RUDOLPH    OBIT.    WVL 04/16/1903 04/10/1903 SEE HIS BIRTH
HARDINA     BIRTH      WVL 04/21/1904 04/18/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. HARDINA / MILLADORE NEWS
HARDINA     BIRTH      WVL 08/17/1905 08/13/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN HARDINA / MILLADORE NEWS
HARDINA     DEATH      WVL 11/09/1905 11/07/1905 INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. JOHN HARDINA / MILLADORE NEWS
HARMON      LOUIS      MAR     WVL 05/11/1905 05/08/1905 TO MATHILDA BALTUS / SEE MAR. LIC. - HERMON SAME ISSUE
HARNEY      EDITH      MAR     WVL 10/05/1905 10/02/1905 TO HERBERT C. CLEVELAND
HAROLD      MARY       DEATH   WVL 08/10/1905 08/04/1905 MRS. MINER HAROLD / ALSO SEE PITTSVILLE NEWS
HARRING     BIRTH      WVL 05/17/1906 1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. C. B. HARRING
HARRINGTON  FRANK      DEATH   WVL 02/23/1905 2/1905 BROTHER OF MRS.FRED WRIGHT/KILLED BY TRAIN/BABCOCK NEWS
HARRIS      BIRTH      WVL 12/07/1905 11/28/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. E. H. HARRIS / NEKOOSA NEWS
HARRISON    JANE       DEATH   WVL 03/17/1904 3/1904 MRS.WILLIAM HARRISON/SPRING CRK.#2/NEW ROME/NEKOOSA NEWS
HARRISON    MARY       MAR     WVL 08/24/1905 1850 TO JOHN JONES IN GENEVA, WI / SEE HIS OBIT.
HARROUN     BIRTH      WVL 03/24/1904 03/22/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. HARROUN OF BIRON
HARTMAN     EDWARD     DEATH   WVL 11/17/1904 11/12/1904 30 YRS. OLD
HARVARD     BIRTH      WVL 12/04/1902 11/26/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. BERT HARVARD / MONORE CENTER NEWS
HARVEY      BIRTH      WVL 07/19/1906 07/14/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. RICHARD HARVEY
HASBROUCK   JENNIE     BIRTH   WVL 06/08/1905 06/13/1870 SEE HER DEATH
HASBROUCK   JENNIE     DEATH   WVL 06/08/1905 6/06/1905 MISS HASBROUCK / PARENTS & SIBLINGS LISTED
HASBROUCK  JOSEPH  BIRTH  WVL  11/30/1905  1819  SEE HIS MAR./ OBIT.
HASBROUCK  JOSEPH  OBIT.  WVL  11/30/1905  11/26/1905  SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR./WIFE ELLA J. HASBROUCK DIED IN 1902
HASBROUCK  JOSEPH  MAR  WVL  11/30/1905  10/15/1855  TO EILEN JOHNSON / SEE HIS BIRTH/ OBIT.
HASE  BIRTH  WVL  11/15/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. R. F. HASE
HASEK  BIRTH  WVL  11/26/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. HASEK , MILLADORE
HASKINS  FRANK  DEATH  WVL  12/6/1906  11/28/1906  58 YRS. OLD
HASSELL  C. O.  ANNIV.  WVL  08/28/1902  1877  MR./MRS. HASSELL - 25TH WEDDING ANNIV.
HASSEL  MAT  MAR  WVL  02/05/1903  02/10/1903  TO TRESSA BENISH OF MILLADORE
HASSLER  BIRTH  WVL  03/13/1902  1902  GIRL TO FRED HASSLER / VESPER NEWS
HASSLER  DEATH  WVL  03/13/1902  1902  MRS. FRED HASSLER / CONVULSIONS / VESPER NEWS
HASSLER  DEATH  WVL  12/13/1906  12/09/1906  MRS. AUGUST HASSLER / BRIGHT'S DISEASE
HATCH  GRACE  MAR  WVL  12/31/1903  12/25/1903  TO ALFRED LEWIS
HATCH  MAUDE  MAR  WVL  12/31/1903  12/25/1903  TO ALFRED LEWIS
HATHAWAY  OSCAR  DEATH  WVL  12/15/1904  12/15/1904  SEE 22 DEC. ISSUE ALSO
HATTON  BIRTH  WVL  09/15/1904  09/01/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. HATTON / NEKOOSA NEWS
HAUGER  ANNA  MAR  WVL  02/26/1903  02/24/1903  TO JOHN BRANDT OF ROZELLVILLE AT GRAND RAPIDS
HAVENOR  ROENE  MAR  WVL  08/31/1905  07/22/1905  TO FRANK SINCLAIR
HAVENS  LAURA  MAR  WVL  03/01/1906  GENTLEMAN SHE MARRIED NOT NAMED
HAWLEY  LILLY  MAR  WVL  01/08/1903  TO E. L. BAILEY
HAYDOCK  ALEX  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/16/1902  OF RUDOLPH / PANSEY RATKEY OF SIGEL
HAYDOCK  ANTON  MAR  WVL  10/18/1906  10/1906  TO AGNES RICK / MAR.LIC. 11 OCT. ISSUE
HAYDOCK  MARY  MAR  WVL  06/28/1906  06/25/1906  TO LOUIS LICHWEK
HAYES  SARAH  MAR  WVL  06/12/1902  06/04/1902  TO J. R. ROBERTS
HAYES  ARCHIE L.  MAR  WVL  12/08/1904  12/04/1904  TO MAGGIE BURNS / MONROE CENTER NEWS
HAYES  EBEN  BIRTH  WVL  01/29/1903  12/16/1872  AT MONROE CENTER / SEE HIS OBIT.
HAYES  EBEN  OBIT.  WVL  01/29/1903  01/23/1903  AT CHICAGO / SEE HIS BIRTH
HAYES  HARRY  MAR  WVL  01/22/1903  01/15/1903  TO CALLIE HOWARD DAU. OF MR./MRS. SAM HOWARD
HAYES  BIRTH  WVL  11/16/1905  11/12/1905  GIRL TO ARCHIE AND MAGGIE HAYES / SPRING CREEK NEWS
HAYES  BIRTH  WVL  03/30/1905  1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. HAYES / RUDOLPH NEWS
HAYES  DEATH  WVL  07/05/1906  1906  MRS. BEN HAYES - BURIED 1 JULY 1906
HAYWARD  HELEN  MAR  WVL  12/03/1903  11/26/1903  TO I. O. HUBBARD
HAYWARD  BIRTH  WVL  11/23/1905  11/21/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. E. L. HAYWARD
HAZA  BIRTH  WVL  10/13/1904  1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. MIKE HAZA
HAZA  BIRTH  WVL  05/17/1906  05/15/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. MIKE HAZA
HAZZARD  J. J.  BIRTH  WVL  04/07/1904  04/04/1842  62ND BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION / LOCALS
HEART  DEATH  WVL  02/26/1903  02/11/1903  WIFE OF FRED HEARTH /DIED AT LINDSEY BURIED AT BARABOO
HEATH  JESSE T.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/22/1905  FLORENCE N. BROWN
HEATH  ROY  MAR  WVL  03/15/1906  03/07/1906  TO MYRTLE HAMEL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEBBS S.</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>06/18/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Father of Mrs. O. O. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HECKMAN</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/07/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Boy to Mr./Mrs. N. T. Heckman, Big Flats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIDLER</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>06/14/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To Pat J. Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIMKE ALBERT</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/17/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>See his Mar./Obit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIMKE ALBERT</td>
<td>Obit.</td>
<td>05/17/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>See his Birth/Obit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIMKE ALBERT</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>05/17/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIN</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/05/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Boy to Mr./Mrs. Wm. Hein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIN</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>03/12/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>2 yr. old son of Mr./Mrs. Wm. Hein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEINDEL</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>01/29/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. Martin Heindel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEINDEL</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>01/04/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. Martin Heindel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEINEMAN</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>02/09/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To Morris L. Goldstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEINEMAN</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>10/12/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To Mat Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEINS</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>10/06/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Boy to Mr./Mrs. Wm. Heins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEISER EMMA</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>06/30/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To Hayden Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEISER ETTA</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>07/21/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To George Schroede / Sigel News / Also - Hymeneal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEISER ETTA</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>06/01/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To George Schroede / See birth of their child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEISER GEO.</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>11/02/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>10/28/1885 20th Birthday Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEISER MINNIE</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>01/11/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To Herman Yandt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELKE TILLIE</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>12/25/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To H. R. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELKE</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>08/18/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Boy to Mr./Mrs. Wm. Helke / Nekoosa News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELKE</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/06/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>05/01/1904 10th Birthday Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELKE</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>02/06/1903</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. Wm. Helke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELKE</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>03/16/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>7 mos. old son of Mr./Mrs. Wm. Helke / Nekoosa News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELKE</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>09/28/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>09/25/1905 9 yr. old son of Mr./Mrs. Henry Helke / Spinal Meningitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELKE</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/31/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. Wm. Helke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELKE</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>11/15/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To Bertha Schuman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLA BARTEL DEATH WVL 05/24/1906 1906 FORTUNE ON 19 MAY 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELMICH D. C. MAR. LIC. WVL 08/07/1902 FO FREEDOM / AMANDA M. FRITZ OF GRAND RAPIDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELMS HULDA MAR WVL 11/17/1904 1904 MRS. HELMS TO A. J. ULSH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEMKE AMANDA A. MAR WVL 11/13/1902 11/12/1902 OF GRAND RAPIDS TO ANGUS H. LAHRSEN OF MARSHFIELD/KELLNER NE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEMMIS DEATH WVL 12/24/1903 12/20/1903 81 YRS. OLD / MEEHAN NEWS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENCH HENRIK</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>02/15/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Baby to Mr./Mrs. Chris Henschel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENCH HENRIK</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>02/22/1906</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Infant son of Mr./Mrs. Gus Henschel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON LOUISE</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>04/14/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>To Ben L. Lynn / Nekoosa News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>02/07/1905</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/31/1905 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Tom Henssion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS EMMA</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>05/15/1902</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>Wm. Shidell 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>08/18/1904</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>08/14/1904 5 mos. old son of Mr./Mrs. Anton Hendricks / Nekoosa News</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HENDRICKS
BIRTH WVL 06/15/1905 06/10/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ANTON HENDRICKS / NEKOOSA NEWS
HENDRICKSON
BIRTH WVL 11/10/1904 11/03/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. H. HENDRICKSON / ARKDALE NEWS
HENDRICKSON ELMER MAR WVL 1/01/1903 12/30/1902 TO DELLA HOWE OF ARMENIA
HENDRICKSON GUST MAR.LIC. WVL 06/04/1903 LOUISA WEST OF SIGEL
HENJUM
BIRTH WVL 01/05/1902 01/02/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CARL HENKE / KELLNER NEWS
HENKE
BIRTH WVL 07/31/1902 07/23/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CARL HENKE / KELLNER NEWS
HENKE WILL MAR WVL 10/16/1902 10/14/1902 TO MISS ANNA KLEIN / MAR.LIC. 10/16 1902 ISSUE
HENKE WILLIAM DEATH WVL 07/17/1902 07/14/1902 STRUCK BY LIGHTNING
HENKE BIRTH WVL 03/10/1904 03/03/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED. HENKE / KELLNER NEWS
HENKE BIRTH WVL 08/30/1905 07/30/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. AUGUST HENKE OF SIGEL
HENKE MARTHA MAR.LIC. WVL 07/06/1905 MARTIAN WITT
HENKE MINNIE MAR.LIC. WVL 12/15/1904 JOHN BETHKE
HENKE ANNA MAR WVL 04/05/1906 TO WM. STEINKE 5 YEARS AGO / SEE HIS OBIT.
HENNAN
BIRTH WVL 01/14/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GUSTAVE HENNAN / MILLADORE NEWS
HENRIKSON HARVEY MAR WVL 02/04/1904 02/24/1904 TO MATHILDA CLAUSEN / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS
HENRY
BIRTH WVL 01/07/1904 12/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HIRANN HENRY / FINLEY NEWS
HENRY BIRTH WVL 07/23/1903 07/18/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED HENRY
HENRY BIRTH WVL 12/14/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN HENRY JR. OF MINNESOTA
HENRY ANDREW DEATH WVL 07/20/1905 07/19/1905 SON OF JOHN HENRY / ALSO SEE 27 JULY ISSUE
HENSCHEL
BIRTH WVL 06/02/1904 05/24/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHRIS. HENSCHEL / NEKOOSA NEWS
HENSCHEL BIRTH WVL 03/26/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. OTTO HENSCHEL
HERM
BIRTH WVL 12/18/1902 12/15/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHRIS HERM
HERMAN LOUISA MAR.LIC. WVL 10/16/1902 LOUIS ASHBEEK / BOTH OF AUBURNDALE
HERMAN OTTO MAR WVL 06/23/1904 06/21/1904 TO EMMA JADACK / MILLADORE NEWS
HERMAN CHARLES MAR WVL 07/09/1904 07/03/1903 TO FLORA WISNICK AT SHERRY
HERMAN JOSEPHINE MAR.LIC. WVL 01/08/1903 MICHAEL J. FARRELL
HERMAN JOSIE MAR WVL 01/08/1903 01/07/1903 TO MIKE FARREL
HERMAN (HARMON) LOUIS MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/08/1905 TO MATHILDA BALTUS OF AUBURNDALE/ALSO 11 MAY AUBURNDALE NEWS
HERMANN GUSTAVE MAR WVL 11/12/1903 11/10/1903 TO EMMA ERDMANN
HERMANSON LIZZIE MAR WVL 10/15/1903 10/13/1903 TO AUGUST GURBER
HERMON LOUIS MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/08/1905 TO MATHILDA BALTUS /SEE AUBURNDALE NEWS - HARMON
HERRICK BIRTH WVL 07/28/1904 7/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HERRICK / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
HERRING KARL DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 01/20/1905 45 YRS.OLD /BRIGHTS DISEASE/NEKOOSA NEWS
HERRON DEATH WVL 05/12/1904 05/04/1904 MRS. JOHN HERRON / LOCAL BRIEFS
HERRON JOHN T. MAR WVL 06/30/1904 06/28/1904 TO KATE FARRELL
HERRON MICHAEL DEATH WVL 10/01/1903 09/28/1903 41 YR. OLD BACHELOR - BORN IN GRAND RAPIDS
HERRON BIRTH WVL 03/09/1905 03/06/1905 TO MR./MRS. JOHN HERRON
HERRON BIRTH WVL 12/28/1905 12/27/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN T. HERRON
HERSCHLEB BIRTH WVL 06/15/1905 1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. ROY HERSCHLEB OF FOND DU LAC
HESSER
DEATH WVL 02/12/1903 02/09/1903 2 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. MIKE HESSER

HESSER
BIRTH WVL 06/04/1903 06/01/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. MIKE HESSER, NEKOOSA

HETZE
AUGUST
MAR. LIC. WVL 08/30/1906 AUGUSTA MUNDT

HEUER
MARGARET
MAR WVL 08/06/1903 08/01/1903 TO BUDD DAVIS

HEUER
BIRTH WVL 01/05/1905 12/22/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. HEUER / PITTSVILLE NEWS / SEE DEATH

HEUER
DEATH WVL 01/05/1905 12/24/1904 SON OF MR./MRS. CHAS. HEUER / PITTSVILLE NEWS / SEE BIRTH

HEUN
BIRTH WVL 02/25/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. HEUN / JUNTION CITY NEWS

HEUN
BIRTH WVL 07/28/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CRIST C. HEUN / JUNTION CITY NEWS

HEUN
JANE
MAR WVL 11/19/1903 TO JOHN DEMUTH

HEUN
WILLIAM
MAR WVL 05/14/1903 05/12/1903 TO ROSIE HISE, JUNTION CITY

HEUN
BIRTH WVL 02/08/1906 1906 BABY OF MR./MRS. CHRIS. HEUER - CHRISTENED / JUNCTION CITY NEW

HEW
BIRTH WVL 09/24/1903 09/19/1903 GIRL TO LEMUAL HEW, NASONVILLE

HICKEY
MARTHA
BIRTH WVL 09/13/1906 1884 W33 OBIT. OF MARTHA ZEIGEL

HICKEY
MARTHA
BIRTH WVL 09/13/1906 1884 SEE HER DEATH - MARTHA ZEIGEL

HICKS
CURTIS
MAR WVL 07/20/1905 07/16/1905 TO CLARA SCHENK AT NEW ROME / SEE PERSONAL MENTION & NEK. NEWS

HIERONYMUS
JOHN
MAR WVL 03/30/1905 03/27/1905 TO MARY FAURER OF PRAY

HIETSINGER
MIKE
DEATH WVL 05/14/1903 05/07/1903 LEAVES WIFE & 7 CHLDRN., JUNCTION CITY

HIBBEE
CATHARINE
DEATH WVL 07/16/1903 07/08/1903

HIBBEE
WM
MAR WVL 07/16/1903 1853 TO CATHERINE ? - SEE HER OBIT. - HIBBEE / NEKOOSA NEWS

HILDEMAN
BIRTH WVL 10/25/1906 10/21/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN HILEDMAN

HILES
KITTIE
MAR WVL 02/04/1904 02/01/1904 TO PHILLIP GREEN / DEXTERVILLE NEWS

HILES
BIRTH WVL 03/15/1906 03/09/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. SAM HILES

HILES
DEATH WVL 11/22/1906 11/17/1906 MRS. GEO. HILES - DIED AT SAN DIMAS, CA

HILESA
FRANK
DEATH WVL 05/24/1906 05/22/1906 51 YRS. OLD

HILGARD
AMIE
MAR. LIC. WVL 06/15/1905 CARL AUGUSTINE

HILL
FRED
BIRTH WVL 06/02/1904 1852 52ND BIRTHDAY PARTY / SIGEL NEWS

HILL
FRED
DEATH WVL 12/01/1904 11/25/1904 86 YRS. OLD

HILL
NELLIE
MAR WVL 09/08/1904 TO WM. WRCHOTA / SEE HER OBIT. - WRCHOTA

HILL
BIRTH WVL 11/16/1905 11/14/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEO. M. HILL

HILL
ETTA
MAR WVL 05/18/1905 05/13/1905 TO OTTO STEINKE

HILL
ETTA
MAR WVL 10/04/1906 TO OTTO STEINKE A COUPLE OF YEARS AGO / SEE HIS OBIT.

HILLMAN
ANNA
MAR. LIC. WVL 10/30/1902 JACOB SCHULLER / BOTH OF LINCOLN

HILLMER
BIRTH WVL 06/07/1906 06/07/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. HILLMER

HILTON
BESSIE B.
MAR. LIC. WVL 03/09/1905 TO CARL E. MILLER OF BRITTON, N.D.

HINCHHEY
BRIDGET
MAR WVL 04/03/1902 05/03/1854 TO PATRICK CONWAY IN ENGLAND / SEE HIS OBIT.

HIND
BIRTH WVL 10/06/1904 1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. EDWARD HIND

HIND
E. T.
MAR WVL 02/11/1904 02/02/1904 TO EMMA RHAL / LOCALS

HINKLEY
LOUIS
MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/25/1904 TO SARA RICK

HINKLEY
BIRTH WVL 04/14/1904 04/09/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. GUS HINKLEY OF ARMENIA / NEKOOSA NEWS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HINKLEY</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>03/02/1905</td>
<td>10 MONTH OLD SON OF MR./MRS. GUS HINKLEY / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINKLEY</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>05/11/1905</td>
<td>TO BENNIE DIESBURG / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINKLEY</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>11/01/1906</td>
<td>22 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. GUS HINKLEY / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINOCKER</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>11/13/1902</td>
<td>45 YR. OLD INDIAN / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINOCKER</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>11/13/1902</td>
<td>WINNEBAGO INDIAN / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINZY</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>10/18/1906</td>
<td>TO CHAS. MLSNA / MAR.LIC. 4 OCT. ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPKE</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>05/25/1905</td>
<td>MRS. GEORGE HIPKE / FORMER RESIDENT / PITTSVILLE NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISE</td>
<td>MART</td>
<td>05/14/1903</td>
<td>TO WILLIAM HEUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISER</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>06/18/1903</td>
<td>TO MR./MRS. HISER OF SIGEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISSINGTON</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>10/26/1905</td>
<td>TO HUGH WILLIAMS / SHERRY NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOARASH</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>12/18/1902</td>
<td>MR. HOARASH - ACCIDENTLY SHOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOBART</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>03/08/1906</td>
<td>TO JOE BAUKUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HODEN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>05/03/1906</td>
<td>TO MOLLIE MARTIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOENSTEIN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>10/12/1905</td>
<td>TO LORENA ARMSTRONG / PITTSVILLE NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOFER</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>06/10/1904</td>
<td>TO WILL ROGGOW / ENGAGEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOFER</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>05/17/1906</td>
<td>TO HANS LUNDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOFFMAN</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>12/07/1905</td>
<td>SON OF LOUIS HOFFMAN / BLENKER NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOFFMAN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>01/22/1903</td>
<td>TO Vinnie Searl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOFFSTATER</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>08/25/1904</td>
<td>MRS. HOFFSTATER - DAU. OF MR./MRS. H. G. SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOHN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>04/09/1903</td>
<td>TO PETER ERIKSEN OF ARKDALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOHNBERGER</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>04/07/1904</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. H. HOHNBERGER / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOHNBERGER</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>06/02/1904</td>
<td>2 MOS. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. HERMAN HOHNBERGER / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOHNBERGER</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>08/10/1905</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. HERMAN HOHNBERGER AT MENASHA / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOKUM</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>11/08/1906</td>
<td>TO LENA PFLUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLBERG</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>05/07/1903</td>
<td>TO BOY MR./MRS. PETER HOLBERG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLBROOK</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>07/05/1906</td>
<td>TO DR. SAMUEL S. LEITH AT STEVENS POINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDEN</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>06/02/1904</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. SAM HOLDEN / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDEN</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>06/16/1904</td>
<td>66 YRS. OLD / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLLAR</td>
<td>PROBATE</td>
<td></td>
<td>TO BE MARRIED TO JOSEPHINE LECY / ARKDALE NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLLSTRUM</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>08/17/1905</td>
<td>WIFE OF OSCAR HOLM / LEAVES HUSBAND &amp; 11 CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLM</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>09/24/1903</td>
<td>TO LOTTIE SHEPHERD / BIG FLATS NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLMES</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>09/22/1904</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN HOLMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLMES</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>09/07/1905</td>
<td>TO LOTTIE SHEPHERD / BIG FLATS NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLMES</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>12/27/1906</td>
<td>TO LETTY BELLE COURTNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLT</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>07/26/1906</td>
<td>TO ETHEL PEARL SCOTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLTZ</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>09/27/1906</td>
<td>DR. HOLTZ TO HULDA KOTH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOOF
RUDOLPH C.
MAR.LIC.
WVL
03/12/1903
LYDIA KUNST OF DEXTER

HOOPER
ROBERT
DEATH
WVL
10/20/1904
10/17/1904
8 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. WM. HOOPER - ACCIDENT

HOUTEN
JOHN
MAR
WVL
11/26/1903
11/25/1903
TO EDITH MARTEN

HOPKINS
ANDREW J.
MAR
WVL
07/06/1905
07/01/1905
TO LULU HUFFMAN OF DALY

HOPKINS
BIRTH
WVL
11/01/1906
10/19/1906
GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. HOPKINS

HOPKINS
BIRTH
WVL
04/23/1903
BABY GIRL CAME TO LIVE WITH MR./MRS. HOPKINS OF MEADOW VALLEY

HOPP
FERDINAND
MAR
WVL
12/18/1902
12/13/1902
TO GUSTA RAKO

HOPP
MINNIE
MAR.LIC.
WVL
07/27/1905
JOSEPH REGENFUSS

HOPPA
AUGUST
MAR
WVL
05/25/1905
05/19/1905
TO KATIE STRNIK / CARSON NEWS

HOPPA
BIRTH
WVL
06/28/1906
1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. A. HOPPA

HORN
HENRY F.
MAR
WVL
07/27/1905
07/25/1905
TO HELENE A. OESTREICH

HOPNICK
MARTY
MAR.LIC.
WVL
03/09/1905
TO RICHARD REIDEL OF CARPENDERVILLE, IL

HORTON
GILBERT
BIRTH
WVL
3/03/1904
02/29/1888
16TH BIRTHDAY / BIRON NEWS

HOSKINSON
GRACE
MAR
WVL
09/06/1906
09/01/1906
TO V. D. SIMONS

HOSKINSON
GEO. E.
BIRTH
WVL
12/17/1903
05/18/1836
BORN AKRON, OHIO / SEE HIS MAR./LONG OBIT.

HOSKINSON
GEO. E.
OBIT.
WVL
12/17/1903
12/12/1903
SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR

HOSKINSON
GEO. E.
MAR
WVL
12/17/1903
08/27/1860
TO CAROLINE E. KING / SEE HIS BIRTH/LONG OBIT.

HOSMER
EDITH M.
MAR
WVL
06/01/1905
05/28/1905
TO EDMUND WHEELAN

HOSTEMAN
RAY
MAR.LIC.
WVL
10/30/1902
JOSEPHINE LEWSI / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD

HOSTVET
BIRTH
WVL
04/21/1904
04/18/1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. HANS HOSTVET

HOSTVET
BIRTH
WVL
08/10/1905
08/05/1905
BOY TO MR./MRS. H. HOSTVET / PORT EDWARDS NEWS

HOTZ
ARNOLD J.
MAR
WVL
09/21/1905
09/20/1905
TO BERTHA PHILLIPS AT PLAINFIELD

HOUGEN
BIRTH
WVL
08/11/1904
08/10/1904
BOY TO DR.& MRS. ED. HOUGEN OF PITTSVILLE

HOUSTON
FRANK R.
MAR
WVL
04/13/1905
1905
DR. HOUSTON TO JESSIE GRAY

HOWARD
VIOLA
MAR.LIC.
WVL
03/20/1902
OF PORT EDWARDS / EDWARD FRYATT OF ADAMS CO.

HOWARD
BIRTH
WVL
06/02/1904
05/20/1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. BERT HOWARD / MONROE CENTER NEWS

HOWARD
ALICE
MAR
WVL
10/19/1905
10/14/1905
TO G. W. ANDERSON / NEW ROME NEWS

HOWARD
ROY ALVIN
BIRTH
WVL
2/20/1905
05/19/1905
AGE 8 MONTHS 6 DAYS / MATHER NEWS / SEE HIS DEATH

HOWARD
ROY ALVIN
DEATH
WVL
2/20/1905
01/25/1905
SEE HIS BIRTH / MATHER NEWS

HOWARD
DEATH
WVL
08/30/1906
8/1906
BERT & ANNA HOWARD BURIED THEIR INFANT SON

HOWARD
BIRTH
WVL
04/09/1903
BOY TO MR./MRS. GUY HOWARD

HOWARD
BIRTH
WVL
05/05/1903
BOY TO MR./MRS. GUY HOWARD

HOWARD
DEATH
WVL
02/26/1903
02/23/1903
INFANT DAUGHTER OF MR./MRS. BERT HOWARD

HOWARD
CALLIE
MAR
WVL
01/22/1903
01/15/1903
TO HARRY HAYES

HOWE
GEORGE
DEATH
WVL
03/10/1904
3/03/1904
SURVIVORS LISTED

HOWE
GENEVIEVE
MAR
WVL
06/14/1906
06/12/1906
TO RAY LOVE AT MILWAUKEE

HOWE
DELLA
MAR
WVL
10/01/1903
12/30/1902
TO ELMER HENDRICKSON OF MADISON, WI

HOWE
ELIZABETH
DEATH
WVL
11/13/1903
11/09/1903
91 YR. OLD WIFE OF WM. HOWE

HOWES
MARGARET
BIRTH
WVL
05/03/1906
1828
SEE HER DEATH
HOWES MARGARET DEATH WVL 05/03/1906 05/02/1906 SEE HER BIRTH
HOWLETT BIRTH WVL 08/16/1906 08/10/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JAMES HOWLETT
HUBBARD ARMINA BIRTH WVL 01/07/1904 07/06/1838 AT FORT DEARBORN, IL /HER MAR.-HUBBARD/OBIT.-ROBINSON
HUBBARD ARMINA MAR WVL 01/07/1904 1861 TO ALFRED S. ROBINSON /HER BIRTH-HUBBARD/OBIT.-ROBINSON
HUBBARD BIRTH WVL 05/18/1905 05/15/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. I. O. HUBBARD
HUBBARD I. O. MAR WVL 12/03/1903 11/26/1903 TO HELEN HAYWARD OF HANCOCK
HUBER BIRTH WVL 09/29/1904 09/26/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. MIKE HUBER / NEKOOSA NEWS
HUBER BIRTH WVL 02/25/1904 02/14/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. P. HUBER / NEKOOSA NEWS
HUBER ROSE MAR WVL 12/15/1904 12/15/1904 TO WM. ROSE /MAR.LIC./ALSO SARATOGA NEWS 29 DEC. ISSUE
HUBER LIZZIE BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 01/19/1896 9TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
HUBER JOSEPH DEATH WVL 07/19/1906 07/12/1906 18 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. ANTON HUBER/DRWND AT WATAB, MINN.
HUBER LEO BIRTH WVL 09/06/1906 08/30/1894 12TH BIRTHDAY
HUBER LIZZIE BIRTH WVL 02/01/1906 01/26/1896 10TH BIRTHDAY
HUBERTY BIRTH WVL 07/23/1903 07/17/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. HUBERTY
Hudson JOHN DEATH WVL 04/20/1905 04/14/1905 19 yrs. old / heart disease / Pittsville & Dexterville News
HUEY FLORENCE BIRTH WVL 01/19/1904 01/14/1904 15 yr. old dau. of Mr./Mrs. Clark Huey
HUEY CLARK R. DEATH WVL 06/29/1905 06/27/1905 49 yrs. old survived by wife and 7 children
HUFFMAN LULU BIRTH WVL 02/11/1904 02/06/1883 21st birthday party / Meadow Valley News
HUFFMAN LULU MAR WVL 07/06/1905 07/01/1905 TO ANDREW J. HOPKINS
HUFFMAN WILLIAM BIRTH WVL 11/02/1905 10/29/1884 21st birthday party / Meadow Valley News
HUFFMAN BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/18/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. DAVID HUFFMAN
HUGGINS BIRTH WVL 02/01/1905 01/28/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ROBERT HUGGINS / NEKOOSA NEWS
HUGHES BIRTH WVL 04/16/1903 04/08/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. HUGHES OF BETHEL
HUGHES BELLE MAR WVL 10/26/1905 10/23/1905 TO HARRY BLUMECKER / SHERRY NEWS
HUMPREY HATTIE MAR WVL 10/19/1903 06/1903 TO O. W. DODGE / SEE HER OBIT / DODGE
HUMPREY HARRIET MAR WVL 07/02/1903 06/24/1903 TO O. W. DODGE OF PORT EDWARDS/MARRIED AT NAPOLEON, OH
HUMPREY DEATH WVL 02/04/1904 01/29/1904 MRS. E. HUMPREY / 5 SURVIVING CHLDRN. LSTD.
HUNGERFORD VERNE DEATH WVL 12/27/1906 11/11/1906
HUNNSICKER DEATH WVL 05/11/1905 05/04/1905 MRS. HUNSICKER - MOM OF MRS. BERT LEIZEN / NEKOOSA NEWS
HUNNSICKER BIRTH WVL 01/08/1903 01/02/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. W. HUNSICKER
HUNNSICKER WILLIAM BIRTH WVL 03/05/1903 02/21/1903
HUNT BIRTH WVL 03/22/1906 03/17/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. THEO. HUNT
HUNT BIRTH WVL 04/02/1903 03/26/1903 BABY TO MR./MRS. HUNT OF NEKOOSA
HUNTER CHAS MAR WVL 09/29/1904 09/20/1904 TO EMMA BERANEK / MILLADORE NEWS
HUNTER BIRTH WVL 12/20/1906 12/15/1906 TWINS - A BOY & A GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. HUNTER / SEE DEATH
HUNTER DEATH WVL 12/27/1906 12/18/1906 INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. CHAS. HUNTER / SEE BIRTH OF TWINS
HUNTINGTON GRACE MAR WVL 12/06/1906 11/28/1906 TO DR. J. J. FAHRNER
HUNZIEKER BIRTH WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED HUNZIEKER
HURLEY ELIZABETH OBIT. WVL 05/24/1906 05/17/1906 MRS. TIMOTHY HURLEY MAR. 1850 / BORN 17 MAY 1819
HURLEY TIMOTHY MAR WVL 05/24/1906 1850 TO ELIZABETH NO MAIDEN NAME GIVEN SEE HER OBIT - HURLEY
HUSER FRANK MAR.LIC. WVL 09/20/1906 ANNA WIRTZ
HUSS EDITH DEATH WVL 04/07/1904 04/01/1904 MRS. HUSS / ARKDALE NEWS / ALSO CREAM OF EXCHANGES 14 APRIL
HUTCHINSON ELSIE MAR WVL 09/14/1905 TO LEON LASARGE SEE BIRTH OF CHILD - LASARGE
HUTTER JOHN MAR WVL 04/21/1904 04/18/1904 TO HELEN CIECHOLINSKI NEKOOSA NEWS
ICEFIELD BIRTH WVL 05/12/1904 1904 GIRL TO MRS. ICEFIELD STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS
ILK JOHN MAR.LIC. WVL 09/14/1905 ROSA GESSERT
INKS BIRTH WVL 10/13/1904 1904 BOY TO MR. MRS. NEWTON INKS FINLEY NEWS
INKS HARVEY MAR WVL 10/06/1904 09/28/1904 TO ESTER PETERSON NEKOOSA NEWS
INKS DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 01/25/1905 4 MONTHS OLD SON OF MR. MRS. NEWTON INKS LOCAL NEWS
INKS MILO DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 1/1905 3 MOS. OLD SON OF MR. MRS. NEWTON INKS FINLEY NEWS - MORE INFO
INKS BIRTH WVL 03/08/1906 02/28/1906 BOY TO MR. MRS. N. H. INKS
INKS CLARANCE E. DEATH WVL 05/31/1906 5/1906 INFANT SON OF MR. MRS. N. H. INKS BABCOCK
IVERSON IDA MAR WVL 10/11/1906 10/09/1906 TO FAY WEST SHERRY NEWS
IVERSON DEATH WVL 12/20/1906 12/14/1906 MRS. J. J. IVerson CONSUMPTION
IVERSON OLIVER MAR WVL 11/22/1906 11/20/1906 TO IDA JANTZ
JACASON MIKE MAR WVL 11/03/1904 11/03/1904 TO ANNA PHILLIPKOWSKI NEKOOSA NEWS
INKS DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 1/1905 3 MOS. OLD SON OF MR. MRS. NEWTON INKS
INKS BIRTH WVL 03/08/1906 02/28/1906 BOY TO MR. MRS. N. H. INKS
INKS CLARANCE E. DEATH WVL 05/31/1906 5/1906 INFANT SON OF MR. MRS. N. H. INKS BABCOCK
IVERSON IDA MAR WVL 10/11/1906 10/09/1906 TO FAY WEST SHERRY NEWS
IVERSON DEATH WVL 12/20/1906 12/14/1906 MRS. J. J. IVerson CONSUMPTION
IVERSON OLIVER MAR WVL 11/22/1906 11/20/1906 TO IDA JANTZ
JACASON MIKE MAR WVL 11/03/1904 11/03/1904 TO ANNA PHILLIPKOWSKI NEKOOSA NEWS
JACASON JOHN BIRTH WVL 06/18/1903 06/17/1903 TO FRANCIS DARANEK OF SIGEL
JACKIE DEATH WVL 05/14/1905 05/08/1905 MRS. CARL JACKSON SEE HER DEATH - JACKE
JACKOS MINNIE DEATH WVL 12/11/1902 12/19/1902 19 YRS. OLD / HEART TROUBLE & PNEUMONIA
JACKSON SUSIE MAR WVL 10/09/1902 10/15/1902 MISS TO MR. GEORGE F. GRASSIE INVITES SENT
JACKSON WM. L. DEATH WVL 12/11/1902 1884 SEE OBIT OF CORNELIA J. JACKSON HIS MOM - LOTS OF INFO.
JACKSON H. W. DEATH WVL 12/11/1902 1875 SEE HIS MAR/ OBIT OF WIFE CORNELIA J. BROWN
JACKSON H. W. MARR WVL 12/11/1902 1851 TO CORNELIA J. BROWN SEE HIS & HER DEATHS HER OBIT LONG
JACKSON FRED H. BIRTH WVL 12/11/1902 1857 SON OF H. W. & CORNELIA JACKSON SEE HER OBIT.
JACOBSON CORNELIA J. DEATH WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1902 HER BIRTH/MAR - BROWN / LONG OBIT. LOTS INFO.
JACKSON BIRTH WVL 04/14/1904 04/08/1904 BOY TO MR. MRS. WM. JACKSON
JACKSON BIRTH WVL 08/31/1905 08/22/1905 GIRL TO DR. MRS. J. JACKSON / RUDOLPH NEWS
JACKSON BIRTH WVL 07/05/1906 06/26/1906 BOY TO MRS. A. R. JACKSON AT KALAMAZOO, MICH.
JACKSON DEATH WVL 11/15/1906 11/10/1906 INFANT SON OF MR. MRS. MARTIN JACKSON SEE HIS BIRTH
JACKSON FANNIE BIRTH WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1902 TO MR. BAILEY SEE DEATH OF HER GRANDMA CORNELIA JACKSON
JACKSON FANNIE BIRTH WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1902 TO MR. BAILEY / SEE DEATH OF HER GRANDMA CORNELIA JACKSON
JACOBSON BIRTH WVL 06/30/1904 06/22/1904 GIRL TO MR. MRS. C. C. JACOBSON
JACOBSON
BIRTH
WVL
08/18/1904
08/09/1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN JACOBSON / RUDOLPH NEWS

JACOBSON
HENRY
DEATH
WVL
01/28/1904
01/26/1904
28 YRS. OLD / MILL ACCID./ ALSO 4 FEB. ISSUE OF PAPER

JACOBSON
MARTIN
MAR
WVL
09/28/1905
09/27/1905
TO ALLETA O. BERG

JACOBSON
THEODORE
MAR
WVL
11/15/1906
10/09/1906
TO HILDA BERG AT SAUK RAPIDS, MINN.

JACOBY
BIRTH
WVL
08/16/1906
08/10/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. AUG. JACOBY - 7TH CHILD / SEE HIS DEATH

JACOBY
DEATH
WVL
09/20/1906
09/12/1906
INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. AUG. JACOBY - SEE HIS BIRTH

JACOBY
ELLA
MAR
WVL
12/03/1903
11/26/1903
TO CHAS. MARTIN OF PORT EDWARDS

JACQUES
BIRTH
WVL
4/03/1902
4 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. LOUIS JACQUES ADPT. MR./MRS. H.H. VOSS

JACQUES
DEATH
WVL
04/03/1902
1902
MRS. LOUIS JACQUES / CARD OF THANKS

JACQUES/DANZLENS
CARRIE
BIRTH
WVL
04/10/1902
SEE ITEM- TAKEN TO LIVE WITH AUGUST DANZLENS

JADACK
EMMA
MAR
WVL
06/23/1904
06/21/1904
TO OTTO HERMAN / MILLADORE NEWS

JADACK
FRANK
DEATH
WVL
05/11/1905
05/05/1905
DIES IN PRISON / ALSO CREAM OF EXCHANGES 18 MAY ISSUE

JAGODZINSKI
ANTONIA
MAR.LIC.
WVL
01/29/1903
ERNEST HALL / GRAND RAPIDS

JAMES
DEATH
WVL
05/22/1902
1902
MRS. JOE JAMES / SEE DEXTERVILLE NEWS

JAMES
BIRTH
WVL
03/17/1904
03/06/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. S. JAMES / VESPER NEWS

JANEK
MATT
MAR.LIC.
WVL
02/16/1905
BARBARA LANG OF SHERRY

JANES
RUPERT H.
MAR
WVL
02/22/1906
03/01/1906
TO NINA G. GILLETTE - ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

JANKOVEC
JOHN
DEATH
WVL
11/26/1903
11/22/1903
DIED AT SHERRY

JANONEK
HELEN
MAR
WVL
06/12/1902
06/18/1902
TO JOE SHIMEK / ALSO SEE WVL 19/6/1902 MILLADORE NEWS

JANTZ
BIRTH
WVL
11/22/1906
11/20/1906
TO OLIVER IVERSON

JANTZ
IDIA
MAR
WVL
11/02/1905
11/01/1905
TO MR./MRS. MAX JANTZ

JANKOVEC
MAX
MAR.LIC.
WVL
12/11/1902
LIZZIE DEMITZ

JAPE
MARY
MAR
WVL
11/17/1904
11/16/1904
TO GEORGE B. BRAZEAU / ALSO NEKOOSA NEWS

JANES
RUPERT H.
MAR
WVL
03/08/1906
03/01/1906
TO NINA GIULLETTE

JANIE
LEWIS
MAR
WVL
03/07/1902
03/21/1902
TO ELLINOIRE BAILEY / ALSO SEE WVL 4/03/1902

JANIE
CLARENCE A.
MAR
WVL
06/15/1905
06/14/1905
TO HARRIET WHITTELEY OF CRANMOOR / CRANMOOR NEWS 22 JUNE

JEFFERSON
EMMA
MAR
WVL
10/27/1904
10/24/1904
TO ALEX McFARLIN / NEW ROME NEWS

JEFFERSON
IVA
MAR
WVL
04/02/1905
04/25/1905
TO N.F. KREIGER / SPRING CREEK NEWS / ALSO 4 MAY ISSUE

JEFFERSON
BERT
MAR
WVL
08/23/1906
8/1906
TO JENNIE KREJACK

JEFFERSON
JACK
MAR
WVL
04/05/1906
4/1906
TO ALICE MOORE ARE TO ME MARRIED THIS WEEK

JEFFERSON
JOHN
DEATH
WVL
12/03/1903
11/27/1903
TO PIONEER SETTLER

JEFFREY
ANN
OBIT.
WVL
04/09/1903
04/01/1903
HER BIRTH/ MAR.- HINCHEY / LONG OBIT.

JEFFREY
LOUISE
MAR
WVL
09/24/1903
1889
TO FRANK P. DALY / SEE HIS OBIT.

JEFFREY
STEPHEN
MAR
WVL
06/04/1903
06/04/1866
TO HINCHEY / 2ND MAR. / SEE HER LONG OBIT. / CHLDRN LSTD.

JEK
BIRTH
WVL
10/13/1904
10/07/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. GUSTAVE JEK / NEKOOSA NEWS
JENKINS  GLENN  DEATH  WVL  3/03/1904  INFANT BROTHER OF LESTER JENKINS/ RES. OF SYMPATHY

JENSEN  JOSEPH  MAR  WVL  06/02/1904  01/14/1904  TO EDDIE RHYNEHART/ WED.CARDS OUT/BETHHEL NEWS/ALSO 23 JUNE

JENSEN  GERTRUDE EMMA  BIRTH  WVL  10/26/1905  03/09/1901  DAU. OF MR./MRS. NELS JENSEN / SEE HER DEATH

JENSEN  GERTRUDE EMMA  DEATH  WVL  10/26/1905  10/20/1905  DAU. OF MR./MRS. NELS JENSEN / SEE HER BIRTH

JENSON  BIRTH  WVL  03/10/1904  02/24/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. RASMUS JENSON / FIVE MILE CREEK NEWS

JENSON  ANNA SOPHIA  MAR  WVL  08/11/1904  10/30/1880  TO C. L. PETERSEN / SEE HIS OBIT.

JEPSON  BIRTH  WVL  08/14/1902  08/07/1902  BOY TO MR./MRS. NELS JEISON / RUDOLPH NEWS

JEPSON  BIRTH  WVL  05/19/1904  5/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. NELS JEPSON / RUDOLPH NEWS

JEPSON  PETER  DEATH  WVL  08/11/1904  8/08/1904  MURDERED / FROM CITY POINT

JERO  ALBERT  MAR  WVL  04/22/1902  06/02/1902  TO MISS JENNIE DAVIDSON

JERO  DEATH  WVL  04/13/1905  4/1905  BABY OF MR./MRS. ALL JERO / VANDRIESEN NEWS

JERO  BIRTH  WVL  02/15/1906  02/06/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT JERO / SEE HIS DEATH

JERO  DEATH  WVL  02/15/1906  02/13/1906  INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. ALBERT JERO - SEE HIS BIRTH

JERO  BIRTH  WVL  03/15/1906  03/11/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. FRED JERO

JERO  EDITH  BIRTH  WVL  05/24/1906  05/22/1882  14TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

JETO  FRED  MAR.LIC.  WVL  12/24/1903  12/24/1903  TO MISS JENNIE DAVIDSON

JESSIMER  BIRTH  WVL  04/02/1903  03/29/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. SHERIDEN JESIMMER

JESSIMMER  SHERIDEN  DEATH  WVL  11/27/1902  11/21/1902  ACCIDENT

JETTER  MARY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/02/1903  06/02/1903  JOSEPH PANKRATZ/SEE MAR.-18 JUNE HER NAME SPELLED RETTLER?

JIASCHELE  LOUISE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/11/1906  10/11/1906  WM. SEITZ

JILLISON  DEBBIE  DEATH  WVL  06/19/1902  1902  MISS JILLISON / MEMORIAL SERVICE / SCARLET FEVER

JOHN  TENA  MARR  WVL  12/18/1902  12/18/1902  TO JOHN LAWRENCE

JOHN  MINNIE  MAR  WVL  11/03/1904  1900  TO ALBERT HARDER / SEE HER OBIT. - HARDER

JOHN  AMELIA  BIRTH  WVL  06/07/1906  09/30/1872  SEE HER MAR.- JOHN /HER OBIT. - WITTENBERG / NEKOOSA NEWS

JOHN  AMELIA  MAR  WVL  07/07/1906  1887  TO GUST WITTENBERG/HER BIRTH-JOHN/OBIT.-WITTENBERG/NEK. NEWS

JOHNS  BIRTH  WVL  06/02/1904  05/23/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. JOHNS / NEKOOSA NEWS

JOHNS  BIRTH  WVL  08/04/1904  1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. MAX JOHNS

JOHNS  RICHARD  DEATH  WVL  10/13/1904  10/05/1904  4 MOS. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. WM. JOHNS / NEKOOSA NEWS

JOHNS  MARTHA  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/01/1905  06/01/1905  HERMAN W. DIFFERT OF MILWAUKEE

JOHNSON  NELS  BIRTH  WVL  12/18/1902  06/17/1847  SEE HIS MAR.& DEATH / ALS SEE WVL 12/25/1902

JOHNSON  NELS  OBIT  WVL  12/18/1902  12/16/1902  SEE HIS BIRTH/MARR. / ALSO DEC. 12TH ISSUE

JOHNSON  NELS  MARR  WVL  12/18/1902  1879  TO NELLIE HANNIFAN / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT. / ALSO DEC.25 ISSUE

JOHNSON  ETHEL  MAR. LIC.  WVL  12/18/1902  1879  TO O. B. ELWOOD

JOHNSON  BIRTH  WVL  11/17/1904  11/13/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. ERNEST JOHNSON / MEADOW VALLEY NEWS

JOHNSON  BIRTH  WVL  08/25/1904  08/19/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. G. H. JOHNSON / MEADOW VALLEY NEWS

JOHNSON  ATCHISON  DEATH  WVL  05/19/1904  05/15/1904  14 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. RICHARD JOHNSON / SCARLET FEVER

JOHNSON  LONNA  BIRTH  WVL  09/10/1904  11/16/1882  SEE HER DEATH - JOHNSON

JOHNSON  LONNA  DEATH  WVL  09/30/1904  08/03/1904  SEE HER BIRTH - JOHNSON

JOHNSON  BIRTH  WVL  04/06/1905  04/02/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. JOHNSON
JOHNSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/10/1905  
08/05/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. NELS JOHNSON  

JOHNSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/13/1905  
04/06/1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN JOHNSON / RUDOLPH NEWS  

JOHNSON  
CARL  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
12/22/1905  
OLEN BRAATON OF DEXTERVILLE  

JOHNSON  
CAROLINA  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
06/29/1905  
ALLEN AILSON  

JOHNSON  
EILEN  
MAR  
WVL  
11/30/1905  
10/15/1855  
TO JOSEPH HASBROUCK / SEE HIS BIRTH / OBIT.  

JOHNSON  
KNUTE  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
01/19/1905  
AGNES BROOKER OF NEKOOSA  

JOHNSON  
MAR  
WVL  
01/04/1906  
12/28/1905  
TO ? BINNEBOSE AT NEKOOSA  

JOHNSON  
ANNA  
MAR  
WVL  
09/13/1906  
09/12/1906  
TO ROBERT MORRIS  

JOHNSON  
DEATH  
WVL  
01/22/1903  
01/16/1903  
BABY OF MR./MRS. AMOS JOHNSON OF SHERRY  

JOHNSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/06/1903  
07/30/1903  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. G. H. JOHNSON  

JOHNSON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/23/1903  
04/23/1903  
BOY TO MR./MRS. RICHARD JOHNSON  

JOHNSON  
CHRISTINA  
MAR  
WVL  
11/05/1903  
11/01/1903  
TO ALBERT HANSON  

JOHNSON  
ERIC  
DEATH  
WVL  
11/05/1903  
10/30/1900  
35 YRS. OLD - LEAVES WIFE & 2 CHLDRN./1 YR. IN THIS COUNTRY  

JOHNSON  
HESTER  
DEATH  
WVL  
08/13/1903  
08/11/1903  
75 YRS. OLD / PIONEER SETTLER OF ARMENIA  

JOHNSON  
NELA  
DEATH  
WVL  
12/31/1903  
12/25/1903  

JOHNSTON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
09/29/1904  
09/23/1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. FRAZIER JOHNSTON  

JOHNSTON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
07/06/1905  
07/02/1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. RICHARD JOHNSTON  

JOHNSTON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/08/1906  
11/02/1906  
BOY TO MR./MRS. TED JOHNSTON  

JOHNSTON  
CATHERINE  
DEATH  
WVL  
11/19/1903  
11/16/1903  
CAME TO GRAND RAPIDS IN 1853  

JOHNSTON  
FRAZIER  
MAR  
WVL  
11/19/1903  
1853  
TO CATHERINE WALSH / SEE HER OBIT.- JOHNSTON  

JOKOSBOSKI  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/22/1906  
03/15/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK JOKOSBOSKI  

JOLING  
MINNIE  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
03/12/1903  
HENRY TEMPOS OF SIGEL  

JOLLING  
BERTIE  
DEATH  
WVL  
07/09/1903  
07/03/1903  
6 YR. OLD SON OF MU JOHN JOLING SR.  

JONES  
EUGENE  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
03/13/1902  
LENA WELCH / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD  

JONES  
DEATH  
WVL  
03/04/1904  
03/15/1904  
INFANT CHILD OF MR./MRS. EDWARD JONES  

JONES  
BIRTH  
WVL  
06/01/1905  
05/27/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. ERNEST JONES / NEKOOSA NEWS  

JONES  
JOHN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/24/1905  
1820  
SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.  

JONES  
JOHN  
OBIT.  
WVL  
08/24/1905  
08/23/1905  
SEE HIS BIRTH / MAR.  

JONES  
JOHN  
MAR  
WVL  
08/24/1905  
1850  
TO MARY HARRISON IN GENEVA, WI / SEE HIS OBIT.  

JONES  
EVA  
MAR  
WVL  
10/11/1906  
10/09/1906  
TO CHARLES HALVORSON  

JONES  
MYRTLE  
MAR  
WVL  
06/07/1906  
12/17/1902  
TO JOHN BARTON / SEE HIS OBIT.  

JONES  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/05/1903  
02/16/1903  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. PIERCE JONES OF SHERRY  

JONES  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/02/1903  
03/31/1903  
BOY TO MR./MRS. W. T. JONES  

JORGENSEN  
PETER  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
10/30/1902  
OF LINCOLN / IDA KUSA OF MARSHFIELD  

JORGENSON  
JOHN  
DEATH  
WVL  
04/20/1905  
4/1905  
BROTHER OF MRS. J. MIKKLESEN / BETHEL NEWS  

JOSLIN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
12/08/1904  
12/05/1904  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRAK JOSLIN / NEKOOSA NEWS  

JOSLIN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/02/1905  
LITTLE DAU. OF MR./MRS. FRANK JOSLIN BAPTISED / NEKOOSA NEWS  

JOSLIN  
L. W.  
MAR  
WVL  
04/27/1905  
04/26/1905  
TO TRESSA SOLCHENBERGER /NEKOOSA NEWS/ARMENIA NEWS 4 MAY  

JOSLIN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/17/1906  
5/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK JOSLIN OF MERRILL
JOSLIN  
CYNTHIA  
MAR  
WVL  
06/28/1906  
06/20/1906  
TO HARRY PECK  

JOSLIN  
FRANK  
MAR  
WVL  
12/24/1903  
12/20/1903  
TO MARY CASPER  

JOSLIN  
MARY  
MAR  
WVL  
01/15/1903  
TO GEORGE SCOTT - SEE OBIT.  

JOSS  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/16/1902  
10/12/1902  
8 # BOY TO MR./MRS. CHRIST. JOSS / ARPIN NEWS  

JOYAL  
EMMA  
DEATH  
WVL  
03/08/1906  
03/02/1906  
28 YR.OLD WIFE OF WM. BLYSTONE  

JUNEAU  
ANGELINE  
MARR  
WVL  
07/17/1902  
7/1902  
TO MR. ROY  

JUNEAU  
DELLA CROTTEAU  
MAR  
WVL  
02/15/1906  
1883  
MRS. JUNEAU TO ELZIVER THEFAULT / SEE HIS OBIT.  

JUNG  
JOHN JR.  
MAR  
WVL  
08/25/1904  
08/23/1904  
TO LOUISE LANGER  

JUNG  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/03/1905  
07/30/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN JUNG  

K  
LYDIA  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
19/01/1905  
UNABLE TO READ HER LAST NAME / AUGUST SCHROEDER  

KACZKA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/29/1906  
03/25/1906  
BOY TO MR./MRS. PAUL KACZKA  

KACZKE  
PAUL  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
05/11/1905  
STELLA BLACZEK OF SIGEL  

KADEL  
BENJAMIN C.  
MAR  
WVL  
07/06/1905  
07/05/1905  
TO LURENA PETERSON  

KAESMAN  
ELLEN  
DEATH  
WVL  
01/11/1906  
01/08/1906  
3 YR.OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS. JOHN T. KAESMAN / PNEUMONIA  

KAJI  
BIRTH  
WVL  
06/09/1904  
06/01/1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. ANDREW KAJI / NEKOOSA NEWS  

KAJI  
ANTON  
BIRTH  
WVL  
06/23/1904  
1904  
SON OF MR./MRS.ANDREW KAJI /CHRISTENING-NEKOOSA NEWS  

KALLER  
BARBARA  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
05/11/1905  
CHAS. LINZMAIER  

KAMINSKI  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/10/1905  
1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. PETE KAMINSKI / CARSON NEWS  

KAMMERER  
EMMA  
MAR  
WVL  
12/21/1905  
12/19/1905  
TO BENJAMIN F. WATERMAN OF MICH./HYMENAL SAME DATE  

KANSAKA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
12/03/1903  
11/24/1903  
BOY TO MR./MRS. GUST KANSAKA  

KANSTOR  
AUGUST  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
01/08/1903  
JULIA BARRETT  

KARBERG (CARBERG)  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/09/1906  
02/03/1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS.WM.KARBERG OF PORT EDWARDS/P.E/NEWS - FEB.4  

KARBERG  
DEATH  
WVL  
04/06/1905  
1905  
INFANT DAU. OF MR./MRS. GUS KARBERG / PITTSVILLE NEWS  

KARNITZ  
ELLA  
MAR  
WVL  
01/26/1905  
01/28/1905  
TO WM. PANTER /ALSO SEE 2 FEB. ISSUE  

KARNITZ  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/18/1905  
05/13/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. KARNITZ  

KASTER  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/16/1905  
02/15/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. EDW. KASTER  

KAURIN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/14/1904  
1904  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. O. KAURIN  

KAUT  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/24/1904  
11/18/1904  
BOY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST KAUT OF KELLNER  

KAUTH  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/23/1905  
11/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. OTTO KAUTH  

KAUTH  
BIRTH  
WVL  
07/05/1906  
1906  
BOY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST KAUTH /BAPTIZED 26 JULY ISSUE  

KAUWINA  
MINNIE  
MAR.LIC.  
WVL  
05/11/1905  
JOHN BAKER  

KAYE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/26/1905  
1905  
BOY TO MRS. GRACE KAYE / BIG FLATS NEWS  

KAYSER  
SUSANA  
MAR  
WVL  
01/18/1906  
01/17/1906  
TO ARTHUR SICKLES  

KEENAN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
07/28/1904  
07/21/1904  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. DAN KEENAN  

KEISER  
MARGARET  
MARR  
WVL  
06/26/1902  
6/1902  
OF SAND HILL / HUGH L. MISCOLL OF PORT EDWARDS  

KELEAN  
ANNA  
MAR  
WVL  
11/16/1905  
11/15/1905  
GROOM'S NAME NOT GIVEN / PITTSVILLE NEWS  

KELHOFER  
GEORGE  
DEATH  
WVL  
07/12/1906  
07/06/1906  
R.R.BRAKEMAN KILLED AT CASSIAN / BABCOCK NEWS  

KELLER  
BIRTH  
WVL  
12/25/1902  
12/21/1902  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN KELLER
KELLEY
BIRTH WVL 09/14/1905 1905
BOY TO MR./MRS. HAYDEN KELLEY OF PLAINFIELD

KELLING
CLARA
MAR WVL 11/19/1903 11/16/1903
TO CHRIS MYERS

KELLMER
BIRTH WVL 09/18/1902 09/14/1902
24 YR. OLD FORMER RESIDENT / DIED AT SALT LAKE CITY

KELLOGG
MYRTLE C.
MARR WVL 03/13/1902 3/1902
TO R.W. GRENFELL OF CHELSEA / ITEM

KELLOGG
EDGAR
MAR WVL 06/07/1906 06/02/1906
TO GERTRUDE WATSON AT SALIDA, COLORADO

KELLOGG
ELBERT C.
MAR WVL 09/27/1906 09/27/1906
TO KATHERINE SCHANTZ

KELLOGG
FREDERICK F.
OBIT. WVL 05/31/1906 07/02/1896
SEE HIS MAR. & OBIT. OF HIS WIFE - KELLOGG

KELLOGG
FREDERICK F.
MAR WVL 05/31/1906 04/14/1851
TO SAMANTHA MINERVA TORREY/SEE HIS DEATH /HER OBIT.-KELLOGG

KELLOGG
MARJORIE
BIRTH WVL 02/15/1906 02/10/1895
11TH BIRTHDAY

KELLOGG
SAMANTHA MINERVA
OBIT WVL 05/31/1906 05/26/1906
SEE HER BIRTH/MAR.- TORREY /HUSBAND'S DEATH

KELLOGG
BIRTH WVL 10/29/1903 10/23/1903
BOY TO MR./MRS. W. F. KELLOGG

KELLOGG
FRANK
DEATH WVL 5/05/1904 05/01/1904
24 YR. OLD FORMER RESIDENT / DIED AT SALT LAKE CITY

KELLOGG
FREDERICK F.
MAR WVL 05/31/1906 04/14/1851
TO SAMANTHA MINERVA TORREY/SEE HIS DEATH /HER OBIT.-KELLOGG

KELLOGG
SAMANTHA MINERVA
OBIT WVL 05/31/1906 05/26/1906
SEE HER BIRTH/MAR.- TORREY /HUSBAND'S DEATH

KELLOGG
KATE
MARR WVL 10/22/1903 10/19/1903
TO JOHN McCONNEL

KELLOGG
JACK
MAR WVL 08/13/1903 08/10/1903
TO ROSIE RAYOME AT RUDOLPH

KELLOGG
ALMA
MAR WVL 09/29/1904 09/28/1904
TO FRED BOSTON

KELLOGG
KATIE
MAR WVL 05/10/1906 05/15/1906
WILL MARRY FRANK PELOT AT FOND DU LAC

KELLOGG
MARGARET
DEATH WVL 03/05/1903
WIFE OF FRED KERSTEN / DIED IN MILWAUKEE / SEE BIRTH GOGGINS

KELLOGG
FRED
MAR WVL 03/05/1903
TO MARGARET GOGGINS / SEE HER OBIT - KERSTEN

KELLOGG
MARGARET
DEATH WVL 03/05/1903
WIFE OF FRED KERSTEN / DIED IN MILWAUKEE / SEE BIRTH GOGGINS

KELLOGG
MARGARET
DEATH WVL 03/05/1903
TO MARGARET GOGGINS / SEE HER OBIT - KERSTEN

KELLOGG
HELEN
DEATH WVL 12/14/1905 12/09/1905
1 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. JOHN KESWAN/MEASLES/BRF.LOCAL NEWS

KETCHEUM
E. C.
MAR WVL 09/07/1905 1905
TO MINNIE RISTOW

KEESWAN
HELEN
DEATH WVL 12/14/1905 12/09/1905
1 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. JOHN KESWAN/MEASLES/BRF.LOCAL NEWS

KEITHMUM
E. C.
MAR WVL 09/07/1905 1905
TO MINNIE RISTOW

KEYES
GRACE
MAR WVL 08/31/1905 1901
TO ELLIOT C. MARSHALL / SEE HER OBIT.- MARSHALL

KELZER
DEATH WVL 12/11/1902 12/06/1902
TO MRS. PETER KEYZER / 96 YRS. OLD

KELZER
JACK
MAR WVL 08/13/1903 08/10/1903
TO ROSIE RAYOME AT RUDOLPH
Khat

Birth

WVL

09/11/1902

6/1902

Baby of Mr. / Mrs. A. Khat / See Death - Sigel News

Khat

Death

WVL

09/11/1902

09/07/1902

4 Month Old Baby of Mr./Mrs. A. Khat

Kickland

Birth

WVL

12/04/1902

11/1902

Boy to George Kickland / Klondike News

Kidder

Birth

WVL

10/15/1903

10/04/1903

Boy to Mr./Mrs. Martin Kidder

Kieberg

Carl

Birth

WVL

11/06/1902

1897

Son of Mr./Mrs. A.H. Kieberg / See His Death - Nekoosa News

Kieberg

Carl

Death

WVL

11/06/1902

10/1902

Son of Mr./Mrs. A.H. Kieberg / Scarlet Fever/Nekoosa News/Bir

Kiederoski

Laura

Death

WVL

12/21/1905

12/19/1905

19 yr. Old Dau. of Mr./Mrs. Paul Kiederoski

Kijawa

Birth

WVL

10/12/1905

10/06/1905

6 Mos. Old Baby of Mr./Mrs. John Kijawa / Biron News

Kiley

Thomas

Birth

WVL

07/14/1904

03/12/1807

97 yrs. Old / See His Mar./Obit. - Also 7 Jul. Issue

Kiley

Thomas

Obit.

WVL

07/14/1904

7/07/1904

See His Birth/Mar. - Also 7 Jul. Issue

Kiley

Thomas

Mar.

WVL

07/14/1904

1848

To Honora McCarty / See His Birth/Mar.2/Obit.

Kiley

Thomas

Mar.

WVL

07/14/1904

08/28/1948

To Catharine Shine/See His Birth/Mar.1/Obit. - 7 Jul. Issue

Kille

Frances

Mar. Lic.

WVL

02/15/1906

Henry Earle

Killian

Frank

Mar.

WVL

04/29/1906

04/23/1906

To Louise Sokolowske

Kimball

Fred

Mar.

WVL

11/30/1905

To Marry Agnes Martini in January

King

Fred

Mar. Lic.

WVL

04/19/1902

Berta Loch / Both of Grand Rapids

King

Lauro

Mar.

WVL

09/25/1902

09/22/1902

To Dr. G.H. Carey at Merrill, WI

King

Julian Jr.

Death

WVL

06/15/1905

06/09/1905

14 yr. Old Son of Mr./Mrs. Julian King/Electrocuted on Bridge

King

Wesley

Death

WVL

03/02/1905

1905

Of Stevens Point - 3 Relatives Listed

King

Birth

WVL

01/18/1906

01/13/1906

Girl to Mr./Mrs. Dwight King

King

Birth

WVL

01/18/1906

01/12/1906

Girl to Mr./Mrs. W. King

King

Lloyd S.

Mar.

WVL

09/27/1906

09/26/1906

To Alice Shear at Merrill

King

Caroline E.

Mar.

WVL

12/17/1903

08/27/1880

To Geo. E. Hoskinson / See His Obit.

Kinney

Helene

Death

WVL

12/01/1904

11/24/1904

80 yrs. old lived with John Waters Family

Kinney

Etta

Birth

WVL

11/22/1906

11/22/1906

Girl to Mr./Mrs. Guard Kinney

Kinnison

Ethta

Birth

WVL

01/21/1904

04/14/1881

Dau. of S.N. & Amanda Kinnison/Mar.-Kinnison/Obit.-Ostrum

Kinnison

Etta

Mar.

WVL

01/21/1904

10/24/1904

To H. E. Ostrum/See Her Birth Kinnison/Her Obit./Ostrum

Kirchling

Death

WVL

05/17/1906

05/12/1906

2 Week Old Infant of Mr./Mrs. Victor Kirchling

Kissinger

Birth

WVL

07/26/1906

7/1906

Boy to Mr./Mrs. John Kissinger

Kitowski

Birth

WVL

08/10/1905

1905

Boy to Mr./Mrs. W. Kitowski / Carson News

Kitowski

Birth

WVL

01/25/1906

01/19/1906

Girl to Mr./Mrs. John Kitowski

Klanche

August

Mar. Lic.

WVL

07/31/1902

Anna Lahr /Both of Marshfield

Klappa

Abirth

WVL

12/08/1904

12/06/1904

Boy to Mr./Mrs. James Klappa of Biron

Klappa

Birth

WVL

08/04/1904

07/28/1904

Boy to Mr./Mrs. Jos. Klappa / Also See Biron News

Klappa

Birth

WVL

08/23/1906

08/21/1906

Twin Girls to Mr./Mrs. James Klappa

Kleberg

Marguerite

Death

WVL

11/03/1904

10/27/1904

5 Yr. Old Dau. of Mr./Mrs. A. H. Kleberg / Nekoosa News

Kleberg

Birth

WVL

02/04/1903

09/18/1903

Girl to Mr./Mrs. A. H. Kleberg of Nekoosa

Kleberg

Esther

Mar.

WVL

07/02/1903

07/01/1903

To Rev. F. F. Selle
KLEIN
ANNA
MAR
WVL
10/16/1902
10/14/1902
TO WILL HENKE /SEE MAR.LIC. WVL OCT. 16TH ISSUE
KLEIN
ANNIE
MAR
WVL
01/12/1905
01/10/1905
TO DR. H. E. ELLSWORTH
KLEIPPEN
BIRTH
WVL
05/12/1904
1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. V. KLEIPPEN
KLEIPPEN
DEATH
WVL
01/15/1903
SON OF V. A. KLEIPPEN / SEE COUNTY BOARD REPORT
KLEVINE
CHARLES
MAR
WVL
07/20/1905
07/19/1905
TO LOUISE APPEL
KLEVIN
BIRTH
WVL
03/01/1906
02/20/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK KLEVIN
KLIWE
OTTO
MAR.LIC.
WVL
12/18/1902
EMMA KUHNOLDT
KLISCH
BIRTH
WVL
03/09/1905
1905
BOY TO MR./MRS. MICK KLISCH / CARSON NEWS
KLOSS
MAR
WVL
11/06/1902
& CARRIE STILLSON - SHE VISITS PARENTS / BETHEL NEWS
KLOSS
CARRIE
DEATH
WVL
07/27/1905
07/17/1905
SEE HER BIRTH/MAR. - STILLSON / BETHEL NEWS
KLUG
FRED
MAR.LIC.
WVL
04/17/1902
BERTHA LOGH / BOTH OF GRAND RAPIDS
KLUG
CLARA
BIRTH
WVL
06/22/1905
06/21/1888
17TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
KLUG
ANNA
BIRTH
WVL
06/21/1906
06/21/1906
18TH BIRTHDAY
KLUG
JULIUS
MAR
WVL
09/17/1903
1886
TO LOUISA PODAWILTZ / SEE HER OBIT - KLUG
KLUG
LOUISA
OBIT.
WVL
09/17/1903
09/11/1903
WIFE OF JULIUS KLUG - SEE HER MAR.- PODAWILTZ
KLUG
ANNA
BIRTH
WVL
09/17/1903
DAU.OF JULIUS & LOUISA (PODAWILTZ)KLUG /SEE MOM'S OBIT.KLUG
KLUGE
MAMIE
MAR
WVL
09/28/1905
09/27/1905
TO HERMAN PLENKE
KLUGHERZ
W. L.
MAR
WVL
03/23/1905
DR. KLUGHERZ TO BRIDE'S NAME NOT GIVEN / LOCAL NEWS
KNAPP
WILLIAM
MAR
WVL
06/25/1903
06/15/1903
TO BLANCHE FRY
KNASH
DEATH
WVL
12/07/1905
12/05/1905
INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. JOS. KNASH / MILLADORE NEWS
KNEP
MATTIE
MAR
WVL
03/22/1906
03/20/1906
TO EMMY MILNER
KNIGHT
BLANCHE
DEATH
WVL
05/12/1904
05/03/1904
MRS. KNIGHT/BURIED MAY 4 /MEADOW VALLEY & BETHEL NEWS
KNIGHT
RACHAEL
DEATH
WVL
01/21/1904
01/10/1904
MRS. EZRA KNIGHT /78 YRS. OLD/ARKDALE & STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS
KNIGHTLINGER
ALMETA
MAR
WVL
02/19/1905
1864
TO JOS. SWEENEY / SEE HIS OBIT.
KNIPPRAIH
BIRTH
WVL
02/20/1905
01/27/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN KNIPPRAIH / SARATOGA NEWS
KNOCK
ANNA
MAR.LIC.
WVL
01/08/1903
ALBERT KUBIISKI OF GRAND RAPIDS
KNOERNSCHILD
EDWIN C.
MAR
WVL
07/03/1902
06/30/1902
OF MILWAUKEE TO MISS MAUDE ALEXANDER
KNOERNSCHILD
MAR
WVL
06/09/1904
TO MAUDE ALEXANDER / SEE BIRTH ANNCTM. OF DAU.
KNOERNSCHILD
BIRTH
WVL
06/09/1904
06/04/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. KNOERNSCHILD OF MILWAUKEE/FORMER RES.
KNOELL
MAR
WVL
05/19/1904
1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT KNOELL /ALSO KELLNER NEWS
KNOELL
ALBERT
MAR
WVL
11/17/1904
11/15/1904
TO MAGGIE EGGEN
KNUDSON
ELLEN S.
MAR.LIC.
WVL
12/21/1905
E. P. SHAW
KNUDTSON
BENNIE
BIRTH
WVL
03/16/1905
HEIR OF BENNIE KNUDTSON SR. / PROBATE
KNUDTSON
BETSEY
BIRTH
WVL
16/03/1905
HEIR OF BENNIE KNUDTSON / SEE HIS PROBATE
KNUDTSON
NELLIE
BIRTH
WVL
03/16/1905
HEIR OF BENNIE KNUDTSON / SEE HIS PROBATE
KNUDTSON
BENNIE SR.
PROBATE
03/16/1905
NAMES OF 3 CHILDREN GIVEN
KNUDTSON
BIRTH
WVL
11/05/1903
10/25/1903
BOY TO MR./MRS. ANDREW KNUDTSON
KOLLER  
ROSA  
MAR  
WVL  
08/06/1903  
08/04/1903  
TO FRANK LINSMEIR

KOLSTA  
ANTONETTE  
MAR  
WVL  
06/28/1906  
06/27/1906  
TO ELMER B. SMITH

KOMATZ  
KATHERINE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/30/1902  
1881  
SISTER OF MRS. XAVIER GAMMA / SEE HER DEATH / NEKOOSA NEWS

KOMATZ  
KATHERINE  
DEATH  
WVL  
10/30/1902  
10/1902  
FROM ALTDORF / TYPHOID FEVER / SEE BIRTH / NEKOOSA NEWS

KOMER  
CLARA (DR.)  
MAR  
WVL  
09/22/1904  
09/17/1904  
TO DR. GRAY / MAR. IN DENVER, COL.

KONASH  
CONRAD  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
10/16/1902  
CLARA LEITHOLT / BOTH OF MILLADORE

KONASH  
DEATH  
WVL  
11/26/1903  
2 WEEK OLD SON OF MR./MRS. JOE KONASH OF MILLADORE

KONASH  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/12/1903  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOS. KONASH OF MILLADORE

KONOPA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/30/1905  
11/21/1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JAMES KONOPA / MILLADORE NEWS

KOPF  
ANNIE  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
10/26/1905  
JOE MATOWITZ

KOPSTENE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/15/1906  
DAU. OF MR./MRS. F. KOPSTENE - BAPTISM

KOSLOPSKI  
FRANK  
MAR  
WVL  
06/02/1904  
05/30/1904  
TO JULIE DIX AT JUNCTION CITY / NEKOOSA NEWS

KOSS  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/10/1905  
10/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST KOSS / NEKOOSA NEWS

KOSS  
DEATH  
WVL  
10/30/1902  
10/1902  
14 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. AUGUST KOSS

KOSTKA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/21/1903  
TO BOY MR./MRS. EDWARD KOSTKA

KOSTUCK  
PAUL J.  
MAR  
WVL  
09/29/1904  
09/12/1904  
TO ETHEL STORM OF PLAINFIELD

KOTAS  
BIRTH  
WVL  
01/27/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. J. J. KOTAS / NEKOOSA NEWS

KOTH  
BIRTH  
WVL  
09/11/1902  
09/05/1902  
BOY TO MR./MRS. OTTO KOTH / SEE CORRESPONDENCE NEKOOSA

KOTH  
BIRTH  
WVL  
09/18/1902  
04/1901  
SON OF MR./MRS. OTTO KOTH / SEE HIS DEATH- CORRESPONDENCE NEK.

KOTH  
DEATH  
WVL  
09/18/1902  
09/12/1902  
LINGERING ILL. WITH BRAIN FEVER/SON OF MR./MRS. OTTO KOTH

KOTH  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/09/1905  
03/05/1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. OTTO KOTH / NEKOOSA NEWS

KOTH  
DEATH  
WVL  
09/20/1906  
09/15/1906  
2 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. OTTO KOTH

KOTH  
HULDA  
MAR  
WVL  
09/27/1906  
09/22/1906  
TO DR. F. A. HOLTZ

KOTT  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/12/1903  
11/04/1903  
BOY TO MR./MRS. OTTO KOTH

KOTT  
ERNEST RICHARD  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/19/1903  
7 MONTH OLD SON OF MR./MRS. OTTO KOTH - CHRISTENING

KOTSKIE  
MARTIN  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/06/1904  
10/01/1887  
17TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

KOUZEN  
OSCAR J.  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
08/07/1902  
OF MILWAUKEE / SUSANA WRIGHT OF MARSHFIELD

KOVOLOSKI  
BIRTH  
WVL  
01/22/1905  
1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK KOVOLOSKI / CARSON NEWS

KOVOLSKI  
JAKE  
MAR  
WVL  
05/03/1906  
1906  
TO JOSIE VROBEL / ANNOUNCED LAST WEEK

KRALL  
GERTRUDE  
DEATH  
WVL  
01/11/1906  
01/07/1906  
4 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. AUGUST KRALL/INFLAM. OF THE BOWELS

KRAKIE  
EDWARD  
MAR  
WVL  
11/26/1903  
11/24/1903  
TO EMMA LUTZ

KRAUSE  
DEATH  
WVL  
06/29/1905  
06/23/1905  
SON OF MR./MRS. EDW. KRAUSE / LIVED ONLY FEW HOURS

KREGER  
BIRTH  
WVL  
08/10/1905  
08/05/1905  
BABE OF MR./MRS. KREGER / VAN DRIESEN NEWS/SEE DEATH

KREGER  
DEATH  
WVL  
08/10/1905  
8/1905  
BABE OF MR./MRS. KREGER / VAN DRIESEN NEWS / SEE BIRTH

KREHENKE  
ALBERT F.  
DEATH  
WVL  
02/11/1904  
02/01/1904  
54 YRS. OLD /LEAVES WIFE & 8 CHLDRN./NEKOOSA NEWS

KREHINKE  
BERTHA  
MAR  
WVL  
04/19/1906  
04/16/1906  
MRS. KREHENKE TO AUGUST GORR

KREGER  
N. F.  
MAR  
WVL  
04/20/1905  
04/25/1905  
TO MARRY IVA JEFFERSON/SPRING CRK NEWS/4 MAY- MONROE CNTR NEW

KREJACK  
JENNIE  
MAR  
WVL  
08/23/1906  
8/1906  
TO BERT JEFFERSON
KRENKHE BIRTH WVL 04/13/1905 04/10/1905 TO MR./MRS. WM. KRENKHE OF PORT EDWARDS
KRENKHE OTTO MAR WVL 04/13/1905 04/11/1905 TO MARY MEYERS OF RUDOLPH/ALSO PORT EDWARDS NEWS SAME ISSUE
KRENKE ALBERT PROBATE WVL 5/05/1904
KRENKE ALBERT A. PROBATE WVL 02/16/1905
KRENKY BIRTH WVL 05/10/1906 05/06/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN KRENKY
KREUTZER BIRTH WVL 06/04/1903 05/30/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN KREUTZER OF SAND HILL
KRIEG BERTHA MAR WVL 11/02/1905 10/25/1905 TO JOHN PASSENEAU
KRIESCH CLARA MAR.LIC. WVL 04/28/1902 OF T.OF MARSHFIELD/WILLIAM TREDEAU OF T.OF WOOD
KRINGS SOPHA MAR.LIC. WVL 06/04/1903 JOHN BAUER OF AUBURNDALE
KRINKEY BIRTH WVL 09/10/1903 09/06/1903 BOY TO MRS.FRED KRINKEY AT HER PARENTS HOME-HARRY BUCHANAN
KRINKEY FRED MAR WVL 09/10/1903 09/06/1903 TO MISS BUCHANAN /SEE BIRTH OF HIS SON - KRINKEY
KRINKEY FRED MAR WVL 09/10/1903 09/06/1903 TO MISS BUCHANAN DAU.OF MR./MRS.HARRY BUCHANAN/SEE BIRTH SON
KRISTOFSKE BIRTH WVL 05/10/1906 05/07/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. ERNEST KRISTOFSKE
KRITIS ANNA MAR WVL 10/25/1906 10/1906 TO FRANK BARLOW AT OSHKOSH
KROENING BIRTH WVL 11/23/1905 11/19/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILL KROENING
KROGOFOSS BIRTH WVL 03/19/1903 03/10/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. MARTIN KROGOFOSS
KROLL DEATH WVL 05/19/1904 05/13/1904 14 MOS. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. GUSTAVE KROLL /LOCAL NEWS
KROMER LEMUEL BIRTH WVL 07/10/1902 1825 77TH BIRTHDAY
KROMER HATTIE MAR WVL 09/27/1906 1869 TO DOLPH DEMARIA ABOUT 37 YRS.AGO /SEE HIS OBIT.
KROMMENAKKER PETER MAR WVL 05/10/1906 05/08/1906 TO MARY STRUM /MAR.LIC. 29 APRIL ISSUE
KROMRI MINNIE MAR WVL 06/15/1905 06/15/1905 TO OTTO KNUTH OF KELLNER /ALSO 22 JUNE ISSUE
KROKEE ANNA MAR WVL 05/22/1902 05/20/1902 TO FRANK GURSKE
KROTIKE BIRTH WVL 08/17/1905 1905 BOY TO REV./MRS. KROTIKE /NEKOOSA NEWS
KRUBSACK LOUIS MAR WVL 04/10/1902 04/03/1902 TO MISS MARY CISLER / MILLADORE NEWS
KRUBSACK OSCAR MAR WVL 11/10/1904 11/02/1904 TO CARRIE REIDL / MILLADORE NEWS
KRUBSACK BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. OSCAR KRUBSACK
KRUBSACK BIRTH WVL 12/10/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. LOUIS KRUBSACK
KRUGER BIRTH WVL 11/03/1904 11/01/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. ERNEST KRUGER
KRUGER BIRTH WVL 04/28/1904 1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK KRUGER OF KELLNER
KRUGER BIRTH WVL 10/20/1904 10/18/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRED KRUGER
KRUGER FRED MAR WVL 05/12/1904 05/11/1904 TO EDITH WITT
KRUGER LOUIS G. DEATH WVL 12/22/1904 12/16/1904 OF TWN. OF GRAN
KRUGER BIRTH WVL 11/09/1905 11/03/1905 TWIN GIRLS TO MR./MRS. GUST KRUGER
KRUGER BIRTH WVL 09/21/1905 09/15/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. KRUGER
KRUGER BIRTH WVL 12/20/1906 12/18/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ERNEST KRUGER
KRUGER GUSTAV ANNIVERSARY WVL 10/18/1906 10/16/1881 25TH WED. ANNIV.
KRUGER MAMIE DEATH WVL 03/01/1906 02/27/1906 3 MOS. OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS. GUST KRUGER
KRUGER MICHAEL ANNIVERSARY WVL 05/24/1906 05/18/1856 MR./MRS. M. KRUGER - 50TH WED. ANNIV.
Krugger
Birth WVL 10/08/1903 10/05/1903 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Albert Kruger of Kellner

Krugger
Charles
Mar WVL 11/26/1903 11/19/1903 To Augusta Duberstein

Krugholdt (Kuehnhold)
Anna

Kremer
Barbara
Mar WVL 01/26/1904 01/26/1904 To Jos. Blaha / Milladore News/Also See 1 Jan Issue

Kremer
Joseph
Mar WVL 08/18/1904 08/15/1904 To Mary Pejarova / Milladore News

Krupka
Sophia
Mar WVL 7/07/1904 06/30/1904 To Adam Kuhlhanek / Milladore News

Kubesia
Birth WVL 05/11/1905 05/06/1905 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Frank Kubesia

Kubisiak
Frank
Mar Lic. WVL 10/02/1902 Mary Cepress / Both of Sigel

Kubisiak
Birth WVL 07/05/1906 1906 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Frank Kubisiak

Kubisiak
Birth WVL 09/13/1906 09/12/1906 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Sam Kubisiak

Kubisiak
Albert
Mar WVL 01/08/1903 To Anna Knock of Plover - Mar. Lic. - Stevens Point

Kuehnhold (Krugholdt)
Anna
Mar WVL 09/14/1905 09/26/1905 To Charles Boehning of Hewitt/Also Auburndale News 28 Sep.

Kueitschel
Anna
Mar. Lic. WVL 04/17/1902 Charles W. Ludahn / Both of Marshfield

Kuether
Albert
Mar. Lic. WVL 08/06/1903 Emilie Trapp of Auburndale

Kugel
Tressa
Mar WVL 08/04/1904 08/01/1904 To Fred Mersch / Junction City News

Kugel
Marie
Mar WVL 11/23/1905 11/28/1905 To Frank Mersch / Also See Rudolph News Same Issue

Kugle
John
Mar WVL 08/24/1905 08/22/1905 To Barbara Kusel / Milladore News

Kuhn
Death WVL 09/17/1903 09/10/1903 6 Mos. Old Child of Mr./Mrs. WM. Kuhn of Nekoosa

Kuhnsoldt
Emma
Mar. Lic. WVL 12/18/1902 12/16/1902 Otto Kliewe

Kuwa
Birth WVL 04/20/1905 04/14/1905 Boy to Mr./Mrs. John Kuwa

Kulhanek
Adam
Mar WVL 7/07/1904 06/30/1904 To Sophia Krupka / Milladore News

Kuminski
Birth WVL 04/05/1906 04/05/1906 Girl to Mr./Mrs. John Kuminski

Kundert
Birth WVL 5/05/1904 1904 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Kundert / Altdorf News

Kundert
Birth WVL 08/23/1906 8/1906 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Kundert

Kundinger
Louis
Mar WVL 11/24/1904 11/21/1904 To Rose Linzmeir / Blenker News

Kundinger
Mary
Mar WVL 06/02/1904 06/07/1904 To Frank Marke / To Be Mar. - Auburndale News / Also 9 Jun. Issue

Kunst
Lydia
Mar. Lic. WVL 03/12/1903 03/12/1903 Rudolph C. Hoof

Kupsche
Anton Jr.
Birth WVL 10/22/1903 10/17/1903 Boy to Mr. Anton Kupsche

Kusa
Ida
Mar. Lic. WVL 10/30/1902 10/30/1902 Of Marshfield / Peter Jorgenson of Lincoln

Kusel
Barbara
Mar WVL 08/24/1905 08/22/1905 To John Kugle / Milladore News

Kusserow
Chas. F.
Mar WVL 10/29/1903 10/28/1903 To Augusta Noetzel

Kuter
Mar WVL 09/15/1904 1904 To ? Carey / Nekoosa News

Kuter
Birth WVL 03/29/1906 03/25/1906 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Frank Kuter

Kyes
Birth WVL 01/07/1904 12/24/1903 Boy to Mr./Mrs. E. Kyes / Strongs Prarie News

La Breche
James D.
Birth WVL 05/25/1905 12/22/1831 Born in Muskinnonge, Canada / To Grand Rapids 1852 / See Obit.

La Breche
James D.
Mar WVL 05/25/1905 1859 To Julia Valee / See His Birth / Obit.

La Breche
James D.
Death WVL 05/18/1905 05/12/1905 Children Listed / See His Birth/Mar. / Also 25 May Issue

La Brot
Fred
Mar WVL 05/17/1906 05/16/1906 To Clara Reusch
LARAMIE
BIRTH WVL 08/20/1903 08/12/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. LARAMIE

LAREAU
BIRTH WVL 07/23/1903 07/17/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. LEVI LAREAU OF PORT EDWARDS

LARKIN
MATTIE BIRTH WVL 06/01/1905 01/16/1870 DAU. OF MR./MRS. N.H. LARKIN/BORN ELGIN, IL/SEE HER OBIT.
LARKIN MATTIE OBIT WVL 06/01/1905 05/25/1905 MISS LARKIN/ BRIGHTS DISEASE/ SEE HER BIRTH

LARSEN
EDWARD O. BIRTH WVL 09/29/1904 04/08/1882 SEE HIS DEATH
LARSEN EDWARD O. DEATH WVL 09/28/1904 09/10/1904 OF STRONGS PRAIRIE/ SEE HIS BIRTH

LARSEN BIRTH WVL 12/20/1906 12/12/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. JENS. LARSEN

LARSON
DORA MAR WVL 01/21/1904 01/14/1904 TO LOUIS SCHUBERT/NASONVILLE NEWS
LARSON BIRTH WVL 11/09/1905 11/05/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN LARSON

LASARGE
LEON MAR WVL 02/18/1904 01/08/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. PETER LASARGE/BABCOCK NEWS
LASARGE LOUIS DEATH WVL 12/27/1906 12/24/1906
LASARGE BIRTH WVL 11/09/1905 11/02/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. PETE LASARGE/BABCOCK NEWS
LASARGE BIRTH WVL 09/14/1905 09/02/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. LEON LASARGE OF TOMAH
LASARGE LEON MAR WVL 09/14/1905 TO ELSIE HUTCHINSON/SEE BIRTH OF DAUGHTER - LASARGE

LASCOWSKY
NETTIE MAR WVL 07/19/1906 07/03/1906 TO WARD RAUSCH AT TOMAH

LATNER
BIRTH WVL 11/24/1904 11/19/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. ISSAC LATNER/MATHER NEWS

LATORELLE
TEFEAU DEATH WVL 11/23/1905 11/1905 NEKOOSA NEWS

LATUS
MARY MAR. LIC. WVL 10/02/1902 STEPHEN SUCOWSKE/BOTH OF GRAND RAPIDS
LATUS BIRTH WVL 03/22/1906 03/17/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. PETER LATUS
LATUS JOHN DEATH WVL 05/17/1906 05/16/1906 71 YRS. OLD/STROKE
LATUS JOE MAR. LIC. WVL 09/26/1905 PAULINE MENTHOR
LATUS PETER MAR. LIC. WVL 06/01/1905 ANNA TOMCZYK
LATUS ROSE MAR WVL 09/04/1903 09/21/1903 TO FRANK SUCOSKE
LAU BIRTH WVL 04/06/1905 04/02/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. ARTHUR LAU

LAUGHLIN
THOMAS DEATH WVL 03/06/1902 03/05/1902 92 YRS.OLD AT HOME/ DUE TO COAL GAS WIFE DIED TOO.

LAUGHLIN DEATH WVL 03/06/1902 03/05/1902 70 YRS.OLD/DUE TO COAL GAS/MRS.THOMAS LAUGHLIN/SEE HIS DEATH

LAUGHLIN LE ROY DEATH WVL 7/07/1904 07/04/1904 SON OF MR./MRS. FRANK LAUGHLIN

LAUGHLIN BIRTH WVL 03/19/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK LAUGHLIN

LAUGHLIN LULU BIRTH WVL 02/26/1903 DAU. OF MR./MRS. OWEN LAUGHLIN/SEE OBIT.

LAVAQUE
GRACE DEATH WVL 12/08/1904 12/1904 RUDOLPH NEWS
LAVAQUE DEATH WVL 07/19/1906 7/1906 MRS. A. LAVAQUE

LAVAQUE THERESA DEATH WVL 07/12/1906 07/12/1906

LAVIGNE
BIRTH WVL 12/26/1906 11/29/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN LAVIGNE
LAVIGNE KENNETH BIRTH WVL 08/31/1905 CHRISTENING OF SON OF MR./MRS. GEO. LAVIGNE/PORT EDWARDS NEW
LAVIGNE LOUISE DEATH WVL 02/19/1903 02/16/1903 SEE HER BIRTH - LAVIGNE
LAVIGNE LOUISE OBIT WVL 02/19/1903 09/05/1963 AT GENTILLY, CANADA/SEE HER DEATH - LAVIGNE

LAW
WARREN GILBERT MAR WVL 12/04/1902 11/26/1902 TO LOTTIE PEARL WEST/PARENTS AND OTHERS LISTED IN ITEM
LAW  
BIRTH  WVL  01/07/1904  1/01/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. O.F. LAW/NEKOOSA NEWS/14 JAN DEATH OF MOTHE

LAW  
DEATH  WVL  01/14/1904  01/10/1904  MRS. OSCAR F. LAW / NEKOOSA NEWS

LAW  
OSCAR F.  
MAR  WVL  01/14/1904  01/06/1882  TO DORA BEATRICE DENNIS / SEE HER OBIT.- LAW /NEKOOSA NEWS

LAW  
BIRTH  WVL  12/27/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. RICHARD LAW

LAW  
EDITH  
BIRTH  WVL  06/15/1905  DAU.OF O.F.LAW ADOPTD BY MR./MRS. TOM LAW OF BABCOCK/NEK.NEW

LAW  
O. F.  
MAR  WVL  09/28/1905  09/30/1905  TO MAGGIE LOVELACE OF NEK./ALSO SEE 5 OCT. ISSUE

LAW  
BIRTH  WVL  10/01/1903  09/27/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. BERT LAW OF BABCOCK

LAW  
OSCAR  
MAR  WVL  01/22/1903  01/22/1903  TO DORA DENNIS / ALSO SEE 8 JAN. ISSUE

LAWRENCE  
JOHN  
MAR  WVL  12/18/1902  12.18/1902  TO TENA JOHN

LAWRENCE  
DEATH  WVL  02/11/1904  02/08/1904  1 WK.OLD CHILD OF MR./MRS. JOHN LAWRENCE / NEKOOSA NEWS

LAWRENCE  
BIRTH  WVL  06/07/1906  05/31/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN LAWRENCE

LAWRENCE  
DEATH  WVL  07/05/1906  06/30/1906  INFANT OF MR./MRS. JOHN LAWRENCE / WHOPPING COUGH

LAWRENCE  
MAMIE  
MAR  WVL  10/11/1906  10/06/1906  TO WILLIAM PROVOST

LAWRENCE  
BIRTH  WVL  01/12/1905  01/08/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN LAWRENCE / NEKOOSA NEWS

LAWRENCE  
DELBERT  
MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/01/1905  FRANCES COON OF RUDOLPH

LE CLAIR  
LOUIS  
DEATH  WVL  03/13/1902  3/1902  CAPT. FROM TWO RIVERS, WI / HEART FAILURE

LE MAY  
BIRTH  WVL  03/13/1902  03/05/1902  BOY TO MR./MRS. WILLIAM LE MAY / RUDOLPH NEWS

LE TOWN  
ISABELLE  
MAR  WVL  08/11/1904  08/10/1904  TO CARL O. ZASTROM

LEA (LEE)  
FRED  
MAR  WVL  04/07/1904  04/02/1904  TO ELLA YOUNG / SARATOGA & NEKOOSA NEWS

LEACH  
LIZZIE  
BIRTH  WVL  02/08/1906  2/2/1891  15TH BIRTHDAY

LEACH  
FRANCES  
MAR  WVL  11/16/1905  11/22/1905  TO ROBERT SOLCENBERGER/BANNS ANNCD.NEK.NEWS/ALSO 23 NOV.ISS.

LEACH  
NELLIE  
MAR.LIC.  WVL  12/21/1905  PRENTICE COON

LEBACK  
BIRTH  WVL  09/25/1902  09/21/1902  BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK LEBACK / SIGEL NEWS

LEBRICK  
DEATH  WVL  01/15/1903  SON OF JOSEPH LEBRICK / WOOD CO. BOARD MINUTES

LEYC  
JOSEPHINE  
MAR  WVL  08/17/1900  08/20/1900  TO MARRY ALBERT HOLLSTRUM OF CHICAGO /ARKDALE NEWS

LEDER  
BIRTH  WVL  07/26/1906  06/25/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY LEBER;

LEE  
MAUDE  
BIRTH  WVL  09/13/1906  09/10/1888  18TH BIRTHDAY

LEE  
 BIRTH  WVL  09/28/1905  09/20/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. E. LEE / SARATOGA CENTER NEWS

LEE  
L. W.  
DEATH  WVL  11/12/1903  11/09/1903  OLD RESIDENT

LEE (LEA)  
FRED  
MAR  WVL  04/07/1904  04/02/1904  TO ELLA YOUNG / SARATOGA & NEKOOSA NEWS

LEIGHTHOLDT  
ERNEST  
DEATH  WVL  04/17/1902  4/1902  SEE ALSO 24 APR. 1902 WVL

LEIPKA  
AUG.  
MAR  WVL  11/17/1904  11/09/1904  TO MRS. IDA PANSER / AUBURNDALE NEWS

LEITH  
SAMUEL S.  
MAR  WVL  07/05/1906  06/25/1906  DR. LEITH TO SOPHIA HOLBROOK AT STEVENS POINT

LEITHOLT  
CLARA  
MAR. LIC.  WVL  10/16/1902  CONRAD KONASH / BOTH OF MILLADORE

LEITNER  
BIRTH  WVL  03/27/1902  1902  GIRL TO MR./MRS. LEO LEITNER / PORT EDWARDS NEWS

LEMLEY  
LAURA  
MAR  WVL  09/08/1904  09/02/1904  TO HENRY SYMS

LEMLEY  
LLOYD  
MAR  WVL  06/16/1904  06/22/1904  TO EMMA PATCH OF TABAVIA,IL/TO BE MAR. / LOCAL NEWS

LEMPKE  
BERTHA  
MAR  WVL  08/01/1904  08/30/1904  TO FRANK EPP

LEMPKE  
BIRTH  WVL  06/29/1905  06/23/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. HULDRC LEMPKE
LENNARDT
BIRTH WVL 09/11/1902 1898 SON OF AUGUST LENHARDT / SEE DEATH
LENNARDT
DEATH WVL 09/11/1902 9/1902 SON OF AUGUST LENHARDT / BURNED IN ACCIDENT / SEE BIRTH
LEONARD
BIRTH WVL 05/17/1906 05/14/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK LEONARD
LEROUX
OLIVER MAR WVL 07/17/1902 07/10/1902 TO MISS ANNA BRADY
LEROUX
BIRTH WVL 05/18/1905 05/13/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. LEVI LEROUX / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
LEROUX
EARL BIRTH WVL 06/01/1905 CHRISTENING OF SON OF MR./MRS. LEVI LEROUX / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
LESCH
J. B. MAR WVL 06/15/1905 4/1905 TO BLANCHE FERGUSON OF MILWAUKEE / FORMER RESIDENT
LESSIG
JOHN M. MAR WVL 01/14/1904 01/18/1854 50TH WEDD. ANNIV. OF MR./MRS. LESSIG / ALSO 21 & 28 JAN ISSUES
LETTERHOUSE
LIZZIE MAR WVL 01/05/1905 12/1904 TO FRANK BERNACK / BLENDEN NEWS
LEU
JOHN FREDERICK BIRTH WVL 07/14/1904 8/08/1930 STARSEND, GERMANY / SEE HIS DEATH
LEU
JOHN FREDERICK DEATH WVL 07/14/1904 06/30/1904 DIED AT PITTSVILLE / SEE HIS BIRTH
LEUBECK
LENA MAR WVL 10/05/1905 10/07/1905 TO HENRY SEADO / SEE BIRTH OF A SON
LEVERANCE
FRED MAR WVL 06/07/1906 06/04/1906 TO NETTIE OTTMAN
LEVERANCE
BIRTH WVL 09/28/1905 09/23/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. LEVERANCE OF PORT EDWARDS
LEVERANCE
EMMA MAR. LIC. WVL 09/28/1905 09/28/1905 TO ANNIE OLSON / SEE HER OBIT.
LEVERANCE
BIRTH WVL 11/20/1902 11/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. LEVERANCE / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
LEVERANCE
DEATH WVL 11/30/1905 11/21/1905 INFANT DAUGHTER OF MR./MRS. WILL LEVERANCE / NEKOOSA NEWS
LEVIGNE
ARRIVA MAR. LIC. WVL 11/09/1905 ANNA OTTMAN / SEE HER OBIT / LEVIGNE
LEVIGNE
ANNIE OBIT. WVL 11/09/1905 10/16/1905 45 YRS. OLD / SEE HER MAR. / OLESON / ARKDALE NEWS
LEVIN
BIRTH WVL 03/16/1905 03/13/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. R. M. LEVIN
LEVIN
OSCAR BIRTH WVL 04/27/1905 04/23/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. DAVID LEVIN / PITTSVILLE NEWS / MAY #2580.
LEWIS
JOSEPHINE MAR. LIC. WVL 10/30/1902 10/20/1902 TO RAY HOSTEMAN / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD
LEWIS
WILSON BIRTH WVL 09/22/1904 09/13/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. D. LEWIS / ARKDALE NEWS
LEWIS
ELIZA DEATH WVL 10/25/1906 10/1906
LEWIS
ALFRED MAR WVL 12/31/1901 12/25/1903 TO GRACE HATCH / ANOTHER ARTICLE GAVE HER NAME AS MAUDE HATCH
LIDTKE
BIRTH WVL 10/08/1903 10/02/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK LIDTKE OF KELLNER
LIEBE
JOHN DEATH WVL 05/01/1902 04/28/1902 RELATIVES GIVEN / KELLNER NEWS
LIEBEL
JAMES S. MAR. LIC. WVL 03/16/1905 03/13/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. R. M. LEVIN
LIEBIG
WILLIAM MAR. LIC. WVL 06/01/1905 06/01/1905 TO HATTIE M. WRIGHT OF MARSHFIELD
LIESINGER
FRED MAR WVL 08/17/1905 08/10/1905 TO MISS BRIGGS / PITTSVILLE NEWS
LILLY
PETER DEATH WVL 01/15/1903 11/07/1902 WOOD CO. BOARD MINUTES - POOR FARM DEATH
LINCLAN
THOMAS DEATH WVL 02/26/1903 02/20/1903 AT STRONGS PRAIRIE
LINDAHL
BIRTH WVL 03/17/1904 03/10/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN LINDAHL OF SIGEL
LINDAHL
DEATH WVL 03/05/1903 02/28/1903 WIFE OF ANDREW LINDAHL / MOTHER OF JOHN LINDAHL / DIED AT SIGEL
LINDAHL
JOHN BIRTH WVL 03/05/1903 02/28/1903 SON OF MR./MRS. ANDREW LINDAHL / SEE DEATH OF MOTHER
LINDEMAN
IDA MAR WVL 12/30/1903 11/21/1903 TO AUGUST NEIMAN
LINDEMAN
BIRTH WVL 10/16/1902 10/08/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHARLES LINDEMAN / ARKDALE NEWS
LINDSAY  MARGARET  MAR  WVL  12/21/1905  12/20/1905  TO EUGENE SMITH
LINSER   BIRTH  WVL  11/24/1904  11/20/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. MIKE LINSER / NEKOOSA NEWS
LINSMEIR  FRANK  MAR  WVL  08/06/1903  08/04/1903  TO ROSA KOLLER OF MILLADORE
LINTNER  ANNA  MAR  WVL  01/28/1904  TO ALTON GIBBS / BIG FLATS NEWS
LINZMAIER  CHAS.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  05/11/1905  BARBARA KOLLER OF BLENKER
LINZMAIER  JAMES  MAR  WVL  02/16/1905  02/28/1905  TO ROSA GRASSL OF BLENKER / ALSO BLENKER NEWS 2 MAR. ISSUE
LINZMEIR  PETER  DEATH  WVL  07/28/1904  07/20/1904  27 YRS. OLD / BLENKER NEWS
LINZMEIR  ROSE  MAR  WVL  11/24/1904  11/21/1904  TO LOUIS KINDINGER / BLENKER NEWS
LINZMEIR  HELENA  MAR  WVL  06/12/1906  1906  TO JOS. WENZEL
LINZMEIR  JOE  DEATH  WVL  02/15/1906  02/09/1906
LINZMEIR  CHARLES  MAR  WVL  05/25/1905  05/16/1905  TO BARBARA KOLER / BLENKER NEWS
LIPKE  KENNETH  BIRTH  WVL  12/22/1904  12/24/1897  7TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
LIPKE  FRED  DEATH  WVL  10/12/1905  10/06/1905  CHILDREN LISTED / PITTSVILLE NEWS
LIPSHOW  H. F. JR.  MAR  WVL  08/06/1903  TO AGNES S. YOUNG
LISWSKI  CLARA  BIRTH  WVL  06/22/1905  06/20/1887  18TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
LIVERNASH  MAMIE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  05/11/1905
LOBBY  F. F.  MAR  WVL  11/29/1906  11/28/1906  TO FRANCES GOUZAGOSKI
LOCH  BERTHA  MAR.LIC  WVL  04/17/1902  FRED KLUG / BOTH FROM GRAND RAPIDS
LOMBARD  GLADIS  BIRTH  WVL  03/17/1904  3/1891  13TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / BABCOCK NEWS
LOMBARD  MARION  MAR.LIC.  WVL  12/21/1905  ERVAN VAN WARNER
LOMBARD  NED H.  MAR  WVL  02/23/1905  02/15/1905  TO KATHERINE E. TREAT AT APPLETON/NEK.NEWS/ACCID.2 MAR.ISS.
LOMBARD  LOUISE CROUT  DEATH  WVL  08/20/1903  08/21/1903  77 YRS. OLD
LONG  VERNIE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/11/1906  GAILORY YULE
LONG  HARRIET  MAR  WVL  02/16/1905  02/08/1905  TO A. V. AUSTIN / PITTSVILLE NEWS
LOOCK  MINNIE  MAR  WVL  06/14/1904  GROOM NOT GIVEN / MARRIED IN CHICAGO / LOCAL NEWS
LOOMIS  LOU  MAR  WVL  09/25/1902  TO ? CHRISTEUSEN / SEE NOTICE OF BIRTH OF TRIPLETS
LOOMIS  DEATH  WVL  12/06/1906  12/02/1906  MRS. L. G. LOOMIS / 94 YRS. OLD
LOOMIS  LOU  MAR  WVL  09/25/1902  TO MR. CHRISTEUSEN / SEE BIRTH OF TRIPLETS
LORBEATSKI  JOHN  MAR  WVL  11/09/1905  11/06/1905  TO EMMAL PLISKA / CARSON NEWS
LORD  BIRTH  WVL  02/04/1904  1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. GARFIELD / VANDRIESSEN NEWS
LORD  DEATH  WVL  02/11/1904  02/05/1904  BABY OF MR./MRS. G. LORD / VANDRIESSEN NEWS
LORD  DEATH  WVL  02/18/1904  1904  INFANT DAU OF MR./MRS.O.J. LORD BURIED NOV.4/MEADOW VAL.NEWS
LORD  GARFIELD  MAR  WVL  06/18/1903  06/10/1903  TO ANNA NELSON /MAR.LIC. 11 JUNE ISS. - INITIALS W.G. LORD
LORD  LOUISE  MAR  WVL  01/08/1903  12/30/1893  TO CHAS. M. OSTER /HIS 2ND MAR. / SEE HIS OBIT.
LORD  W. G.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/11/1903  ANNA NELSON / SEE GARFIELD LORD - MAR. IN 10 JUNE ISSUE
LOSER  HARRIET  MAR  WVL  04/06/1905  04/05/1905  TO DR.WILLIAM O. BLANCHAR /MAR.LIC. & WED. SAME ISSUE
LOSEY  BIRTH  WVL  11/02/1905  1906  BABY TO MRS. LOTTIE LOSEY / SPRING CREEK NEWS
LOSHER  BIRTH  WVL  11/20/1902  11/1902  GIRL TO MR./MRS. PETER LOSHER / BABCOCK NEWS
LESHER  PETER  DEATH  WVL  09/01/1904  08/18/1904  OF TOMAH

LOVE  LEONARD  MAR  WVL  03/20/1902  03/14/1902  SON OF PETER LOVE / SCARLET FEVER

LOVE  LEE  MAR  WVL  08/18/1904  08/17/1904  TO LENAH GRESS

LOVE  RAY  MAR  WVL  06/14/1906  06/12/1906  TO GENEVIEVE HOWE AT MILWAUKEE

LOVE  BIRTH  WVL  09/14/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. LEE LOVE OF MERRILL

LOVE  FERN  BIRTH  WVL  02/16/1905  02/09/1888  17TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

LOVE  BIRTH  WVL  10/15/1903  10/07/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JAMES LOVE

LOVEJOY  REGINOLD  MAR  WVL  11/08/1906  11/05/1906  TO ETHEL MARVIN

LOVELACE  JOSEPHINE  DEATH  WVL  01/05/1905  MRS. LOVELACE / ARMINIA NEWS

LOVELACE  MAGGIE  MAR  WVL  09/28/1905  09/30/1905  TO O.F. LAW / MAR.LIC. 5 OCT. ISSUE

LOW  EMMA  MAR  WVL  12/20/1906  12/17/1906  TO FLOYD FAVELL

LUBECKE  BIRTH  WVL  12/22/1904  12/18/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. LUBECK

LUCIER  HENRY  MAR. LIC.  WVL  10/30/1902  BERTHA MCCRATH / BOTH OF GRAND RAPIDS

LUCIER  BIRTH  WVL  10/05/1905  10/04/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY LUCIER

LUDWIG  BIRTH  WVL  02/18/1904  02/15/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. MARK LUDWIG / NEKOOSA NEWS

LUDEER  BIRTH  WVL  01/26/1905  01/21/1905  GIRL TO MR. / MRS. HENRY LUEDER / BIRON NEWS

LUEFT  BRIDGET JOYCE  DEATH  WVL  08/02/1906  07/26/1906  WIFE OF JAMES LUEFT / HYPERTROPHIC CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER

LUKASZENOKI  BIRTH  WVL  10/25/1906  10/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOS. LUKASZENOKI

LUMBRY  WM.  BIRTH  WVL  10/06/1904  06/18/1828  OF ADAMS / SEE HIS DEATH - ALSO 29SEP. ISSUE

LUMBRY  WM  DEATH  WVL  09/29/1904  09/27/1904  OF ADAMS / SEE HIS BIRTH / 6 OCT. ISSUE

LUNDAY  HAZEL  BIRTH  WVL  04/06/1905  04/01/1898  7TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / PITTSVILLE NEWS

LUNDE  HANS  MAR  WVL  17/05/1906  05/12/1906  TO LIZZIE HOFER

LUTHER  BIRTH  WVL  05/18/1905  05/11/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. RALPH LUTHER

LUTZ  STELLA  MAR  WVL  08/11/1904  08/04/1904  TO GUSTAVE MICKELSON

LUTZ  HENRIETTE  DEATH  WVL  04/29/1906  04/25/1906  67 YRS. OLD

LUTZ  EMMA  MAR  WVL  11/26/1903  11/24/1903  TO EDWARD KAUS

LUTZ  MICHAEL  DEATH  WVL  11/26/1903  11/21/1903  BURIED STEVENS POINT

LYCHWEEK  BIRTH  WVL  10/06/1904  1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN LYCHWEEK

LYCHWEEK  BIRTH  WVL  10/11/1906  10/07/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN LYCHWEEK

LYCHWEEK  LOUIS  MAR  WVL  06/28/1906  06/25/1906  TO MARY HAYDOCK

LYDICK  CHARLES W.  MAR. LIC.  WVL  04/17/1902  ANNA KUETSCHER / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD

LYDICK  BIRTH  WVL  10/19/1905  10/13/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK LYDICK / VESPER NEWS

LYDICK  DEATH  WVL  10/19/1905  10/12/1905  MR. LYDICK / VESPER NEWS

LYEZYWICK  ANTHONINA  MAR  WVL  06/01/1905  05/05/1905  TO BERNARD SZYMANSKI OF NEKOOSA / MAR.LIC. & NEKOOSA NEWS

LYNN  BEN L.  MAR  WVL  04/14/1904  04/14/1904  TO LOUISE HENDERSON / NEKOOSA NEWS

LYNN  CHARLOTTE  MAR  WVL  09/22/1904  08/28/1904  TO DR. W. B. CAMPBELL

LYNN  BIRTH  WVL  10/18/1906  10/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. BEN LYNN

LYNN  CHARLOTTE  MAR  WVL  10/05/1906  TO DR. CAMPBELL / SEE HIS OBIT.

LYON  REUBEN  MAR  WVL  05/01/1902  04/26/1902  TO MISS EVA GARDNER - ITEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LYON</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>10/22/1903</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. Russell Lyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYONNAIS</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>08/04/1904</td>
<td>Boy to Mr./Mrs. Geo. Lyonnais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYONNAIS</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>07/14/1904</td>
<td>To Wm. R. Chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYONNAIS</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>09/11/1902</td>
<td>To John Zehms / See Birth Notice of Son / Personal Mention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYON</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/14/1906</td>
<td>To Hannah Heidler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYON</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/16/1905</td>
<td>Guardianship to Adelaide Craney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYONS</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>04/27/1905</td>
<td>To Mamie Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAACK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>11/17/1904</td>
<td>Girl to Rev./Mrs. Maack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAACK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/28/1906</td>
<td>Boy to Rev. &amp; Mrs. H. Maack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAACK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>01/15/1903</td>
<td>Boy to Rev. &amp; Mrs. Maack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACEAU</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>09/07/1905</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. Clement Maceau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACHELETT</td>
<td>Marriage L.I.</td>
<td>06/15/1905</td>
<td>To Catherine Radlinger of Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACK</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>03/29/1906</td>
<td>Died last week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACKINNON</td>
<td>Marriage L.A.</td>
<td>05/01/1902</td>
<td>To Julia Hansen - Married at Waupaca / NeekoosA News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>06/29/1905</td>
<td>To Julia Hansen - Married at Waupaca / NeekoosA News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADSON</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>06/19/1902</td>
<td>3/02/1843 See his Obit. - Mar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADSON</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>06/19/1902</td>
<td>To Mattie Hansen / See his Obit. / Birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAFFIT</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>01/26/1905</td>
<td>Dau. of Mr./Mrs. Theo. Maaffit / Roche-A-Cri-News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNUSEN</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>10/23/1902</td>
<td>Dau. of John Magnusen to Sam Moberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGUIRE</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>27/11/1902</td>
<td>To W. G. Slingerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHONEY</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>05/18/1905</td>
<td>To Agnes Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHUIKE</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/05/1902</td>
<td>Boy to Mr./Mrs. Frank MahuKe / Kellner News/Also 12 June Iss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAILS</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>11/05/1903</td>
<td>Drowned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIIS</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>11/05/1903</td>
<td>Drowned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALESTZKY</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>03/30/1905</td>
<td>Pittsville News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALICK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/25/1903</td>
<td>Boy to Mr./Mrs. Peter Malick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALIK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>04/21/1904</td>
<td>15th Birthday Party / Milladore News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALONE</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>01/15/1903</td>
<td>Wood Co. Board Minutes - Poor Farm Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALOY</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>09/28/1905</td>
<td>Mr. Maloy a former Babcock Res. Shot in Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCEL</td>
<td>Marriage L.</td>
<td>05/14/1903</td>
<td>Eva Rutta of Hull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDERVILLE</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>10/16/1902</td>
<td>To M. E. Stevens / See his Obit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>05/03/1906</td>
<td>66 yrs. Old / Blood Poisoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>03/29/1906</td>
<td>To Will Davie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>08/20/1903</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. John Mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANS</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>12/11/1902</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. Henry MANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANS</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>05/05/1904</td>
<td>To Chas Mayer / See her Obit. - Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANS</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/23/1905</td>
<td>Girl to Mr./Mrs. Henry Mans / NeekoosA News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANSKE</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>08/10/1905</td>
<td>To Emile Gross of Buffalo, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MANSKE
OLGA
MAR
WVL
04/29/1906
TO EMILE GROSS / SEE BIRTH OF SON

MANSKE
LIZZIE
MAR
WVL
06/15/1905
06/14/1905
TO GUST EBERIUS OF SARATOGA/MAR.LIC./HYMENEAL SEE MANSKI

MANSKI
LIZZIE
MAR
WVL
06/15/1905
06/14/1905
TO GUST EBERIUS OF SARATOGA/MAR.LIC./HYMENEAL /(MANSKE)

MANTZ
WALTER E.
MAR.LIC.
WVL
02/23/1905
MARY LANDIG

MANZ
BIRTH
WVL
07/19/1906
07/17/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST MANZ

MARCIAU
ELIDE
MAR
WVL
08/11/1904
08/11/1904
TO ARTHUR FOX

MARCIAU
ALBERT F.
MAR
WVL
07/30/1903
07/23/1903
TO GENEVIEVE CHANDLER-DAU.OF MR./MRS.V.W. CHANDLER

MARCIAU
NAZARE
DEATH
WVL
03/05/1903
03/04/1903
27 YRS.OLD / 2 LONG ARTICLES

MARCIAU
MABEL
MAR
WVL
08/24/1905
08/16/1905
TO WM. H. NUGENT OF OSHKOSH

MARCHALL
BIRTH
WVL
04/09/1903
04/08/1903
BOY TO MR./MRS. E. C. MARCHALL OF NEKOOSA

MARCHELL
DEATH
WVL
08/06/1906
08/06/1906
MRS. R. MARCHELL

MARCIAU
INGA
MAR
WVL
06/15/1905
06/11/1905
TO GODFRED SCHILLER

MARCIAU
BIRTH
WVL
06/12/1902
06/06/1902
BOY TO MR./MRS. MOSES MARCOUX / NEKOOSA NEWS

MARCIAU
GLADYS MARIE
BIRTH
WVL
204/28/1904
04/23/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. C.E.MARCOUX/NEKOOSA NEWS/BPTSM 5/05/1902 ISSUE

MARCIAU
ROSE
DEATH
WVL
05/19/1904
05/15/1904
MRS.ALEXANDER MARCOUX BORN 24/02/1836/NEKOOSA NEWS

MARCIAU
ALBERT
MAR
WVL
08/30/1906
08/27/1906
TO MARY CHOPPA / BANNS IN 16 AUG. ISSUE

MARCIAU
FRANCIS EARL
BIRTH
WVL
02/16/1905
INFANT SON OF MR./MRS.MOSES MARCOUX - BAPTISED/NEK.NEWS

MARCIAU
GLADYS MARIE
BIRTH
WVL
12/21/1905
12/15/1905
DAU.OF MR./MRS. C. E. MARCOUX / SEE HER BIRTH /NEK. NEWS

MARCIAU
GLADYS MARIE
DEATH
WVL
12/21/1905
12/15/1905
DAU.OF MR./MRS. C. E. MARCOUX / SEE HER BIRTH /NEK. NEWS

MARCIAU
LORINDA
BIRTH
WVL
10/26/1905
10/26/1895
10TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

MARGESON
FLORA
BIRTH
WVL
03/01/1906
02/27/1891
15TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

MARGESON
JOB
BIRTH
WVL
11/15/1906
11/12/1836
70TH BIRTHDAY

MARHEFKA
BIRTH
WVL
07/13/1905
07/09/1905
BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. MARHEFKA / NEK. NEWS

MARION
BIRTH
WVL
02/22/1906
02/16/1906
GIRL TO MR./MRS. FELIX MARION

MARKE
FRANK
MAR
WVL
06/02/1904
06/07/1904
TO MARY KUNDINGER /TO MARRY -AUBURNDALE NEWS/ALSO 9/06/1902

MARKHAM
L. E.
MAR
WVL
5/05/1904
05/04/1904
TO MACE CLEVELAND / BETHEL NEWS

MARKHAM
S. E.
MAR
WVL
03/24/1904
TO MACE CLEAVLAND / WEDDING CARDS OUT / BETHEL NEWS

MARGUETTE
CLEMENTS
MAR
WVL
12/20/1906
12/15/1906
MR. MARQUETTE TO DELLA SCHULTZ

MARSAU
CLEMENTS
MAR
WVL
09/08/1904
09/05/1904
TO ELLEN GOKEY / RUDOLPH NEWS

MARSAU
HENRY
BIRTH
WVL
03/02/1905
03/24/1895
10TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / RUDOLPH NEWS

MARSFCH
BIRTH
WVL
03/29/1906
03/22/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. NICK MARSEAU

MARSHALL
RAYMOND ELLIOT
DEATH
WVL
02/22/1906
06/30/1906

MARSHALL
BIRTH
WVL
04/24/1905
08/16/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. E. C. MARSHALL / NEKOOSA NEWS

MARSHALL
ELLiot C.
MAR
WVL
08/31/1905
1901
TO GRACE KEYES / SEE HER OBIT.- MARSHALL

MARSHALL
GRACE
OBIT
WVL
08/31/1905
08/26/1905
SEE HER BIRTHMAR.- KEYES

MARTEN
EDITH
MAR
WVL
11/26/1903
11/26/1903
TO JOHN HOOTEN

MARTIN
BIRTH
WVL
04/28/1904
1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN MARTIN
MARTIN BIRTH WVL 03/01/1906 02/27/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILL MARTIN
MARTIN BIRTH WVL 04/12/1906 04/10/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. MARTIN
MARTIN MOLLIE MAR WVL 05/31/1906 05/28/1906 TO EDWARD HODEN
MARTIN SAMUEL R. MAR WVL 06/21/1906 06/20/1906 TO MAMIE M. YESKE
MARTIN DEATH WVL 03/05/1903 2/1903 MRS. MARTIN DIED AT STRONGS PRAIRIE
MARTIN CHAS MAR WVL 12/03/1903 11/26/1903 TO ELLA JACOBY
MARTIN JOHN MAR.LIC. WVL 04/16/1903 BERTHA GESSELT OF THE TOWN OF LINCOLN
MARTIN THERESA MAR.LIC. WVL 04/12/1903 WILLIAM SPARKS
MARTIN BIRTH WVL 04/06/1905 4/04/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. HONORA MARTIN OF PORT EDWARDS
MARTIN BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 01/20/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHARLEY MARTIN / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
MARTIN EMELINE E. MAR.LIC. WVL 11/09/1905 DAVID H. POWERS
MARTINEZ ARTHUR MAR WVL 01/28/1904 SHE RELATED TO MRS. J. D. WITTER / STOPPED IN GRND. RAPIDS
MARTINI JOHN DEATH WVL 11/12/1903 11/09/1903 84 YRS. OLD DIED AT NORTHERN HOSP., OSHKOSH / BORN IN GERMANY
MARTINI AGNES MAR WVL 11/30/1905 TO FRED KIMBALL - TO BE MARRIED IN JANUARY
MARTIN ETHEL MAR WVL 11/08/1906 11/05/1906 TO REGINOLD LOVEJOY
MARTIN DEATH WVL 08/17/1905 8/1905 MRS. A. B. MARVIN / NEKOOSA NEWS
MARTIN BIRTH WVL 05/11/1905 1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CLARENCE MARVIN / MATHER NEWS
MARX CHAS. MAR.LIC. WVL 11/09/1905 MARTHA MASLOFF
MARZYNSKI MARY MAR WVL 10/22/1903 10/19/1903 TO FRANK TOMCYCK
MASCHE BIRTH WVL 10/13/1904 10/11/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN MASCHA
MASLOFF MARTHA MAR.LIC. WVL 11/09/1905 CHAS. MARX
MASON BIRTH WVL 07/26/1906 07/22/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. MIKE MASON
MASON JOSEPH A. BIRTH WVL 10/11/1903 5/05/1828 BORN BAINBIDGE, OHIO / SEE HIS DEATH
MASON JOSEPH A. DEATH WVL 1/01/1903 12/25/1902 SEE HIS BIRTH
MASSE DEATH WVL 05/18/1905 05/12/1905 MRS. A. MASSE / 68 YRS. OLD / CHILDREN LISTED
MATEJOVITZ ROBERT MAR WVL 04/23/1904 04/17/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOE J. MATEJOVITZ OF MILLADORE
MATHER ROBERT DEATH WVL 06/25/1903 COUNTY BOARD REPORT
MATHERS ROBERT DEATH WVL 07/26/1906 07/22/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. MIKE MASON
MATHERS ROBERT DEATH WVL 03/19/1903 03/14/1903
MATHERSON WESLEY DEATH WVL 11/08/1906 11/06/1906 ALSO SEE 15 NOV. - PITTSVILLE NEWS
MATHERSON ROSE MAR WVL 03/19/1903 03/15/1903 TO EDWIN R. PARKS
MATOWITZ JOE MAR.LIC. WVL 10/26/1905 ANNIE KOPP
MATTHEWS RAYMOND MAR WVL 10/13/1904 1904 TO BE BRIDE NOT NAMED / ALSO BIRON NEWS - 27/10/1902 ISS.
MATTHEWS ROBERT BIRTH WVL 04/21/1904 04/15/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. EMIL MATTHEWS
MATTHEWS C. J. MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/23/1904 TO MILDRED FORD
MATTHEWS BIRTH WVL 11/08/1906 11/05/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. C. MATTHEWS
McCollin
WM
MAR.LIC. WVL
08/23/1906
MAGGIE HENJUM

McConnel
DAN
DEATH WVL
12/11/1902
12/05/1902
TO LILLIAN KENNEDY

Mc Connell
JOHN
MAR WVL
10/22/1903
10/19/1903
TO M. H. MULLEN

McConnell
MAUDE
MAR. LIC. WVL
12/18/1902
68 YRS. OLD

McCooog
ANNIE
MAR.LIC. WVL
01/26/1905
ELMER C. CROTTEE / BOTH OF RUDOLPH

Mc Cord
MYRON H.
MAR WVL
08/18/1904
08/10/1904
TO MARY EMMA WINSLOW

McCormick
LOUISE
MAR WVL
05/24/1906
10/05/1862
TO JOHN MCCARTHY / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.

McCormick
ARTHUR
DEATH WVL
03/23/1905
3/1905
RAILROAD ACCIDENT IN MONTANA

McCrellis
BIRTH WVL
03/15/1906
03/10/1906
GIRL TO MR./MRS. O. H. Mccreells

McCrellis
BIRTH WVL
04/19/1906
04/10/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. EDSON MccRELLIS

McDermott
MARGARET
DEATH WVL
03/06/1902
03/05/1902
MR. AT THOMAS LAUGHLIN HOME IN OCONOMOWOC, WI / COAT GAS

McDonald
JAMEL
DEATH WVL
09/27/1906
9/1906
DIED IN MERRILL

McDonough
JAMES
DEATH WVL
04/02/1903
03/29/1903
49 YRS. OLD / BORN IN NEW YORK

McDougal
DOUGAL
DEATH WVL
07/20/1905
07/18/1905
CHILDREN LISTED / NEK. NEWS / SEE OBIT. BIRTH / MAR. 3 AUG ARMY NEWS NW

McDougal
DOUGAL
OBIT WVL
08/03/1905
07/18/1905
HIS BIRTH / MAR. - ARMY NEWS / DEATH 20 JULY NEK. NEWS

McDougal
DOUGAL
BIRTH WVL
08/03/1905
02/28/1824
SEE HIS BIRTH / MAR. - ARMENIA NEWS / DEATH 20 JULY ISSUE

McFarland
MARY JANE
MAR WVL
11/29/1906
11/27/1906
TO HENRY PELERSELL / SEE HER OBIT. - PELERSELL

McFarlane
JESSIE L.
MAR WVL
12/21/1905
12/20/1905
TO RAYMOND R. WILLIAMS / MAR.LIC. & HYMENAL / SAME DATE

McFarlin
ALEX
MAR WVL
10/27/1904
10/24/1904
TO EMMA JEFFERSON / NEW ROME NEWS

McGrath
BERTHA
MAR LIC. WVL
10/30/1902
10/30/1902
TO STELLA DANA WEEKS AT APPLETON

McGillas
JOHN
DEATH WVL
10/08/1903
10/03/1903
88 YR. OLD MOTHER OF MRS. JANE GAYNOR / ALSO SEE 26 NOV. ISS.

McKeller
F. L.
MAR WVL
06/21/1906
06/21/1906
TO STELLA DANA WEEKS AT APPLETON

McKinley
MARY
MAR WVL
02/09/1905
TO HARRY BUCHANAN - 40 YRS. AGO / SEE HIS OBIT. - NEKOOSA NEWS

McGrath
BETHA
MAR. LIC. WVL
10/30/1902
10/30/1902
TO STELLA DANA WEEKS AT APPLETON

McGrath
DENNIS
DEATH WVL
07/26/1906
7/1906
FATHER OF MRS. W. J. CONWAY / DIED AT MONROE, WI

McGrath
HANNAH
MAR WVL
01/26/1905
02/04/1905
TO WILLIAM J. CONWAY - TO BE MARRIED

McKeller
BIRTH WVL
10/22/1903
10/18/1903
TO MR./MRS. ERNEST MCKELLIPS

McKercher
SAMANTHA
DEATH WVL
01/21/1904
01/13/1904
MRS. DONALD McKERCHER / NASONVILLE NEWS

McKercher
KATE
MAR WVL
11/22/1903
11/21/1906
TO IRVING O. MILLS AT WAUSAU

McKercher
DAN
MAR WVL
06/08/1905
05/31/1905
TO LOUISE DENEE OF MERRILL

McKillery
F. L.
MAR WVL
06/21/1906
06/21/1906
TO STELLA DANA WEEKS AT APPLETON

McKinley
MARY
MAR WVL
02/09/1905
TO HARRY BUCHANAN - 40 YRS. AGO / SEE HIS OBIT. - NEKOOSA NEWS
McLADE  MAR WVL 02/01/1906 TO STELLA - DAU. OF F.X. & HARRIET CROTTEAU/SEE DAD'S OBIT.

McLAUGHLIN  KATHLEEN  BIRTH WVL 05/01/1902 11/1902 6 MOS. DAU. OF SHERIFF & MRS. JAMES McLAUGHLIN/SEE DEATH

McLAUGHLIN  KATHLEEN  DEATH WVL 05/01/1902 04/24/1902 FROM PNEUMONIA & MEASLES COMPL./SEE HER BIRTH

McLAUGHLIN  WILLIE  BIRTH WVL 10/23/1902 1893 9 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. HUGH McLAUGHLIN/SEE DEATH/PITTS.NEW

McLAUGHLIN  WILLIE  DEATH WVL 10/23/1902 10/1902 DUE TO DIPHTHERIA/SEE HIS BIRTH/PITTSVILLE NEWS

McLAUGHLIN  BIRTH WVL 07/28/1904 07/22/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JAMES McLAUGHLIN

McLAUGHLIN  BURTON  BIRTH WVL 05/12/1904 08/17/1904 SEE HIS DEATH

McLAUGHLIN  BIRTH WVL 05/01/1902 11/1902 6 MOS. DAU. OF SHERIFF & MRS. JAMES McLAUGHLIN/SEE DEATH

McLAUGHLIN  DEATH WVL 05/01/1902 04/24/1902 FROM PNEUMONIA & MEASLES COMPL./SEE HER BIRTH

McLEAN  WM.  MAR WVL 01/14/1904 TO AMANDA WILSON / SEE HER OBIT. - MCLEAN

McLEAN  BIRTH WVL 02/15/1906 02/10/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. THOS. MCLEAN

McLEAN  BIRTH WVL 03/08/1906 03/02/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. WALLACE McLEAN

McLEAN  DEATH WVL 03/02/1905 02/27/1905 6 WEEK OLD SON OF MR./MRS. WALLACE McLEAN / NEKOOSA NEWS

McLEAN  NETTIE  BIRTH WVL 04/06/1905 04/03/1895 10TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS

McMAHON  JOHN E.  BIRTH WVL 10/06/1904 04/25/1841 SEE HIS DEATH

McMAHON  JOHN E.  DEATH WVL 10/06/1904 09/25/1904 DIED IN ADAMS CO. / SEE HIS BIRTH

McMAHON  JOHN  DEATH WVL 03/08/1906 FUNERAL AT MARSHFIELD / DROWNED AT SAUK CITY, MINN.

McMATHON  ELLA  MAR.LIC. WVL 03/12/1903 OMZA MULOCK OF LINDSEY

McMILLAN  ISABELLE  DEATH WVL 01/07/1904 01/02/1904 90 YR. OLD MOTHER OF GEO. & ARCHIE McMILLAN

McMORRAN  WILLIAM  MAR WVL 01/12/1905 12/26/1904 TO ELLEN BENNETT / FORMER TEACHER IN GRAND RAPIDS

McNICOL  COLIN  DEATH WVL 02/23/1905 2/1905 OF VESPER

McRAITH  FRANCIS  DEATH WVL 07/27/1905 07/23/1905 33 YR. OLD SON OF M.J. McRAITH

McSTRACK  RAYMOND LEE  BIRTH WVL 09/01/1904 07/21/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. MIKE McSTRACK / NEKOOSA NEWS

McSTRACK  FERNIE  BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/16/1893 13TH BIRTHDAY

METVASH  BIRTH WVL 09/17/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALEX METVASH

MEAD  GEO.  MAR WVL 10/20/1904 10/18/1899 MR./MRS. MEAD - 5TH WEDDING ANNIV.

MEADE  STANTON  BIRTH WVL 09/06/1906 09/03/1906 6TH BIRTHDAY

MEADE  BIRTH WVL 03/05/1903 02/28/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEO. MEADE

MEDDAUGH  MATHEW C.  DEATH WVL 11/05/1903 11/03/1903 43 YRS. OLD LEAVES WIFE & 1 EIGHT YR. OLD SON

MENORD  MAR.  WVL 05/31/1906 05/22/1906 TO MR./MRS. ROBERT MENORD

MERCEW  WM. J.  MAR WVL 02/19/1903 02/11/1903 TO THERESA PLOWMAN

MERCER  JAMES R.  MAR.LIC. WVL 09/20/1906 ELLA SOFLET
MERICLE  ANNA  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/21/1906  JAY WEAVER

MERRICK  BIRTH  WVL  04/16/1903  04/09/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. CLIFFORD MERRICK

MERRICK  N. N.  DEATH  WVL  02/09/1905  01/25/1905  MEADOW VALLEY NEWS

MERRILL  EMMA  DEATH  WVL  12/27/1906  12/26/1906  TUBERCULAR PERITONITIS

MERRIMAN  HORACE  DIVORCE  WVL  06/12/1902  DIVORCE GRANTED TO MRS. EVA MERRIMAN / MARR.- 1880

MERRIMAN  EVA  DIVORCE  WVL  06/12/1902  DIVORCE FROM HORACE MERRIMAN / MAR. 1880

MERRITT  JOHN  DEATH  WVL  10/06/1904  10/02/1904  OF PITTSVILLE

MERSCH  FRED  MAR  WVL  08/04/1904  08/01/1904  TO TRESSA KUGEL / JUNCTION CITY NEWS

MERSCH  DEATH  WVL  07/16/1903  07/15/1903  FATHER OF A LARGE FAMILY

MERSCH  FRANK  MAR  WVL  11/23/1905  11/28/1905  TO MARIE KUGEL OF RUDOLPH/MAR.LIC. / ALSO RUDOLPH NEWS

MERSCHE  BIRTH  WVL  07/13/1905  1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED MERSCHE / CARSON NEWS

MESHEK  DEATH  WVL  08/16/1906  08/13/1906  MR. MESHEK

MESKIE  BERT  DEATH  WVL  04/10/1902  MURDERED INTERED AT SUPERIOR WHERE BODY FOUND/BABCOCK NEWS

MESKIE  BIRTH  WVL  02/04/1904  01/28/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. A. MESKIE / DEXTERVILLE NEWS

MESTELZ  WILLIAM  MAR  WVL  10/19/1905  10/17/1905  TO ANNA HAASE / NEKOOSA NEWS

METCALFE  BIRTH  WVL  09/10/1903  09/03/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. H. METCALFE

METZGER  BIRTH  WVL  10/22/1903  10/18/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. B. METZGER

MEUNIER  JOE  BIRTH  WVL  5/05/1904  1847  BORN QUEBEC, CANADA / SEE HIS DEATH

MEUNIER  JOE  DEATH  WVL  5/05/1904  04/30/1904  SEE HIS BIRTH

MEUNIER  LOUISE  MAR  WVL  05/05/1904  1893  TO ANNA WHITHELM / SEE HIS BIRTH/DEATH

MEUNIER  LOUISE  MAR  WVL  07/20/1905  07/25/1905  TO EARL WEAVER / SEE HER OBIT. - WEAVER

MEW  MARTHA  MAR  WVL  10/27/1904  10/25/1904  TO GEORGE REIMER / RUDOLPH NEWS

MEYER  HAROLD WILLIAM  DEATH  WVL  02/22/1906  02/20/1906  INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. AUGUST MEYER

MEYER  BIRTH  WVL  07/23/1903  1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. MEYER OF MILLADORE

MEYER  BIRTH  WVL  04/20/1905  4 YR. OLD GIRL ADOPTED BY MR./MRS. ALBERT MEYER/KELLNER NEWS

MEYER  GEORGE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  06/15/1905  SARAH BOLSTER

MEYERS  LOUIS  MAR  WVL  06/23/1904  06/21/1904  TO HATTIE SCHULTZ / NEKOOSA NEWS

MEYERS  BIRTH  WVL  09/20/1906  9/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. LOUIS MEYERS

MEYERS  BIRTH  WVL  03/12/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. MEYERS OF NEKOOSA

MEYERS  DEATH  WVL  10/05/1905  10/04/1905  INFANT OF MR./MRS. EUGENE MEYERS

MEYERS  BIRTH  WVL  01/26/1905  1905  BABY TO MR./MRS. HARRY MEYERS / PITTSVILLE NEWS

MEYERS  BIRTH  WVL  02/23/1905  2/1905  3 WK. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. LOUIS MEYERS BAPTISED/NEKOOSA NEWS

MEYERS  BIRTH  WVL  2/02/1905  01/29/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. LOUIS MEYERS / NEKOOSA NEWS

MEYERS  MARY  MAR  WVL  04/13/1905  04/11/1905  TO OTTO KRENHK/ MAR.LIC. - ALSO SEE PORT EDWARDS NEWS

MICHAELS  MARY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  09/28/1905  CHAS. NEUMANN OF MILWAUKEE

MICHLISKE  MARY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  08/30/1906  NICKLOS BRITTEN

MICKELSON  BIRTH  WVL  04/28/1904  04/25/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. OTTO MICKELSON

MICKELSON  GUSTAVE  MAR  WVL  08/11/1904  08/04/1904  TO STELLA LUTZ

MICKELSON  BLANCHE  MAR  WVL  07/26/1906  7/1906  TO MARCELLE McCarty
MICKLESON HOWARD BARNES
BIRTH WVL 3/03/1904 08/22/1889 BORN IN LATIN, NB TO MR./MRS. O.E. MICKLESON / SEE HIS DEATH

MICKLESON HOWARD BARNES
DEATH WVL 3/03/1904 02/25/1904 ACCID. SHOT / SEE HIS BIRTH / ALSO 31/02/1904 ISSUE

MICZIVA SIMON
DEATH WVL 12/07/1905 11/26/1905 HIT BY TRAIN / BLENKER NEWS

MILBRADT DEATH WVL 03/15/1906 03/09/1906 MRS. JULIUS MILBRADT - 39 YRS. OLD / CONSUMPTION

MILKE NANCY
MAR WVL 06/21/1906 06/20/1906 TO ROY BRULEY / MAR.LIC. 7 JUNE ISSUE

MILLARD BIRTH WVL 07/17/1902 7/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. BERT WILLARD

MILLARD HERMAN DEATH WVL 04/06/1905 03/31/1905 CHILDREN LISTED

MILLENAH FRANK MAR WVL 11/09/1905 10/12/1891 TO LOTTIE DREW / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.

MILLENAH FRANK BIRTH WVL 11/09/1905 02/18/1905 BROTHER OF FRED MILLENBAH / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.

MILLENAH FRANK OBIT WVL 11/09/1905 11/05/1905 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR.

MILLENAUGH SARAH BIRTH WVL 10/05/1905 1852 SEE HER MAR.-MILLENAUGH / HER OBIT.- RAATH

MILLENAUGH SARAH MAR WVL 10/05/1905 10/05/1905 TO WILLIAM RAATH / RAATH

MILLER DELBERT DEATH WVL 11/13/1902 12/1873 SON OF MR./MRS. WM. MILLER - SEE HIS DEATH

MILLER DELBERT BIRTH WVL 11/13/1902 11/08/1902 HEMORRHAGE OF LUNGS / SEE HIS BIRTH MORE INFORMATION

MILLER BIRTH WVL 5/05/1904 1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. MILLER/HANSEN NEWS/CHRSTNG-2/06/1902

MILLER BIRTH WVL 11/03/1904 10/29/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HERMAN MILLER

MILLER BIRTH WVL 10/27/1904 10/20/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. P. MILLER

MILLER ANNA MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/15/1904 TO WILLIAM OST OF REEDSBURG

MILLER AUGUST MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/25/1904 TO MYRTEL WHITE

MILLER CARRIE MAR WVL 07/21/1904 07/09/1904 TO CHARLES S. WHITTLESEY

MILLER GRACE MAR WVL 10/27/1904 10/20/1904 TO FRANK DOWNING / DEXTERVILLE NEWS

MILLER PLAIN MAR WVL 04/14/1904 4/1904 TO MINNIE BERHAND / KELLNER NEWS

MILLER BIRTH WVL 05/03/1906 1906 GIRL TO GEO.& SARAH (WINEGAR) MILLER OF MICHIGAN

MILLER BIRTH WVL 08/02/1906 08/01/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. AUG. MILLER

MILLER BIRTH WVL 09/06/1906 09/05/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. LEWIS MILLER

MILLER BIRTH WVL 12/27/1906 12/24/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. MILLER

MILLER ALFRED MAR WVL 10/25/1906 10/18/1906 TO F. FRITZ / BRIDE'S FIRST NAME NOT GIVEN

MILLER ERNEST MAR WVL 06/21/1906 06/14/1906 TO CARRIE TUMM

MILLER GALBRAITH JR. MAR WVL 06/14/1906 06/12/1906 TO RUBY ASCH AT MILWAUKEE

MILLER GEO. MAR WVL 05/03/1906 05/03/1906 TO SARAH WINEGAR - SEE BIRTH OF DAUGHTER

MILLER MATILDA MAR WVL 05/03/1906 04/26/1906 TO FRANK ORCUTT

MILLER CAROLINE MAR WVL 11/26/1903 11/19/1903 TO HERMAN RHODE / GIFTS LISTED

MILLER BIRTH WVL 03/09/1905 03/08/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST MILLER

MILLER AMELIA MAR.LIC. WVL 10/26/1905 JOHN TURNER

MILLER CARL E. MAR.LIC. WVL 03/09/1905 BESSIE B. HILTON

MILLER GEO. H. MAR.LIC. WVL 12/28/1905 INA FULLER OF CRANMOOR

MILLER GUY H. MAR WVL 04/13/1905 04/12/1905 TO FLORENCY GRAGG OF MARSHFIELD

MILLER HERMAN DEATH WVL 03/02/1905 02/27/1905 SUICIDE / HANCOCK NEWS

MILLER GEO. MAR WVL 05/03/1906 TO SARAH WINEGAR / SEE BIRTH OF A DAU.
MILLS IRVING O. MAR WVL 11/22/1906 11/21/1906 TO KATE MCKERCHER AT WAUSAU
MILLS PHOEBE A. DEATH WVL 02/15/1906 02/07/1906 85 YRS. 7 MONTHS AND 8 DAYS OLD
MILLS WM OBIT. WVL 09/13/1906 09/05/1906 ALSO SEE OBIT IN 13 SEP. ISSUE
MILNE W. C. MAR. LIC. WVL 10/23/1902 OF BABCOCK / MISS MAYME L. FITZGERALD OF WAUSAU
MILNER EMORY MAR WVL 03/22/1906 03/20/1906 TO MATTIE KNEP
MINAHAN DEATH WVL 01/18/1906 01/15/1906 SON OF MR./MRS. ALEX MINDAK / LIVED ONLY A FEW HOURS
MINNEHAN GEORGE BIRTH WVL 03/20/1902 1851 51ST BIRTHDAY PARTY
MINTA MARY MAR WVL 09/22/1904 09/19/1904 TO FRANK SMOLAREK
MISCOL BIRTH WVL 05/07/1903 05/02/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. HUGH MISCOL
MISCOLL HUGH L. MAR WVL 06/26/1902 1/1902 OF PORT EDWARDS TO MISS MARGARET KEISER OF SAND HILL
MITCHELL BIRTH WVL 11/10/1904 11/09/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. NASH MITCHELL / PITTSVILLE NEWS
MITCHELL LOUISA MAR WVL 03/17/1904 TO WILLIAM TORRENCE
MIX GUS DEATH WVL 03/22/1906 03/15/1906 19 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. FRANK MIX / ADDISON'S DISEASE
MLSNA CHAS. MAR WVL 10/18/1906 10/16/1906 TO MARTHA HINZ / MAR.LIC. - 4 OCT. ISSUE
MLSNA JAMES MAR WVL 05/28/1903 05/26/1903 TO ANNA DIESBURG / MAR.LIC. 7 MAY ISSUE
MOBERG BIRTH WVL 09/08/1904 1886 DAL.OF MR./MRS. PETER MOBERG /SEE HER OBIT.-MRS. WORLUND
MOBERG BIRTH WVL 10/11/1906 10/06/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ELMER MOBERG
MOBERG BIRTH WVL 12/17/1903 12/14/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. ELMER MOBERG
MOBERG BIRTH WVL 08/10/1905 08/03/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. ELMER MOBERG
MOEHLKE BIRTH WVL 09/17/1903 09/10/1903 13 LB. SON TO MR./MRS. CHAS. MOEHLKE
MOELLER BIRTH WVL 06/26/1906 1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. MARTIN MOELLER
MOELLER BIRTH WVL 02/18/1904 02/13/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. PONTIUS MOELLER / NEKOOSA NEWS
MOELLER IDA BIRTH WVL 06/01/1906 06/21/1906 BOY TO W. A. PAFF AT MILWAUKEE
MOHNKE BIRTH WVL 05/07/1903 05/03/1903 INFANT OF MR./MRS. HENRY MOHNKE -LIVED FEW HOURS (MAHNKE)
MOLINSKI BIRTH WVL 12/31/1903 12/27/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN MOLINSKI
MOLITSKI BIRTH WVL 06/15/1905 06/09/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN MOLITSKI
MONDORE WM. DEATH WVL 03/09/1905 03/04/1905 SON-IN-LAW OF MRS. THOS. BOVA / NEKOOSA NEWS
MONIAN BIRTH WVL 03/19/1903 TO BOY MR./MRS. JOSEPH MONIAN
MONK DEATH WVL 02/22/1904 02/21/1904 INFANT CHILD OF MR./MRS.FRANK MONK / KELLNER NEWS
MONK BIRTH WVL 02/09/1905 01/31/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. F. MONK / KELLNER NEWS
MONKE BIRTH WVL 04/14/1904 04/11/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. MONKE
MONKE BIRTH WVL 04/19/1906 04/15/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. MONKE (LAST NAME REALLY MANKE)
MONKE BIRTH WVL 12/13/1906 12/08/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK MONKE (LAST NAME IS REALLY MANKE)
MOORE BIRTH WVL 07/28/1904 07/20/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRED MOORE /MOM FORMER NINA DEMARALS
MOORE ALICE MAR WVL 04/05/1906 4/1906 TO JACK JEFFERSON / STATES TO BE MARRIED THIS WEEK
MOORE BIRTH WVL 04/09/1903 47 YRS. OLD
MOORE BIRTH WVL 09/14/1905 09/14/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. A. MOORE
MULLEN        WM. H.                MAR. LIC.  WVL  12/18/1902  MAUDE McCONNELL
MULLEN        MARTIN               MAR  WVL  06/30/1904  06/22/1904  TO PEARLE OSGOOD /ALSO SARATOGA NEWS SAME ISSUE
MULLEN        JOHN                 DEATH  WVL  07/12/1906  7/1906  HOTEL FIRE IN LIBBY, MONTANA /ALSO SEE 19 JULY ISSUE
MULLEN        MARTIN               OBIT  WVL  05/17/1906  05/12/1906  85 YR. OLD WIFE OF PATRICK MULLEN - MAR.1855
MULLEN        PATRICK              MAR  WVL  05/17/1906  1855  TO MARY ? / SEE HER OBIT. - MULLEN
MULLEN        SUSAN                 MAR  WVL  09/03/1903  TO FRED COLE /SEE 10 SEP ISSUE FOR CORRECTION
MULLEN        BIRTH                WVL  05/25/1905  05/23/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. MARTIN MULLEN OF SARATOGA
MULLEN        THOMAS E.            ANNIVERSARY WVL  10/19/1905  10/17/1892  13TH WED. ANNIV. OF MR./MRS. MULLEN
MULLER        ALIX J.              DEATH  WVL  04/21/1904  04/20/1904  29 YR.OLD DAU. OF J.B. MULLER
MULOCK        OMZA M.              MAR  WVL  03/12/1903  TO ELLA McMAThON OF NASONVILLE
MULROY        MARY                 OBIT  WVL  09/27/1906  09/23/1906  SEE HER MAR. - DACEY
MULROY        P.                    MAR  WVL  09/27/1906  1869  TO MARY DACEY / SEE HER OBIT. - MULROY
MULROY        BIRTH                WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY (DARCY) MULROY /SEE HER MAR. - MULROY
MULROY        MAR                   WVL  09/27/1906  TO ARTHUR BARCLAY /SEE OBIT OF MARY MULROY HER MOM
MULROY        AGNES                 BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY MULROY / SEE OBIT. OF MARY MULROY HER MOM
MULROY        ARTHUR                BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  SON OF P. & MARY (DARCY) MULROY /SEE HIS MOM'S OBIT.  
MULROY        CHARLEY               BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  SON OF P. & MARY (DARCY) MULROY / SEE MOM'S OBIT.
MULROY        KATIE                 BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY MULROY / SEE MOM'S OBIT.
MULROY        LORETTA               BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY MULROY / SEE MOM'S OBIT.
MULROY        MAGGIE                BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY MULROY / SEE MOM'S OBIT.
MULROY        MAUD                  BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY MULROY / SEE MOM'S OBIT.
MULROY        MAY                   BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY MULROY / SEE MOM'S OBIT.
MULROY        PETRONELLA            BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY MULROY / SEE MOM'S OBIT.
MULROY        WALTER                BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  DAU. OF P. & MARY MULROY / SEE MOM'S OBIT.
MUNGER         BIRTH                WVL  11/26/1903  11/25/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. FRED MUNDIGER OF PORT EDWARDS
MUNDINGER      ANNA                  MAR  WVL  07/02/1903  06/30/1903  TO CHARLEY LEVERENCE
MUNDT          LYDIA                 MAR. LIC.  WVL  12/18/1902  OLE WARNER
MUNDT          MARTHA                MAR  WVL  11/27/1902  11/20/1902  TO CHARLES PETER /BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
MUNDT          AUGUSTA               MAR. LIC.  WVL  08/30/1906  AUGUST HETZE
MUNGER         ALICE                 MAR  WVL  07/07/1904  07/04/1904  TO PERCY GEORGE /SPRING CREEK NO.2 & NEKOOSA NEWS
MUNROE         BIRTH                WVL  12/23/1903  12/26/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. G. H. MUNROE OF KELLNER
MURATROY       MABEL                 MAR  WVL  07/02/1903  06/25/1903  TO P. E. FARR OF SEATTLE, WA
MURRAY         BIRTH                WVL  09/18/1902  9/1902  BOY TO MR./MRS. DELL MURRAY /PITTSVILLE NEWS
MURRAY         DIAMOND DICK          BIRTH  WVL  10/02/1902  YNGST.SON OF FRANK MURRAY /BIG FLATS NEWS/TELLS WHY NAME
MURRAY         BIRTH                WVL  02/22/1906  1906  BABY TO MR./MRS. W. R. MURRAY
MURRAY         DEATH                WVL  11/30/1905  1905  FROM KILBOURN /FATHER OF DELL & ELLIS MURRAY/PITTSVILLE NEWS
MURYR          ALBERT N.             MAR. LIC.  WVL  06/18/1903  SARAH E. MURYR
MURYR          SARAH E.              MAR. LIC.  WVL  06/18/1903  ALBERT N. MURYR
MURTON         J. R.                 MAR  WVL  01/04/1906  12/27/1905  REV. MURTON MARRIED AT WILD ROSE / NO BRIDE'S NAME GIVEN
MYERS GEORGE P. DEATH WVL 07/12/1906 07/09/1906 19 YRS. OLD / CONSUMPTION
MYERS CHRIS MAR WVL 11/19/1903 11/16/1903 TO CLARA KELLING
MYERS WILL DEATH WVL 08/17/1905 1905 ROCHE-A-CRI-NEWS
NACH BIRTH WVL 05/25/1905 1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. EMIL NACHT OF SENECA /ALSO NEKOOSA NEWS
NASH FLORENCE DEATH WVL 06/19/1902 06/14/1902 DAU. OF MR./MRS. FRANK NASH DUE TO DIPHTHERIA
NASH MARGURITE MAR WVL 09/11/1902 9/1902 TO JOHN GREGOR AT TACOMA, WA / PERSONAL MENTION
NASH BIRTH WVL 11/03/1904 11/02/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. GUY OF SHANAGOLDEN
NASH BIRTH WVL 06/02/1904 05/31/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. P. NASH / NEKOOSA NEWS
NASH LAWRENCE E. MAR WVL 10/20/1904 10/11/1904 TO VIOLA GARRISON
NASH MILDRED BIRTH WVL 04/21/1904 04/19/1897 DAU.OF MR./MRS.J.P.NASH - 7TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS
NASH NORA DEATH WVL 09/22/1904 09/18/1904 82 YRS. OLD
NASH EDITH MAR WVL 05/17/1906 05/16/1906 TO MASON C. BRAMHAM
NASH DEATH WVL 02/12/1903 02/08/1903 79 YR.OLD WIFE OF PATRICK NASH /FROM SIGEL /7 SONS & 1 DAU.
NASH BIRTH WVL 04/23/1903 04/21/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK NASH OF NEKOOSA
NASH GUY MAR WVL 07/02/1903 06/30/1903 TO FLORENCE PHILLEO
NASH BIRTH WVL 09/28/1905 09/23/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. LAWRENCE NASH OF ST. LOUIS, MO
NASH BIRTH WVL 03/30/1905 03/24/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. MIKE NASH / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
NASH BIRTH WVL 06/08/1905 1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. NASH
NASH THOMAS E. MAR WVL 07/20/1905 07/22/1905 TO ANNA E. ZASTROW OF TOMAHAWK /ALSO 27 JULY ISSUE
NASH EDITH ENGAGEMENT WVL 12/28/1905 TO M. C. BRAMHAM
NASON WARREN MAR.LIC. WVL 02/08/1906 HATTIE REIDEL
NASON BIRTH WVL 01/29/1905 12/22/1903 TWIN GIRLS TO MR./MRS. BERT NASON OF UNITY
NASON BIRTH WVL 08/03/1905 08/30/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. BERT NASON
NATWICK JULIA DEATH WVL 07/26/1906 07/25/1906 78 YRS. OLD
NATWICK BIRTH WVL 07/13/1905 1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOE NATWICK / PITTSVILLE NEWS
NATWICK MAR WVL 06/29/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOSEPH NATWICK OF BALTIMORE,MARYLAND
NATWICK JOE MAR WVL 07/13/1905 TO MILDRED DAWES/SEE BIRTH OF CHILD-NATWICK/PITTSVILLE NEWS
NATWICK JOSEPH MAR WVL 06/29/1905 TO MILLIE DAWES / SEE BIRTH OF THEIR CHILD
NAVIDOWSKI FRANK MAR.LIC. WVL 08/06/1903 AGNES PRIESS OF SENECA
NECHER GOTTLEIB DEATH WVL 06/29/1905 06/25/1905 35 YRS. OLD
NECKER WILL MAR WVL 05/12/1904 05/04/1904 TO MARIE PASSINEAU / NEKOOSA NEWS
NEDDISEN BIRTH WVL 12/22/1904 12/19/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WALTER NEDDISEN OF KELLNER
NEDDLESSEN BIRTH WVL 01/05/1905 12/25/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WALTER NEDDLESSEN / KELLNER NEWS
NEDDESSEN BIRTH WVL 03/16/1905 DAU. OF MR./MRS. W. NEDDESSEN CHRISTENSEN / KELLNER NEWS
NEIMAN BIRTH WVL 11/17/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GUS NEIMAN
NEIMAN BIRTH WVL 08/06/1906 08/31/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GUS NEIMAN
NEIMAN AUGUST MAR WVL 12/03/1903 11/26/1903 TO IDA LINDEMAN
NEIMAN NINA DEATH WVL 03/09/1905 03/08/1905 4 MONTH OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. GUST NEIMAN
NEINAS  HENRY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/26/1905  ALVINE COLE
NEITZEL  BIRTH  WVL  04/29/1906  04/19/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. EMILE NEITZEL
NEITZEL  LOUIS  MAR  WVL  10/26/1905  10/24/1905  TO SOPHIE ARNDT OF FIVE MILE CREEK
NELSON  H. R.  MAR  WVL  12/25/1902  12/24/1902  TO TILLIE HELKE
NELSON  BIRTH  WVL  01/07/1904  12/29/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. HANS NELSON/KELLNER NEWS/CHRSTNG 25/02 ISSUE
NELSON  MAR  WVL  01/21/1904  01/14/1904  DR. NELSON TO ADDA SHERMAN / NASONVILLE NEWS
NELSON  BIRTH  WVL  07/05/1906  1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. H. R. NELSON
NELSON  MARY  MAR.LIC.  WVL  03/15/1906  DWAIN ROBINSON
NELSON  PET IONE  MAR  WVL  03/15/1906  03/11/1906  TO WILLIAM CLAPPAR
NELSON  DEATH  WVL  12/10/1903  12/03/1903  4 MONTH OLD INFANT OF MR./MRS. F. N. NELSON
NELSON  ANNA  MAR  WVL  06/18/1903  06/10/1903  TO GARFIELD LORD OF VANDRIESSSEN/MAR.LIC.-11 JUNE ISSUE
NELSON  ANNA  MAR  WVL  12/10/1903  12/02/1903  TO TONNY STAFFON
NELSON  KITTIE  MAR  WVL  12/17/1903  12/13/1903  TO ALLIE ROBINSON
NELSON  DEATH  WVL  06/08/1905  05/31/1905  MRS. L. P. NELSON / BIG FLATS NEWS
NETZLEY  ADDA  MAR  WVL  01/12/1905  01/05/1905  TO MYRON GRANT OF TW. LINWOOD, PORTAGE CO.
NEUMANN  CHAS.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  09/28/1905  MARY MICHAELS OF LINCOLN
NEWMAN  BIRTH  WVL  02/11/1904  1/1904  BABY OF MR./MRS. ANTON NEWMAN BORN IN WAUSAU / NEKOOSA NEWS
NEWMAN  BIRTH  WVL  12/22/1904  12/21/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. VIVIAN NEWMAN
NEWMAN  DEATH  WVL  02/18/1904  02/13/1904  MRS. CHARLIE NEWMAN/BURIED MILLARD’S PRAIRIE NEAR ELROY
NEWMAN  MYRTLE  MAR  WVL  03/31/1904  03/24/1904  TO CHARLES WAKELEY
NEWMAN  GEO.  MAR  WVL  02/08/1906  02/01/1906  TO INEZ ROBINETTE AT BABCOCK /SEE 1 FEB. FOR MAR.LIC.
NEWMAN  BIRTH  WVL  04/27/1905  04/21/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. TONY NEWMAN / NEKOOSA NEWS
NEYES  JULIA  BIRTH  WVL  08/20/1903  10/19/1879  BORN AT MEDINA JUNCTION /SEE HER MAR.-NEYES/HER OBIT.- YOUNG
NEYES  JULIA  MAR  WVL  08/20/1903  TO EMILE YOUNG / SEE HER BIRTH - NEYES/HER OBIT.- YOUNG
NICHOLS  DEATH  WVL  03/06/1902  03/06/1902  OF SEYMOUR/SON-IN-LAW OF MR. BROOKSHERE / SARATOGA NEWS
NICK  GILBERT  MAR  WVL  07/28/1904  07/20/1904  TO EDNA MAY PUTNEY / SHERRY NEWS
NICKLAUS  MARY  MAR  WVL  08/23/1906  08/22/1906  TO HENRY SHORT
NICOLAUS  WILLIAM  MAR  WVL  12/07/1905  12/02/1905  TO SUSAN BEESTON / ALSO SEE NEKOOSA NEWS SAME ISSUE
NIMPZ  JOSEPH M.  DEATH  WVL  02/18/1904  02/14/1904  26 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS.JOHN NIMPZ /BRO.-SIS LISTED
NINTZEL  BIRTH  WVL  09/10/1903  09/07/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. EMILE NINTZEL
NOAKES  BIRTH  WVL  06/07/1906  06/06/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. NOAKES
NOBLES  FRANK  MAR  WVL  11/15/1906  11/14/1906  TO EMMA SCHACHT
NOBLES  DEATH  WVL  03/19/1903  03/11/1903  66 YR.OLD WIFE OF WM. NOBLES /PIONEER SETTLER OF NEW ROME
NOCHT  EMIL  MAR. LIC.  WVL  08/28/1902  ANGELINE SCHLIG / BOTH OF ALTDORF/SEE 28/08/1902 ALTDORF NEW
NOETZEL  AUGUSTA  MAR  WVL  10/29/1903  10/28/1903  TO CHAS. F. KUSSEROW
NOGELSKE  DEATH  WVL  07/21/1904  07/19/1904  MR. NOGELSKE / SIGEL NEWS
NOLTNER  MAGGIE  BIRTH  WVL  08/30/1906  08/27/1894  12TH BIRTHDAY
NOLTON  EUNICE  MAR  WVL  11/17/1904  11/16/1904  TO EARL SWEENEY
NOONAN  JOHN  DEATH  WVL  02/04/1904  02/01/1904  TRAIN ACCIDENT / LOCAL NEWS
OESTRIECH
BIRTH WVL 04/27/1905 04/25/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. EMILE OESTRIECH OF BIRON
OESTRIECH
BIRTH WVL 04/27/1905 04/25/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. OESTRIECH
OFTELLE
OSCAR MAR WVL 02/19/1903 TO BEATRICE SUDLOW OF BALLARD, WA
OILSCHLAGER
BIRTH WVL 04/05/1906 03/31/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALBERT OILSCHLAGER
OKSNEE
BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/17/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHRIS. OKSNEE
OLDS
BIRTH WVL 09/04/1902 DAUGHTERS NAMED OF MR./MRS.ELD.C.W.OLDS OF JANESVILLE/BETHEL
OLDS
ELD. C. W. BIRTH WVL 04/09/1902 OF WEST SUPERIOR/DAU.OF MR./MRS.E.O.C.W.OLDS OF JANESVILLE
OLDS
PEARL BIRTH WVL 04/09/1902 DAU.OF MR./MRS.ELD. C.W. OLDS OF JANESVILLE/BETHEL NEWS
OLESON
JOHN DEATH WVL 03/20/1902 1902
OLESON
CHARLEY MAR WVL 06/02/1904 05/29/1904 TO Verna Stone / STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS
OLESON
MARTIN MAR WVL 12/08/1904 12/04/1904 TO KATIE MORLEY / MARRIED AT BARNUM
OLESON
OSCAR DEATH WVL 06/23/1904 06/19/1904 14 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. MATT OLESON / DROWNED
OLESON
ANNA DORTHEA BIRTH WVL 01/25/1906 03/17/1850 SEE HER MARX2 OLESON/SUNDET /SEE HER OBIT.-SUNDET
OLESON
ANNA DORTHEA MAR WVL 01/25/1906 1877 TO HANS NELSON BERG /SEE HER BIRTH-OLESON/ OBIT.-SUNDET
OLESON
HANNAH MARKS DEATH WVL 06/28/1906 06/27/1906 38 YRS. OLD / DUE TO CONSUMPTION
OLESON
BIRTH WVL 10/08/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. J. O'REILLY OF BABCOCK
OLIN
MARTIN ANNIVERSARY WVL 11/22/1906 11/21/1881 25TH WED. ANNIV. OF MR./MRS. MARTIN OLIN
OLKE
CAROLINE DEATH WVL 08/18/1903 06/17/1903 13 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS.OLOVER OLSON/KELLNER/25 JUNE 2 ITM
OLSEN
DEATH WVL 08/14/1902 8/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY OLSON / ARKDALE NEWS
OLSEN
THEODORE MAR WVL 12/04/1902 11/1902 TO ANNA HALVORSON
OLSON
NELLIE DEATH WVL 11/16/1903 11/16/1903 83 YRS. OLD AT SIEGEL
OMHOLT
ANNA MATILDA MAR WVL 04/17/1902 4/1902 TO WILLIAM MARTIN PILTZ
OMHOLT
CARL MAR WVL 09/11/1902 09/08/1902 TO ROSIE SHARKEY / RUDOLPH NEWS
OMHOLT
TILLIE MAR WVL 04/10/1902 04/08/1902 TO WILLIAM PILTZ/RUDOLPH NEWS/MAR.LIC.10/04/1902 ISSUE
OMHOLT
BIRTH WVL 07/23/1903 07/21/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CARL OMHOLT
ORCUTT
FRANK MAR WVL 05/03/1906 04/26/1906 TO MATILDA MILLER
ORILEY
NINA BIRTH WVL 08/31/1905 09/13/1892 13 YR.OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. TIMOTHY ORILEY /SEE HER DEATH
ORILEY
NINA DEATH WVL 08/31/1905 08/25/1905 13 YR.OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS.TIMOTHY ORILEY /SEE HER BIRTH
ORSVOLD
CHRISTINA MAR WVL 07/01/1904 01/16/1904 TO HENRY STRAND / ARKDALE NEWS
OSGOOD
PEARLE MAR WVL 06/30/1904 06/22/1904 TO MARTIN MULLEN /ALSO SARATOGA NEWS - SAME PAPER
OSGOOD  RUBY  MAR  WVL  09/08/1904  1904  TO BRISKY STRAND / BABCOCK NEWS
OST  WILLIAM  MAR  WVL  11/17/1904  11/15/1904  TO ANNA MILLER OF SIGEL
OSTER  CHAS. M.  BIRTH  WVL  01/08/1903  05/22/1855  AT WEILSVILLE, OHIO / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
OSTER  CHAS. M.  OBIT.  WVL  01/08/1903  1/01/1903  AT STEVENS POINT / SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR
OSTER  CHAS.  OBIT.  WVL  1/01/1903  12/31/1902  AT STEVENS POINT / SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR / ALSO 8 JAN. ISSUE
OSTER  CHAS.  MAR  WVL  01/01/1903  TO LOUISE LORD OF GRAND RAPIDS/SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT./ALSO 1 JA
OSTERMAN  HENRY  BIRTH  WVL  02/26/1903  66TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
OSTRANDER  DAISY  BIRTH  WVL  04/03/1902  09/24/1878  DAU. OF MR./MRS. FRANK OSTRANDER/DEATH-CERWINKA / MAR.
OSTRANDER  DAISY  MAR  WVL  04/03/1902  03/27/1901  TO LEO CERWINKA /SEE HER BIRTH OSTRANDER/DEATH-OBIT.CERWINKA
OSTRANDER  CLARENCE  DEATH  WVL  09/01/1904  08/28/1904  10 YRS. OLD FROM PLAINFIELD / SUICIDE
OSTRANDER  DEATH  WVL  08/23/1906  07/06/1906  MRS. R. OSTRANDER DIED AT CALUMET, Mich. /68 YRS. OLD
OSTROCH  WILLIE  MAR  WVL  09/02/1904  05/29/1904  BRIDE NOT GIVEN / SIGEL NEWS
OSTRUM  ETTA  DEATH  WVL  01/21/1904  12/23/1903  MRS. OSTRUM - OF PLAINFIELD
OSTRUM  H. E.  MAR  WVL  01/21/1904  TO ETTA KINNISON - SEE HER OBIT.- OSTRUM
OSTRUM  ETHEL  MAR  WVL  08/09/1906  8/08/1906  TO OLIVER ALLNS
OSTRUM  LULU  DEATH  WVL  01/25/1906  01/20/1906  19 YRS.OLD/SEE NEK.NEWS 8 FEB./ART.31 MAY/21 JUNE GUY HOWARD
OSTRUM  DEATH  WVL  12/31/1903  12/23/1903  MRS. OSTRUM
OSTRUM  H. E.  MAR  WVL  01/12/1905  BRIDE NOT GIVEN / NEKOOSA NEWS
OSTRUM  MAUDE  MAR  WVL  10/26/1905  10/25/1905  TO GUSTAVE PAAP /NEK.NEWS /ARMENIA NEWS 2 NOV. ISSUE
OSTRUSKE  BIRTH  WVL  03/02/1905  02/22/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. HERMAN OSTRUSKE / NEKOOSA NEWS
OTTMAN  WILL H.  MAR  WVL  08/18/1904  08/17/1904  TO MABEL D. BALDWIN
OTTMAN  NETTIE  MAR  WVL  06/07/1906  06/04/1906  TO FRED LEVERANCE
OTTO  BIRTH  WVL  01/14/1904  BOY TO REV./MRS. OTTO / VESPER NEWS
OTTO  BIRTH  WVL  04/21/1904  04/15/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE OTTO
OTTO  ALBERT O.  MAR  WVL  09/29/1904  09/21/1904  TO MATHILDA GRANT
OTTO  CHARLES  DEATH  WVL  11/10/1904  11/01/1904  6 MOS. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. GEORGE OTTO
OTTO  BIRTH  WVL  08/23/1906  08/17/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. GEO. OTTO
OTTO  DEATH  WVL  12/24/1903  12/18/1903  WIFE OF JOHN OTTO OF SIGEL
OWEN  A.  MAR  WVL  07/12/1906  06/10/1906  TO LUCY COURNOYER AT MARSHFIELD
OWEN  MARTHA  MAR  WVL  06/28/1906  06/27/1906  TO A. ANDRESS OF VESPER, WI - AT WAUKON, IOWA
OWENS  FRANK  MAR, LIC.  WVL  10/16/1902  PEARL PEASLEE / BOTH OF AUBURNDALE
PAAP  ELDORA  BIRTH  WVL  06/01/1905  1905  DAU. OF MR./MRS. J. R. PAAP CHRISTENED / NEKOOSA NEWS
PAAP  GUSTAVE  MAR  WVL  10/26/1905  10/25/1905  TO MAUDE OSTRUM /NEK. NEWS /SEE ARMENIA NEWS 2 NOV. ISSUE
PACKINGHAM  BIRTH  WVL  02/22/1906  02/17/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY PACKINGHAM
PACOUREK  BIRTH  WVL  08/20/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. PACOUREK OF MILLADORE
PACOUREK  BIRTH  WVL  11/09/1905  1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK PACOUREK / MILLADORE NEWS
PADDOCK BIRTH WVL 04/09/1903 04/02/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. PADDOCK OF BETHEL.

PADGAM HARRY L. MAR.LIC. WVL 03/09/1905 LILLA A. CARD.

PAFF W. A. MAR WVL 06/21/1906 06/21/1906 TO IDA MOELLER AT MILWAUKEE.

PAGEL FRED MAR WVL 05/01/1902 1877 MR./MRS. FRED PAGEL - 25TH WED.ANNIV. / 50 GUESTS.

PAHL BIRTH WVL 08/31/1905 08/25/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GUS PAHL / NEKOOSA NEWS.

PAHL AUGUST MAR WVL 09/19/1905 TO KATE SPOHN AT KAUKAUNA/NEKOOSA NEWS/MAR.LIC. SAME ISSUE.

PALM ANDREW ANNIVERSARY WVL 11/01/1906 10/29/1876 30TH ANNIVERSARY.

PALM ELIZABETH MAR WVL 06/28/1906 06/20/1906 TO OLOF BOGER / MAR.LIC. - 14 JUNE ISSUE.

PALM MARY MAR WVL 12/10/1903 12/04/1903 TO HERMAN ZURFLUH.

PALMER BIRTH WVL 05/08/1902 1902 GIRL TO RICHARD PALMER / BETHEL NEWS.

PALMER JOHN S. MAR WVL 08/04/1904 08/09/1904 TO MAY SANDERS /TO BE MARRIED - LOCAL BRIEFS.

PALMER MABEL MAR WVL 11/10/1904 10/31/1904 TO GEORGE CRANDALL.

PALMER ANDREW DEATH WVL 07/12/1906 07/06/1906 ALSO SEE 19 JULY ISSUE.

PANCORT JOE MAR WVL 06/01/1905 05/29/1905 TO AGNES BERUPKIE / CARSON NEWS.

PANKRATZ WM. MAR.LIC. WVL 09/20/1906 MAGGIE ZORN.

PANSER IDA MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/09/1904 MRS. PANSER TO AUG. LEIPKA / AUBURNDALE NEWS.

PANTER BIRTH WVL 02/25/1904 02/21/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. LOUIS PANter.

PANTER BIRTH WVL 02/15/1906 02/14/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. LOUIS PANter.

PANTER CHAS. MAR WVL 05/10/1906 05/10/1906 TO MINNIE GUAUKE.

PANTER WM. MAR WVL 10/12/1905 10/07/1905 TO BE MARRIED TO CARRIE BUNDE.

PARISEAU MARIE MAR WVL 08/31/1905 08/31/1905 TO WILL SIBURY / SEE BIRTH OF CHILD - SIBLEY.

PARK MARY MAR WVL 10/26/1905 10/25/1905 TO ARCHIE ANDERSON OF MASON CITY, IOWA.

PARKER DENNIS BIRTH WVL 05/24/1906 05/19/1874 22ND BIRTHDAY PARTY.

PARISSEAU MARY MAR WVL 02/09/1905 02/09/1905 TO WILL SIBLEY / PERSONAL MENTION.

PARKS BIRTH WVL 10/09/1902 1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK PARKS / SHERRY NEWS.

PARKS BIRTH WVL 10/20/1904 10/08/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ED. PARKS / MEEHAN NEWS.

PARKS EDWIN R. MAR WVL 03/19/1903 03/15/1903 TO ROSE MATHESON.

PARKS BIRTH WVL 06/15/1905 06/02/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. D. W. PARKS / MEEHAN NEWS.

PARKER BIRTH WVL 08/31/1905 08/21/1905 TO MR./MRS. CHAS. PARKER / BIG FLATS NEWS.

PASSANO CHARLES MAR WVL 11/29/1906 11/28/1906 TO MARTHA DALY.

PASSANO ORABELLA MAR WVL 08/24/1905 08/23/1905 TO WM. FOGARTY OF ST. PAUL.

PASSINEAU JOHN MAR WVL 11/02/1905 10/25/1905 TO BERTHA KREIG.

PASSINEAU BIRTH WVL 10/23/1902 10/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. BAT PASSINEAU / PERSONAL MENTION.
PASSINEAU
MARIE
MAR
WVL
05/12/1904
05/04/1904
TO WILL NECKER / NEKOOSA NEWS
PASSINEAU
NELSON ELMER
BIRTH
WVL
02/08/1906
01/17/1848
SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
PASSINEAU
NELSON ELMER
OBIT.
WVL
02/08/1906
02/01/1906
SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
PASSINEAU
NELSON ELMER
MAR
WVL
02/08/1906
1876
TO HATTIE GOTHIEA / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
PAST
GUY
MAR
WVL
03/15/1906
03/08/1906
TO DORA WARREN
PAST
CLYDE L.
MAR
WVL
07/16/1903
07/12/1903
TO VIOLA ROSE PERO
PATASKA
LENA
MAR
WVL
11/24/1904
11/22/1904
TO JOHN CLAPPA / NEKOOSA NEWS
PATASKA
ANNA
MAR
WVL
01/08/1903
01/14/1903
TO RUFUS WOODRUFF / ANNCING MAR.
PATASKA
STANISLAUS
MAR
WVL
02/26/1903
02/19/1903
TO NINA WELLNER - DAU. OF MR./MRS. JOHN WELLNER
PATASKA
EMMA
BIRTH
WVL
08/24/1905
08/19/1905
TO LLOYD LEMLEY / TO BE MARRIED - LOCAL NEWS
PATEFIELD
EMMA
BIRTH
WVL
06/16/1904
06/08/1904
TO MR./MRS. GEO PATEFIELD / BIG FLAT NEWS
PATEFIELD
WILL
BIRTH
WVL
03/31/1904
03/07/1904
TO JANET BICKERTON / BIG FLAT NEWS
PATEFIELD
BIRTH
WVL
08/13/1903
08/11/1903
TO MR./MRS. PATEFIELD
PATEFIELD
BIRTH
WVL
03/16/1905
1905
TO MR./MRS. WILL PATEFIELD / BIG FLAT NEWS
PATERICK
ELLIS
DEATH
WVL
02/22/1906
02/17/1906
2 YR. 1 MOS. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. THOS. PATERICK
PATERICK
BIRTH
WVL
03/19/1903
GIRL TO MR./MRS. THOS. PATERICK
PATERICK
JOHN
DEATH
WVL
03/02/1905
03/01/1905
69 YRS. OLD / SURVIVORS LISTED
PATERICK
JOHN
DEATH
WVL
06/29/1905
1905
CONTEST WILL BY CHILDREN
PATRACK
MARY
MAR.LIC.
WVL
09/28/1906
PETER S. SCHEER
PATRICK
JOHN
BIRTH
WVL
11/01/1906
10/1906
TO MR./MRS. TOM PATRICK
PATRO
JOHN
MAR.LIC.
WVL
06/01/1905
ANNA BIMM OF TWN OF ROCK
PAULSON
L. MARIE
MAR
WVL
10/20/1904
10/07/1904
TO RAYMOND N. RORK / ADAMS CO. NEWS
PAULSON
GERTIE
MAR
WVL
07/26/1906
07/19/1906
TO LEONARD SULLIVAN
PAULSON
BIRTH
WVL
02/12/1903
02/11/1903
TO MR./MRS. A. PAULSON
PAULUS
BIRTH
WVL
09/24/1903
09/18/1903
TO MR./MRS. GEO. W. PAULUS
PAVILK
BIRTH
WVL
07/24/1902
7/1902
TO MR./MRS. JOHN PAVILK / MILLADORE NEWS
PAVILCK
BIRTH
WVL
07/05/1906
06/29/1906
TO MR./MRS. W. A. PAVILCK
PAVILCK
CHAS.
DEATH
WVL
07/19/1906
07/19/1906
52 YRS. OLD / HEART DISEASE
PAVILCK
BIRTH
WVL
12/31/1903
12/26/1903
TO MR./MRS. W. PAVILCK
PAVILCK
BIRTH
WVL
06/08/1905
06/05/1905
TO MR./MRS. WENZEL PAVILK - LIVED ONLY FEW DAYS
PAYNE
ANNA
MAR
WVL
04/17/1902
04/12/1902
TO FRED DUNCAN / MAR.LIC. 10/04/1902 ISSUE
PAYNE
ROWLAND SILAS
MAR
WVL
10/16/1902
10/15/1902
TO EMMA MARY BINEBOESE / ITEM / MAR.LIC.16/10/1902 ISSUE
PAYNE
LEE
MAR
WVL
30/06/1904
28/06/1904
TO LETTIE DICKSON
PAYNE
BIRTH
WVL
02/22/1906
02/22/1906
GIRL TO MR./MRS. SCOTT PAYNE - 12 LBS.
PAYNE
SCOTT
DEATH
WVL
04/19/1906
04/19/1906
28 YRS.OLD/TYPHOID FEVER/SEE MAR./OBIT. - 29 APRIL ISSUE
PAYNE
SCOTT
MAR
WVL
04/19/1906
1905
TO NELLIE FERRELL / SEE HIS OBIT. - ALSO OBIT. IN 29 APRIL
PAYNE
SILAS
DEATH
WVL
09/13/1906
09/10/1906
PAYNE
BIRTH
WVL 12/07/1905 12/02/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. LEE PAYNE
PAYNE
BIRTH
WVL 12/07/1905 12/01/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ROLAND PAYNE
PAYNE
NELIE MAR
WVL 07/06/1905 TO GEORGE BRUBAKER / SEE BIRTH OF CHILD - BRUBAKER
PAYNE
SCOTT MAR
WVL 05/25/1905 05/20/1905 TO NELLIE FARRELL
PEARL
WILLIAM BIRTH
WVL 10/13/1904 06/29/1816 SEE HIS DEATH - BETHEL NEWS
PEARL
WILLIAM DEATH
WVL 10/13/1904 10/02/1904 SEE HIS BIRTH / BETHEL NEWS
PEARL
WILLIAM MAR
WVL 10/13/1904 03/08/1840 TO GITY CHARITY BLAISER / SEE HIS BIRTH - DEATH
PEASLEE
PEARL MAR. LIC.
WVL 10/16/1906 03/01/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. PEASLEE
PEASLEE
HATTIE MAR
WVL 07/12/1906 07/07/1906 TO JAMES N. SMITH
PEASLEE
WILLIAM MAR
WVL 01/04/1906 01/02/1906 TO ANNA GOETS / PITTSVILLE NEWS
PEASLEE
WM. MAR. LIC.
WVL 12/28/1905 ANNA GOTZ OF AUBURNDALE
PECK
HARRY MAR
WVL 06/28/1906 06/27/1906 TO CYNTHIA JOSLIN
PECK
BIRTH
WVL 04/06/1905 04/02/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE PECK / NEKOOSA NEWS
PEHRLING
CARL DEATH
WVL 12/15/1904 12/11/1904 45 YRS. OLD / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
PEJSAROVA
MARY MAR
WVL 08/18/1904 08/15/1904 TO JOSEPH KRUMMEL / MILLADORE NEWS
PELAT
JOHN MAR. LIC.
WVL 06/15/1905 06/26/1905 TO ROSE RADTKE / SEE PELOT 29 JUNE - ADDITIONAL LOCALS
PELERSSELL
MARY JANE DEATH
WVL 11/29/1906 11/27/1906 SEE HER MAR. - McFARLAND
PELERSSELL
HENRY MAR
WVL 11/29/1906 TO MARY JANE McFARLAND / SEE HER DEATH - PELESSELL
PELLS
BIRTH
WVL 03/22/1906 03/18/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ARTHUR PELLs
PELLS
ARTHUR MAR
WVL 06/15/1905 06/20/1905 TO MAUD BURROUGHS OF NEKOOSA/MAR. LIC./ALSO NEK. NEWS 22 JUNE
PELOT
FRANCES MAR
WVL 05/15/1902 05/12/1902 TO JAMES CHIPSANSKI AT SIGEL
PELOT
FRANK MAR
WVL 08/23/1904 1900 TO LAURA VECHINSKY / SEE HER OBIT. - LAURA PELOT
PELOT
LAURA OBIT
WVL 08/25/1904 08/19/1904 SEE HER BIRTH/MAR. - VECHINSKY / NEKOOSA NEWS
PELOT
BIRTH
WVL 03/29/1906 03/26/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOS. PELOT
PELOT
BIRTH
WVL 04/12/1906 04/05/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN PELOT
PELOT
FRANK MAR
WVL 05/10/1906 05/15/1906 WILL MARRY KERASHASKY AT FOND DU LAC
PELOT
BIRTH
WVL 12/10/1903 12/02/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK PELOT
PELOT
BIRTH
WVL 07/27/1905 07/23/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK PELOT / NEKOOSA NEWS
PELOT
JOHN MAR
WVL 06/29/1905 06/26/1905 TO ROSE RADTKE / SEE MAR. LIC. 15 JUNE ISSUE - PELOT
PELTIBIE DEATH
WVL 09/29/1904 09/22/1904 MRS. PETER PELTIBIE / CRANMOOR NEWS
PELTIER
BIRTH
WVL 9/06/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY PELTIER
PENELTON
C. K. ANNIVERSARY
WVL 08/09/1906 08/04/1906 42ND ANNIVERSARY OF MR./MRS. C. K. PELTTON
PENNEY
WALTER MAR
WVL 08/20/1906 08/23/1906 TO FLORA COMPTON
PENINIL
J. L. DEATH
WVL 06/09/1904 05/25/1904 ABOUT 60 YRS. OLD / R. R. PROMOTER
PENNY
ROY MAR
WVL 11/23/1905 11/19/1905 TO BERTHA SCHILLER / PITTSVILLE NEWS
PEPIN
ARTHUR MAR
WVL 01/26/1905 01/26/1905 TO HENRIETTE GROEHLER
PERKINSON  RALPH  DEATH  WVL  07/20/1905  07/14/1905  DROWNED AT NEW LISBON / BABCOCK NEWS
PERNER  BRUNO  MAR  WVL  01/04/1906  1/01/1906  TO LENA DAMERICK / PITTSVILLE NEWS
PERNER  BRUNO  MAR.LIC.  WVL  12/07/1905  SELMA DEAMMRICH OF PITTSVILLE
PERO  VIOLA ROSE  MAR  WVL  07/16/1903  07/12/1903  TO CLYDE L. PAST
PERRY  NORA  MAR  WVL  03/10/1904  TO BEN McCLELAN / SEE BIRTH ANNCMT. - NEKOOSA NEWS
PERRY  CARRIE A.  BIRTH  WVL  07/30/1903  5/05/1870  BORN AT TOMAH / SEE HER MAR.-PERRY/OBIT. BRAZEAU
PERRY  CARRIE A.  MAR  WVL  07/30/1903  06/19/1895  TO GEO. B. BRAZEAU / SEE HER BIRTH PERRY/OBIT.- BRAZEAU
PERRY  NORA  MAR  WVL  05/21/1903  05/20/1903  TO BEN McCLELLAN OF NEKOOSA
PERSOHN  BIRTH  WVL  12/29/1904  12/24/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. EDWARD PERSOHN
PETER  CHARLES  MAR  WVL  11/27/1902  11/20/1902  TO MISS MARTHA MUNDT / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
PETERICK  LOUISE  MAR  WVL  11/12/1903  11/10/1903  TO JACK GARRIHEE
PETERS  ALBERY  MAR  WVL  05/22/1902  05/20/1902  TO MISS ROSA BELMIER / RUDOLPH NEWS
PETERS  BIRTH  WVL  06/14/1904  1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. PETERS
PETERS  BIRTH  WVL  09/01/1904  09/18/1904  TO BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. PETERS
PETERS  DEATH  WVL  09/22/1904  09/18/1904  INFANT CHILD OF MR./MRS. CHAS. PETERS
PETERS  BIRTH  WVL  05/07/1903  05/03/1903  TO BOY TO MR./MRS. AL. PETERS OF RUDOLPH
PETERSEN  C. L.  MAR  WVL  08/11/1904  10/30/1880  TO ANNA SOPHIA JENSON / SEE HIS OBIT. (ALSO SPELLED PETERSON
PETERSON  DEATH  WVL  10/13/1904  10/09/1904  BOY-LIVED FEW HRS.TO MR./MRS.WALTER PETERSON/NASONVILLE NEWS
PETERSON  CHESTER  DEATH  WVL  02/18/1904  02/13/1904  INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. MATTHIAS PETERSON
PETERSON  ESTER  MAR  WVL  10/06/1904  09/28/1904  TO BOY TO MR./MRS. AL. PETERS OF RUDOLPH
PETERSON  MARTIN  DEATH  WVL  12/01/1904  1904  DIED MISSISSIPPI / FORMELY OF DEXTERVILLE
PETERSON  BIRTH  WVL  03/01/1906  02/26/1906  TO BOY TO MR./MRS. CHRIST PETERSON / DIED SAME DAY
PETERSON  BIRTH  WVL  01/11/1906  1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. LARS PETERSON / ROCH-A-CRI NEWS
PETERSON  AMELIA  MAR  WVL  10/25/1906  10/1906  BIG FLATS NEWS
PETERSON  GEORGE  MAR  WVL  05/03/1906  1906  TO MAMIE RASMUSSEN
PETERSON  LENA  MAR  WVL  11/22/1906  11/21/1906  TO JOHN B. SWEAT
PETERSON  BIRTH  WVL  08/13/1903  08/08/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. PETERSON OF BABCOCK
PETERSON  BIRTH  WVL  03/23/1905  03/17/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS.CHrist.PETERSON/SEE DEATH/PORT EDWARDS NEWS
PETERSON  DEATH  WVL  03/23/1905  5/1905  DAU. OF MR./MRS.CHrist.PETERSON/SEE BIRTH/PORT EDWARDS NEWS
PETERSON  BIRTH  WVL  08/10/1905  08/08/1905  TO BOY TO MR./MRS. OLE PETERSON
PETERSON  BIRTH  WVL  09/28/1905  09/27/1905  TO BOY TO REV. & MRS. W.A. PETERSON ONLY LIVED 1/2 HOUR
PETERSON  LARS  MAR  WVL  04/27/1905  04/21/1905  TO PAMELIA HANSON / ROCH-A-CRI NEWS
PETERSON  LURENA  MAR  WVL  07/06/1905  07/05/1905  TO BENJAMIN C. KADEL OF WAYNESBORO, PA
PETERSON  MAGGIE  MAR  WVL  11/09/1905  11/11/1905  TO PETER PETERSON/MAR.LIC./FIVE MILE CREEK NEWS 23 NOV.ALSO
PETERSON  PETER  MAR  WVL  11/09/1905  11/11/1905  TO MAGGIE PETERSON/MAR.LIC./FIVE MILE CREEK NEWS 23 NOV.ALSO
PETERSON  C. L.  BIRTH  WVL  08/11/1904  10/08/1845  JUNCTION CITY NEWS/OBIT.- 11/08/1904 MILLADORE NEWS
PETERSON  C. L.  DEATH  WVL  07/31/1904  07/31/1904  JUNCTION CITY NEWS/OBIT.-MILLADORE NEWS 11/08 ISS./SEE BIRTH
PETROCK  CATHERINE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  09/21/1905  WILLIAM WOLF OF TOWN OF LINCOLN
PETROUS OTTO MAR. LIC. WVL 12/11/1902 ROSE HAFTER
PETTSCH GEORGE MAR WVL 06/18/1903 06/12/1903 TO MRS. ELIZA BUETTER / INTERESTING - PAGE 1
PETTERS EMIL MAR.LIC. WVL 04/14/1904 EMMA SHULK
PETTERSON BIRTH WVL 09/11/1902 9/1902 BOY TO CHRISTIAN PETTERSON / NASONVILLE NEWS
PETTIS J. W. BIRTH WVL 08/25/1904 08/17/1826 78TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / GUESTS LISTED
PETUSKY JACOB MAR WVL 07/24/1902 7/1902 OF NEK TO SOPHIE BOUREGARD OF PORT EDWARDS/CORRESP. NEKOOSA
PEYRUSE LOUIS MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/21/1904 TO BERTHA BUNDE
PEYRUSE AMABLE DEATH WVL 03/09/1905 3/03/1905 76 YRS. OLD
PFLUM LENA MAR WVL 11/08/1906 11/07/1906 TO JOHN HOKUM
PFUND BIRTH WVL 02/25/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN PFUND / KELLNER NEWS
PHELPS EMILY MAR WVL 03/20/1902 02/16/1902 TO JER. D. WITTER / SEE HIS DEATH / OBIT. / ALSO 3/04/1902 ISSUE
PHELPS EUGENE BIRTH WVL 11/02/1905 03/11/1853 SEE HIS DEATH / ALSO 26 OCT. ISSUE
PHELPS EUGENE DEATH WVL 11/02/1905 10/23/1905 R.R.ACCIDENT/NEKOOSA NEWS/SEE HIS BIRTH/ALSO 26 OCT. ISSUE
PHIENOP BIRTH WVL 1/01/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. HERMAN PHIENOP
PHILLEO MARION BIRTH WVL 03/02/1905 02/23/1897 8TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
PHILLIPKOWSKI ANNA MAR WVL 11/03/1904 11/03/1904 TO MIKE JACKAN
PHILLIPS ROSS DEATH WVL 05/26/1904 SON OF J.M. PHILLIPS/DAD PUT TOMBSTONE ON GRAVE/BETHEL NEWS
PHILLIPS ANNA MAR.LIC. WVL 11/09/1905 HERMAN STEPHEN
PHILLIPS BERTHA MAR WVL 09/21/1905 09/20/1905 TO ARNOLD J. HOTZ AT PLAINFIELD
PIAZZA L. DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 INQUEST - COUNTY BOARD PROCEEDINGS
PICKETT LAURA L. DEATH WVL 08/07/1905 TO GEORGE RAYNER /SEE HER OBIT./RAYNER / BETHEL NEWS
PICKETT HATTIE MAR WVL 09/01/1904 08/31/1904 TO THEO. W. BRAZEAU
PICKETT IVA MAY DEATH WVL 09/08/1904 09/06/1904 20 YR.OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. BYRON PICKETT OF RUDOLPH
PICKETT BIRTH WVL 04/20/1905 04/18/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JAMES PICKETT
PIKE ALLIE DEATH WVL 04/21/1904 04/09/1904 MRS. HALSEY PIKE / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS
PIKE HALSEY MAR WVL 04/21/1904 04/09/1904 TO ALLIE / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS / SEE HER DEATH PIKE
PILTZ BIRTH WVL 03/13/1902 03/06/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE PILTZ / RUDOLPH NEWS
PILTZ WILLIAM MAR WVL 04/10/1902 04/08/1902 TO MISS TILLIE OMTLH /RUDOLPH NEWS/MAR.LIC.10/4/1902 ISSUE
PILTZ WILLIAM MARTIN MAR WVL 04/17/1902 4/1902 TO MISS ANNA MATILDA OMHOLT
PILTZ BIRTH WVL 10/27/1904 10/19/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. PILTZ / RUDOLPH NEWS
PILTZ EMIL MAR WVL 11/19/1903 11/17/1903 TO JENNIE BATES
PINNEY ETHEL BIRTH WVL 05/19/1904 4/1893 11TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / MILLADORE NEWS
PINNEY BIRTH WVL 05/07/1903 05/03/1903 BOY TO MRS. H.W. PINNEY OF MILLADORE
PINNING ADA L. MAR. LIC. WVL 08/28/1902 WILLIAM GORHAM / BOTH OF PITTSGUE
POLENSKY  HELEN  MAR  WVL  10/26/1905  1860  TO AUGUST ALTHAUS / SEE HER OBIT.- ALTHAUS
POLZIN  BIRTH  WVL  03/26/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. LEO POLZIN OF NEKOOSA
POMAINVILLE  BIRTH  WVL  04/14/1904  1904  GIRL TO DR. & MRS. F. POMAINVILLE
POMAINVILLE  CHARLES  MAR  WVL  06/07/1906  6/06/1906  DR. POMAINVILLE TO MARY ELIZABETH DALY
POMAINVILLE  GEORGE  MAR  WVL  07/12/1906  07/11/1906  DR. POMAINVILLE TO JENNIE LAURA BERARD
PONTNACK  BERTHA  MAR.LIC.  WVL  01/29/1903  ALBERT ERICKSON OF DEXTERVILLE
POPOFSKI  MAR  WVL  10/25/1906  10/18/1906  TO ? BAILING
POPPY  MINNIE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  11/30/1905  FRANK VOLKOMENER
PORT  BIRTH  WVL  05.03.1906  04/27/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK PORT
PORT  MARTHA  MAR  WVL  07/19/1906  07/11/1906  TO MR. GLEFFE
PORT  FRANK  MAR  WVL  03/02/1905  TO CLARA RICHARDS OF COLLEGE VIEW, NEB. / BETHEL NEWS
PORTER  THOMAS  MAR  WVL  12/04/1902  11/22/1902  TO MISS LIZZIE AULT / MONORE CENTER
PORTER  BIRTH  WVL  02/04/1904  01/30/1904  GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. PORTER / BACCOCK NEWS
PORTER  MARY  MAR  WVL  06/09/1904  06/09/1904  TO WILLIAM DOWNING
POSSLIE  JOHN  BIRTH  WVL  06/28/1906  06/25/1906  TO MRS. ROSE CIMA
POWELL  JOHN  MAR.LIC.  WVL  02/15/1906  CAROLINE REUND
POWERS  LIZZIE  MAR  WVL  11/15/1906  11/12/1906  MRS. POWERS TO BRAINARD WORTHINGTON AT LACROSSE
POWERS  MINNIE  MAR  WVL  09/17/1903  09/16/1903  TO HENRY JAMES VOYER
POZORSKI  BIRTH  WVL  11/01/1906  10/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT POZORSKI
PFRAHL  BIRTH  WVL  01/18/1906  01/18/1906  CHRISTENING AT THE HOME OF MR./MRS. AUGUST PFRAL
PFRAHL  CLARA  MAR  WVL  09/28/1905  10/05/1905  TO CHARLES TURBAN / MAR.LIC./ALSO SEE 5 OCT. ISSUE
PRESTON  BIRTH  WVL  11/10/1904  09/28/1904  DUE TO QUINSEY / SEE HIS BIRTH
PRESTON  DANNY  DEATH  WVL  10/02/1902  10/02/1902  1899  SON OF MR./MRS. SAUL PRESTON SEE HIS DEATH
PRESTON  DANNY  BIRTH  WVL  10/02/1902  10/02/1902  1899  SON OF MR./MRS. SAUL PRESTON SEE HIS DEATH
PRESTON  BIRTH  WVL  11/10/1904  09/28/1902  BOY TO MR./MRS. LEWIS PRESTON / STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS
PRESTON  FERN  MAR  WVL  07/26/1906  07/24/1906  TO STEVE MATTISON
PRESTON  NELLIE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  07/23/1903  MRS. PRESTON / ALBERT H. DAKINS OF BUENA VISTA
PRIBBANOW  SOPHIA  MAR  WVL  04/19/1906  04/18/1906  TO WM. EBERHARDT
PRIBBANOW  CLARA  MAR  WVL  09/28/1905  10/05/1905  TO CHARLES TURBAN / MAR.LIC./ALSO SEE 5 OCT. ISSUE
PRIBBANOW  SOPHIA  BIRTH  WVL  12/21/1905  12/15/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. ALBERT PRIBBANOW
PRIBBERNOW
BIRTH WVL 01/21/1904 01/04/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK PRIBBERNOW / KELLNER NEWS

PRICE
BIRTH WVL 01/14/1904 12/28/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRED PRICE

PRICE
DEATH WVL 11/17/1904 11/10/1904 ARKENIA NEWS

PRICE
HERMAN DEATH WVL 02/15/1906 02/14/1906 14 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. JOHN PRICE

PRIESS
AGNES MAR.LIC. WVL 08/06/1903 FRANK NAVIDOWSKI

PRIMEAU
BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/13/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. SEVERE PRIMEAU / SEE HIS DEATH

PRIMEAU
DEATH WVL 02/22/1906 02/17/1906 SON OF MR./MRS. SEVERE PRIMEAU / SEE HIS BIRTH

PRIMEAU
HENRY DEATH WVL 10/08/1903 10/04/1903 YOUNGEST SON OF MR./MRS. CHAS. PRIMEAU

PRINGLE
ROBERT C. MAR WVL 06/01/1905 06/08/1905 TO CORA COLE/MAR.LIC./ALSO 8 & 15 JUNE BETHEL NEWS

PRITCHARD
L. D. DEATH WVL 12/27/1906 12/22/1906 84 YRS. OLD / PNEUMONIA

PRITCHARD
LELAH DEATH WVL 04/09/1903

PRIVENEAU
FRANK MAR WVL 04/02/1903 03/25/1903 TO BERTHA HANNAMAN

PRIVENEAU
ALBERT MAR WVL 04/16/1903 04/13/1903 TO AMRY BUSS

PROSSER
ROY MAR WVL 04/29/1906 04/23/1906 TO BELLE THORNE

PROTTEAU
BIRTH WVL 04/02/1903 04/01/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. PROTTEAU OF PORT EDWARDS

PROVOST
DEATH WVL 02/25/1904 02/19/1904 MRS. TOM PROVOST / ATTENDING RELATIVES LISTED / RUDOLPH NEWS

PROVOST
JOSEPH DEATH WVL 12/22/1904 12/17/1904 82 YRS. OLD / OF TOWN OF RUDOLPH

PROVOST
WILLIAM MAR WVL 10/11/1906 10/06/1906 TO MAMIE LAWRENCE

PROVOST
EMORY MAR WVL 07/23/1903 07/22/1903 TO KATE ASHBECK / 2 ARTICLES

PROVOST
BIRTH WVL 03/16/1905 1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ED. PROVOST / RUDOLPH NEWS

PUEDVIN
BIRTH WVL 12/07/1905 12/04/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JACK PUDVIN / NEKOOSA NEWS

PUEDVIN
THOMAS CHARLES BIRTH WVL 12/14/1905 12/14/1905 BAPTISMOF THE SON OF MR./MRS. JOHN PUEDVIN/NEKOOSA NEWS

PUERNER
BIRTH WVL 12/06/1906 12/03/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. BRUNO PUERNER

PUGMIRE
CHARLES R. MAR WVL 07/06/1905 07/03/1905 TO ELLA OLSON OF OGDensburg

PULLEN
JAMES DEATH WVL 08/18/1904 09/05/1904 PITTSVILLE NEWS

PUMPER
BIRTH WVL 06/02/1904 05/26/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JACK PUMPER / MILLADORE NEWS

PURDY
IRA BIRTH WVL 05/10/1906 05/06/1819 87TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

PURDY
IRA BIRTH WVL 05/07/1903 05/06/1819 84TH BIRTHDAY ON 6 MAY, 1903

PURDY
SAMUEL DEATH WVL 01/12/1905 1/1905 80 YRS. OLD

PURVIS
GEORGE MAR WVL 01/04/1906 01/03/1906 TO AMANDA THIELMAN

PUTNAM
BIRTH WVL 03/23/1905 03/20/1905 BOY TO REV. & MRS. A. LINCOLN PUTNAM

PUTNAM
BIRTH WVL 07/19/1906 07/10/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRED PUTNAM

PUTNAM
EARL DEATH WVL 07/23/1903 07/20/1903 SON OF MR./MRS. FRED PUTNAM / ALSO SEE 30 JULY ISSUE

PUTNAM
ARTHUR MAR WVL 12/07/1905 BRIDE NOT GIVEN / BETHEL NEWS

PUTNENY
EDNA MAY MAR WVL 07/28/1904 07/20/1904 TO GILBERT NICK / SHERRY NEWS

PUTTIEEN
ANNA MAR WVL 02/15/1906 02/10/1906 TO CLAUDE CALVERT

PUTZIER
FRED MAR WVL 04/29/1906 04/24/1906 TO LOUIS SHEMANSKI

PUTZ
JOHN MAR.LIC. WVL 04/16/1903 MARTJA DEKKER OF HANSEN

QUASHIGROCH
BIRTH WVL 12/28/1905 12/28/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOS. QUASHIGROCH
QUASSIGRAH
BIRTH WVL 12/31/1903 12/24/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JAS. QUASSIGRAH
QUICK
ERNESTINE MAR WVL 05/10/1906 05/10/1906 MRS. QUICK TO GEO. GUSTIN
QUINNELL
MARCUS DEATH WVL 11/12/1903 11/05/1903 73 YR. OLD PIONEER STL./WIFE -2 SONS - WILLIAM & DEAN
RAASH
MARY DEATH WVL 08/18/1904 08/09/1904 79 YRS. OLD / BLENKER NEWS
RAATH
SARAH DEATH WVL 10/05/1905 10/03/1905 MRS. WM. RATH - BORN IN 1852
RAATH
WILLIAM MAR WVL 10/05/1905 1880 TO SARAH MILLENBAUGH/BIRTH/MAR.-MILLENBAUGH/OBIT.- RAATH
RAATH
ESME BIRTH WVL 10/05/1905 CHILD OF WILLIAM & SARAH RAATH / SEE SARAH'S OBIT.
RAATH
JENNIE BIRTH WVL 10/05/1905 DAU. OF WILLIAM & SARAH RAATH / SEE SARAH'S OBIT.
RAATH
WILLIAM BIRTH WVL 10/05/1905 SON OF WILLIAM & SARAH RAATH / SEE OBIT. OF SARAH RAATH
RABLIN
BIRTH WVL 02/08/1906 02/06/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. HARRY RABLIN
RADIUSBER
DOMINICK MAR WVL 12/17/1903 12/13/1903 TO GERTIE WITHERS
RADISKY
EDW. MAR.LIC. WVL 07/27/1905 PAULINA REICHART OF TOWN OF ROCK
RADKE
WM. MAR.LIC. WVL 08/23/1906 ANNIE SCHILLER
RADLINGER
CATHERINE MAR.LIC. WVL 06/15/1905 NICHOLAS MACHELETT OF CLARK CO.
RADLOFF
BIRTH WVL 10/04/1906 09/28/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. RADLOFF
RADTKE
CHARLES DEATH WVL 11/29/1906 11/22/1906
RADTKE
JOHN DEATH WVL 05/18/1905 05/12/1905 90 YRS. OLD
RAEDER
BIRTH WVL 01/25/1906 01/20/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. W. C. RAEDER
RAKO
GUSTA MAR WVL 12/18/1902 12/13/1902 TO FERDINAND HOPP
RAMSEY
ARTHUR DEATH WVL 04/07/1904 04/06/1904 DROWNED /FATHER: ALEXANDER RAMSEY / SEE HIS BIRTH
RAMTHUN
BIRTH WVL 09/22/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN RAMTHUN
RANDEL
J. M. MAR WVL 01/14/1904 12/1903 TO - BRIDE NAME NOT GIVEN
RANK
WILLIAM MAR WVL 02/04/1904 1/1904 TO ISABEL SMITH / PRAY NEWS
RANKIN
J. D. MAR.LIC. WVL 12/22/1903 BERTHA BAKER
RASMUSSEN
BIRTH WVL 04/09/1903 04/02/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN RASMUSSEN
RASMUSSEN
MAMIE MAR WVL 05/03/1906 1906 TO GEORGE PETERSON
RASMUSSEN
BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 1/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED RASMUSSEN / ARMENIA NEWS
RASMUSSEN
HANNAH CHRISTENE BIRTH WVL 06/29/1905 08/19/1882 DAU. OF MR./MRS. H. P. RASMUSSEN / SEE HER DEATH
RASMUSSEN
HANNAH CHRISTENE DEATH WVL 06/29/1905 06/24/1905 SISTER OF ELLA & MAMIE / SEE HER BIRTH
RASMUSSEN
CHRISTINA MAR.LIC. WVL 05/11/1905 05/13/1905 TO WALTER GRAF / SEE 18 MAY ISSUE - GRATH
RASMUSSEN
BIRTH WVL 05/18/1905 05/15/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN RASMUSSEN
RATELLE
BIRTH WVL 10/01/1903 09/21/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. N. G. RATELLE / RUDOLPH
RATELLE
DAMASE OBIT. WVL 09/13/1906 09/07/1906 62 YRS. OLD / SEE HIS MAR.
RATELLE
DAMASE MAR WVL 09/13/1906 1864 TO DELENA RICHARDS / SEE HIS OBIT.
RATELLE
BIRTH WVL 07/13/1905 07/11/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. W. G. RATELLE / RUDOLPH NEWS
RATKEY
PANSEY MAR.LIC. WVL 10/16/1902 OF SIGEL / ALEX HAYDOCK OF RUDOLPH
RAUSCH
JOHN DEATH WVL 03/29/1906 03/22/1906
RAUSCH  WARD
BIRTH  WVL  07/19/1906  07/03/1906  TO NETTIE LASCOWSKY AT TOMAH
RAWSON  BIRTH  WVL  12/29/1904  12/27/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. EDW. RAWSON
RAWSON  BIRTH  WVL  10/05/1905  10/02/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. SAM RAWSON
RAY  WILLIE  BIRTH  WVL  05/22/1902  1892  SEE HIS DEATH / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
RAY  WILLIE  DEATH  WVL  05/22/1902  05/15/1902  DUE TO PNEUMONIA / SEE HIS BIRTH / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
RAY  CLARINDA  OBIT  WVL  12/06/1906  8/1838  SEE HER BIRTH/MAR.- PLUMMER /SEE DEATH OF HUSBAND ALSO
RAY  JOHN  DEATH  WVL  12/06/1906  1898  SEE HIS MAR. / ALSO OBIT OF WIFE - RAY
RAY  JOHN  MAR  WVL  12/06/1906  1860  TO CLARINDA PLUMMER / SEE HER OBIT - RAY / HIS DEATH
RAY  BIRTH  WVL  10/19/1905  BOY TO REV. & MRS. BENJ. RAY OF GENOA JUNCTION / NEKOOSA NEW
RAYMOND  BIRTH  WVL  07/23/1903  07/15/1903  CHILD TO MR./MRS. WILL RAYMOND
RAYMOND  BIRTH  WVL  07/14/1904  07/01/1904  BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY RAYMOND
RAYMOND  CHARLES  DEATH  WVL  01/12/1905  01/07/1905  73 YRS. OLD / SURVIVING CHILDREN NAMED
RAYMOND  MARGARET  MAR  WVL  06/22/1905  06/22/1905  TO CHARLES BODMER / MAR.LIC. / ALSO SEE 29 JUNE ISSUE
RAYNER  GEORGE  MAR  WVL  09/15/1904  09/08/1904  MRS.GEORGE RAYNER/BETHEL NEWS/ALSO 8/09 ISSUE/PICKET-BIRTH/M
RAYMOND  MAR  WVL  01/12/1903  03/10/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. L. RAYMOME
RAYMONDE  ROSIE  MAR  WVL  08/10/1903  08/13/1903  TO JACK KEYZER
RAYMONDE  DEATH  WVL  02/04/1904  1/1904  GRANDSON OF MRS. JOE RAYOME /BURLIAL AT MERRILL
RAYMONDE  LYDIA  MAR  WVL  11/11/1904  11/15/1904  TO HENRY FILLAREAU /TO BE MAR.- RUDOLPH NEWS
REDLICK  BIRTH  WVL  07/30/1903  07/24/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. HERMAN REDLICK / RUDOLPH
REDLICK  DEATH  WVL  03/23/1905  09/28/1904  TO MR./MRS. HERMAN REDLICK / RUDOLPH NEWS
REEVES  W. H.  DEATH  WVL  12/01/1903  12/26/1891  AGE 16 BIRTHDAY PARTY
REEVES  WILLIAM MEADE  DEATH  WVL  12/03/1903  12/01/1903  2 WEEK OLD SON OF MR./MRS. W. H. REEVES
REEVES  WILLIE  DEATH  WVL  10/19/1905  10/16/1905  35 YRS. OLD / DIED AND BURIED AT COUNTY POOR FARM
REGENFUSS  JOSEPH  MAR.LIC.  WVL  07/07/1905  MINNIE HOPP OF AUBUÑDALE
REICHAHRT  PAULINA  MAR.LIC.  WVL  07/27/1905  EDW. RADISKY
REICHEL  KATHRYN M.  MAR  WVL  07/05/1906  06/28/1906  TO FRANK B. SWEEENEY AT SHAWANO
REICHERT  JOHN H.  MAR.LIC.  WVL  08/28/1902  OF ROCK TWSNHP. / IDA BACH OF T. OF RICHEFIELD
REICHERT  EMMA  MAR.LIC.  WVL  12/24/1903  HENRY OESTREICH
REID  BIRTH  WVL  02/05/1903  02/01/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED REID AT BIG FLATS
REID  BIRTH  WVL  06/11/1903  06/06/1903  TO ROBERT REID / VANDRIESEN
REID  MAE  MAR  WVL  01/07/1904  12/23/1903  TO O. GRAY / BIG FLATS NEWS
REIDEL  HATTIE  MAR.LIC.  WVL  02/08/1906  WARREN NASON
REIDEL  RICHARD  MAR.LIC.  WVL  03/09/1905  MARY HORNICK
REID  CARRIE  MAR  WVL  11/10/1904  11/02/1904  TO OSCAR KRUBSACK / MILLADORE NEWS
REILAND  BIRTH  WVL  07/24/1902  07/23/1902  TO NICK REILAND / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
REILAND BIRTH WVL 08/30/1906 08/27/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. N. REILAND
REILAND BIRTH WVL 01/19/1905 01/15/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. N. REILAND
REILEY MARY MAR WVL 07/05/1906 06/30/1906 TO CHARLES E. BOLES AT MARSHFIELD
REILY MARY MAR WVL 06/22/1905 06/27/1905 TO GEORGE D. BOOTH / TO BE MARRIED AT MARSHFIELD
REIMAN MARTHA MAR WVL 08/02/1906 07/25/1906 TO HERMAN KUEHL
REIMAN JOHN DEATH WVL 10/05/1905 10/03/1905 61 YRS. OLD
REIMAN MAURINE DEATH WVL 01/12/1905 12/30/1904 10 MO. 8 DAY OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. HENRY REIMAN/5 MILE CRK.NEW
REIMER IDA MAR WVL 12/25/1902 12/22/1902 TO ALBERT BENSON
REIMER BIRTH WVL 07/02/1903 06/23/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. T. J. REIMER
REIMER GEORGE MAR WVL 10/27/1904 10/25/1904 TO MARTHA NEW / RUDOLPH NEWS
REIMER BIRTH WVL 04/20/1905 04/16/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE REIMER
REINERT EMILE MAR WVL 11/26/1903 11/24/1903 TO MINNIE YETTER OF KELLNER
REINERT BERTHA MAR WVL 05/04/1905 04/27/1905 TO FRANK HAGENDORF OF RACINE
REINHARDT BIRTH WVL 07/05/1906 06/29/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. EMILE REINHARDT
REINHARDT OLGA MAR WVL 05/03/1906 04/28/1906 TO WALTER BLISH
REINHARDT BIRTH WVL 01/26/1905 01/24/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. EMILE REINHARDT
REITEN BIRTH WVL 02/05/1903 01/31/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. REITEN OF ARPIN
REME MATTIE MAR WVL 01/07/1904 1/01/1904 MRS. REME TO JAMES WALSH
REMINSTON DORA DEATH WVL 09/14/1905 MRS. REMINGTON / PITTSVILLE NEWS
REMINSTON MARY S. DEATH WVL 09/14/1905 09/07/1905 WIFE OF H. W. REMINGTON /RES. OF BABCOCK SINCE 1860
REMINSTON DORA MAR WVL 04/19/1906 TO E. F. STEELE / SEE HER OBIT. - STEELE
RENHELMAN BIRTH WVL 03/09/1905 03/07/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY RENGELMAN
RENNER ELLA MAR WVL 02/11/1904 02/04/1904 TO THOMAS TRACY / MONROE CENTER NEWS
RESHAL A. DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 INQUEST / CO. BOARD PROCEEDINGS
RESTOW BIRTH WVL 12/18/1902 12/18/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. HERMAN RESTOW
RETTLER MARY MAR WVL 06/18/1903 06/16/1903 TO JOE PANKRATZ / AUBURNDALE / MAR.LIC.4/06/1903 - JETTER
REUBEN FREDERICKA MAR WVL 02/04/1904 1871 TO WILLIAM TIMM / SEE HIS OBIT.
REUND CAROLINE MAR.LIC. WVL 02/15/1906 JOHN POWELL
REUSCH CLARA MAR WVL 05/17/1906 05/16/1906 TO FRED LA BROT
REX HENRY MAR WVL 10/30/1902 10/1902 TO OLGA SCHREIBER / ITEM WITH FAMILY GIVEN
REYNOLD BIRTH WVL 03/10/1904 03/07/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. C. REYNOLD / AUBURNDALE NEWS
REYNOLDS BIRTH WVL 09/21/1905 1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. C. E. REYNOLDS / AUBURNDALE NEWS
RHODE HERMAN MAR WVL 11/26/1903 11/19/1903 TO CAROLINE MILLER
RHODE BIRTHW WVL 02/22/1906 02/15/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. HERMAN RHODE
RHODES BIRTH WVL 09/01/1904 08/26/1904 TWIN BOYS TO MR./MRS.BERT RHODES /1 TWIN DIED/NEKOOSA NEWS
RHODES CHESTER W. MAR WVL 05/10/1906 05/05/1906 TO MRS. ADA B. GRAY
RHyme LEO DEATH WVL 03/27/1902 1902 DROWNED /WAUSAU
RHYNEHART EFFIE MAR WVL 06/02/1904 06/14/1904 TO JOSEPH JENSEN/WED.CARDS OUT/BETHEL NEWS/ALSO 23/06/1904
RICE
JOHN
MAR
WVL
06/18/1903
06/17/1903
TO LIZZIE STAHL / GRAND RAPIDS

RICHARDS
CHAS. S.
BIRTH
WVL
09/13/1906
12/05/1835
SEE HIS OBIT.

RICHARDS
CHAS. S.
OBIT.
WVL
09/13/1906
09/06/1906
SEE HIS BIRTH / LONG OBIT.

RICHARDS
DELENA
MAR
WVL
09/13/1906
1864
TO DAMASE RATELLE / SEE HIS OBIT.

RICHARDS
CLARA
MAR
WVL
03/02/1905
TO FRANK PORT / BETHEL NEWS

RICHARDS
LELAND
MAR
WVL
11/30/1905
11/29/1905
TO BELLE SHARKEY AT MERRILL

RICHARDSON
BIRTH
WVL
06/18/1903
06/17/1903
TO LIZZIE STAHL / GRAND RAPIDS

RICHARDSON
DICK
MAR
WVL
06/15/1905
06/07/1905
TO EMMA DERICK / CARSON NEWS

RICHARDSON
SARAH
MAR
WVL
11/02/1905
11/04/1866
TO LEANDER SHERMAN / SEE HIS OBIT. / NEKOOSA NEWS

RICHARDSON
DICK
BIRTH
WVL
07/30/1903
06/20/1903
GIRL TO MR./MRS. DEAN RICHARDSON

RICHARDSON
BESSIE
BIRTH
WVL
02/01/1906
01/29/1893
13TH BIRTHDAY

RICHARDSON
DEATH
WVL
08/31/1905
8/1905
MR. RICHARDSON OF APPLETON /FATHER OF HOWARD RICHMOND/NEKOOSA NEWS

RICHARDSON
BESSIE
BIRTH
WVL
04/06/1905
04/01/1899
7TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NEKOOSA NEWS

RICHARDSON
CHARLES P.
DEATH
WVL
09/07/1905
09/04/1905
CHILDREN LISTED / NEKOOSA NEWS

RICK
SARA
MAR
WVL
08/25/1904
08/24/1904
TO LOUIS HINE

RICK
AGNES
MAR
WVL
10/18/1906
10/1906
TO ANTON HAYDOCK /MAR.LIC.- 11 OCT. ISSUE

RICK
HERMAN
DEATH
WVL
10/05/1905
10/01/1905
10 YRS. OLD / SHOT

RICKEL
ADOLPH
DEATH
WVL
09/14/1905
09/10/1905
KILLED BY A TRAIN

RICKI
ADOLPH
DEATH
WVL
09/14/1905
9/09/1905
KILLED BY TRAIN / BLENKER NEWS

RICKMAN
BIRTH
WVL
06/02/1904
1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. C. RICKMAN / KELLNER NEWS

RICKMAN
BIRTH
WVL
09/20/1906
09/19/1906
GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHRIS RICKMAN

RICKMAN
MINNIE
MAR
WVL
11/15/1906
11/14/1906
TO FRED GOLDBERG

RICKOFF
ROSE
MAR
WVL
10/22/1903
10/15/1903
TO WILLIAM GRANGER

RIDGMAN
GENEVIEVE
DEATH
WVL
05/14/1903
05/08/1903
3 YR. OLD DAU.MR./MRS.A.L.RIDGMAN DROWNED/ALSO 21/05/1903 ART

RIECK
HERMAN C.
BIRTH
WVL
12/06/1906
11/29/1841
SEE HIS OBIT.

RIECK
HERMAN C.
OBIT.
WVL
11/06/1906
11/29/1906
APOPLEXY / SEE HIS BIRTH

RIEMAN
BIRTH
WVL
03/10/1904
02/22/1904
TWIN GIRLS TO MR./MRS.HENRY RIEMAN PAST RES. OF 5 MILE CREEK

RIEMAN
MARIE
DEATH
WVL
06/02/1904
05/30/1904
3 MOS. OLD TWIN OF MR./MRS. HENRY RIEMAN

RIEMER
BIRTH
WVL
07/14/1904
07/08/1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. JOE RiemER

RIEMER
MARTHA
MAR
WVL
06/16/1904
06/15/1904
TO GEORGE WALES

RIESCHL
ANDREW
DEATH
WVL
05/19/1904
1904
DROWNED 2 WKS.AGO/ALSO SEE BIRON NEWS - SAME PAPER

RIESCHL
DEATH
WVL
06/16/1904
06/03/1904
MR. RIESE / BIG FLATS NEWS

RIHAL
EMMA
MAR
WVL
02/11/1904
2/02/1904
TO E. T. HIND / LOCALS

RILEY
BIRTH
WVL
10/15/1903
10/09/1903
GIRL TO MR./MRS. TIMM RILEY

RILEY
BIRTH
WVL
05/10/1906
05/10/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. TIM RILEY

RILEY
VIDA
BIRTH
WVL
08/02/1906
07/28/1888
18TH BIRTHDAY

RISTOW
BIRTH
WVL
12/10/1903
12/04/1903
GIRL TO MR./MRS. PAUL RISTOW

RISTOW
BIRTH
WVL
09/03/1904
09/03/1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. HERMAN RISTOW

RISTOW
BIRTH
WVL
07/12/1906
7/07/1906
TWINS - A BOY & A GIRL TO MR./MRS. PAUL RISTOW
RISTOW
MINNIE
MAR
WVL
09/07/1905
1905
TO E. C. KETCHUM
RITCHIE
BIRTH
WVL
09/04/1902
MRS.RITCHIE - SEE OBIT.OF OLDS / SHE OF MILWAUKEE/BETHEL NEW
RIVERS
BIRTH
WVL
08/31/1905
08/29/1905
BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE RIVERS / RUDOLPH NEWS
ROACH
NETTIE
DIVORCE
WVL
08/04/1904
WILLIS (WILLARD) E. CARPENTER/PERS.MENTION/ALSO 11/08/04 ISS
ROBACK
FRANK
MAR
WVL
10/30/1902
10/1902
TO MISS PRAXEDIA YA—/ JUNCTION CITY NEWS
ROBBINSON
IDA
DEATH
WVL
10/08/1903
DAU.OF MR./MRS. N.J.KENT / LEAVES 9 CHILDREN & HUSBAND
ROBERTS
J. R.
MAR
WVL
06/12/1902
06/04/1902
TO MISS SARAH HAYES
ROBERTS
JESSE
MAR
WVL
12/10/1903
11/26/1903
TO MABEL WADE
ROBERTS
BIRTH
WVL
02/15/1906
1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. JESS ROBERTS
ROBERTS
JEAN (ELLA EUGENIA)
MAR
WVL
09/06/1906
09/01/1906
TO CLYDE McCUORE / MAR.LIC.- 30 AUG ISSUE
ROBERTS
ELLA EUGENIA (JEAN)
MAR.LIC.
WVL
09/06/1906
09/01/1906
CLYDE McCUORE / SEE MAR.? 6 SEP. ISSUE
ROBERTS
WILL
MAR
WVL
08/16/1906
1906
MR./ MRS. WILL ROBERTS
ROBERTS
MAR
WVL
06/15/1905
6/06/1905
MR. ROBERTS TO MAUDE SHARKEY-MAR.AT NEW ORLEANS/RUDOLPH NEWS
ROBERTS
E. R.
MAR
WVL
09/14/1905
09/24/1905
TO MAY LENA BRIGGS OF BABCOCK/PITTSVILLE NEWS - 28 SEP.
ROBINETTE
INEZ
MAR
WVL
02/02/1906
02/01/1906
TO GEO. NEWMAN AT BABCOCK / MAR.LIC.- 1 FEB. ISSUE
ROBINSON
DEATH
WVL
01/29.1903
01/23.1903
2 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. J. S. ROBINSON
ROBINSON
DEATH
WVL
12/31/1903
12/27/1903
WIFE OF A. S. ROBINSON
ROBINSON
ALLIE
MAR.
WVL
12/24/1903
STELLA WILSON
ROBINSON
ALLIE
MAR
WVL
12/17/1903
12/13/1903
TO KITTIE NELSON
ROBINSON
ALFRED S.
MAR
WVL
01/07/1904
1861
TO ARMINA HUBBARD / SEE HER OBIT. - ROBINSON
ROBINSON
ARMINA
OBIT.
WVL
01/07/1904
12/27/1903
SEE HER MAR.- HUBBARD
ROBINSON
DWAIN
MAR.LIC.
WVL
03/15/1906
MARY NELSON
ROBINSON
MINNIE
MAR
WVL
07/05/1906
1906
TO HOWARD BULGER AT HANCOCK
ROBINSON
ARTHUR L.
MAR
WVL
02/16/1906
02/05/1905
TO IRENE FRYETTE / CREAM OF EXCHANGES - NECEDAH
ROBINSON
IVA M.
MAR
WVL
06/01/1905
05/24/1905
TO GEO. A. GARDNER /MAR.LIC. & ARPIN NEWS SAME ISSUE
ROBINWICH
SARAH
MAR.LIC.
WVL
11/29/1906
SIMON FINKLESTEIN
ROCHE
DEATH
WVL
02/22/1906
1906
DIED LAST WEEK IN OMAHA, NEB.
ROCHELEAU
CLEMENTINE
MAR
WVL
12/07/1905
11/23/1905
TO GEORGE L. CHARMLEY
ROCHINSKI
ROSA
DEATH
WVL
01/26/1905
01/19.1905
YOUNGEST DAU. OF MR./MRS. ADAM ROCHINSKI / PITTSVILLE NEWS
ROCKSTEIN
JESSIE
MAR
WVL
03/05/1903
03/15/1903
TO ABRAHAM SILVERMAN/INVTS.ISSUED/WED.19/03/1903/ALSO12/03
ROCKSTEIN
PEARLE
MAR
WVL
08/11/1904
08/07/1904
TO SAM SPRINGSBURG / LOCAL BRIEFS
RODER
BIRTH
WVL
03/19/1903
TO BOY MATT RODER
RODER
GEO.
MAR.LIC.
WVL
09/21/1905
MARTINA ROWLAND OF TW. OF RICHLIEF
RODGERS
JERRY D.
BIRTH
WVL
05/15/1902
09/08/1822
SEE HIS DEATH
RODGERS
JERRY D.
DEATH
WVL
05/15/1902
05/03/1902
LEAVES WIFE AND SON (NAMED) / SEE HIS BIRTH
ROE
MARY ELIZA
MAR
WVL
04/10/1902
03/20/1902
TO MARK STEWART / PERSONAL MENTION
ROE
WILLIAM ALLEN
OBIT.
WVL
02/26/1905
02/11.1903
LONG OBIT.
ROE
GEO. C.
MAR
WVL
09/21/1905
09/17/1905
TO EIFFE FOX AT MEEHAN / MEEHAN NEWS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAEGER</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>02/09/1905</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT SAEGER /PORT EDWARDS NEWS SAYS FEB.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAEGER</td>
<td>AUGUST</td>
<td>01/25/1906</td>
<td>TO ANNIE SCHULTZ / SEE HER OBIT. - SAEGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAESTED</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>04/17/1902</td>
<td>DUE TO PNEUMONIA /SEE MAR. - WIFE &amp; CHILD NOT NAMED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAEESTED</td>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>04/17/1902</td>
<td>1900 / TO ? / SEE HIS DEATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGER</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>12/05/1904</td>
<td>INFANT CHILD OF MR./MRS. A. SAGER / KELLNER NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHA</td>
<td>JACOB</td>
<td>07/03/1902</td>
<td>DUE TO HEART TROUBLE / 67 YRS. OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALTER</td>
<td>MARY</td>
<td>05/25/1905</td>
<td>MRS. SALTER TO F. FAHL / KELLNER NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMPSON</td>
<td>HENRY A. JR.</td>
<td>02/15/1906</td>
<td>TO IDA M. HALVERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDER</td>
<td>ORIN</td>
<td>02/16/1905</td>
<td>FATHER OF MRS. LEVI OAKES /STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS/SEE HIS DEATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDER</td>
<td>ORIN</td>
<td>02/09/1905</td>
<td>STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS/SEE HIS BIRTH /ALSO 16 FEB. ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDERSON</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>08/20/1903</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. HARRY SANDERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDLEY</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>01/07/1904</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. SANDLEY / FINLEY NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDMAN</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>09/07/1905</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN SANDMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANGER</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>08/09/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. ROBERT SANGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANGER</td>
<td>GUSTAV</td>
<td>05/31/1906</td>
<td>TO ANNA ADAMSHECK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANVILLE</td>
<td>EDNA</td>
<td>11/10/1904</td>
<td>TO AMOS GRIFFITH/BABCOCK NEWS /SEE PITTSNEWS 17/NOV.ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARETZKY</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>07/17/1902</td>
<td>TWIN BOYS TO ROBERT SARETZKY / SEE DEATH OF ONE - SARETZKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARETZKY</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>07/17/1902</td>
<td>ONE OF TWIN BOYS OF ROBERT SARETZKY / OVERCOME BY HEAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARGENT</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>10/19/1905</td>
<td>MR. SARGENT / JUNCTION CITY NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARTELL</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>07/31/1902</td>
<td>BOY TO DR./MRS. E.N. SARTELL / MILLADORE NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWIN</td>
<td>ELLA</td>
<td>07/26/1906</td>
<td>ADOPTED BY MR./MRS. CHRIS. CHOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWYER</td>
<td>PHILETUS</td>
<td>04/05/1906</td>
<td>RE-MARRIED EX WIFE - A DAUGHTER OF WILLIAM UPHAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWYER</td>
<td>CAROLINE</td>
<td>04/05/1906</td>
<td>MRS.SAWYER D.AU.WILLIAM UPHAM REMARRIED PHILETUS SAWYER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHACHT</td>
<td>CHAS.</td>
<td>11/15/1905</td>
<td>TO BERTHA GALLERMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHACHT</td>
<td>EMMA</td>
<td>11/15/1905</td>
<td>TO FRANK NOBLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHALL</td>
<td>LOUIS</td>
<td>10/26/1905</td>
<td>TO HELEN C. WIGHT OF EAU CLAIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHANTZ</td>
<td>KATHERINE</td>
<td>09/27/1906</td>
<td>TO ELBERT C. KELLOGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHARLOW</td>
<td>AUGUSTA</td>
<td>07/27/1905</td>
<td>TO ADAM BELSTER OF PITTSVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHAUER</td>
<td>CHARLES</td>
<td>06/22/1905</td>
<td>ALICE SIEMER OF MARSHFIELD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEER</td>
<td>PETER S.</td>
<td>09/20/1906</td>
<td>MARY PATRACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEIBE</td>
<td>CHRISTIAN</td>
<td>10/25/1906</td>
<td>87 YRS. OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEIBE</td>
<td>FRED</td>
<td>10/25/1906</td>
<td>87 YRS. OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEIBE</td>
<td>CHRISTIAN</td>
<td>10/25/1906</td>
<td>87 YRS. OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEIBE</td>
<td>FRED</td>
<td>10/25/1906</td>
<td>87 YRS. OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEN</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>12/20/1906</td>
<td>60 YRS. OLD / CHILDREN LISTED / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHENK</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>12/20/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. ULRICH SCHENK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHENK</td>
<td>CLARA</td>
<td>07/20/1905</td>
<td>TO CURTIS HICKS AT NEW ROME/PERSONAL MENTION &amp; NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEPH</td>
<td>ALBERT</td>
<td>02/16/1905</td>
<td>MINNIE BALL OF MARSHFIELD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEUNEMAN</td>
<td>META</td>
<td>04/14/1904</td>
<td>TO WILLIAM TRIMKE / ARPIN NEWS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCHILLER FRED MAR WVL 06/01/1905 06/11/1905 TO GUSTA FONDAK /ALSO PITTSVILLE NEWS 15 JUNE
SCHILLER GODFRED MAR WVL 06/15/1905 06/11/1905 TO INGA MARCK OF SENECA CORNERS
SCHILLINGER JOHN DEATH WVL 11/26/1903 11/21/1903 SHOT
SCHILTZ BERTHA MAR WVL 11/23/1905 11/19/1905 TO ROY PENNY / PITTSVILLE NEWS
SCHMITT BIRTH WVL 11/13/1902 11/1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. EMILE SCHMITT / PERSONAL MENTION
SCHROEDER CHRIST DEATH WVL 08/06/1903 08/05/1903 ONE OF OLDEST SETTLERS - BLENKER
SCHROEDER AUGUST MAR.LIC. WVL 01/19/1905 LYDIA K --? (UNABLE TO READ LAST NAME)
SCHROEDER EMMA BIRTH WVL 09/21/1905 09/20/1891 14TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
SCHUBAT BIRTH WVL 05/04/1905 05/01/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. SCHUBAT / PORT EDWARDS NEWS
SCHUBERT LOUIS MAR WVL 01/21/1904 01/14/1904 TO DORA LARSON / NASONVILLE NEWS
SCHUETER FRANK E. MAR WVL 06/14/1906 06/12/1906 TO TINA BELOT
SCHULTZ PETER JR. DEATH WVL 11/22/1906 11/20/1906 84 YRS. OLD
SCHULLER JACOB MAR. LIC. WVL 10/30/1902 ANNA HILLMAN / BOTH OF LINCOLN
SCHULTZ DEATH WVL 06/12/1902 06/05/1902 INFANT DAU. OF GUS SCHULTZ / PNEUMONIA
SCHULTZ MINNIE MAR. LIC. WVL 04/10/1902 AUGUST KNUTH / BOTH OF SIGEL
SCHULTZ BIRTH WVL 05/03/1903 05/02/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. SCHULTZ / NEKOOSA
SCHULTZ MARY DEATH WVL 02/16/1905 02/13/1905 MRS. SCHULTZ / 70 YRS. OLD / CREAM OF EXCHANGES - PITTSVILLE
SCHULTZ OTTO MAR. LIC. WVL 12/28/1905 HELEN TESKE OF AUBURNDALE
SCHULTZ EMMA MAR WVL 11/03/1904 11/01/1904 TO GEORGE CISLER / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
SCHULTZ HATTIE MAR WVL 06/23/1904 06/21/1904 TO LOUIS MEYERS / NEKOOSA NEWS
SCHULTZ DEATH WVL 08/09/1906 1906 DAU. OF MR./MRS. FRED SCHULTZ - ONLY LIVED A FEW HOURS
SCHULTZ DELLA MAR WVL 12/20/1906 12/15/1906 TO MR. MARQUETTE
SCHULTZ DEATH WVL 11/16/1905 11/13/1905 2 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. AUG. SCHULTZ / AUBURNDALE NEWS
SCHULTZ DEATH WVL 08/10/1905 08/04/1905 MRS. EDWARD SCHULTZ
SCHULTZ BIRTH WVL 04/20/1905 04/15/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GUS SCHULTZ / NEKOOSA NEWS
SCHULTZ FREDA MAR WVL 12/21/1905 12/14/1905 TO JOE STOFFELS / NEKOOSA NEWS
SCHULTZ ANNIE BIRTH WVL 01/25/1906 1874 SEE HER MAR. - SCHULTZ / HER OBIT. - SAEGER
SCHULTZ ANNIE MAR WVL 01/25/1906 1874 TO AUGUST SAEGER / SEE HER BIRTH-SCHULTZ/HER OBIT.-SAEGER
SCHUMACHER HENRY A. MAR. LIC. WVL 08/28/1902 08/28/1902 OF MONROE / JESSIE SHERIFF OF MARSHFIELD
SCHUMAN DEATH WVL 03/16/1905 3/1905 MR. SCHUMAN / CHLDRN. WILL, CHARLEY, HENRY, BERTHA, KELLNER NEWS
SCHUMAN CARL MAR WVL 11/23/1905 11/23/1905 TO DORA GAehler OF PORT EDWARDS
SCHUMAN BERTHA MAR WVL 11/15/1906 11/08/1906 TO GUSTAVE HELKE
SCHUMANTOWSKY GUSTAV DEATH WVL 05/25/1905 INQUEST OF DEATH - COUNTY BOARD PROCEEDINGS
SCHWANTZ ANNA MAR WVL 01/29/1903 01/23/1903 TO AUGUST WITTENBERG
SCHWANTZ BIRTH WVL 09/11/1902 09/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. PAUL SCHWANTZ / 6TH GIRL IN FAMILY/PERS.MENT.
SCHWARTZ JOHN G. MAR WVL 06/07/1906 06/04/1906 TO MRS. GLADYS AREY
SCHWEDE CHAS. W. MAR WVL 06/08/1905 06/21/1905 PROF. SCHWEDE TO PAULINE MUELLEER OF FORRESTVILLE, WI
SCHWY ALMA FUGENIA MAR WVL 06/29/1905 06/29/1905 TO THORNTON SEVER / PITTSVILLE NEWS
SCOTT EDITH MAR WVL 06/26/1902 1870 TO ARTHUR J. APLIN / ITEM
SCOTT T. B. DEATH WVL 08/14/1902 1873 SEE OBIT OF SON WALTER A. SCOTT
SCOTT W. G. BIRTH WVL 03/13/1902 1838 64TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
SCOTT WALTER A. OBIT. WVL 06/14/1902 1890 MURDERED IN CHICAGO / SON OF T.B. SCOTT
SCOTT GEORGE MAR WVL 01/15/1903 01/15/1903 TO MARY JOSLIN / SEE HER OBIT. - SCOTT
SCOTT MARY OBIT. WVL 01/15/1903 01/08/1903 WIFE OF GEORGE SCOTT / BURIED ARMENIA / SEE MAR.- JOSLIN
SCOTT DEATH WVL 08/03/1905 07/30/1905 GRANDMA - 92 YRS. OLD / NEKOOSA NEWS
SCOTT ALBERT MAR. LIC. WVL 05/11/1905 MAMIE LIVERNAS OF RUDOLPH
SCOTT ELLA MAR WVL 04/06/1905 04/07/1905 TO ROBERT L. WALTER OF GREEN BAY/MAR. LIC. 13/04/1905 ISSUE
SCOTT WILLIAM BIRTH WVL 7/07/1904 7/1900 4TH BIRTHDAY PARTY OF SON OF MR./MRS. WILLIAM SCOTT
SCOTT BIRTH WVL 12/13/1906 12/07/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. SCOTT
SCOTT ETHEL PEARL MAR WVL 08/02/1906 07/26/1906 TO FREDERICK J. HOLT
SCOTT LAURA MAR WVL 11/08/1906 11/08/1906 TO WALLACE STRONG - SEE HIS OBIT.
Scribner ALONZO D. BIRTH WVL 01/04/1906 02/10/1837 BORN IN BUKMANTOWN, N.Y./SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.
SCRIBNER  ALONZO D.  OBIT  WVL  01/04/1906  12/29/1905  SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR
SCRIBNER  ALONZO D.  MAR  WVL  01/04/1906  1873  TO SUSAN BAKER / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
SDROECH  FRANK  MAR  WVL  11/08/1906  11/05/1906  TO ROSA GUSSMAN
SEADO  BIRTH  WVL  10/05/1905  08/15/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS.HENRY SEADO OF MAPLERIDGE,MN/MOM LENA LEUBECK
SEADO  HENRY  MAR  WVL  10/05/1905  09/18/1903  TO LENA LEUBECK / SEE BIRTH OF SON
SEADOW  BIRTH  WVL  09/24/1903  09/18/1903  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN SEADO
SEARL  Vinnie  MAR  WVL  01/22/1903  01/07/1903  TO W. P. HOFFMAN AT CHICAGO
SEARLS  CLARENCE  MAR  WVL  12/22/1904  11/18/1904  TO CLARA YUSKOW
SEARLS  HANNAH  BIRTH  WVL  09/13/1826  09/07/1906  SEE HER BIRTH - SEARLS
SEARLS  HANNAH  DEATH  WVL  09/13/1906  09/07/1906  SEE HER BIRTH - SEARLS
SEBORA  SYLVESTER  MAR  WVL  05/10/1906  05/08/1906  TO LAURA GRASHORN
SEESE  SARAH  MAR  WVL  09/15/1904  08/31/1904  TO RICHARD TENNANT / BIG FLATS NEWS
SEELEY  ABEL N.  MAR  WVL  06/15/1905  06/14/1905  TO EMMA J. NUTTER OF NEKOOSA.M.LIC.& SARATOGA NEWS
SEELEY  DEATH  WVL  07/14/1904  7/1904  MRS. SEELEY SISTER OF W.L. TOWNSEND /DIED IN MICHIGAN
SEIBENDAHL  DEATH  WVL  12/29/1904  12/26/1904  MRS. WM. SEIBENDAHL / NEKOOSA NEWS
SEIDL  DEATH  WVL  07/19/1906  07/13/1906  6 MONTH OLD DAI. OF MR./MRS. LORENZ SEIDL
SEIFERT  CLIFFORD  DEATH  WVL  10/05/1905  10/03/1905  11 YRS. OLD - SUICIDE
SEIM  JOHN  DEATH  WVL  08/20/1903  08/18/1903  56 YRS. OLD / SUICIDE
SEITZ  WM  MAR.LIC.  WVL  10/11/1906  LOUISE JIASCHELE
SELLE  F. F.  MAR  WVL  07/02/1903  07/01/1903  TO ESTHER KLEBERG AT DALE / LIVE IN NEKOOSA
SEVERNS  HARRY TRACY  DEATH  WVL  06/07/1902  1902  SUICIDE
SEVERNS  J. Q.  DEATH  WVL  07/24/1902  07/19/1902  77 YRS. OLD / FROM PITTSVILLE
SEVERNS  J. Q.  DEATH  WVL  01/15/1903  7/1902  WOOD CO. BOARD MINUTES
SEYMORE  HARVEY  DEATH  WVL  01/25/1906  01/22/1906  TRAIN KILLED HIM - DIED AT TOMAH
SHABOTT  BIRTH  WVL  05/04/1905  05/01/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. JOS. SHABOTT OF PORT EDWARDS
SHABOUTTE  DENSE  MAR  WVL  09/13/1906  9/1906  TO A. D. FONTAIN IN MERRILL
SHADKOWSKI  BIRTH  WVL  12/27/1906  12/23/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. LAWRENCE SHADKOWSKI
SHADKOWSKY  BIRTH  WVL  07/13/1905  07/06/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. L. SHADKOWSKY
SHANK  A. M.  DEATH  WVL  05/04/1905  04/28/1905  ARMENIA AND NEKOOSA NEWS
SHANOCK  DEATH  WVL  07/26/1906  07/25/1906  BOY - BORN & DIED SAME DAY TO MR./MRS. JOHN SHANOCK
SHARKEY  CELINA  BIRTH  WVL  04/10/1905  1867  15TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION / RUDOLPH NEWS
SHARKEY  MOSE  BIRTH  WVL  04/17/1902  1851  51ST BIRTHDAY
SHARKEY  ROSIE  MAR  WVL  09/11/1902  09/08/1902  TO CARL OMHOLT / RUDOLPH NEWS
SHARKEY  BELLE  MAR  WVL  11/30/1905  11/29/1905  TO LELAND RICHARDS AT MERRILL
SHARKEY  MAUDE  MAR  WVL  06/15/1905  06/06/1905  TO MR. ROBERTS IN NEW ORLEANS / RUDOLPH NEWS
SHARKEY  BIRTH  WVL  04/13/1905  04/09/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK SHARKEY / RUDOLPH NEWS
SHARP  LOUISE  MAR  WVL  02/26/1903  02/17/1903  TO FRANK CUNNINGHAM
SHARP  LOUISE  MAR  WVL  02/26/1903  02/17/1903  TO FRANK CUNNINGHAM
SHAURETTE  JOS.  MAR  WVL  09/18/1902  TO MISS DEROSSIA / SEE OBIT. OF NELSON DEROSSIA
SHAW E. P. MAR. LIC. WVL 12/21/1905 ELLEN S. KNUDSON IF BABCOCK
SHAW DON DEATH WVL 07/12/1906 06/30/1906 TO LLOYD S. KING AT MERRILL
SHEARER ALICE MAR WVL 09/27/1906 09/25/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ARCHIE SHEARER OF BIRON
SHEARER ALBERT BIRTH WVL 11/24/1904 11/23/1904 25TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / BIRON NEWS
SHEEHAN BIRTH WVL 04/21/1904 04/16/1879 TO FRANK SHEEHAN OF MILWAUKEE - SEE MAR.
SHEEHAN FRANK MAR WVL 08/25/1904 TO LAURA McCARTHY / SEE SHEEHAN BIRTH ANNCTMT.
SHEEHAY ELIZABETH MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/07/1905 TO OTTO DE LOIS WIPPERMAN /SEE PITTS NEWS 18/05/1905 ISSUE
SHEIP DEATH WVL 06/26/1902 1902 6 MOS. OLD BABY / POISONED WITH CARBOLIC ACID
SHEMANSKI BIRTH WVL 02/16/1905 2/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. ANTOINE SHEMANSKI / CARSON NEWS
SHEMANSKI REGINA DEATH WVL 04/20/1905 INFANT DAU. MR./MRS. JOE SHEMANSKI /WHOOPING COUGH/CARSON NEWS
SHEMANSKI LOUIS MAR WVL 04/29/1906 04/24/1906 TO FREDA PUTZIER
SHEPARD GEORGE DEATH WVL 03/26/1903 03/18/1903 TO SYLVIA LIGHTNING / ALSO 0/24/1903 ISSUE
SHEPARD COURTLAND MAR. LIC. WVL 06/08/1905 TO EMMA BROCH / SEE HER DEATH - SHEPPREAU
SHEPERD LOTTIE MAR WVL 09/07/1905 08/30/1905 TO EDGAR HOLMES / BIG FLAT NEWS
SHEPHERD FRANCES BIRTH WVL 07/19/1906 1838 SEE HER MAR. - SHEPHERD / HER OBIT. - COMPTON
SHIPLEY JOE MAR WVL 04/19/1906 04/16/1906 TO LYDIA THROPE
SHEPPREAU EMMA DEATH WVL 03/19/1903 03/16/1903 TO ALBERT WILLIAM SHEPPREAU DIED AT STEVENS POINT
SHEPPREAU PAUL MAR WVL 03/19/1903 TO SEEN BROCH / SEE HER DEATH - SHEPPREAU
SHEPPREAU EMMA DEATH WVL 03/19/1903 03/16/1903 TO ALBERT WILLIAM SHEPPREAU DIED AT STEVENS POINT
SHERAK BIRTH WVL 10/29/1903 10/15/1903 TO FRANK SHERAK
SHERIDEN MARGARET DEATH WVL 08/23/1906 08/21/1906 28 YRS. OLD / DUE TO CONSUMPTION
SHERIER CLARA MAR. LIC. WVL 10/30/1902 ARNOLD VANDERHEI / BOTH OF GRAND RAPIDS
SHERIFF JESSIE MAR. LIC. WVL 06/08/1905 TO REV. VICTOR GRUBER
SHERIFF ROSE MAR. LIC. WVL 10/27/1905 TO MRS. SHERIFF HOWARD ROZELLE
SHERIN ELLEN ANNETA MAR. LIC. WVL 11/05/1905 ALBERT WILLIAM BORN
SHERMAN LEANDER MAR WVL 11/02/1905 11/04/1905 TO SARAH RICHARDSON / SEE HIS OBIT.
SHERMAN LEANDER OBIT. WVL 11/02/1905 10/27/1905 CIVIL WAR VET. /NEKOOSA NEWS / SEE HIS MAR.
SHERMAN ADDA MAR WVL 01/13/1906 01/14/1904 TO MRS. adda
SHERMAN LEROY MAR WVL 07/05/1906 06/30/1906 TO DORA BUELOW
SHERMAN SMITH DEATH WVL 11/30/1906 01/17/1906 TO DUE TO PNEUMONIA
SHIING BIRTH WVL 06/30/1904 07/07/1904 06/30/1904 TO O.R. SHIING / ARMENIA NEWS
SHIDELL WM. MAR WVL 05/15/1902 1902 TO MISS EMMA HENDRICH
SHIDELL BIRTH WVL 05/12/1904 05/08/1904 TO MISS EMMA HENDRICH
SHIELDS MAGDELINE MAR WVL 09/07/1905 08/30/1905 TO REV. VICTOR GRUBER
SHIMEK JOE MAR WVL 06/12/1902 TO MISS HELEN JANONEK ON 10/06/1902/MILLADORE NEWS 19/06/02
SHIMEK BIRTH WVL 12/11/1904 12/11/1904 TO MRS. JOS. SHIMEK / MILLADORE NEWS
SHINEK CATHARINE MAR WVL 07/14/1906 08/28/1848 TO THOMAS KILEY / SEE HIS OBIT.
Shining Clara Birth WVL 01/12/1905 01/06/1889 16th Birthday Party / Armenia News

Shinn Birth WVL 07/05/1906 1906 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Geo. Shinn

Shipman Myrtle H. Mar WVL 02/05/1903 01/28/1903 To Harry S. Elliott of Shirland, Ill at Chicago

Shipway H. W. Birth WVL 02/15/1906 02/15/1880 46th Birthday

Shirley Anna Mar WVL 04/14/1904 04/06/1904 To David E. Woodruff / Hansen News

Shoblaski Birth WVL 06/22/1905 06/21/1905 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Frank Shoblaski

Short Henry Mar WVL 08/23/1906 08/22/1906 To Mary Nicklaus

Shorttt John Mar WVL 04/14/1904 1850 To Bridget Carroll in R.I. / See Her Obit. - Shorttt (Short)

Shorttt Birth WVL 07/17/1906 07/11/1906 Boy to Rev. & Mrs. Shorttt

Shorttt (Short) Bridget Death WVL 04/14/1904 04/07/1904 Mrs. Shorttt / Children Listed

Shuertz Death WVL 09/28/1905 09/22/1905 Infant Child of Mr./Mrs. John Shuertz / Sigel News

Shuh Birth WVL 04/29/1906 04/22/1906 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Louis Shuh

Shuh Louis Mar WVL 08/16/1906 5/1901 To Victoria Giessler / See Her Long Obi - Also 23 Aug. Iss.

Shuh Victoria Obit WVL 08/16/1906 08/15/1906 See Her Birth/Mar. - Giessler / Also Long Obi. - 23 Aug. Issue

Shuh Louis Mar WVL 08/16/1906 5/1901 To Victoria Giessler / Her Obi. - Shuh / Also See 23 Aug. Issue

Shuh Victoria Obit WVL 08/16/1906 08/15/1906 Her Birth/Mar/Giessler - Also See 23 Aug. Issue

Shuh Louis Mar WVL 08/16/1906 08/15/1906 To Victoria Giessler / Her Obi. - Shuh / Also See 23 Aug. Issue

Shipman Emma Mar. Lic. WVL 04/14/1904 Emil Petters

Shultz Henry Birth WVL 10/02/1902 1881 Son of Mr./Mrs. Fred Shultz / Sigel News - Death

Shultz Henry Death WVL 10/02/1902 09/26/1902 21 yr. Old Son of Mr./Mrs. Fred Shultz / Sigel News

Shultz Anna B. Mar. Lic. WVL 09/14/1905 John C. Cramer

Shuman Birth WVL 06/21/1906 06/13/1906 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Chas. Shuman

Shumway Death WVL 12/13/1906 12/13/1906 Mrs. Loren Shumway Sr.

Sibley Will Mar WVL 02/09/1905 02/09/1905 To Marie Pariseau / Personal Mention

Sibley Birth WVL 08/31/1905 08/27/1905 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Will Sibley / Born at New London

Sibley Will Mar WVL 08/31/1905 08/27/1905 To Marie Pariseau / See Sibley Birth Announcement

Sibley Della Mar WVL 08/04/1904 07/31/1904 To Charley Baker

Sickles Arthur Mar WVL 01/18/1906 01/17/1906 To Susan Kaysler

Sicklinger John Mar. Lic. WVL 10/16/1902 Barbara Brei / Both of Richfield

Siebling Delia Mar WVL 07/31/1902 07/28/1902 Of Wausau to Geo. Atkins / At Chicago

Siedensticker Birth WVL 03/02/1905 02/27/1905 Boy to Mr./Mrs. W. Siedensticker / Sherry News

Siedl Birth WVL 02/08/1906 02/17/1906 Boy to Mr./Mrs. Lawrence Siedl

Siegle Edna Mar WVL 07/04/1903 05/06/1903 To Charles Warren / Babcock

Siemer Alice Mar. Lic. WVL 06/22/1905 06/22/1905 Charles Schauer

Siewert Emma Oberly Death WVL 12/10/1903 11/30/1903 Died at Neenah / See Her Mar. - Oberly

Siewert O. H. Mar WVL 12/10/1903 07/04/1892 To Emma Oberly / See Her Obi. / Death - Siewert

Silber Louis Death WVL 04/10/1902 1902 Brother of B. Silber

Silber Nellie Mar WVL 03/06/1902 03/06/1902 Daug. of Mr./Mrs. J. Silber to Sidney Wolfman

Silver Eddie Mar WVL 05/26/1905 05/17/1905 To Lena Beske / New Rome News

Silverman Birth WVL 07/30/1903 07/22/1903 Girl to Mr./Mrs. Sam Silverman
SILVERMAN
BIRTH WVL 12/10/1903 12/07/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. SILVERMAN
SILVERMAN ABRAHAM MAR WVL 03/05/1903 03/15/1903 TO JESSIE ROCKSTEIN-INVTS./MAR.-19/03/1903 ISSUE - ITEM
SIMMET LOUIS MAR WVL 05/10/1906 05/16/1906 WILL MARRY MARY RONANSKI / ALSO SEE 17 MAY ISSUE
SIMONS MAR WVL 03/12/1903 03/06/1903 TO LIZZIE J. FRYETT
SIMONS JOHN DEATH WVL 04/30/1903 62 YRS. OLD / BURIED AT ARKDALE
SIMONS V. D. MAR WVL 09/06/1906 09/01/1906 TO GRACE HOSKINSON
SIMS BIRTH WVL 08/30/1906 08/26/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY L. SIMS
SINCLAIR FRANK MAR WVL 08/31/1905 07/22/1905 TO ROENE HAVENOR AT SIGEL
SINCLAIR PEARL MAR WVL 04/07/1904 04/03/1904 TO ARTHUR BLOOMFIELD/STRONGS PRAIRIE&NEK.NEWS/14/04 CRM.EXCH
SINGER LOUIS MAR WVL 10/05/1905 10/10/1905 TO ROSIE SCHRINOR /ALSO 12/10/1905 AUBURNDALE NEWS
SINGER THERESA MAR. LIC. WVL 06/15/1905 JOSEPH MEIDL
SINGER ANNIE MAR WVL 04/23/1904 04/18/1904 TO JOS. CEPRESS
SIPE CLARENCE A. MAR WVL 10/26/1905 10/21/1905 TO EMMA SWANZ
SIPEs HENRY DOUGLAS DEATH WVL 10/11/1906 10/10/1906 13 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. JESSE SIPEs OF WAUSAU
SKEEL BIRTH WVL 01/21/1904 01/14/1904 TO MR./MRS. J. W. SKEEL
SKEELS GWYNETH DEATH WVL 06/09/1904 6/1904 DAU.OF MR./MRS.JEP. SKEELS / BURIED AT BANKCROFT
SKIBBA ANNA MAR WVL 04/29/1906 04/23/1906 TO OTTO GOLDNER
SKINNER BIRTH WVL 05/11/1905 04/21/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. B.B. SKINNER /SEE DEATH VANDRIESSEN NEWS
SKINNER DEATH WVL 05/11/1905 04/23/1905 SON OF MR./MRS.B.B.SKINNER /SEE BIRTH /VANDRIESSEN NEWS
SKOLASKI BIRTH WVL 08/20/1903 08/14/1903 TO MR./MRS. JOS. SKOLASKI
SKOLASKi BIRTH WVL 09/28/1905 09/25/1905 TO MR./MRS. FRANK SKOLASKI
SKOLASKI BIRTH WVL 07/28/1904 06/22/1904 TO MR./MRS. FRANK SKOLASKI
SLACK BIRTH WVL 10/29/1903 10/22/1903 TO MR./MRS. HIRAM SLACK
SLACK BIRTH WVL 04/13/1905 04/11/1905 TO MR./MRS. CHARLES SLACK / MEEHAN NEWS
SLACK BIRTH WVL 12/07/1905 1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. H. SLACK / VAN DREISSEN NEWS
SLACK LUCY MAR WVL 06/02/1904 05/08/1904 TO BYRON S. WARD AT IRONWOOD, MICH.
SLATER MARY MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/17/1905 MRS.SLATER TO FRED FALL/FAHL/ALSO 18/05/1905 ISSUE
SLATER AUGUST BIRTH WVL 03/22/1906 1844 SEE HIS MAR./LONG DETAILED OBIT.
SLATER AUGUST OBIT. WVL 03/22/1906 03/14/1906 SEE HIS MAR/BIRTH / OBIT. IS ONG AND DETAILED
SLATER AUGUST MAR WVL 03/22/1906 TO HANNAH WITT / SEE HIS BIRTH/LONG DETAILED OBIT.
SLATER BERTHA MAR WVL 05/17/1906 1896 TO ALBERT HEIMKE - SEE HIS OBIT
SLATER HENRY DEATH WVL 03/15/1906 03/14/1906
SLATTERY THOMAS MAR WVL 06/08/1905 05/31/1905 TO LULU CARROLL OF CUMBERLAND
SLATTERY BIRTH WVL 03/29/1906 03/22/1906 TO MR./MRS. MIKE SLATTERY
SLATTERY EMMETT M. MAR WVL 06/07/1906 06/05/1906 TO KATHRYN FOGARTY
SLATTERY FRANCES OBIT WVL 11/15/1906 11/09/1906 SEE HER BIRTH/MAR - DEAN / LONG OBIT.
SLATTERY FRANCES OBIT WVL 11/05/1906 11/09/1906 LONG OBIT./HER BIRTH/MAR - DEAN /CHLDRN LISTED
SLINGERLAND W. G. MAR WVL 11/27/1902 11/27/1902 TO MISS CONSTANCE GERTRUDE MAGUIRE
SLINGERLAND BIRTH WVL 12/22/1904 12/15/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILLIAM SLINGERLAND
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLOAN</th>
<th>JANE</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>WVL</th>
<th>10/05/1905</th>
<th>09/28/1905</th>
<th>TO JOHNIE CHARLES / MATHER NEWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLUSSER</td>
<td>MARTHA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>02/23/1905</td>
<td>02/16/1905</td>
<td>MRS. SLUSSER / CHILDREN LISTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALARK</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/30/1904</td>
<td>06/27/1904</td>
<td>TO PAULINE JACKAN (POLLIE)/ALSO NEK.NEWS SAME PAPER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALLBROOK</td>
<td>WILLIAM</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/06/1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>ACCID. WITH TEAM ABOUT 48 YRS. OLD / FAMILY MEMBERS GIVEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALLBROOK</td>
<td>GEORGE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/03/1903</td>
<td>11/25/1903</td>
<td>TO AUGUSTA CHRISTOFKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALLBROOK</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/02/1905</td>
<td>02/26/1905</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEORGE SMALLBROOK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/19/1902</td>
<td>64TH BIRTHDAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/25/1903</td>
<td>06/21/1903</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN SMART</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>LELA</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>05/11/1905</td>
<td>05/05/1905</td>
<td>25 YR. OLD DAU. OF MRS. JANE KELLIER / MEEHAN NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/21/1904</td>
<td>07/19/1904</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. M. G. SMART</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>AMANDA</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/14/1904</td>
<td>1/01/1904</td>
<td>MRS. ELIJAH SMART / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>ELIJAH</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/14/1904</td>
<td>01/14/1904</td>
<td>TO AMANDA -? - SEE HER DEATH - SMART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>CELIA LETTIE</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>7/7/1904</td>
<td>10/04/1871</td>
<td>SEE HER MAR. - SMART / OBIT. - BLOOD - MEEHAN NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>CELIA LETTIE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>7/7/1904</td>
<td>03/01/1892</td>
<td>TO HENRY BLOOD /SEE HER BIRTH - SMART/OBIT.-BLOOD /MEEHAN NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>ED</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>10/20/1904</td>
<td>10/17/1904</td>
<td>TO MRS. ANNA BROOKS / NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>ELIJAH</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/14/1904</td>
<td>01/14/1904</td>
<td>TO WMS. WM. McLEAN / SEE HER OBIT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>02/01/1906</td>
<td>01/31/1906</td>
<td>SON OF MR./MRS. GUILE SMART - LIVED ONLY A FEW HOURS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMAZAL</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/28/1905</td>
<td>12/1905</td>
<td>MRS. L. SMAZAL / BLENKER NEWS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/05/1902</td>
<td>5/1902</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. E. SMITH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>09/04/1902</td>
<td>09/04/1903</td>
<td>OF BATTLE CREEK / SEE OBIT. OF ELD. C. W. Olds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/12/1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>MRS. H.B. SMITH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/26/1903</td>
<td>03/25/1903</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. E. SMITH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>02/04/1903</td>
<td>02/04/1903</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. BERT SMITH OF PITTSVILLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>11/13/1903</td>
<td>11/13/1903</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. CHAS. E. SMITH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>HOMER</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/15/1903</td>
<td>01/10/1903</td>
<td>SON OF MR./MRS. NELSON SMITH / PITTSVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>PERCY</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/02/1903</td>
<td>06/30/1903</td>
<td>TO CLARA COLLIER / ALSO SEE 1/07/1903 ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>05/04/1905</td>
<td>04/29/1905</td>
<td>MRS. SMITH - DIED AT VEEDUM / PITTSVILLE NEWS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>03/02/1905</td>
<td>03/25/1905</td>
<td>MRS. GUS. SMITH - SIS-IN-LAW OF MRS. ELIZABETH DALY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>02/09/1905</td>
<td>02/06/1905</td>
<td>FATHER OF GEO. H. SMITH / DIED AT MANAWA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERTINA M.</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/27/1905</td>
<td>07/27/1905</td>
<td>55 YRS. OLD / CHILDREN LISTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>CHARLES</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/13/1905</td>
<td>07/13/1905</td>
<td>TO MAE BURCHELL /FROM LOCAL NEWS - DEATH OF CHILD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>CHAS. E.</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>04/13/1905</td>
<td>12/26/1900</td>
<td>TO JULIA MAY BURCHELL / SEE HER OBIT. - SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>EUGENE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>12/21/1905</td>
<td>12/20/1905</td>
<td>TO MARGARET LINDSAY OF MANAWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>FRANK S.</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>01/05/1905</td>
<td>12/26/1904</td>
<td>TO EDITH M. LANDFORD / PITTSVILLE NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>GLADYS</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/13/1905</td>
<td>07/07/1905</td>
<td>4 YR. OLD DAU. OF CHARLES SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>JULIA MAY</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>04/13/1905</td>
<td>04/08/1905</td>
<td>MRS. CHAS. E. SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>07/13/1905</td>
<td>04/1905</td>
<td>MRS. CHARLES SMITH / FROM BRIEF LOCAL NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>MARGARET</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
<td>06/01/1905</td>
<td>06/27/1905</td>
<td>TO CHASPER YOUNGCHILD-APPROCH.MAR./NEK.NEWS/ALSO 29/06/05 IS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SMITH OLGA MAR. LIC. WVL 02/09/1905 GEO. CHARBONEAU
SMITH BIRTH WVL 12/08/1904 12/04/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. BERT SMITH OF ATLANTA
SMITH BIRTH WVL 03/17/1904 03/10/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT SMITH / NEKOOSA NEWS
SMITH DEATH WVL 11/24/1904 11/16/1904 2 WK. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. AL. SMITH / NEKOOSA NEWS
SMITH BIRTH WVL 05/19/1904 05/11/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEO. SMITH / NEKOOSA NEWS
SMITH BIRTH WVL 5/05/1904 04/29/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. HERMAN SMITH
SMITH BIRTH WVL 11/10/1904 11/07/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. ROBERT SMITH / NEKOOSA NEWS
SMITH FANNIE DEATH WVL 08/25/1904 8/1904 14 YR.OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS.H.G.SMITH OF PIERRE,S.D./BURY HERE
SMITH HATTIE MAR WVL 08/25/1904 08/16/1904 TO D. A. DEDEN / BETHEL NEWS
SMITH HENRY DEATH WVL 02/04/1904 01/31/1904 NEKOOSA NEWS
SMITH ISABEL MAR WVL 02/04/1904 1/1904 TO WILLIAM RANKE / PRAY NEWS
SMITH BIRTH WVL 03/22/1906 03/19/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. AL SMITH
SMITH ELMER B. MAR WVL 06/28/1906 06/27/1906 TO ANTONETTE KOLSTA
SMITH JAMES N. MAR WVL 07/12/1906 7/07/1906 TO HATTIE PEASLEE
SMITH LOUIS DEATH WVL 10/04/1906 09/30/1906 KILLED BY FALLING FROM A TRAIN
SMITH DEATH WVL 04/12/1906 04/05/1906 MRS. NELSON SMITH BORN 1870 - 47 YRS., 11 MO, 17 DAYS OLD
SMITH OLLIE DEATH WVL 08/23/1906 08/15/1906 TYPHOID PNEUMONIA / AT SAULT STE MARIE, MICH.
SMITH WILL MAR WVL 06/14/1906 06/12/1906 TO EDITH CARROLL AT BARRON
SMOLAREK FELIX MAR. LIC. WVL 10/02/1902 JENNIE STUSHERK / BOTH OF SIGEL
SMOLAREK FRANK MAR WVL 09/22/1904 09/19/1904 TO MARY MINTA
SMOODY BIRTH WVL 10/25/1906 10/21/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. L. SMOODY
SMOOTHEY BIRTH WVL 11/29/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. AL SMOOTHEY
SMOZEL J. MAR. WVL 10/09/1902 1902 TO MISS EMMIE BROSECK / BLENDER NEWS
SNOW BIRTH WVL 09/24/1903 09/12/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GLEN SNOW
SNOW ANGIE MAR WVL 01/12/1905 01/09/1905 TO ALFRED R. BROOKS OF TW. OF LINCOLN
SNOW LOLA BIRTH WVL 02/04/1904 01/28/1895 9TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / NASOVILLE NEWS
SNOW T. B. DEATH WVL 12/27/1906 12/23/1906 CANCER
SNYDER BIRTH WVL 09/10/1903 09/07/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOS. SNYDER
SNYDER STEPHEN MAR WVL 09/17/1903 09/15/1903 TO MRS. LOUISE GRIMSHAW OF BIRON
SNYDER WILLIS MAR. LIC. WVL 06/04/1903 MARY GOETTE
SNYDER BIRTH WVL 06/15/1905 06/10/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOS. SNYDER
SNYDER BIRTH WVL 06/23/1904 1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. STEPHEN SNYDER / BIRON NEWS
SNYDER BIRTH WVL 04/14/1904 04/07/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. WILLIS SNYDER
SNYDER BIRTH WVL 05/03/1906 05/01/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. STEVE SNYDER
SOFLET ELLA MAR.LIC. WVL 09/20/1906 JAMES R. MERCER
SOKAL MAR WVL 04/10/1902 03/30/1902 MISS SOKAL TO JOS. LANG / MILLADORE NEWS
SOKOLOSKI MAR WVL 01/12/1905 MR. TO ANNIE STELLMAKER /TO BE MARRIED - SIGEL NEWS
SOKOLOWSKE LOUISE MAR WVL 04/29/1906 04/23/1906 TO FRANK KILLIAN
SOLCENBERGER ROBERT MAR WVL 11/16/1905 11/22/1905 TO FRANCES LEACH /BANNED ANNCD./NEK.NEWS 23/11/1905 ISSUE
SOLCHENBERGER  TRESSA  MAR  WVL  04/27/1905  04/26/1905  TO L. W. JOSLIN /TO BE MAR.-NEK./NEWS/ALSO ARMENIA NEWS 4/05
SOMMERS  BIRTH  WVL  05/31/1906  05/18/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. C. N. SOMMERS
SONNENBERG  CHAS.  MAR  WVL  06/09/1904  06/08/1904  TO PAULINE BRICKER / NEKOOSA NEWS
SORG  REGINA  BIRTH  WVL  10/29/1903  10/06/1832  DAU.OF ALBERT/SUSANNA SORG/BADENHOUSEN,SAX,GER./SEE MAR.ALSO
SORG  REGINA  MAR  WVL  10/29/1903  10/29/1903  TO W. E. GARDNER / SEE HER BIRTH - SORG
SORG  MARY  MAR  WVL  05/18/1905  10/24/1854  TO WILLIAM EDWARD GARDNER AT LANSING, IOWA /SEE HIS OBIT.
SORGEL  CLARA  MAR, LIC.  WVL  12/28/1905  FRED GIBHARDT
SORGLES  CLARA  MAR  WVL  01/11/1906  1/01/1906  TO FRED GIBHARDT /SEE SORGLES-NEW ROME NEWS 4 JAN. ISSUE
SORGLES  CLARA  MAR  WVL  01/11/1906  01/01/1906  TO FRED GIBHARDT / SEE SORGLES - NEW ROME NEWS 4 JAN.
SOUKOWSKI  BIRTH  WVL  09/27/1906  09/27/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. STEVE SOUKOWSKI
SOWARD  BIRTH  WVL  03/09/1905  02/28/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. GRANT SOWARD / ARMENIA NEWS
SOWASKE  DEATH  WVL  12/18/1902  12/17/1902  1 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. GODFREY SOWASKE / CONVULSIONS
SOWASKI  BIRTH  WVL  05/18/1905  05/14/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. GODFRED SOWASKI
SPANANBERG  BIRTH  WVL  12/13/1906  12/09/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN SPANANBERG
SPARKS  EUGENE  MAR, WVL  11/05/1903  1874  TO LYDIA HUFF / SEE HER OBIT.-SPARKS
SPARKS  LYDIA J.  OBIT.  WVL  11/05/1903  10/29/1903  45 YEARS OLD / SEE HER MAR.-HUFF
SPARKS  WILHELMINE  MAR. LIC.  WVL  12/24/1903  THERESA MARTIN
SPARKS  EUGENE  MAR, LIC.  WVL  01/19/1905  06/15/1906  TO EDNA MOORE OF ABBOTTSFORD/ALSO 26/01/1905 ISSUE
SPARKS  BIRTH  WVL  01/18/1906  06/15/1906  BOY TO MR./MRS. E. SPARKS
SPARKS  BIRTH  WVL  01/25/1906  01/18/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK SPARKS
SPARKS  DEATH  WVL  02/15/1906  02/10/1906  1 MONTH OLD SON OF MR./MRS. WILL SPARKS
SPACKS  MARY  MAR. LIC.  WVL  03/13/1902  LEO FEHRENBACH / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD
SPECTER  JOSEPH  DEATH  WVL  11/23/1905  11/18/1905  4 YR.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. JANE SPECTER / MEASLES
SPITANIAK  JOHN  DEATH  WVL  3/03/1904  02/24/1904  17 YRS. OLD / TYPHOID FEVER / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
SPOHNI  KATE  MAR. LIC.  WVL  01/19/1905  08/06/1905  AUGUST PAHL AT KAUKAUNA /ALSO SEE NEKOOSA NEWS
SPOONER  BIRTH  WVL  11/12/1903  08/06/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. SPOONER / MILLADORE
SPOONER  GRACE  BIRTH  WVL  06/23/1904  06/18/1904  0TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / DJU. OF MRS. WM. SPOONER
SPRAFKE  ANNA  MAR  WVL  06/18/1903  06/12/1903  TO J. F. WESLEY
SPRINGBURG  SAM  MAR  WVL  08/11/1904  08/07/1904  TO PEARLE ROCKSTEIN / LOCAL BRIEFS
SPRINGBERG  BIRTH  WVL  09/14/1905  09/07/1905  GIRL TO MR./MRS. SPRINGER / RUDOLPH NEWS
SPRINGER  BIRTH  WVL  09/28/1905  09/23/1905  BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK SPRINGER OF RUDOLPH
ST DENNIS  HELEN  MAR  WVL  08/06/1903  08/04/1903  BOY TO MR./MRS. BARNEY ST. DENNIS
ST. AMORU  MAR  WVL  09/25/1902  09/25/1902  11TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
ST. DENNIS  MAR  WVL  03/15/1906  03/08/1906  GIRL TO MR./MRS. BARNEY ST. DENNIS
STABLEWITZ  JOSEPH  MAR, LIC.  WVL  08/07/1902  OF AUBURNDALE / CLARA DRUCKS OF HEWITT
STAFFON  
TONNY  
MAR  
WVL  
12/10/1903  
12/02/1903  
TO ANNA NELSON

STAFFORD  
BIRTH  
WVL  
06/29/1905  
06/15/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. JAMES STAFFORD / LINWOOD NEWS

STAIL  
LIZZIE  
MAR  
WVL  
06/18/1903  
06/17/1903  
TO JOHN RICE / WEST SUPERIOR

STAIL  
JOHN A.  
MAR  
WVL  
11/23/1905  
11/29/1905  
TO CALLA P. WINEBRENNER OF ARPIN/MAR.LIC./SHERRY NEWS 7/12/

STAINBROOK  
LOUIS  
BIRTH  
WVL  
01/26/1905  
01/24/1886  
19TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

STALMACHER  
DEATH  
WVL  
07/10/1902  
07/06/1902  
2 YR. OLD CHILD OF WM. STALMACHER / DIPHTHERIA /NEKOOSA NEWS

STAM  
BIRTH  
WVL  
11/08/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. F. STAM

STAMM  
WILLIAM  
MAR  
WVL  
12/04/1902  
11/26/1902  
TO MISS "LOUIS" PLAHMER / KELLNER NEWS

STAMM  
BIRTH  
WVL  
7/07/1904  
1904  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. STAMM

STANGE  
A. J.  
DEATH  
WVL  
11/29/1906  
11/23/1906  
70 YRS. OLD

STANGE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/01/1905  
02/01/1905  
TO PRISCILLA ELLIS / TO BE MARRIED

STARKS  
BIRTH  
WVL  
01/26/1905  
01/12/1905  
BOY TO MR./MRS. E.C. STARKS OF SPENCER, IA

STARLING  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/15/1906  
03/10/1906  
BOY TO MR./MRS. M. STARLING

STEBBINS  
CHARLES  
DEATH  
WVL  
05/10/1906  
05/04/1906  
HEART TROUBLE

STEEGE  
EMILE  
MAR  
WVL  
06/14/1906  
06/13/1906  
TO EMMA HACKBARTH

STEELE  
DORA  
DEATH  
WVL  
04/19/1906  
SEE HER MAR.- REMINGTON

STEELE  
E. F.  
MAR  
WVL  
04/19/1906  
TO DORA REMINGTON - SEE HER DEATH - STEELE

STEELE  
E. F.  
MAR  
WVL  
04/19/1906  
TO DORA REMINGTON / SEE HER OBIT. - STEELE

STEELE  
DEATH  
WVL  
04/19/1906  
03/08/1906  
MRS. E.F.STEELE / SEE HER MAR.-DORA REMINGTON

STEINKE  
MARY  
MAR  
WVL  
11/01/1906  
10/30/1906  
TO JACOB DAUSTER

STEINHART  
CLARA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/23/1902  
1899  
DAU. OF REINHART STEINHART / SEE HER DEATH

STEINHART  
CLARA  
DEATH  
WVL  
10/23/1902  
10/1922  
3 YR. OLD DAU. OF REINHART STEINHART /BURNED/NEKOOSA NEWS

STEINKE  
ROBERT  
BIRTH  
WVL  
09/14/1905  
09/20/1905  
TO MINNIE ENGLE OF RUDOLPH /ALSO SEE 21/09/1905 ISSUE

STEINKE  
OTTO  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/18/1905  
05/13/1905  
TO ETTA HILL OF SIGEL

STEINKE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
5/05/1904  
1904  
TO BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. STEINKE / KELLNER NEWS

STEINKE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/05/1906  
03/24/1906  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. OTTO STEINKE

STEINKE  
MINNIE  
DEATH  
WVL  
01/04/1906  
1/1906  
59 YRS. OLD / FUNERAL IN KELLNER/ALSO SEE 11 JAN. ISSUE

STEINKE  
OTTO  
OBIT.  
WVL  
10/04/1906  
10/01/1906  
DIED IN WRIGHTSTOWN / SEE HIS MAR.

STEINKE  
W.  
OBIT.  
WVL  
10/04/1906  
04/01/1906  
31 YRS. OLD / SEE HIS MAR.

STEINKE  
W.  
MAR  
WVL  
04/05/1906  
1901  
TO ANNA HENKE 5 YRS. AGO / SEE HIS OBIT.
STELLMACHER  
ANNIE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/02/1905  
01/29/1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. STELMACHER / NEKOOSA NEWS

STERCHT  
FREDERICK  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/16/1905  
GUARDIANSHIP TO JACOB ALTMANN

STERNBERG  
AUGUST  
DEATH  
WVL  
03/29/1906  
03/25/1906  
BRIGHT'S DISEASE

STEUCK  
DENNIS  
DEATH  
WVL  
04/20/1905  
04/17/1905  
12 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. CHAS. STEUCK / MUMPS

STEPHEN  
HERMAN  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
11/09/1905  
ANNA PHILLIPS

STEVE  
M. E.  
BIRTH  
WVL  
10/16/1902  
10/28/1832  
SEE HIS OBIT. / MAR.

STEVENS  
M. E.  
OBIT.  
WVL  
10/16/1902  
10/11/1902  
SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR. / CHILDREN NAMED IN OBIT.

STEVENSON  
WILLIAM H.  
MAR  
WVL  
03/06/1902  
3/1902  
TO MISS LUCILE ARQUETTE OF PITTSVILLE / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

STEVENS  
JESSIE  
MAR  
WVL  
12/01/1904  
11/22/1904  
TO PEARL CLARKSON OF PLAINFIELD

STEVENS  
M. E.  
MAR  
WVL  
12/24/1857  
TO ALICE MANDERVILLE / SEE HIS OBIT./ BIRTH

STEVEN  
STEVE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
09/18/1902  
09/15/1902  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. O.H. STEWART / CORRESPONDENCE NEKOOSA

STEWART  
MARK  
MAR  
WVL  
04/10/1902  
03/20/1902  
TO MISS MARY ELIZA ROE / SEE PERSONAL MENTION

STEWART  
NETTIE  
MAR  
WVL  
09/07/1905  
08/06/1905  
TO MERRITT DENNISTON / RUDOLPH NEWS

STEWART  
MARY  
DEATH  
WVL  
11/10/1904  
11/05/1904  
MRS. STEWART / BIG FLATS NEWS

STIMETZ  
LUCY  
DEATH  
WVL  
04/27/1905  
04/22/1905  
18 YRS. OLD / PITTSVILLE NEWS

STILLSON  
CARLIE  
MAR  
WVL  
11/06/1902  
TO ? KLOSS / SHE VISITING HER MOM / BETHEL NEWS

STINSON  
LOUISE  
MAR  
WVL  
08/25/1904  
08/24/1904  
TO HENRY C. MCCANN

STODDARD  
LIVA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/26/1904  
05/21/1882  
22ND BIRTHDAY PARTY / LOCAL BRIEFS

STOFFEL  
JOE  
MAR  
WVL  
12/21/1905  
12/14/1905  
TO FRED SCHULTZ / NEKOOSA NEWS

STONE  
VERNA  
MAR  
WVL  
06/02/1904  
05/28/1904  
TO CHARLEY OLESON / STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS

STORM  
ETHEL  
MAR  
WVL  
09/29/1904  
09/12/1904  
TO PAUL J. KOSTUCK

STRAIGHT  
CLARA I.  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
04/10/1902  
FRANCIS BAKER / BOTH OF RICHFIELD

STREETER  
JIMMIE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/18/1904  
02/17/1892  
12TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / BABCOCK NO 2 NEWS

STRAIGHT  
CLARA I.  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
04/10/1902  
FRANCIS BAKER / BOTH OF RICHFIELD

STREETER  
JIMMIE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/18/1904  
02/17/1892  
12TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / BABCOCK NO 2 NEWS

STOFFELS  
JOE  
MAR  
WVL  
12/21/1905  
12/14/1905  
TO FRED SCHULTZ / NEKOOSA NEWS

STONE  
VERNA  
MAR  
WVL  
06/02/1904  
05/28/1904  
TO CHARLEY OLESON / STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS

STORM  
ETHEL  
MAR  
WVL  
09/29/1904  
09/12/1904  
TO PAUL J. KOSTUCK

STRAND  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/23/1905  
1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. B. STRAND / BABCOCK NEWS

STRAND  
BRISKY  
MAR  
WVL  
09/08/1904  
1904  
TO RUBY OSGOOD / BABCOCK NEWS

STRAND  
HARRY  
MAR  
WVL  
01/07/1904  
01/06/1904  
TO CHRISTINA ORVOLD / ARKDALE NEWS

STRAND  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/29/1906  
4/1906  
BOY TO MR./MRS. STRAND

STIMSON  
LOUISE  
MAR  
WVL  
08/25/1904  
08/24/1904  
TO HENRY C. McCANN

STODDARD  
LIVA  
BIRTH  
WVL  
05/26/1904  
05/21/1882  
22ND BIRTHDAY PARTY / LOCAL BRIEFS

STOFFEL  
JOE  
MAR  
WVL  
12/21/1905  
12/14/1905  
TO FRED SCHULTZ / NEKOOSA NEWS

STONE  
VERNA  
MAR  
WVL  
06/02/1904  
05/28/1904  
TO CHARLEY OLESON / STRONGS PRAIRIE NEWS

STORM  
ETHEL  
MAR  
WVL  
09/29/1904  
09/12/1904  
TO PAUL J. KOSTUCK

STRAND  
BIRTH  
WVL  
03/23/1905  
1905  
GIRL TO MR./MRS. B. STRAND / BABCOCK NEWS

STRAND  
BRISKY  
MAR  
WVL  
09/08/1904  
1904  
TO RUBY OSGOOD / BABCOCK NEWS

STRAND  
HARRY  
MAR  
WVL  
01/07/1904  
01/06/1904  
TO CHRISTINA ORVOLD / ARKDALE NEWS

STATION  
BIRTH  
WVL  
04/29/1906  
4/1906  
BOY TO MR./MRS. STRAND

STRAIGHT  
CLARA I.  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
04/10/1902  
FRANCIS BAKER / BOTH OF RICHFIELD

STREETER  
JIMMIE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/18/1904  
02/17/1892  
12TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / BABCOCK NO 2 NEWS

STRAIGHT  
CLARA I.  
MAR. LIC.  
WVL  
04/10/1902  
FRANCIS BAKER / BOTH OF RICHFIELD

STREETER  
JIMMIE  
BIRTH  
WVL  
02/18/1904  
02/17/1892  
12TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / BABCOCK NO 2 NEWS
STREVER
ELMER
MAR
WVL
12/06/1906
11/27/1906
TO LILLIAN WAKELY AT BERTHOU, COLORADO

STRINGER
H. A.
DEATH
WVL
05/07/1903
04/26/1903
OLD RESIDENT OF ARMENIA / DIED AT DENVER, COLORADO

STRINGER
ROY
MAR
WVL
07/27/1905
07/25/1905
TO IDA M. CARPENTER (AGE 15 YR.)

STRNIK
KATIE
MAR
WVL
05/25/1905
05/19/1905
TO AUGUST HOPPA / CARSON NEWS

STRONG
GERALDINE
ADOPTION
WVL
04/29/1906
3/1906
1 MONTH OLD DAI. TO MR./MRS. WALLACE STRONG/ALSO 2 MAY ISSUE

STRONG
WALLACE
OBIT
WVL
11/01/1906
10/30/1906
DROWNED AT MERRILL /SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR / ALSO 8 NOV. ISSUE

STRONG
WALLACE
BIRTH
WVL
11/01/1906
1872
34 YRS. OLD / SEE HIS MAR./OBIT. / ALSO 8 NOV. ISSUE

STRONG
WALLACE
MAR
WVL
11/08/1906
09/21/1892
TO LAURA SCOTT /SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT./ALSO 1 NOV. ISSUE

STROPE
LOUISA BELL
MAR
WVL
11/10/1904
1904
TO FRANCIS ALBERT HAMMEL / PITTSVILLE NEWS

STROSIN
MARY
MAR
WVL
10/26/1905
10/24/1905
TO MAX URBANOWSKI

STUMBLE
ANNA
MAR
WVL
01/12/1905
01/10/1905
TO JOSEPH KERSHASKY / NEKOOSA NEWS

STURM
HENRY
MAR
WVL
10/01/1903
10/29/1903
TO MAGGIE BUSCHLEN / LONG ARTICLE NAMES GIVEN

STURM
BIRTH
WVL
03/08/1906
02/26/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY STURM

STUSHERK
JENNIE
MAR
WVL
10/02/1902
TO FELIX SMOIAREK / BOTH OF SIGEL

STYLES
IRENE
MAR
WVL
02/04/1904
01/27/1904
TO E.T.(PET)CROTTEAU/BABCOCK NEWS/NEKOOSA NEWS 28/01/1904

SUBJACK
JOE
DEATH
WVL
03/09/1905
03/05/1905
CARSON NEWS

SUBOTA
DEATH
WVL
01/11/1906
01/07/1906
INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. ANTON SUBOTAWHOOPING COUGH

SUCOSKE
FRANK
MAR
WVL
09/24/1903
09/21/1903
TO ROSE LATUS

SUCOWSKE
STEPHEN
MAR. LIC.
WVL
10/02/1902
TO MARY LATUS / BOTH OF GRAND RAPIDS

SUDLOW
BEATRICE
MAR
WVL
02/19/1903
TO OSCAR OFTELLIE OF PITTSVILLE

SUDOW
W. F.
MAR. LIC.
WVL
12/24/1903
MINNIE CLEVELAND

SUHR
DEATH
WVL
02/18/1904
02/16/1904
WEEK OLD BABY OF WM. SUHR

SUHR
EDITH
DEATH
WVL
02/18/1904
02/12/1904
MRS. WM. SUHR / DIED OF BLOOD POISON

SUHR
WILLIAM
MAR
WVL
02/18/1904
TO EDITH WUS WOU / SEE HER OBIT. - SUHR

SUHR
EMMA
MAR
WVL
06/07/1906
6/06/1906
TO HENRY GOLDBERG /THIS DATE AS GIVEN- LOOK UNDER 1906 THO

SUHR
BIRTH
WVL
02/18/1904
TO GIRL TO WM. SUHR /SUHR /DIA.DEATHS/EDITH MAR.

SUHR
EDITH
DEATH
WVL
02/18/1904
WIFE OF WILLIAM SUHR/DIA. ALSO DIED / EDITH'S MAR. - WUS WOU

SUHR
EMMA
MAR
WVL
06/07/1906
06/06/1906
TO HARRY GOLDBERG / PAPER DATE IS GIVEN AS 1907

SUHR
WILLIAM
MAR
WVL
02/18/1904
TO EDITH WUS WOU ABOUT 2 YRS AGO/SEE HER OBIT.- SUHR

SULLIVAN
MINNIE
MAR
WVL
11/27/1902
11/1902
TO HARRY CARD / BABCOCK NEWS

SULLIVAN
BIRTH
WVL
08/04/1904
1904
TO BOY TO MR./MRS. J. W. SULLIVAN / BABCOCK NEWS

SULLIVAN
JOHN
MAR
WVL
11/15/1906
11/07/1906
TO MARY DIAMOND

SULLIVAN
LEONARD
MAR
WVL
07/26/1906
07/19/1906
TO GERTIE PAULSON

SUNDET
DORA BERG
OBIT.
WVL
01/25/1906
01/19/1906
SEE HER BIRTHMAR.-ANNA DOR THEA OLESON

SUNDET
NELS
MAR
WVL
01/25/1906
05/06/1899
TO ANNA DORTHEA OLESON /HER BIRTH/OLESON/OBIT.-DORA SUNDET

SUSNUFSKY
OTTO
MAR
WVL
04/19/1906
04/17/1906
TO LENA GAELHR
SUTOR
BIRTH WVL 06/15/1905
06/15/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. B. SUTOR
SWAN
EUGENE
MAR WVL 10/01/1903
10/30/1903
TO VINCENT ESTELLA WHITE / VESPER
SWAN
EUGENE
BIRTH WVL 09/22/1904
09/18/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. EUGENE SWAN
SWANSON
JOHN
BIRTH WVL 11/20/1902
1818
SEE HIS DEATH
SWANSON
JOHN
DEATH WVL 11/20/1902
11/1902
DUE TO BRIGHTS DISEASE / SEE HIS BIRTH
SWANSON
JOHN
DEATH WVL 07/12/1906
07/09/1906
SWANZ
EMMA
MAR WVL 10/26/1905
10/21/1905
TO CLARENCE A. SIPE
SWANZ
ALMA
MAR WVL 09/15/1904
09/15/1904
TO CORNELL HANSEN
SWARICK
BIRTH WVL 09/22/1904
09/18/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. EUGENE SWAN
SWARICK
BIRTH WVL 02/15/1906
02/09/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. EUGENE SWAN
SWAN BIRTH WVL 10/01/1903 10/30/1903 TO VINCENT ESTELLA WHITE / VESPER
SWAN
EUGENE
MAR WVL 10/01/1903 10/30/1903 TO VINCENT ESTELLA WHITE / VESPER
SWAN
BIRTH WVL 02/15/1906 02/09/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. EUGENE SWAN
SWAN
EUGENE
MAR WVL 09/22/1904 09/18/1904 TO CORNELL HANSEN
WVL 07/12/1906 07/09/1906
SWANZ
EMMA
MAR WVL 10/26/1905 10/21/1905
TO CLARENCE A. SIPE
SWANZ
ALMA
MAR WVL 09/15/1904 09/15/1904
TO CORNELL HANSEN
SWARICK
DEATH WVL 11/30/1905 11/1905
TWIN INFANTS OF MR./MRS. JOS. SWARICK /BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
SWARICK
BIRTH WVL 06/08/1905 06/02/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. EARL SWEENEY OF BIRON /ALSO SEE BIRON NEWS
SWARICK
BARBARA
DEATH WVL 05/10/1906 05/09/1906
59 YRS. OLD
SWARICK
TILLIE
MAR LIC. WVL 09/20/1906
VINCENT BROSTOWITZ
SWARTOUT
BIRTH WVL 10/05/1905 10/01/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHANCEY SWARTOUT /NEKOOSA NEWS
SWARTOUT
BIRTH WVL 12/28/1905 12/1905
3 MOS. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. C. SWARTOUT - WHPPNG CGH.
NEK. NEWS
SWEATT
JOHN B.
MAR WVL 11/22/1906 11/21/1906
TO LENA PETERSON
SWEENEY
ARTHUR
MAR WVL 08/06/1903 08/03/1903
TO DORA GREEN
SWEENEY
BIRTH WVL 06/08/1905 06/02/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. EARL SWEENEY OF BIRON /ALSO SEE BIRON NEWS
SWEENEY
JOS.
BIRTH WVL 02/02/1905 03/23/1854
SEE HIS OBIT. /DEATH / MAR.
SWEENEY
JOS.
MAR WVL 02/02/1905 1864
TO ALMETA KNIGHTLINGER /SEE HIS OBIT. / BIRTH
SWEENEY
SWEENEY
JOS.
OBIT WVL 2/02/1905 01/26/1905
SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR.
SWEENEY
BIRTH WVL 04/14/1904 04/06/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. W. A. SWEENEY
SWEENEY
EARL
MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/16/1904
TO EUNICE NOLTON
SWEENEY
FRANK B.
MAR WVL 07/05/1906 06/28/1906
TO KATHERYN M. REICHEL AT SHAWANO
SWEENEY
DEATH WVL 12/13/1906 12/12/1906
MRS. JOSEPH SWEENEY SR. / CANCER
SWEENEY
JOSEPH
PROBATE WVL 03/16/1905
SWEET
GEORGE
DEATH WVL 12/17/1903 12/10/1903
16 YRS. OLD / IVED WITH GRANDMOTHER MRS. L. SWEET
SWIGGUM
BIRTH WVL 03/06/1903 03/21/1903
TO MR./MRS. SAM SWIGGUM
SWIGGUM
DEATH WVL 04/13/1905 04/09/1905
SON OF MR./MRS. SAM SWIGGUM BORN SAME DAY LIVED A SHORT TIME
SWIGGUM
BIRTH WVL 03/08/1906
TO MR./MRS. SAM SWIGGUM
SWISHER
MARY FARRISH
DEATH WVL 08/02/1906 07/26/1906
63 YR. OLD WIFE OF A.W. SWISHER OF WAUSAU /HEMORRHAGE OF BOWELS
SWOBODA
BIRTH WVL 07/04/1902 7/1902
BOY TO MR./MRS. JAME SWOBODA / MILLADORE NEWS
SYLVEKINSKI
MAGGIE
MAR WVL 06/22/1905 06/19/1905
TO JOHN POLAND / CARSON NEWS
REYNOLDS
FRANCES
MAR LIC. WVL 10/16/1902
BENJAMIN DARMS / BOTH OF AUBURNDALE
REYNOLDS
HARRY
MAR WVL 09/08/1904 09/02/1904
TO LAURA LEMLY
SZHUMANSKI
SOPHIA
BIRTH WVL 12/21/1905 12/17/1905
TO MR./MRS. STANS SZHUMANSKI/BAPT. -28/12/1905 NEK. NEWS
SZHUMANSKI
BIRTH WVL 10/27/1904 10/21/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. SZHUMANSKI
SZHUMANSKI
BERNARD
MAR WVL 06/01/1905 06/05/1905
TO ANTHONINA LYEZYWICK OF RUDOLPH/MAR. LIC. & NEK. NEWS ALSO
TAFT
DEATH WVL 10/29/1903 10/25/1903
GRANDMA TAFT / SEARLS CEMETERY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Additional Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAFT</td>
<td>LEROY</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 09/15/1904</td>
<td>09/14/1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAGGITZ</td>
<td>ERNESTINA</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 06/21/1906</td>
<td>06/17/1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARBOX</td>
<td>MARY E.</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 07/31/1902</td>
<td>11/19/1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>MARTHA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 1883</td>
<td>11/16/1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>DAVID A.</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 08/17/1905</td>
<td>08/09/1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>EDITH</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 09/22/1904</td>
<td>09/11/1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>N. M.</td>
<td>MAR.LIC.</td>
<td>WVL 02/11/1904</td>
<td>10/1873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>ELLEN</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 11/27/1902</td>
<td>11/22/1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 09/27/1906</td>
<td>09/20/1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>JANE</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 05/10/1906</td>
<td>05/05/1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>JOSEPH</td>
<td>MAR.LIC.</td>
<td>WVL 08/30/1906</td>
<td>EMMA VIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELFER</td>
<td>ALEXANDER</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 07/26/1906</td>
<td>07/24/1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPOS</td>
<td>HENRY</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>WVL 03/12/1903</td>
<td>MINNIE JOLING OF ARPIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNANT</td>
<td>MATILDA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 01/22/1903</td>
<td>10/1873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNANT</td>
<td>MATILDA</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 01/22/1903</td>
<td>05/28/1833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNANT</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 01/26/1905</td>
<td>01/21/1905</td>
<td>MRS. JOEL TENNANT /SIS-IN-LAW OF E. A. TENNANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNANT</td>
<td>RICHARD</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 09/15/1904</td>
<td>08/31/1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNANT</td>
<td>E. A.</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 03/06/1902</td>
<td>1837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESKE</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 06/25/1903</td>
<td>06/25/1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TESKE</td>
<td>HELEN</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>WVL 12/28/1905</td>
<td>OTTO SCHULTZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEILMAN</td>
<td>AMANDA</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>WVL 04/13/1905</td>
<td>HERMAN ARNDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEFAULT</td>
<td>ELZIVER</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 02/15/1906</td>
<td>1834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEFAULT</td>
<td>ELZIVER</td>
<td>OBIT.</td>
<td>WVL 02/15/1906</td>
<td>02/08/1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEFAULT</td>
<td>ELZIVER</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 02/15/1906</td>
<td>1833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEfault</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>02/10/1906</td>
<td>1833</td>
<td>TO DELIA DAU. OF F.X. &amp; HARRIET CROUETTEAU / SEE DAD'S OBIT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEIGE</td>
<td>IDA CHARLOTTE</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 08/28/1902</td>
<td>08/20/1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEILMAN</td>
<td>AMANDA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 01/04/1906</td>
<td>01/03/1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 01/08/1903</td>
<td>01/07/1903</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. HARRY THOMAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>MAUDE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 07/23/1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>MAUDE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 08/06/1903</td>
<td>08/01/1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>FRANK</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 06/15/1905</td>
<td>06/10/1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 02/04/1904</td>
<td>01/29/1904</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. E. THOMAS /NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>GRACE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 03/10/1904</td>
<td>1868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>ELSIE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 07/03/1902</td>
<td>07/03/1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 10/30/1902</td>
<td>10/1902</td>
<td>MR. THOMAS / VEEDUM NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 06/05/1906</td>
<td>06/05/1906</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOE THOMAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 09/20/1906</td>
<td>09/16/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK THOMAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THOMAS
MAUDE
BIRTH
MAR
WVL
07/23/1903
07/20/1903
BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN THOMAS / TO JESSE BARKER / ON MAR.LIC.- 6 AUG. ISSUE GIVEN AS PARKER

THOMPSON
BIRTH
WVL
11/24/1904
11/19/1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. C.P. THOMPSON / NEKOOSA NEWS

THOMPSON
BIRTH
WVL
04/15/1902
04/10/1902
GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHRIS THOMPSON / NEKOOSA NEWS

THOMPSON
BIRTH
WVL
05/03/1906
04/30/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. IRA THOMPSON

THOMPSON
WM.
DEATH
WVL
02/08/1906
02/05/1906
FATHER OF J. S. THOMPSON / DIED IN MILWAUKEE

THORNE
BELLE
DEATH
MAR
WVL
04/29/1906
04/26/1906
MRS. LORENZO THORNE - 74 YRS. OLD / SARATOGA NEWS

THORNE
LYDIA
MAR
WVL
04/19/1906
04/16/1906
TO JOE SHEPLY

THRUN
CHRISTENING
WVL
07/04/1906
07/02/1906
MARY BENNER

THURBER
BIRTH
WVL
09/29/1904
9/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. ED. THURBER / SPRING CREEK NEWS

THURBER
GEORGE HERBERT
BIRTH
WVL
09/08/1904
1904
SON OF MR./MRS. GEE. THURBER BAPTISED /NEW ROME NEWS

THURBER
BIRTH
WVL
11/13/1902
11/1902
8 1/2 LB. GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. THURBER/NEW ROME NEWS

THURBER
BIRTH
WVL
08/16/1906
8/1906
GIRL TO ED & INEZ THURBER

THURBER
DEATH
WVL
10/04/1906
1906
INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. GEO. THURBER

THURSTON
RICHARD
MAR
WVL
09/08/1904
08/31/1904
TO MATTIE FOUNTAIN

THURZINSKE
GUSTA
MAR. LIC.
WVL
12/24/1903
12/22/1903
FRED JERO

TIBBITS
MAE
MAR
WVL
11/30/1905
11/28/1905
TO J. W. CAMERON / SEE HER OBIT. - CAMERON

TIC
JOSEPH
DEATH
WVL
01/21/1905
01/18/1905
KILLED BY A TRAIN

TIFNEY
BIRTH
WVL
04/14/1904
04/12/1904
TWIN BOYS TO MR./MRS. WILL TIFNEY / NEKOOSA NEWS

TIMM
JEACHIN
BIRTH
WVL
06/12/1902
06/10/1902
SEE HIS MAR/OBIT. - ALSO 26 JUNE- MEM.PIST 23 GAR

TIMM
JEACHIN
OBIT.
WVL
06/12/1902
06/05/1902
SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR. / CHILDREN LISTED

TIMM
JEACHIN
MAR.
WVL
12/06/1902
12/09/1864
TO MARIA SCHULTZ / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.

TIMM
BIRTH
WVL
04/02/1903
03/31/1903
BABY TO MR./MRS. JOHN TIMM / KELLNER

TIMM
BIRTH
WVL
04/23/1903
INFANT DAU. OF MR./MRS.JOHN TIMM BAPT. LUTH.CHURCH KELLNER

TIMM
MARTIN
MAR
WVL
10/08/1903
10/07/1903
TO AMELIA HADKE

TIMM
REINOLD
MAR
WVL
12/10/1903
12/03/1903
TO AUGUSTA EBIUSY

TIMM
REINHOLD
MAR
WVL
12/10/1903
12/03/1903
TO AUGUSTA EBERIUS

TIMM
BIRTH
WVL
08/03/1905
07/29/1905
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN TIMM / KELLNER NEWS

TIMM
HENRY
MAR
WVL
08/31/1905
08/29/1905
TO BELLE VOYER

TIMM
BIRTH
WVL
04/14/1904
1904
BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY TIMM

TIMM
BIRTH
WVL
09/01/1904
08/28/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. REINOLD TIMM OF KELLNER

TIMM
THRESSA
MAR
WVL
08/25/1904
08/25/1904
TO WILLIAM GETTSLUFF

TIMM
WILLIAM
MAR
WVL
02/04/1904
1871
TO FREDERICKA REUBEN / SEE HIS OBIT.

TIMM
WILLIAM
OBIT.
WVL
02/04/1904
01/26/1904
SEE HIS MAR.

TIMM
JOHN
MAR
WVL
10/02/1902
09/25/1902
TO MINNIE GOLDBERG - ITEM /ALSO SEE 2 OCT. - FIVE MILE CREEK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIMM</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>04/19/1906</td>
<td>04/09/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. RENHOLD TIMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMM</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/03/1906</td>
<td>04/27/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT TIMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMM</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>10/25/1906</td>
<td>10/25/1906</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. ARTHUR TIMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMM</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/21/1906</td>
<td>06/14/1906</td>
<td>TO ERNEST MILLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMM</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>07/26/1906</td>
<td>07/22/1906</td>
<td>25 YRS. OLD / APPENDICITIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMMERMANS</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/16/1904</td>
<td>06/09/1904</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. THEODORE TIMMERMANS / CARSON NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TINNEY</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>05/17/1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>TO JOHN YORK - RECENTLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIRY</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TISSON</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>10/08/1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>INFANT OF MR./MRS. TISSON / BURIED 2/10/1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLVSTAD</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/13/1902</td>
<td>06/30/1854</td>
<td>SEE HER MAR. - TOLVSTAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLVSTAD</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/13/1902</td>
<td>04/20/1883</td>
<td>TO ANDREW ODEGARD / SEE HER BIRTH - TOLVSTAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLVSTAD</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/13/1902</td>
<td>06/30/1854</td>
<td>SEE HER MAR. - TOLVSTAD /HER OBIT. - ODEGARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLVSTAD</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/13/1902</td>
<td>04/20/1883</td>
<td>TO ANDREW ODEGARD /HER BIRTH-TOLVSTAD / HER OBIT. - ODEGARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMCYCK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>10/22/1903</td>
<td>10/19/1903</td>
<td>TO MARY MARZYNISKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMCYCK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>09/01/1904</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK TOMCYCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMCZYK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>07/26/1906</td>
<td>07/22/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT TOMCZYK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMCZYK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>06/07/1906</td>
<td>06/07/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN TOMCZYK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMCZYK</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/22/1906</td>
<td>03/19/1906</td>
<td>13 MONTH OLD SON OF MR./MRS. JOHN TOMCZYK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPPING</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>04/20/1905</td>
<td>04/14/1905</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. C. TOPPING / PORT EDWARDS NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPPING</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>11/01/1904</td>
<td>06/13/1904</td>
<td>TO JENNIE CUMBERLAND / PORT EDWARDS NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORESON</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/07/1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>TO OLE OLESON OF AUBURNDALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORRENCE</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>01/22/1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>WIFE OF WM. TORRENCE / DIED - CATTARAUGUS, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORRENCE</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>03/17/1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>TO LOUISA MITCHELL OF CHICAGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORREY</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/31/1906</td>
<td>01/09/1824</td>
<td>SEE HER MAR. - TORREY / HER OBIT. - KELLOGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORREY</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/31/1906</td>
<td>05/14/1851</td>
<td>TO FREDERICK F. KELLOGG /HER BIRTH-TORREY /HER OBIT. - KELLOGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORREY</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>05/31/1906</td>
<td>01/09/1824</td>
<td>HER MAR.-TORREY / HER OBIT. - KELLOGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACY</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>12/03/1904</td>
<td>12/1904</td>
<td>TWIN BOYS TO MR./MRS. E.E. TRACY / ARMENIA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACY</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>02/11/1904</td>
<td>02/04/1904</td>
<td>TO ELLA RENNER /MONROE CENTER NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAHERN</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>01/22/1903</td>
<td>01/15/1903</td>
<td>WIFE OF WM. C. TRAHERN / 2 ARTICLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAHERN</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>01/22/1903</td>
<td>10/1873</td>
<td>TO MATILDA TENNANT /SEE HER OBIT.-TRAHERN/BIRTH - TENNANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAHERN</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>10/1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>MR./MRS. TRAHERN - 29TH WED. ANNIV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAPP</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>08/06/1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALBERT KUEThER / MILLADORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREAT</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>02/23/1905</td>
<td>02/15/1905</td>
<td>TO NED H. LOMBARD AT APPLETON /NEK.NEWS/NEC ACCID 2/03 ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREAT</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>12/15/1904</td>
<td>12/03/1904</td>
<td>INFANT DAU OF MR./MRS. C.R. TREAT / MEADOW VALLEY NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREAT</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>07/12/1906</td>
<td>07/06/1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TREDEAU
WILLIAM
MAR. LIC.
WVL
10/28/1902
OF TOWN OF WOOD/CLARA KRIESCH OF MARSHFIELD

TREME
MARIE
MAR. LIC.
WVL
11/09/1905
LEOPOLD ZELLER

TREUET
WALTER
BIRTH
WVL
12/29/1902
TO MARY LADICK AT VESPER

TREUET
WALTER
BIRTH
WVL
12/29/1902
TO MARY LADICK AT VESPER

TREUET
ELMER
BIRTH
WVL
7/07/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. WALTER TREUET / VESPER NEWS

TREUET
ELMER
BIRTH
WVL
7/07/1904
GIRL TO MR./MRS. WALTER TREUET / VESPER NEWS

TREUET
WALTER
BIRTH
WVL
11/09/1905
LEOPOLD ZELLER

TREUTEL
BIRTH
WVL
09/10/1903
BOY TO MR./MRS. CHARLES TREUTEL / VESPER NEWS

TREUTEL
WALTER
BIRTH
WVL
03/31/1904
1904
TO MARY LADICK AT VESPER

TREUTEL
WALTER
BIRTH
WVL
03/31/1904
1904
TO MARY LADICK AT VESPER

TREUTEL
WALTER
BIRTH
WVL
11/09/1905
LEOPOLD ZELLER

TREUTEL
WALTER
BIRTH
WVL
11/09/1905
LEOPOLD ZELLER

TRICKEY
EMMA
DEATH
WVL
07/24/1902
MRS TRICKEY -PAST RES HERE-DIED POLAND/N.ARMENIA NEWS

TRIMKE
WILLIAM
MAR
WVL
04/14/1904
4/1904
TO META SCHEUNEMAN / ARPIN NEWS

TROEH
JESSE
MAR
WVL
08/02/1906
07/31/1906
TO MAE WHITFORD AT WAUSAU

TRUDEL
BIRTH
WVL
06/26/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. OLIVER TRUDEL

TRUDEL
BIRTH
WVL
06/26/1906
BOY TO MR./MRS. OLIVER TRUDEL

TRUDEL
DEATH
WVL
10/13/1904
6 MOS. OLD BABY OF MR./MRS. CHAS. TRUETEL / VESPER NEWS

TRUETEL
EMMA
MAR
WVL
05/12/1904
05/10/1904
TO ORVILLE CORLIN / VESPER NEWS

TRYZENSKI
BIRTH
WVL
12/06/1906
GIRL TO MR./MRS. C. TRYZENSKI

TRZINSKI
BIRTH
WVL
06/31/1906
GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN TRZINSKI

TUBBS
MYRTLE
MAR
WVL
08/23/1906
08/19/1906
TO ERNIE WILSON

TUCKER
KATHERINE
MAR
WVL
06/20/1906
TO DANIEL ELLIS

TUNTLAND
BIRTH
WVL
04/20/1903
TWIN BOYS

UPPER
LEROY
MAR
WVL
12/04/1902
11/1902
TO MAMIE GRAY / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

TURBAN
CHARLES
MAR
WVL
09/28/1905
10/05/1905
TO CLARA PRIBBANOW /ALSO SEE 5/10/1905 ISSUE

TURBAN
HENRY
BIRTH
WVL
12/18/1902
08/13/1832
SEE HIS DEATH

TURBAN
HENRY
DEATH
WVL
12/18/1902
12/12/1902
SEE HIS BIRTH

TURBAN
JEFFERY
BIRTH
WVL
02/01/1906
01/31/1906
TO MR./MRS. CHAS. TURBIN

TURLEY
CATHERINE
MAR
WVL
10/22/1903
TO JOHN McCAMLEY IN CANADA / SEE HIS OBIT.

TURNBELL
ANDREW
DEATH
WVL
06/07/1906
83 YRS. OLD

TURNER
JOHN
MAR. LIC.
WVL
10/26/1905
AMELIA MILLER

TURNER
JAMES
MAR
WVL
05/01/1902
4/1902
TO MISS CLEO CODY OF MERRILLIAN, WI

TYLER
DEATH
WVL
08/21/1902
08/17/1902

TYSON
MAR
WVL
10/23/1902
1902
OF PROGRESS BROUGHT HOME WIFE(NAME NOT GIVEN) PROGRESS NEWS

TUEHLING
EMELINE
MAR
WVL
09/22/1904
09/21/1904
TO OTTO ROENIUS / MARRIED AT RICHWOOD, WI

UHLING
BIRTH
WVL
08/02/1906
07/26/1906
TO MR./MRS. OSCAR UEHLING

ULE
BIRTH
WVL
09/13/1906
9/1906
GIRL TO MR./MRS. W. E. ULE

ULISH
A. J.
MAR
WVL
11/17/1904
1904
TO MRS. HULDA HELMS

UNGER
ANNIE
DEATH
WVL
11/09/1905
11/06/1905
MRS. UNGER - 88 YEARS OLD

UPHAM
CAROLINE
BIRTH
WVL
03/31/1904
03/24/1898
6TH BIRTHDAY PARTY OF DAU.OF MR./MRS. E. A. UPHAM

UPHAM
CAROLINE
DIVORCE
WVL
01/11/1906
MARRIED PHIL H. SAWYER 12 NOV. 1896

UPHAM
CAROLINE
DIVORCE
WVL
01/11/1906
MARRIED PHIL H. SAWYER 12 NOV. 1896

UPHAM
CAROLINE
DIVORCE
WVL
03/31/1906
03/31/1906
DAU.OF WILLIAM UPHAM REMARRIED TO EX-HUSBAND PHILETUS SAWYER

UPHAM
CAROLINE
DIVORCE
WVL
01/11/1906
MARRIED PHIL H. SAWYER / THEY WERE MARRIED JAN. 11,1906

URBANOWSKI
MAX
MAR
WVL
10/26/1905
10/24/1905
TO MARY STROSIN
VADNAIS
BIRTH
WVL 12/21/1905 12/17/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOE VADNAIS / RUDOLPH NEWS

VALEE
JULIA
MAR
WVL 05/25/1905 1858 TO JAMES D. LABRECHE / SEE HIS OBIT.

VALICKA
DEATH
WVL 04/10/1902 4/1902 MRS.VALICKA - MOTHER OF MRS. JOHN HASSAL / MILLADORE NEWS

VALICKS
DEATH
WVL 04/10/1902 4/1902 MRS.VALICKS AGED MOM OF MRS. JOHN HAASL

VALNEY
RUSSELL
MAR.LIC.
WVL 08/23/1906 MATIE WILCOTT

VAN DE LOOP
JOSEPH
MAR
WVL 04/06/1905 04/11/1905 TO LENA DE BYL OF RUDOLPH /MAR.LIC.13/04/1905 ISSUE

VAN ERT
BIRTH
WVL 03/08/1906 3/1906 TWIN BOYS TO MR./MRS. BARNEY VAN ERT

VAN NATTA
ELIAS C.
MAR
WVL 08/02/1906 08/01/1906 TO MRS. HATTIE BLAISDELL

VAN RUTH
MARY
MAR.LIC.
WVL 04/17/1902 PETER FLEAS

VAN TASSEL
JAS.
BIRTH
WVL 03/17/1904 03/14/1866 38TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

VAN WARMER
ERVAN
MAR.LIC.
WVL 12/21/1905 MARION LOMBARDO DE BAKCOCK

VANDENBROOK
DEATH
WVL 11/20/1902 11/1902 3 MOS.OLD SON OF MR./MRS.MAT VANDENBROOK/PERS.MENTION

VANDENBROOK
BIRTH
WVL 05/03/1906 04/28/1876 30TH BIRTHDAY OF MRS. F. VANDENBROOK

VANDERHEI
ARNOLD
MAR.LIC.
WVL 10/30/1902 CLARA SHERIER / BOTH OF GRAND RAPIDS

VANDERHEUVEL
DEATH
WVL 04/07/1904 03/31/1904 MRS. GEO. VANDERHEUVEL - 63 YRS.OLD / RUDOLPH NEWS

VANDERHI
JOHN
MAR
WVL 03/06/1902 09/30/1902 TO MAMIE BONHAM / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

VANETTA
JAMES IRVING
PROBATE
WVL 03/16/1905

VANNETTE
IRVIN (J. I.)
DEATH
WVL 02/02/1905 01/28/1905 FARMER TW. ARPIN / ALSO SEE SHERRY NEWS

VANTASSEL
HENRY
MAR
WVL 11/26/1903 11/25/1903 TO ANNA WITT

VAUGHAN
JOHN WESLEY
BIRTH
WVL 07/14/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILLIAM VAUGHAN

VAUGHN
JOHN WESLEY
DEATH
WVL 01/29/1903 1864 CIVIL WAR - UNION ARMY /SEE OBIT. WIFE - VAUGHN /MAR. ALSO

VAUGHN SARAH E.
OBIT.
WVL 01/29/1903 01/24/1903 SEE MAR.- BLAKE JOHN WESLEY DEATH

VAUGHN
BIRTH
WVL 04/29/1906 04/24/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. WILL VAUGHN

VECHINSKY
LIT.
MAR
WVL 05/11/1905 05/16/1905 TO MARTHA ARNDT - NEK.NEWS/ALSO SE NEK.NEWS 18/05/1905 ISSUE

VECHINSKY
LAURA
MAR
WVL 08/25/1904 1900 TO FRANK PELOT / SEE HER OBIT. - PELOT

VECHINSKY
BIRTH
WVL 05/03/1906 1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. L. J. VECHINSKY

VECHINSKY
ANTHONY
DEATH
WVL 12/13/1906 12/08/1906 17 YRS. OLD / CONSUMPTION

VECHINSKY
BIRTH
WVL 05/10/1906 05/04/1852 54TH BIRTHDAY PARTY OF MRS. STEVE VECHINSKY

VENIEL
ANNIE
MAR
WVL 11/27/1902 11/21/1902 TO NICK DARENEK / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS

VERBUNKER
ADELLA
MAR
WVL 04/29/1906 04/23/1906 MRS. VERBUNKER TO OLIVER DE MAR

VERHULST
BIRTH
WVL 04/28/1904 1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. J. VERHULST / MILLADORE NEWS

VERVE
PAULINE
DEATH
WVL 01/12/1905 1/1905 MRS. VERVE BORN 8/1823 / SISTERS SURVIVE

VERVOORT
BIRTH
WVL 10/25/1906 10/21/1906 TO BOY TO MR./MRS. ALBERT VERVOORT
VICKERS DEATH WVL 01/26/1905 01/18/1905 MRS. JACOB VICKERS 75 YRS. OLD / CREAM OF EXCHANGES
VIERTEL BIRTH WVL 08/28/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. AL VIERTEL / ALTLDORF NEWS
VILAS ANNA MAR WVL 06/30/1904 07/12/1904 TO JOHN FITZGEARLDB/BANS ANCD.NEK.NEWS/ALSO 14/07/1904 ISSUE
VIM EMMA MAR.LIC. WVL 08/30/1906 JOSEPH TAYLOR
VINCENT HENRY MAR WVL 11/17/1904 11/08/1904 TO JANET CLOSUIT
VODUSKA JOS. MAR WVL 7/07/1904 07/02/1904 TO EMMA FEIT / MILLADORE NEWS
VOELTZ BIRTH WVL 04/12/1906 04/12/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. EDWIN VOELTZ
VOIGHT DEATH WVL 06/01/1905 05/27/1905 4 YR.OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS. J.D.R.VOIGHT /MEASLES/BRIEF LOC.NEWS
VOIGHT WILLIAM MAR WVL 12/06/1906 11/29/1906 TO MAMIE CLAPPER
VOINSKI BIRTH WVL 01/12/1905 01/10/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN VOINSKI
VOLKOMENER FRANK MAR.LIC. WVL 11/30/1905 MINNIE POPPY
VOLLERT BIRTH WVL 07/19/1906 07/15/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED VOLLERT
VOORHIS EDWARD MAR.LIC. WVL 06/29/1905 ANNA GRAMSCH OF MARSHFIELD
VOSS BIRTH WVL 04/03/1902 DAU.OF MR./MRS.LOUIS JACQUES ADPTD BY MR./MRS.H.H.VOSS/P.MEN
VOSS BIRTH WVL 04/03/1902 MR./MRS.H.H.VOSS ADPTD 4 YR.OLD DAU.OF LOUIS JACQUES
VOYER HENRY JAMES MAR WVL 09/17/1903 09/16/1903 TO MINNIE POWERS
VOYER BELLE MAR WVL 08/31/1905 08/29/1905 TO HENRY TIMM
VOYER GEORGE DEATH WVL 12/21/1905 12/14/1905 15 MOS. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. HENRY VOYER
VOYER BIRTH WVL 08/25/1904 08/23/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY VOYER
VOYER BIRTH WVL 09/04/1902 1854 MRS. O. VOYER - 48TH BIRTHDAY PARTY /JUNCTION CITY NEWS
VROBEL JOSIE MAR WVL 05/03/1906 1906 TO JAKE KOVOLSKI / ANNOUNCED LAST SUNDAY
WACHTER BIRTH WVL 04/20/1905 1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JAKE WACHTER / BABCOCK NEWS
WACHTER MAGGIE BIRTH WVL 11/27/1902 1894 8TH BIRTHDAY / BABCOCK NEWS
WACKS BIRTH WVL 02/05/1903 01/31/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HERMAN WACKS
WADDELL DEATH WVL 12/21/1905 12/15/1905 MRS. HOWARD WADDELL DIED IN ROCKFORD/PNEUMONIA/PITTSV. NEWS
WADDELL MAR WVL 03/16/1905 03/08/1905 MR. TO MABEL BARBER /BETHEL NEWS/ALSO 2/03/1905 ISSUE
WADE MABEL MAR WVL 12/10/1903 11/26/1903 TO JESSE ROBERTS
WADE JESSE MAR WVL 03/03/1904 02/29/1904 TO ADDIE HALL / NEW ROME NEWS
WADEL BIRTH WVL 11/03/1904 10/29/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. OTTO WADEL
WAGNER FRED DEATH WVL 10/22/1903 10/13/1903 AGED MAN - LIVED WITH BETHKE FAMILY
WAGNER CLARA MAR WVL 12/07/1905 12/04/1905 TO HENRY BLOOD / MEEHAN NEWS
WAGNER WILLIAM MAR WVL 09/08/1904 09/07/1904 TO EDITH CULVER
WAGNER CHAS. MAR WVL 08/16/1906 08/15/1906 TO ALVIN BEALER
WAKE H. P. DEATH WVL 02/11/1904 2/1904 UNCLE OF MISS MAUDE WHALEY /LOCALS - ALS NEKOOSA NEWS
WAKELEY CHARLES MAR WVL 03/31/1904 03/24/1904 TO MYRTLE NEWMAN / LOCALS
WAKELEY HENRY MAR WVL 09/10/1903 09/02/1903 TO JOSIE MORGAN OF RUDOLPH
WAKELEY LOUIS BIRTH WVL 08/07/1906 1846 77TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
WAKELEY LILLIAN MAR WVL 12/06/1906 11/27/1906 TO ELMER STREVER AT BERTHOUD, COLORADO
WALDO BIRTH WVL 04/24/1902 04/20/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILLIAM WALDO
WALDO BIRTH WVL 10/25/1906 10/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. WALDO
WALES BIRTH WVL 08/03/1905 07/27/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GEO. WALES
WALES GEORGE MAR WVL 06/16/1904 06/15/1904 TO MARTHA RIEMER
WALES BIRTH WVL 04/05/1906 04/03/1834 72ND BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR MRS. VINE WALES
WALLACE FRANK J. MAR WVL 12/01/1904 11/28/1904 TO DAISY BELL DOWD / PITTSVILLE NEWS
WALLACE BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/18/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILLIAM WALLACE
WALOCK JULIA MAR WVL 06/09/1904 06/07/1904 TO JOHN RUMBLE / NEKOOSA NEWS
WALRACK DEATH WVL 10/29/1903 15 MOS. OLD DAU.OF MR./MRS ED.WALRACK/CHOKED ON 2 BEANS
WALSH CATHERINE BIRTH WVL 11/19/1903 06/28/1829 SEE HER MAR. - WALSH / HER OBIT. - JOHNSTON
WALSH CATHERINE MAR WVL 11/19/1903 1853 TO FRAZIER JOHNSTON /HER BIRTH - WALSH /OBIT. - JOHNSTON
WALSH DEATH WVL 08/31/1905 08/25/1905 MRS. JAMES WALSH /SHOOTING AT CRANDON /JAMES FORMER RESIDENT
WALSH MAGGIE MAR WVL 02/16/1905 02/01/1905 TO HUGH CLANCY / NEKOOSA NEWS
WALSH JAMES MAR WVL 01/07/1904 01/01/1904 TO MRS. MATTIE REME
WALTER BIRTH WVL 08/09/1904 09/06/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. SAM WALTER / RUDOLPH NEWS
WALther ROBERT L. MAR WVL 04/06/1905 04/07/1905 TO ELLA SCOTT /ALSO SEE 13/04/1905 ISSUE
WARD DEATH WL 11/23/1905 MRS. WARD BURIED AMHERST JUNCTION / MEEHAN NEWS
WARD PHILIP DEATH WL 04/24/1905 08/23/1905 BORN IRELAND - 65 YRS. OLD
WARD BYRON S. MAR WL 06/02/1904 05/08/1904 TO LUCY SLACK AT IRONWOOD, MICH.
WARD HARVEY BIRTH WL 08/04/1904 1989 6 YEAR BIRTHDAY / BABCOCK NEWS
WARD CHARLES E. BIRTH WL 11/13/1902 1877 SEE HIS MAR./OBIT. /ALSO BABCOCK NEWS 20 NOV. ISSUE
WARD CHARLES E. OBIT WL 11/13/1902 11/07/1902 SEE HIS BIRTH/MAR./ALSO BABCOCK NEWS 20 NOV. ISSUE
WARD CHARLES E. MAR WL 11/13/1902 9/1989 BRIDE'S NAME NOT GIVEN / SEE HIS BIRTH/OBIT.
WARD VICTOR MAR WL 03/01/1906 02/22/1906 TO FLOSSIE E. FOX
WARNER AMASA O. DEATH WL 10/19/1905 10/17/1905 PIONEER OF PORTAGE CO. / 80 YRS. OLD
WARNER GILMAN BIRTH WL 09/07/1905 08/27/1887 18TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / CRANMOOR NEWS
WARNER MAR WL 07/24/1902 MISS WARNER TO CHARLES BINGHAM / SEE HER DAD'S OBIT.
WARNER OBIT WL 07/24/1902 1902 FATHER OF WM. WARNER & MRS.CHARLES BINGHAM /N.ARMENIA NEWS
WARNER OLE MAR LICE. WL 12/18/1902 LYDIA MUNDT
WARNER S. E. BIRTH WL 12/25/1902 12/19/1863 30TH BIRTHDAY
WARNER W. L. ANNIVERSARY WL 06/05/1902 1842 MR./MRS. CELEBRATE 60TH WEDDING ANNIV./SEE HIS DEATH SAME AR
WARNER W. L. DEATH WL 06/05/1902 6/1902 ALSO SEE THE 60TH WED. ANNIV. SAME ART.
WARNER CHARLES MAR WL 06/04/1903 05/06/1903 TO EDNA SIEGEL
WARNER NELLIE DIVORCE WL 06/25/1903 DIVORCE FROM TRISTRAM WARNER
WARNER TRISTRAM DIVORCE WL 06/25/1903 DIVORCE FROM NELLIE WARNER
WARNER BIRTH WL 12/14/1905 12/25/1905 TO MR./MRS. GEORGE WARREN OF WAUSAU
WARNER TRISTRAM MAR WL 11/20/1902 11/13/1902 TO NELLIE BARMAN /BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
WARREN T. MAR WVL 11/27/1902 11/1902 SPouse NOT NAMED / NEW ROME NEWS
WARREN DORA MAR WVL 03/15/1906 03/08/1906 TO GUY PAST
WARREN LORENZO MAR WVL 02/22/1906 02/21/1906 TO PHYLLIS FAUCETTE
WASER CHARLEY BIRTH WVL 07/24/1902 1850 BORN IN GERMANY / SEE HIS OBIT.
WASER CHARLEY OBIT. WVL 07/24/1902 07/17/1902 SOME CHILDREN NAMED / SEE HIS BIRTH
WASHBURN WILDER DEATH WVL 01/01/1903 12/26/1902 AGE 26 / DIED AT NORTH ARMENIA
WASSER CAROLYN MAR WVL 07/26/1906 07/25/1906 TO EARL ANDRESS
WATERMAN BENJAMIN F. MAR WVL 12/21/1905 12/19/1905 TO EMMA KAMMERER /ALSO SEE HYMENAL IN THIS ISSUE
WATERMAN VILAS W. DEATH WVL 01/14/1904 NEPHEW OF S. C. WATERMAN / SON OF MR./MRS. CHARLES WATERMAN
WATERS HUGH MAR WVL 09/21/1905 09/13/1905 DR.WATERS TO MISS MOORE AT LONDON, CANADA / NEKOOSA NEWS
WATERS JESSE JOHN BIRTH WVL 07/24/1902 07/31/1817 BORN IN ENGLAND / SEE HIS OBIT
WATERS JESSE JOHN DEATH WVL 07/24/1902 07/23/1902 CHILDREN NAMED / SEE HIS BIRTH
WATERS BIRTH WVL 12/13/1906 12/10/1906 GIRL TO DR. & MRS. H. F. WATERS
WATERS JOHN BIRTH WVL 01/25/1906 12/25/1831 SEE HIS OBIT.
WATERS JOHN OBIT. WVL 01/25/1906 01/24/1906 SEE HIS BIRTH
WATSON GERTRUDE MAR WVL 06/07/1906 06/02/1906 TO EDGAR KELLOGG AT SALIDA, COLORADO
WAYERSKI BIRTH WVL 07/26/1906 07/22/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRANK WAYERSKI
WAYRESKI BIRTH WVL 11/17/1904 11/12/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK WAYRESKI / NEKOOSA NEWS
WAZRONKA ALEX MAR WVL 11/08/1906 11/05/1906 TO MRS. MARY BAILOGOWICZ
WEATHERLY BIRTH WVL 10/02/1902 1846 56TH BIRTHDAY / SHERRY NEWS
WEAVER EARL MAR WVL 07/20/1905 TO LOUISE MEUNIER / SEE HER OBIT. - WEAVER
WEAVER LOUISE DEATH WVL 07/20/1905 07/16/1905 MRS.EARL WEAVER/SEE NEK. NEWS - ALSO 27/07/1905 ISSUE
WEAVER JAY MAR.LIC. WVL 06/21/1906 TO ANNA MERICLE
WEBB JAMES BIRTH WVL 08/28/1902 1881 21ST BIRTHDAY / YNGST SON OF MR./MRS. H.S. WEBB
WEBSTON SUMAYE MAR WVL 10/23/1902 10/20/1902 TO GEORGE WILDFANG / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS
WEBSTER MAR WVL 05/10/1906 TO GEORGE WILDFANG / SEE HER DEATH - WILDFANG
WEEKS FRANK MAR WVL 05/04/1905 05/02/1905 TO ANNA CORNER
WEEKS BIRTH WVL 12/20/1906 12/14/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. R. A. WEEKS
WEGENER CHARLES MAR WVL 08/23/1906 8/1906 NO BRIDE NAMED
WEIDEWALD ALBERT MAR WVL 02/16/1905 02/20/1905 TO MRS.MATHILDA BREDCHEN/SEE NEK.NEWS/2/03/1905 NEK.NEW
WEINBRENNER EARL MAR WVL 07/12/1906 07/11/1906 TO JESSIE ROSSMAN
WEINGARTNER MAMIE BIRTH WVL 03/23/1905 03/20/1892 13TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
WEISBURG DEATH WVL 11/30/1905 11/27/1905 4 MOS.OLD DAU.OF MR.MRS.HARRY WEISBURG/BURY WAUSAU/B.LOCAL N
WEISENBORN ALBERT DEATH WVL 06/05/1902 06/05/1902 SUICIDE/ALSO SEE 12 JUNE C.THANKS/19 JUNE CRM.OF EXCHNG PITT
WELCH FLORA MAR WVL 01/15/1903 TO JOHN ZIMMONDORF OF CLARK CO.
WELCH LENA MAR.LIC. WVL 03/13/1902 TO JOHN ZIMMONDORF OF CLARK CO.

WELK OSCAR DEATH WVL 10/22/1903 10/14/1903 ONLY SON OF MR./MRS. WELK
WELK BIRTH WVL 03/24/1904 03/18/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WM. WELK / MILLADORE NEWS
WELK LUELLA BIRTH WVL 5/05/1904 5/1896 8TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / MILLADORE NEWS
WELLNER NINA MAR WVL 02/26/1903 02/18/1903 TO STANISLAUS PATASKA
WELLS BIRTH WVL 11/05/1903 GIRL FROM SPARTA ORPHAN HOME TO MR./MRS. A WELLS / ARMENIA
WELLS FAY BIRTH WVL 11/03/1904 10/28/1883 21ST BIRTHDAY PARTY / ARMENIA NEWS
WELLS ALLEN C. BIRTH WVL 03/08/1906 05/23/1819 SEE HIS MAR./LONG DETAILED OBIT.
WELLS ALLEN C. OBIT. WVL 03/08/1906 03/04/1906 SEE HIS BIRTH / MAR. / OBIT. IS LONG & DETAILED
WELLS ALLEN C. MAR WVL 03/08/1906 04/14/1847 TO HANNAH EGGLESTON / SEE HIS BIRTH / LONG DETAILED OBIT.
WENDLAND BIRTH WVL 06/11/1903 06/08/1903 TWIN GIRLS TO MR./MRS. E. WENDLAND / PORT EDWARDS
WENDLUND BIRTH WVL 05/11/1905 05/05/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. EMIL WENDLUND OF P.EDWARDS/15/05/1905 P.E.NE
WENZEL JOS. MAR WVL 07/12/1906 1906 TO HELENA LINZMEIR
WEPFER ANNIE MAR.LIC. WVL 10/02/1902 ALBERT BUBLIZ / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD
WERGIN F. WILLIAM OBIT. WVL 03/26/1903 03/21/1903 LONG OBIT.
WERSCH BIRTH WVL 10/02/1902 1898 SEE HIS DEATH
WERSCH DEATH WVL 10/02/1902 1902 SON OF TOM WERSCH /SCARLET FEVER /ALTDORF NEWS/SEE HIS BIRTH
WERT HERMAN MAR WVL 04/02/1903 04/01/1903 TO AUGUSTA RUSKYURSKY / NECTADAH / WILL BE MARRIED
WESELEY BIRTH WVL 11/30/1905 11/25/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WESLEY / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
WESELY DEATH WVL 11/16/1905 11/1905 MRS. ROBERT WESELY / ROCHE-A-CRI NEWS
WESELY DEATH WVL 11/16/1905 11/1905 BABY OF MR./MRS. ROBERT WESELY
WESELEY ROSA DEATH WVL 08/25/1904 1904 6 WK.OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. E & FRED WESELY OF BEATRICE /CRM OF EX
WESENBERG DEATH WVL 11/30/1905 11/1905 FATHER OF E. & FRANK WESELY / BIRON NEWS
WESLEY J. F. MAR WVL 06/18/1903 06/12/1903 TO ANNA SPRAFKE / SIGEL
WESLEY BIRTH WVL 06/16/1904 11/14/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN WESLEY
WESLEY BIRTH WVL 03/22/1905 03/19/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN WESLEY
WESSICK FRANK DEATH WVL 01/15/1903 WOOD CO. BOARD MINUTES
WEST LOUISA MAR. LIC. WVL 06/04/1903 GUST HENDRICKSON
WEST LOTTIE PEARL MAR WVL 12/04/1902 11/26/1902 TO WARREN GILBERT LAW / ITEM - FAMILY AND RELATIVES NAMED
WESTFA FAY MAR WVL 10/11/1906 10/09/1906 TO IDA IVerson
WESTFAHL DEATH WVL 05/14/1903 05/10/1903 11 MOS.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. FRED WESTFAHL / SIGEL
WESTFAHL BIRTH WVL 02/22/1906 02/17/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN WESTFAHL
WESTFAHL NATHALIE MAR WVL 05/03/1906 05/01/1906 TO FRED WITZEL
WESTFUL BIRTH WVL 08/14/1902 1902 BOY TO MR./MRS. FRED WESTFUL /CHRSTND.LUTH.CHURCH/SIGEL NEWS
WESTLEY DEATH WVL 11/09/1905 1905 CHILD OF JOSEPH & MRS. WESTLEY / BEATRICE NEWS
WESTOVER DELLA MAR WVL 12/03/1903 11/30/1903 TO EDWARD W. WESTOVER
WESTOVER EDWARD W. MAR WVL 12/03/1903 11/30/1903 TO DELLA WESTOVER
WESTOVER FRED DEATH WVL 01/15/1903 WOOD CO. BOARD MINUTES
WESTOVER ED. MAR WVL 09/21/1905 1905 TO DELIA DEROSHA / NEKOOSA NEWS
WESTOVER BIRTH WVL 03/15/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. EDWARD WESTOVER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>MAR/LIC. Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weyer</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 06/02/1904</td>
<td>06/08/1904 BRIDE NOT GIVEN-RUDOLPH NEWS/SEE LAURA AKEY 9 JUN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen</td>
<td>WM.</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 01/15/1903</td>
<td>11/11/1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelan</td>
<td>EDMUND</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 06/01/1905</td>
<td>05/28/1905 TO EDITH M. HOSMER OF ASHLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler</td>
<td>VINCENT</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 02/22/1906</td>
<td>02/20/1856 MRS. BEN WHEELER - 50TH BIRTHDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>ESTELLA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 10/01/1903</td>
<td>10/30/1903 TO EUGENE SWAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 02/25/1904</td>
<td>02/20/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. NICHOLAS WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 04/14/1904</td>
<td>1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. RENNIE WHITE / NEW ROME NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>MYRTLE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 08/25/1904</td>
<td>08/25/1904 TO AUGUST MILLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>VINCENT</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 09/22/1904</td>
<td>TO EUGENE SWAN /SEE BIRTH ANNCT. OF DAU. - SWAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>MARGARET</td>
<td>NANN</td>
<td>MAR.LIC. WVL</td>
<td>07/31/1902 OF PITTSVILLE / W. T. BAUER OF STEVENS POINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>NICHOLAS</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 11/01/1906</td>
<td>10/27/1906 43RD BIRTHDAYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitford</td>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 08/02/1906</td>
<td>07/31/1906 TO JESSE TROEH AT WAUSAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whithelm</td>
<td>ANNA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 5/05/1904</td>
<td>1893 TO JOE MEUNIER / SEE HIS OBIT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td>CARSON</td>
<td>LINCOLN</td>
<td>BIRTH WVL 10/22/1903</td>
<td>09/20/1886 SON OF MR./MRS. FRANK WHITMAN / SEE HIS DEATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td>CARSON</td>
<td>LINCOLN</td>
<td>DEATH WVL 10/22/1903</td>
<td>10/15/1903 SON OF MR./MRS. FRANK WHITMAN / SEE HIS BIRTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 02/26/1903</td>
<td>03/18/1824 SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>OBIT.</td>
<td>WVL 02/26/1903</td>
<td>02/16/1903 SEE HIS BIRTH / MAR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td>NORA</td>
<td>HANNA</td>
<td>MAR WVL 05/04/1905</td>
<td>04/29/1905 TO WILLIAM BENNETT ARNOQUIST / RUDOLPH WEDDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 09/29/1904</td>
<td>09/21/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. LEU WHITMAN / RUDOLPH NEWS / SEE HIS DEATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 09/29/1904</td>
<td>09/23/1904 INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. LEU WHITMAN /RUDOLPH NEWS / SEE BIRTH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitmore</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 06/01/1905</td>
<td>05/28/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. I. WHITMORE /DIED /PORT EDWARDS NEWS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitmore</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 05/24/1906</td>
<td>05/1906 INFANT SON OF MR./MRS. IRVING WHITMORE / SEE HIS BIRTH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitmore</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 05/24/1906</td>
<td>05/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. IRVING WHITMORE / SEE HIS BIRTH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittley</td>
<td>EDWARD</td>
<td>J.</td>
<td>MAR WVL 06/21/1906</td>
<td>06/20/1906 TO BARBARA DURELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittrock</td>
<td>MABEL</td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>MAR WVL 08/17/1905</td>
<td>08/09/1905 TO DAVID A. TAYLOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittrock</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 08/21/1902</td>
<td>08/19/1902 7 MOS. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. ALBERT WHITROCK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittrock</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 08/16/1906</td>
<td>08/10/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. CHAS. WHITROCK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittlesey</td>
<td>HARRY</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 12/03/1903</td>
<td>12/01/1903 TO DOROTHY FITCH / ALSO SEE 10/12/1903 ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittlesey</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 03/02/1905</td>
<td>03/01/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HARRY F. WHITTLESEY OF CRANMOOR/CRNMR NEWS 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittlesey</td>
<td>HARRIET</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 06/15/1905</td>
<td>06/14/1905 TO CLARENCE A. JASPERSON/MAR.LIC./HYMENEAL/ALSO 22/06 CRNMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittlesey</td>
<td>CHARLES</td>
<td>S.</td>
<td>MAR WVL 07/21/1904</td>
<td>07/09/1904 TO CARRIE MILLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichman</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 08/02/1906</td>
<td>07/28/1906 MRS. FRANK WICHMAN / 20 YRS. OLD / URAEMIC HEMORRHAGES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wight</td>
<td>HELEN</td>
<td>C.</td>
<td>MAR WVL 10/26/1905</td>
<td>18/23/1905 TO LOUIS SCHALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcott</td>
<td>MATIE</td>
<td>MAR.LIC.</td>
<td>WVL 08/23/1906</td>
<td>RUSSELL VALNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilde</td>
<td>ALBERT</td>
<td>M.</td>
<td>MAR WVL 10/01/1903</td>
<td>09/27/1903 TO MYRTLE E. CLARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfang</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 06/04/1903</td>
<td>05/30/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEORGE WILDFANG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfang</td>
<td>GEORGE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 10/23/1902</td>
<td>10/20/1902 TO MISS MAYME WEBSTER / BRIEF LOCAL NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfang</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 03/22/1906</td>
<td>03/18/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEO. WILDFANG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WILDFANG
DEATH WVL 05/10/1906 05/08/1906 MRS. GEORGE WILDFANG-25 YRS.OLD/NEE-WEBSTER/TUBERCULOSIS
WILDFANG
GEORGE MAR WVL 05/10/1906 TO MISS WEBSTER / SEE HER DEATH - WILDFANG
WILHORN
BIRTH WVL 05/21/1903 05/19/1903 BOY TO HENRY WILHORN - NEKOOSA
WILHORN
BIRTH WVL 11/02/1905 10/26/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. HENRY WILHORN / NEKOOSA NEWS
WILHORN
GEORGE MAR. LIC. WVL 09/28/1905 EMMA LEVERANCE OF PORT EDWARDS
WILHORN
MARY DEATH WVL 12/21/1905 12/19/1905 MRS. THEODORE WILHORN / 52 YRS. OLD
WILHORN
BIRTH WVL 05/08/1906 06/28/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. GEO. WILHORN
WILHORN
FRANK MAR WVL 06/06/1906 06/06/1906 TO MARY BUBLITZ
WILKE
MAR WVL 01/29/1903 TO AUGUST GRITZMAN
WILL
BIRTH WVL 04/09/1903 GIRL TO OTTO WILL / KLONDIKE
WILLARD
BIRTH WVL 10/13/1904 1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. J. C. WILLARD
WILLIAMS
BIRTH WVL 05/07/1903 05/01/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. WILLIAMS / BIG FLATS
WILLIAMS
BIRTH WVL 02/09/1905 02/02/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN WILLIAMS /SHERRY NEWS
WILLIAMS
DEATH WVL 07/27/1905 07/23/1905 MRS. J. A. WILLIAMS / MATHER NEWS
WILLIAMS
DEATH WVL 09/28/1905 09/21/1905 MRS. B. WILLIAMS / AUBURNDALE NEWS
WILLIAMS
HUGH MAR WVL 10/26/1905 10/18/1905 TO MINNIE ALMA HISSINGTON OF ARLINGTON, IOWA/SHERRY NEWS
WILLIAMS
RAYMOND R. MAR WVL 12/21/1905 12/20/1905 TO JESSIE L. McFARLANE /HYMENAL - SAME DATE
WILLIAMS
BIRTH WVL 12/08/1904 12/01/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS.L.K.WILLIAMS OF EVANSVILLE,IND./NEK. NEWS
WILLIAMS
BIRTH WVL 12/04/1902 11/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
HERMAN MAR.LIC. WVL 10/16/1902 MARGARET RUMENOPP / BOTH OF MARSHFIELD
WILLIAMS
BIRTH WVL 10/04/1904 09/25/1906 BOY TO MR./MRS. HUGH WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
ANNA MAR WVL 11/15/1906 11/07/1906 TO DR. STEPHEN DOLPHRED BRAZEAU AT ASOTIN, WASH.
WILSON
STELLA MAR WVL 12/24/1903 TO ALLIE ROBINSON
WILSON
SILAS MAR WVL 03/30/1905 03/26/1905 TO MRS. MARY ROLLINS OF MICHIGAN / SEE BIRTH OF A DAUGHTER
WILSON
AMANDA BIRTH WVL 01/11/1904 01/06/1834 BORN IN PITTSBURG, PA. /SEE SMART OB. IN NEKOOSA NEWS
WILSON
AMANDA MAR WVL 01/14/1904 TO WM. MCLEAN / SEE HER OBIT. - McLEAN
WILSON
ERNIE MAR WVL 08/23/1906 08/19/1906 TO MYRTLE TUBBS
WILTGEN
WILLIAM PROBATE 03/16/1905
WILTSIE
VIOLA MAY DEATH WVL 04/16/1903 04/11/1903 INFANT DAU. OF MR./MRS. HERMAN WILTSEY
WINEBRENNER
CALLA P. MAR WVL 11/23/1905 11/29/1905 TO JOHN A. STAHL /ALSO SHERRY NEWS 7/12/1905 ISSUE
WINEBRENNER
WALTER MAR WVL 07/19/1906 07/11/1906 TO JESSIE ROSSMAN
WINEGAR
SARAH MAR WVL 05/03/1906 TO GEO. MILLER OF MICHIGAN / SEE BIRTH OF A DAUGHTER
WINEGARDEN
NELLIE DEATH WVL 04/16/1903 04/09/1903 DAUGHTER OF MR./MRS. MALON WINEGARDEN
WINEGARDEN
JESSIE MAR WVL 11/22/1906 11/15/1906 TO ROY BATES
WING
BIRTH WVL 01/07/1904 12/1903 BOY TO MR./MRS. L. WING / FINLEY NEWS
WINGER
ALBERT DEATH WVL 06/19/1902 6/1902 STEPSON OF ANDREW WINGER AT RHINELANDER / TYPHOID FEVER
WINKLE
PHILIPPPINE DEATH WVL 12/18/1902 (CAROLINE) 80 YRS. OLD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WINKLE CAROLINE</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 12/18/1902</td>
<td>12/16/1902</td>
<td>PHILIPPINE WINKLE - 80 YRS. OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINKLER</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 03/12/1903</td>
<td>03/03/1903</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK WINKLER / OF MEEHAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINSLOW MARY EMMA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 08/18/1904</td>
<td>08/10/1904</td>
<td>TO MYRON H. McCORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINTERS JACK</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 12/01/1904</td>
<td>11/24/1904</td>
<td>TO LAURA WONDERS / ARMENIA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIPFLI LOUIS</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 02/19/1903</td>
<td>02/17/1903</td>
<td>TO ANNA BILLMEYER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIPFLI HATTIE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 08/13/1903</td>
<td>08/04/1903</td>
<td>TO NIKLAUS WIRTZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIPFLI MARY</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 03/16/1905</td>
<td>03/13/1905</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK WIPFLI / ALTDORF NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIPFLI LAURA</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 06/30/1904</td>
<td>6/1894</td>
<td>10TH BIRTHDAY PARTY OF DAU. OF MRS. FRANK WIPFLI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIPPERMAN ERNEST</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 04/27/1905</td>
<td>04/24/1905</td>
<td>TO A. E. BUERSE AT ST. PAUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIPPERMAN OTTO DELOIS</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 05/11/1905</td>
<td>05/07/1905</td>
<td>TO ELIZABETH MARION SHEEHAY /ALSO PITTSVILLE NEWS 18/05/1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIPPERMAN RICHARD O.</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 12/13/1906</td>
<td>12/05/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. OTTO WIPPERMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIRZ ANNA</td>
<td>MAR.LIC</td>
<td>WVL 09/20/1906</td>
<td>FRANK HUSER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIRZ</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 03/08/1906</td>
<td>03/04/1906</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. NICK WIRTZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISKERCHEN BIRTH</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 01/18/1906</td>
<td>01/14/1906</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. PETER WISKERCHEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISNICK FLORA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 07/09/1903</td>
<td>07/03/1903</td>
<td>TO CHARLES HERMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISNISKNEE JOE</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>WVL 08/10/1905</td>
<td>08/07/1905</td>
<td>MISS WISNISKNEE / CARSON NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHER STEPHEN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 05/14/1903</td>
<td>05/12/1903</td>
<td>TO AWA GRANT / LINWOOD, PORTAGE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHERS GEORGE</td>
<td>MAR.LIC</td>
<td>WVL 07/09/1903</td>
<td>ROSE DRAKE / NEW ROME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHERS GERTIE</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 12/17/1903</td>
<td>12/13/1903</td>
<td>TO DOMINICK RADIGBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHERS JULIA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 05/05/1904</td>
<td>05/11/1904</td>
<td>TO CARL POLENSKY/TO BE MAR./ALSO NEKOOSA NEWS 19/05/1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHERS TONA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 06/26/1902</td>
<td>06/21/1902</td>
<td>MRS. WITHERS TO JOS. HALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHERS JAMES</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 08/09/1906</td>
<td>8/08/1845</td>
<td>61 YRS. OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHERS BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 03/15/1906</td>
<td>03/06/1906</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRANK WITHERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 04/09/1903</td>
<td>04/02/1903</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. WM. WITT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 09/24/1903</td>
<td>09/17/1903</td>
<td>GIRL TO MR./MRS. AUG. WITT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT LENA</td>
<td>MAR.LIC</td>
<td>WVL 08/18/1903</td>
<td>MALCOLM GALLATIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT ANNA</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 11/26/1903</td>
<td>11/25/1903</td>
<td>TO HENRY VANTASSEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT LOUISA OBIT</td>
<td>WVL 02/19/1903</td>
<td>02/10/1903</td>
<td>SEE HER BIRTH/MAR.- KNUEPFEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT MARTIN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 02/19/1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>TO LOUISA KNUEPFEL /SEE HER OBIT.- WITT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL 08/03/1905</td>
<td>08/01/1905</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. AUGUST WITT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT MARTIAN MAR.LIC</td>
<td>WVL 06/07/1905</td>
<td>MARTHA HENKE OF NEKOOSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITT EDITH</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL 05/12/1904</td>
<td>05/11/1904</td>
<td>TO FRED KRUGER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WITT HANNAH MAR WVL 03/22/1906 TO AUGUST SLATER / SEE HIS OBIT.

WITT MARTIN MAR WVL 02/19/1903 TO LOUISA KNUEPFEL /HER BIRTH-KNUEPFEL / HER OBIT.- WITT

WITT LOUISA OBIT WVL 02/19/1903 02/20/1903 SEE HER BIRTH/MAR-KNUEPFEL / KELLNER #2 NEWS

WITTE ELIZABETH MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/15/1905 TO GEO. E. WOOD/ALSO MAY 18 & 25 ISSUES

WITTE BIRTH WVL 12/13/1906 12/04/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. MARTIN WITTE

WITTE ALBERT MAR WVL 07/26/1906 07/26/1906 TO DORA DANKERT

WITTENBERG BIRTH WVL 03/12/1903 03/08/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. GUS WITTEenburg OF PORT EDWARDS

WITTENBERG BIRTH WVL 12/03/1903 11/29/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. AUG. WITTENBERG

WITTENBERG AUGUST MAR WVL 01/29/1903 01/22/1903 TO ANNA SCHWANTZ

WITTENBERG BIRTH WVL 02/23/1905 02/18/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. GUS WITTEenburg

WITTENBERG BIRTH WVL 01/19/1905 01/13/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. FRED WITTEenburg

WITTENBERG AMELIA JOHN OBIT WVL 06/07/1906 06/01/1906 SEE HER BIRTH/MAR-JOHN /NEKOOSA NEWS

WITTENBERG GUST MAR WVL 06/07/1906 1887 TO AMELIA JOHN / SEE HER OBIT.- WITTEenburg / NEKOOSA NEWS

WITTER JERE DELOS BIRTH WVL 10/23/1902 1902 SON OF MR./MRS.ISAAC P.WITTER BAPTIZED/PERSONAL MENTION

WITTER JOHN D. BIRTH WVL 03/27/1902 1835 ALSO SEE WILL - 3 APRIL ISSUE / SEE HIS DEATH

WITTER JOHN D. DEATH WVL 03/27/1902 03/24/1902 CHILDREN NAMED / SEE HIS BIRTH

WITTER JERE D. BIRTH WVL 03/20/1902 1835 SEE HIS MAR./OBIT.

WITTER JERE D. OBIT. WVL 03/20/1902 03/15/1902 ALSO SEE 3 APRIL ISSUE / ALSO HIS BIRTH/MAR.

WITTER JERE D. MAR WVL 03/20/1902 02/16/1861 TO MISS EMILY PHELPS / SEE HIS BIRTH / OBIT.

WITTER JERE BIRTH WVL 09/06/1906 09/04/1906 4TH BIRTHDAY PARTY

WITZEL FRED MAR WVL 05/03/1906 05/01/1906 TO NATHALIE WESTFALL

WODTKA MARY MAR WVL 11/15/1906 11/14/1906 TO WILLIAM PLOWMAN

WOLF DEATH WVL 11/05/1903 10/27/1903 INFANT OF MR./MRS. WOLF / SARATOGA

WOLF BIRTH WVL 01/12/1905 01/10/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOE WOLF / NEKOOSA NEWS

WOLF BIRTH WVL 08/24/1905 08/19/1905 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOHN WOLF / NEKOOSA NEWS

WOLF GEO. N. MAR. LIC. WVL 12/28/1905 HATTIE GARMAN OF SARATOGA

WOLF WILLIAM MAR. LIC. WVL 09/21/1905 CATHERINE PETROCK

WOLF BIRTH WVL 06/16/1904 06/13/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN WOLF/NEKOOSA NEWS/BAPTM-23/06/1902 ISS

WOLF ANTON DEATH WVL 07/28/1904 07/22/1904 5 WK.OLD SON OF MR./MRS. JOHN WOLF / NEKOOSA NEWS

WOLF BIRTH WVL 03/29/1906 03/21/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. JOE WOLF

WOLF GEORGE W. MAR WVL 01/11/1906 12/27/1905 TO HATTIE MAE GARMAN / MAR.LIC. 4 JAN. ISSUE

WOLFE BIRTH WVL 06/26/1902 6/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. A. WOLFE OF 2ND WARD

WOLFMAN SIDNEY MAR WVL 03/06/1902 1902 TO MISS NELLIE SILBER - DAU.OF MR./MRS. J. SILBER

WOLKE HENRY DEATH WVL 03/17/1904 03/13/1904 CANCER / MILLADORE NEWS

WOLOSIC BIRTH WVL 06/30/1904 06/26/1904 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN WOLOSIC

WONDERS LAURA MAR WVL 12/01/1904 11/24/1904 TO JACK WINTERS / ARMENIA NEWS

WOOD BIRTH WVL 06/18/1903 06/07/1903 TWIN BOYS TO WALTER WOOD

WOOD GEO. E. MAR WVL 05/11/1905 05/15/1905 TO ELIZABETH WITTE /SEE MAY 18 & 25 ALSO
WOOD DEATH WVL 10/20/1904 1904 1 YR. 4 MOS. OLD BOY OF WALTER WOOD (TWIN) VANDRIESSEN NEWS
WOOD MINERVA MAR.LIC. WVL 10/02/1902 OF LINCOLN / CHARLES EWER OF RICHHFIELD
WOOD DORA MAR WVL 07/26/1906 6/06/1906 TO HERBERT CORBETT
WOODARD MINA MAR WVL 12/11/1902 12/07/1902 TO BERT DISBROW
WOODDISSE GEO. F. MAR.LIC. WVL 07/31/1902 OF MANITOBA / MARY E. TARBOX OF PITTSVILLE
WOODRUFF RUJUS MAR WVL 01/08/1903 01/14/1903 TO ANNA PATASKA
WOODRUFF DAVID E. MAR WVL 04/14/1904 04/06/1904 TO ANNA SHIRLEY HANSEN NEWS
WOODRUFF N. C. MAR.LIC. WVL 09/20/1906 09/06/1906 OF CHIPPEWA FALLS / BERTHA WITTE - NEKOOSA ALSO 20 SEP. ISS.
WOODRUFF LUM MAR WVL 09/20/1906 09/06/1906 TO BERTHA WHITE OF NEKOOSA / ALSO SEE N.C.WOODRUFF 20 SEP ISS
WORDEN BIRTH WVL 12/11/1902 GIRL TO MR./MRS. ORLANDO WORDEN
WORDEN DEATH WVL 11/13/1902 11/1902 MRS. WORDEN STRONGS PRAIRIE
WORDEN BARNABAS DEATH WVL 01/11/1906 1892 SEE HIS MAR./OBIT. OF WIFE - WORDEN
WORDEN BARNABAS MAR WVL 01/11/1906 TO JANE BEGGS SEE HIS DEATH HER OBIT. WORDEN
WORDEN JANE OBIT. WVL 01/04/1906 12/31/1905 SEE HER BIRTH/MAR-BEGGS/HUSBND DEATH WORDEN DAU. SARAH TUCKER
WORDEN NETTIE DEATH WVL 06/28/1906 06/25/1906
WORLUND DEATH WVL 09/08/1904 09/06/1904 MRS. JOHN A. WORLUND 18 YR. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. PETER MOBERG
WORTHINGTON MARY DEATH WVL 03/31/1904 03/24/1904 MRS. WORTHINGTON 56 YRS. OLD
WORTHINGTON BRAINARD MAR WVL 11/15/1906 11/12/1906 TO MRS. LIZZIE POWERS AT LA CROSSE
WOTRUBA J. J. DEATH WVL 12/31/1903 12/26/1903 41 YRS. OLD VILLAGE BLACKSMITH
WOTRULA BIRTH WVL 05/19/1904 05/13/1904 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WOTRULA MILLADORE NEWS
WRCHOTA NELLIE HILL DEATH WVL 09/08/1904 08/25/1904 MRS. WM. WRCHOTA DIED IN ADAMS
WRCHOTA WM. MAR WVL 09/08/1904 TO NELLIE HILL SEE HER OBIT. - WRCHOTA
WRCHOTA NELLIE HILL DEATH WVL 09/08/1904 08/25/1904 MRS. WM. WRCHOTA BORN DEC. 8, 1884 DIED IN ADAMS
WRIGHT ANNA DEATH WVL 09/21/1905 09/15/1905 LITTLE DAU. OF MR./MRS. ADAM WRIGHT NEKOOSA NEWS
WRIGHT HATTIE MAR LIC. WVL 06/01/1905 WILLIAM LIEATTIE
WRIGHT MARY DEATH WVL 05/19/1904 05/18/1904 MISS WRIGHT TYPHOID FEVER
WRIGHT WILL MAR WVL 06/09/1904 06/12/1904 TO HANNAH DANKERT TO BE MAR. BIRON NEWS ALSO 16/06 ISSUE
WRIGHT SUSANA MAR LIC. WVL 08/07/1902 OF MARSHFIELD OSCAR J. KOZEN OF MILWAUKEE
WUESCH RUTH BIRTH WVL 08/11/1904 08/07/1904 5TH YEAR BIRTHDAY PARTY
WUESTNECK DEATH WVL 05/26/1904 05/23/1904 MRS. FRANK WUESTNECK 44 YRS. OLD 13 CHILDREN MILLADORE NEWS
WUSSOW EDITH MAR WVL 02/18/1904 TO WILLIAM SUHR SEE HER OBIT. SUHR
WAYMAN MARY DEATH WVL 03/15/1906 DIED IN TEXAS
YA --- PRAXEDIA MAR WVL 10/30/1902 TO FRANK ROBACK JUNCTION CITY NEWS
YAGER BIRTH WVL 05/25/1905 05/22/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN YAGER OF SIGEL
YAGER BIRTH WVL 06/08/1905 06/07/1905 BOY TO MR./MRS. JOS. YAGER
YAGER BIRTH WVL 12/20/1906 12/17/1906 GIRL TO MR./MRS. HENRY YAGER
YAHN ALBERT DEATH WVL 01/15/1903 WOOD CO. BOARD MINUTES
YAHN ALBERT DEATH WVL 10/30/1902 10/1902 HUNG SELF AFTER EXPLOSION ACCIDENT VEEDUM NEWS
YANDT HERMAN MAR WVL 01/11/1906 01/07/1906 TO MINNIE HEISER
YANDT HERMAN DEATH WVL 5/05/1906 05/01/1906 33 YRS. 3 MONTHS 13 DAYS OLD / CONSUMPTION
YANKE SOPHIE MAR. LIC. WVL 12/24/1903 ALBERT DAVIS / NEW CASTLE, IND.
YANTZ WILLIAM BIRTH WVL 07/05/1906 06/30/1906 TO LENA FONDICK
YELLAR BIRTH WVL 11/06/1902 10/26/1902 TWIN GIRLS TO MR./MRS. FRANK YELLAR / JUNCTION CITY NEWS
YESSCHE BIRTH WVL 07/23/1903 07/20/1903 GIRL TO MR./MRS. WINFIELD YESCHE
YETTER MAMIE M. MAR WVL 06/21/1906 06/20/1906 TO SAMUEL R. MARTIN
YETTER MARY DEATH WVL 02/12/1903 02/05/1903
YETTER MINNIE MAR WVL 11/26/1903 11/24/1903 TO EMILE REINERT
YETTER WILLIE DEATH WVL 12/1-1904 11/26/1904 10 YR. OLD SON OF MR./MRS. WM. YETTER
YORK JOHN BIRTH WVL 05/17/1906 1906 TO FLOSSIE TINNEY / RECENTLY
YOUNG AGNES S. MAR WVL 08/06/1903 TO H. F. LIPSHOW JR.
YOUNG JULIA DEATH WVL 08/20/1903 08/18/1903 WIFE OF EMILE YOUNG
YOUNG LOUISE JOSEPHINE OBIT. WVL 08/24/1903 09/17/1903 SEE HER BIRTH - YOUNG / GRANDPARENTS MR./MRS. STAFFELD RUDOLPH
YOUNG LOUISE JOSEPHINE BIRTH WVL 09/24/1903 03/11/1889 DAU. OF MRS. FRANK BERNIER / SEE HER DEATH - YOUNG
YOUNG NELLIE MAR WVL 06/04/1903 06/03/1903 TO HENRY E. FITCH / LONG ARTICLE
YOUNG MAT MAR WVL 10/12/1905 ENGAGEMENT TO HELEN HEINEMAN
YOUNG SUSANNA DEATH WVL 06/29/1905 06/23/1905 WIFE OF F.W. YOUNG - CHILDREN LISTED
YOUNG ELLA MAR WVL 04/07/1904 02/04/1904 TO FRED LEA (LEE) OF NEKOOSA
YOUNG J. V. MAR WVL 05/26/1904 05/18/1904 TO MAUD EDNA GAGNON
YOUNG ALTA MAR WVL 09/11/1902 TO L. H. APPLEBEE - SEE BIRTH OF DAU.- APPLEBEE
YOUNG BLANCH EVELYN MAR. LIC. WVL 03/06/1902 OF MORENCI, MI / FRANK PALTER OF EAGLE, WI
YOUNG HILDA MAR. LIC. WVL 08/23/1906 EMIL K. BLESSING
YOUNG WILLIAM R. DEATH WVL 10/18/1906 10/11/1906 DIED AT DULUTH, MN
YOUNGCHILD CASPER MAR WVL 06/01/1905 06/27/1905 TO MARGARET SMITH / NEKOOSA NEWS / ALSO 29 JUNE ISSUE
YOUT ETHELYN MAR WVL 10/26/1905 10/23/1905 TO EARL W. ALFORD IN CHICAGO
YOUT ED. DEATH WVL 03/24/1904 3/1904 PNEUMONIA
YUCHACZ JOHN DEATH WVL 07/20/1905 07/16/1905 68 YRS. OLD / CANCER / SEE BRIEF LOCALS
YULE GAILORD MAR. LIC. WVL 10/11/1906 VERNIE LONG
YUSKOW CLARA MAR WVL 12/22/1904 11/18/1904 TO CLARA SEARLES
YUSTEN WILLIAM MAR WVL 11/09/1905 11/03/1905 TO MARY DUMMER / NEKOOSA NEWS
ZABAVA PETER DEATH WVL 10/27/1904 10/22/1904 BABCOCK NEWS
ZAGER ALBERT MAR WVL 10/01/1903 09/29/1903 TO BERTHA BETHKE / HANSEN NEWS
ZAHNOW BIRTH WVL 12/17/1903 12/10/1903 TO MR./MRS. W. M. ZAHNOW
ZAMBRICKY BIRTH WVL 08/16/1906 08/10/1906 TO BOY MR./MRS. FELIX ZAMBRICKY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZASTROM Carl O</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>08/11/1904</td>
<td>TO ISABELLE LETOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZASTROW Carl O</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>07/20/1905</td>
<td>TO THOMAS E. NASH FORMER RESIDENT /SEE 27 JULY ISSUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEAMAN Martin</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>01/19/1905</td>
<td>18TH BIRTHDAY PARTY / SIELG NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEIGEL Martha</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>09/13/1906</td>
<td>SEE HER BIRTH - HICKEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEIGLER John</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>09/13/1906</td>
<td>TO MARTHA HICKEY / SEE HER OBIT - ZEIGEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEIHMS John</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>09/11/1902</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN ZEIHMS / PERSONAL MENTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEIJMS John</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>09/11/1902</td>
<td>TO CLARA LYNNALS - SEE BIRTH OF SON / PERSONAL MENTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZELLER Leopold</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>11/09/1905</td>
<td>MARIE TREMEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZELLNER Julia</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>02/15/1906</td>
<td>JAMES DIRMER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZENTNER Ralph</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>04/09/1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZETTLER John</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>06/12/1902</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. ZETTLER / KELLNER NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIGMAN John</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>05/22/1902</td>
<td>TO MISS SPROAKE / JUNCTION CITY NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIGMAN John</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>10/16/1902</td>
<td>TO MISS SPROAKE / JUNCTION CITY NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMMERMAN John</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>11/30/1905</td>
<td>7 WK. OLD DAU. OF MR./MRS. PETE ZIGMAN / CARSON NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMMERMAN</td>
<td>LAWRENCE</td>
<td>PROBATE</td>
<td>03/16/1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMMERMAN</td>
<td>GALLAS</td>
<td>DEATH</td>
<td>09/08/1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMMONDORF John</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>01/15/1903</td>
<td>TO FLORA WELCH OF PROGRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINNET Anna R.</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>06/04/1903</td>
<td>CHARLES R. ZINNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINNET Charles R.</td>
<td>MAR. LIC.</td>
<td>06/04/1903</td>
<td>ANNA R. ZINNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZION</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>01/28/1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIRBEL LILLIE A</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>07/05/1906</td>
<td>DAU. OF MR./MRS. AUGUST ZIRBEL - CHRISTENED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIRBLE</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>12/20/1906</td>
<td>15TH BIRTHDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIVNEY</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>07/16/1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIVNEY</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>06/04/1904</td>
<td>01/24/1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIVNEY</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>05/26/1904</td>
<td>33RD BIRTHDAY PARTY / MILLADORE NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIVNEY</td>
<td>A.</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>02/25/1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOCHECK Frank</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>09/04/1902</td>
<td>TO LIZZIE HAASL - DAU. OF MR./MRS. JOHN HAASL /MILLADORE NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOELLE Francis</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>07/12/1906</td>
<td>TO MARY ELIZABETH BEVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOLLENZER</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>03/16/1905</td>
<td>BOY TO MR./MRS. ZOLLENZER / BETHEL NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZORN</td>
<td>MAGGIE</td>
<td>09/20/1906</td>
<td>WM. PANKROTZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZUBE</td>
<td>WM. DEATH</td>
<td>05/11/1905</td>
<td>NEKOOSA NEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURFLUH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>09/10/1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURFLUH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>10/29/1903</td>
<td>11 LB. BOY TO MR./MRS. JOHN ZURFLUH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Relation</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURFLUH</td>
<td>FRANK</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURFLUH</td>
<td>HERMAN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURFLUH</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURFLUH</td>
<td>HILDUR ELIZABETH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURING</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZURKOSKI</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZWASCHKA</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>WVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>WVL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>